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INTRODUCTION
"What they cannot do is invite you to speculate. What they cannot do is
invite you to conclude that something that is untested should be treated as
the truth of its contents, and that is what I would submit they're trying to
do here." 1

--Alexander Hugh Milne

1.

The paradox of this warning strikes at the very heart ofthe Prosecution's investigation

of and subsequent case against SABRA. Tellingly, this caution was relied upon to prevent the
admission of relevant material which had not been diligently investigated by the Prosecution.
It was done so without a hint of irony or consideration of the evidence it led before the

Chamber. But what is good for the goose is good for the gander - the Prosecution should not
be held to a lesser standard than it espouses.
2.

The evidence relied upon against SABRA is not only wholly circumstantial, but of the

weakest variety. It is built on untested and uncorroborated hearsay and leaps of faith. The
inordinate number and degrees of inferences to be drawn by the Chamber to secure a
conviction would be an astounding feat for any reasonable trier of fact and, once the
quagmire of inferences is navigated, it remains abundantly clear that the Prosecution is
unable to demonstrate SABRA's criminal involvement, knowledge or intent.
3.

This Brief illustrates this in six chapters. Part I challenges the quality of investigation

and evidence relied upon by the Prosecution; Part II challenges the attribution of Purple-018
to SABRA; Part III challenges the overall conspiracy; Part IV challenges the inferred
criminality of the Purple-Group; Part V challenges the alleged role of the Purple-Group in
the conspiracy; and Part VI challenges the alleged criminal liability of SABRA.

1

20180111 - STL-11-01 T T416- OFF - PRY- EN - 85/91.
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PART 1- INVESTIGATIVE AND EVIDENTIAL CONSIDERATIONS
I.

Prosecution has Failed to Proceed in a Manner to Allow it to Discharge its
Burden of Proof
A. Presumption of Innocence and Application of Standard of Proof

4.

Article 16(3)(a) presumes the innocence of the accused until he is proven guilty. 2

Pursuant to Article 16(3)(d), the onus is on the Prosecution to prove the case alleged against
the accused beyond a reasonable doubt. This burden remains with the Prosecution throughout
the trial. 3 Requiring the Defence to present evidence proving the contrary would
impermissibly shift the burden ofproof. 4
5.

Contrary to the Prosecution's submissions, 5 the standard of proof must be applied to

each fact underlying the elements of the crime and form of responsibility, as well as facts
indispensable for the entering a conviction and other facts needed to be proven beyond a
reasonable doubt due to the manner in which the case was pleaded; both in the indictment and
at trial. 6 This standard applies whether the evidence evaluated is direct or circumstantial. 7 If
any facts essential to a finding of guilt are not proven beyond a reasonable doubt, no
conviction can be entered. 8
6.

It is not sufficient that guilt is a reasonable or likely conclusion from the evidence. It

must be the only reasonable conclusion. 9 In particular, any inference based on circumstantial
evidence must be the only reasonable conclusion. 10 If there is another available inference or
conclusion which is also reasonably open from the circumstantial evidence, taking into
consideration what the evidence has proved and what is still unknown, 11 and which 1s
consistent with the innocence of the accused, then a finding must be made in his favour. 12
7.

This approach is consistent with the principle in dubio pro reo which is a component

2 Unless stated otherwise, all reference to "Article" cites to STL Statute, all reference to "Rule" cites to STL
Rules of Procedure and Evidence.
3 Mladic TJ,para.5250; Boskoski TJ,para.9.
4 Ntawukulilyayo AJ,para.l 03.
5 Brief,paras.44-45.
6 Ngudjolo AJ,para.l24; Halilovic AJ,para.l29; Ntagerura AJ,para.l75; Blagojevic AJ,para.226.
7 Halilovic AJ,para.l29; Blagojevic AJ,para.226.
8 Ntagerura AJ,para.l75.
9 Stanisic & Simatovic TJ,para.7; Blagojevic TJ,para.2l; Halilovic TJ,para.l5; Martie AJ,para.55.
10 Popovic AJ,paras.l369,l385; Prlic AJ,paras.l709,1994.
11 Bemba AJ Majority Opinion,para.l4.
12 Celebici AJ,paras.458; Stakic AJ,para.219; Strugar TJ,para.5; Limaj TJ,para.l 0; Ntagerura AJ,para.306.
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of the presumption of innocence. 13 Any ambiguity, doubt or uncertainty must always be ruled
in favour of the accused. 14
8.

Whilst evidence should be evaluated holistically, 15 this does not relieve the Chamber

from the duty to apply the required standard of proof to any necessary fact, 16 or from
assessing the quality of evidence of subsidiary facts, particularly in relation to circumstantial
evidence where the factual basis of the circumstantial evidence is weak. 17 Inferences drawn
from either direct or circumstantial evidence must be reasonable, narrowly construed and
must not be based on a series of inferences. 18 As concisely stated by the Bemba Appeal
Majority Opinion, a holistic assessment of the evidence "cannot cure the weakness of
individual items of evidence and a number of weak arguments for a proposition do not and
cannot ever combine into a strong reason for accepting it." 19
9.

Finally, pursuant to Article 3, it is the duty of the Chamber to consider the case

against each accused separately and to consider each count separately. 20
10.

The following series of adverse inferences to be drawn from the Prosecution's

investigative and evidential failures must be considered with specific regard to the
abovementioned principles.

B. Failure to Adequately Investigate Case Against SABRA
1. Universal Investigative Principles ("Principles")
11.

The Prosecution's duty to assist the Tribunal in establishing the truth is clearly set out

in Rule 55(C). This duty is not a theoretical concept, and in accordance with both Article
28(2) and Rule 3, its applicability stems directly from the Lebanese CCP wherein the search
and establishment of the truth is the main objective throughout all criminal investigations and
trials. 21 This is consistent with other civil-law jurisdictions whereby the prosecutor has a duty
to ensure the investigation leads to the manifestation of the truth, 22 and common-law
jurisdictions in which the privileged position of a prosecutor places a duty on him/her to
Bemba TJ,para.218; Bemba AJ Majority Opinion,para.5; Renzaho AJ,para.474.
Delic TJ,para.24; Blagojevic TJ,para.18; Halilovic TJ,para.12; Celebici AJ,para.458; Ntakirutimana
AJ,para.172.
15 Brief,para.42.
16 Ntagerura AJ,para.172.
17 Bemba AJ Majority Opinion,para.12.
18 Hadzihasanovic TJ,para.311.
19 Bemba AJ Majority Opinion,para.15.
2 Karemera Decision,para.17; Kordic TJ,para.17.
21 LCCP,Articles.35,41,47,61,269.
22 Annex C,rows.23,22,21,19; Langein,p.449.
13

14

°
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operate as a non-partisan "minister of justice", acting "with fairness and detachment" m
establishing the whole truth. 23
12.

In accordance with Rule 3, the Prosecution's obligation under Rule 55(C) is to be read

in a manner consonant with international standards on human rights and general principles of
international criminal law and procedure. This includes the various international instruments
which impose obligations upon prosecutors in their commitment to establishing the truth,
including to:
a) Investigate impartially and collect both incriminating and exculpatory
evidence;
b) Investigate independently from external interferences;
c) Seek all relevant evidence in an investigation, whether testimonial or
documentary;
d) Investigate all reasonable lines of enquiry whether they incriminate or
exculpate a suspect;
e) Avoid tunnel vision by ensuring there is not a single hypothesis which
excludes all others;
f) Avoid case construction around a named suspect and safeguard against
unconscious biases from influencing the direction of the investigation;

g) Familiarise oneself with relevant evidence in an investigation prior to
conducting interviews;
h) Verify the source of information provided by a witness;
i) Discuss and confront witnesses with inconsistencies in their evidence or
where contradictory evidence provided by other witnesses;
j) Regularly review and test case hypothesis;

k) Accurately retain and record decisions taken in respect of a particular
line of enquiry along with reasons for pursuing or not pursuing lines of
.
24
enqmry.
13.

Prosecutorial tunnel vision is defined as a "compendium of common heuristics and

logical fallacies, to which we are all susceptible, that lead actors in the criminal justice
system to focus on a suspect, select and filter the evidence that will 'build a case' for
conviction, while ignoring or suppressing evidence that points away from guilt." 25
Particularly, "pressures generated either externally because of a high profile crime or
internally by resource and other institutional forces to resolve a crime" fuels tunnel vision,

Annex C,rows.26,27,40,33,44,73,76,78,30,34, see also 67,35,68,58.
Annex C,Table 1; Kupreskic Decision, para.ii; Buisman.
25 Reichart,p.453 paraphrasing Martin,p.848; Annex C,rows.37,42,48.
23

24
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with "speed becoming the overriding factor". 26 Whether intentional or not, prosecutorial
tunnel vision, and its component "confirmation bias", directly lead to miscarriages of justice
in light of the tendency of prosecutors and investigators to only seek information which
confirms a hypothesis. 27 The duty to review and reevaluate conclusions as to the guilt or
innocence of an accused on an ongoing basis, and to adopt a flexible approach to its case
theory to avoid tunnel vision, is entrenched in the jurisprudence of adversarial-based
jurisdictions. 28
14.

These Principles are not unknown to the Prosecution, and as testified to by TAYLOR,

were applicable to the investigations conducted by the Prosecution. 29 At no point during the
course of his testimony did the Prosecution establish or attempt to establish the contrary.
15.

The Principles are also reflected in Lebanese procedure whereby the investigating

authority is under a duty to, inter alia: (i) gather all evidence required for a trier of fact
responsible for deciding the guilt or innocence of the accused; 30 and (ii) record all steps and
details of the investigation. 31 The scope of this latter duty is wide and required for even the
slightest detail in order to allow for a review of decisions and safeguard the need for an
objective investigation which will result in the establishment ofthe truth.
16.

The legitimacy of the Principles is further bolstered by domestic jurisprudence. In

civil-law jurisdictions, the investigating judge is under, inter alia: (i) a duty to seek out all
evidence which is necessary for establishment of the truth; 32 and (ii) an on-going duty to
inform the prosecutor of any new evidence arising from the investigations and not referred to
in the indictment. 33 In tum, the prosecutor is then under a duty to ensure new lines of enquiry
are conducted, or instructed to draft a supplementary indictment. 34
17.

Similarly in common-law jurisdictions, there is a duty to pursue all reasonable lines of

enquiry. 35 Whilst this does not include every possible line of enquiry, it does require an

26

MacFarlane,p.435; Martin,p.848; Annex C,rows.50,71,42.
E.g.Annex C,rows. 36,39,71,72,42. See also, AnnexC,rows.48,79,80; Reichart,p.459; Brants & Field,p.278.
28 Annex C,rows.79,80,82,43 and 71,81,38,65.
29 20180625 STL-11-01 T T432 PROV CONF EN 45-64/129.
30 LCCP,Articles.35,61,4l,47,261~
31 LCCP,Articles.35,61,90 and 31,33,235; 20180111 STL-11-01 T T416 OFF PRY EN 41/191.
32 Annex C,rows.24,22,20.
- 33 Annex C,rows.25.
34 Annex C,rows.25.
35 Annex C,rows.30,51,64,53,61,65,50,75(prosecutor) and 59,63,66,71(investigators).
27
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objective assessment to establish the truth of events. 36 The common-law prosecutor shall
therefore consider, in every case, whether they can be satisfied they are in possession of all
relevant documentation and that they have been fully instructed regarding the evidence. If
further information or action is required, prosecutors shall issue directions to investigating
officers to pursue aspects of the case that require clarification or action. 37 Common-law
prosecutors are also bound to exercise a "gatekeeper function" by virtue of the prosecution's
duty to critically assess the evidence presented by the police. 38 This involves a fair,
independent and impartial review of the file by prosecution counsel, as well as a duty to
remain open to alternative theories of the case, which may be different from the theory
advanced by the police. 39
18.

In many cases where reasonable lines of enquiry have remained unexplored by

investigators and prosecutors without reasonable explanation, 40 convictions have been
quashed and retrials ordered. 41
19.

Given the consistency between international, Lebanese, civil and common -law

practices in relation to investigative practices and prosecutorial obligations, it is incredulous
to suggest that the STL Prosecution was not bound by similar principles. If that is the position
of the Prosecution, 42 it would make a mockery of the need for the international community to
intervene and investigate the assassination of HARIRI on the basis that Lebanese procedures
did not meet the requisite international standards. 43
20.

The Prosecution's investigation in its case against SABRA falls short of the

Principles. Whilst the Prosecution's investigation is not on trial per se, it may be
challenged, 44 in particular where serious and methodical investigations to exclude all other
reasonable inferences have not been properly undertaken.
2. Failure to apply Principles
21.

The Prosecution's case that ABU ADASS left with "Mohammed" on 16 January 2005

is premised entirely on the statement of PRH056, that "Mohammed" had called the ABU
Annex C,rows.53,71,79,43,65,60. Cf20180111_STL-11-01_T_T416_OFF _PRY_EN_87-88/191.
Annex C,rows.47,56,57,77 and 31.
38 Annex C,rows.46 and 41, 42,45,49.
39 Annex C,rows.46,43.
4 CfAnnex C,rows.62,54,55,74,52.
41 E.g.Annex C,rows.28,29,32.
42 20180207 STL-11-01 T T419 OFF PUB EN 29/81.
43 S/RES/1595(2005),p.1~ 44 20180111 STL-11-01 T T416 OFF PRY EN 29/191.
36
37

°
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ADASS Landline on 15 January 2005 and that ABU ADASS had informed [REDACTED]
that he was leaving to meet with "Mohammed" on 16 January 2005. 45 By contrast, the
Prosecution was seized of the statement of [REDACTED] which stated [REDACTED] had
been informed that: (i) TARA had called the ABU ADASS Landline on 15 January 2005, a
fact not contradicted by PRR056, and (ii) ABU ADASS had left with TARA on 16 January
2005. 46 [REDACTED] also described the fractures between ABU ADASS' parents in relation
to their son's increasing extremist outlook, and the efforts of his father to protect him from
extremist friends. 47 Despite the glaring contradiction, neither statement was put back to
[REDACTED] or PRR056; despite common agreement that further clarification should have
either been sought from [REDACTED],48 or that PRR056 should have been confronted with
[REDACTED]'s statement. 49
22.

Further investigations into [REDACTED] 's account constitute a reasonable line of

enquiry. ABU ADASS leaving with TARA on 16 January 2005, and not "Mohammed", is
not a peripheral or irrelevant act but goes directly towards the alleged acts and conduct of
ONEISSI and SABRA. Following this line of enquiry would not be going down a blind alley,
but would instead be part of the fundamental investigative obligations of the Prosecution.
23.

TARA's potential involvement in the disappearance of ABU ADASS is not baseless.

The Prosecution was fully apprised of the extensive efforts by the Lebanese authorities and
UNIIIC to investigate TARA, with both authorities considering TARA to be a person of
interest in the disappearance of ABU ADASS, 50 which neither had eliminated. 51 Moreover,
the Prosecution had itself established TARA as a live enquiry in 2009, 52 with TAYLOR
acknowledging that "it would have been a dereliction of duty not to pursue every single line
enquiry that [the Prosecution] could around Khaled TARA". 5 3
24.

TARA's potential involvement in the disappearance of ABU ADASS is multi-faceted.

First, official border records depict him travelling into Lebanon from Syria on 15 January
Brief,para.549.
20180111_STL-11-01_T_T416_OFF_PRY_EN_42-43/91; 20180626_STL-1101_T_T433_PROY_CONF_EN_10/148; 20160719_STL-11-01_T_T278_0FF_PRY_EN_6/112 apropos
60181033-60181047 ,para.19.
47 20160714_STL-11-01_T_T275 _OFF _PRY_EN_14/95 apropos 60181033-60181047,para.23.
48 20180626 STL-11-01 T T433 PROY CONF EN 25-26/148.
49 20180111-STL-11-01-T-T416-0FF PRY EN 45f191.
50 20180625-STL-11-01-T-T432-PROV CO-NF EN 33,76-77,84/129.
51 20180625-STL-11-01-T-T432-PROY-CONF-EN -108/129.
52 20180626=STL-11-0(T=T433=PROY=CONF=EN=15/143; 20180625_STL-1101 T T432 PROY CONF EN 32/129.
53 20l80625- STL-1l-01 T-T432. PROY CONF EN 32/129.
45

46
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2005 and then leaving again on 16 January 2005, the same day ABU ADASS disappeared. 54
The anomalous one-day duration of TARA's stay, and the coinciding timing with ABU
ADASS' disappearance was considered by TAYLOR to be significant. 55 Second, during his
one day stay in Lebanon, TARA, according to PRR056, 56 is said to have called the ABU
AD ASS Landline the night before ABU AD ASS' disappearance and the same evening that
the Prosecution alleges "Mohammed" called the ABU ADASS Landline. 57 Third, during this
excursion to Lebanon, TARA's family was under the impression he was residing in Turkey,
although there was no official record of this. 58 Fourth, TARA is reported to have established
links to jihad, and in particular Al-Qaeda, and had expressed extremist views. 59 Fifth, ABU
ADASS had shown an increasing interest in jihad in the months preceding his
disappearance. 60
25.

[REDACTED]'s account was not therefore a single statement conducted in a vacuum.

[REDACTED] had no obvious reason to be intentionally untruthful, had been re-read
[REDACTED] statement, 61 and was cooperative during [REDACTED] interview with
Prosecution

investigators. 62

Beyond the

obvious

contradiction

regarding

TARA's

involvement in ABU ADASS' disappearance, [REDACTED]'s statement is consistent with
various other statements regarding ABU ADASS's disappearance including knowledge of the
alleged call from Tripoli on 17 January 2005 to the ABU ADASS Landline, and regarding
ABU AD ASS': (i) change in behaviour and increasing religious commitment; (ii) change in
clothing and lifestyle; (iii) promise to return and clean carpets in the family home; (iv) female
friend called Manale; (v) inability to drive a car; (vi) employment at a publisher; (vii)
adeptness with computers and possession of a computer; (viii) highlighting of jihad-related
passages in books at his home. 63
26.

In light of [REDACTED]'s account, the Prosecution's reasoning as to why TARA

54

5D00479.
20180625 STL-11-01 T T432 PROV CONF EN 96/129.
56 P02131,60034951;P02L32,para~18.
57 Brief,para.522 citing P02128,L0005304-5305; P02129,300144-145.
58 20180625 _STL-11-01_T_T432_PROV_ CONF_EN_91-92/129; 20180626_STL-1101 T T433 PROV CONF EN 53/143.
59 20l80625- STL-1l-01 T-T432. PROV CONF EN 19,75,87-88/129.
60 20151116=STL-11-0(T=T216= OFF_P-UB _EN_28)41119; 20160713 _STL-1101 T T274 OFF PRV EN 94,109/119; 5D00483; 5D00484; 5D00485; 5D00486; 5D00487; 5D00488.
61 20l80111- STL-=-11-0l T T416 OFF PRV EN 23/191.
62 20180111-STL-11-01-T-T416-OFF-PRV-EN-221191.
63 20160714=STL-11-0(T=T275 =OFF=PRV=EN)3-15/95; 20180111_STL-1101_T_ T416_OFF _PRV_EN _34-35,40/91 apropos 60181033-60181 047,pp.13-16, 19,22,25,30.
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was "eliminated" as a line of enquiry in 2013, 64 is insufficient and indicative of tunnel vision.
It is a retrospective excuse rather than a contemporaneous and objective reason for ceasing

the investigation.
27.

First, TAHA was no longer considered to be a person of interest in 2013 as he did not

fit the "evidential picture" established by the Prosecution; 65 he was Sunni and had no links to
Hezbollah, 66 and did not have any phone linked to the Networks or Purple-Phones. 67
28.

No consideration was given to the potential links between Sunni and Shia groups via

their relationship with Syria, 68 or to the possibility that TAHA could have been used as a
proxy by various groups. Nor was consideration given to the information that TAHA had
been known to use payphones and therefore would not have been connected to any telephone
network or group. 69 The Prosecution merely ruled out TAHA on the basis that he did not fit
their case, without any effort to investigate.
29.

Second, the Prosecution relies on the fact that [REDACTED] stated that TAHA: (i)

was Lebanese; (ii) had converted from Christianity; (iii) had first met ABU ADASS in a
mosque; (iv) had left with ABU ADASS on 16 January 2005; 70 to entirely dismiss
[REDACTED] statement as having no evidential value, 71 contending that these four points
are incorrect and therefore did not justify following up. 72 However, only one of the four
points is objectively incorrect; TAHA is Palestinian and not Lebanese. 73
30.

However, as evidenced by TAYLOR, 74 minor misunderstandings m relation to

nationality are common and not reason in and of itself to rule out further investigation on
such a fundamental matter. At the very least, [REDACTED] should have been afforded
another opportunity to clarify this issue.
31.

The remaining three points, however, are not objectively incorrect. Rather, they

simply do not fit the Prosecution case. No effort was made to test their veracity, despite the
64

F3674/COR,para.4 ("Elimination Decision").
20180625 STL-ll-01 T T432 PROV CONF EN 75,77/129.
66 20180625-STL-ll-01-T-T432-PROV-CONF-EN-22,23,75/129.
67 20180625-STL-ll-01-T-T432 -PROV-CONF-EN -771129.
68 20180625-STL-ll-01-T-T432 -PROV-CONF-EN -30/129.
69 20180625 =STL-ll-O(T=T432=PROV=CONF=EN=ll4-ll5,ll7/l29; 20180626_STL-llOl T T433 PROV CONF EN 1221143.
7 F3674/COR,para32.
71 F3674/COR,para.3l.
72 F3674/COR,paras.3l-32.
73 5D00479; 5D00482.
74 20180626 STL-ll-01 T T433 PROV CONF EN 35/143.
65
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fact that [REDACTED] was consistent with several witnesses and provided a legitimate
explanation as to why PRH056 may not have been entirely truthful with investigators in light
of [REDACTED] encouragement of ABU ADASS' interest in jihad.
32.

Moreover, the Prosecution asserts that [REDACTED] 's statement was unreliable as it

was taken "five and one-half years after the disappearance" and that it is based on unknown
hearsay. 75 Yet [REDACTED]'s statement is no less reliable than the statements relied upon
by the Prosecution in support of its attribution of Purple-018. 76
33.

Third, the Prosecution asserts that it was not required to investigate TAHA's

involvement in the disappearance of ABU ADASS as PRH056 had been consistent that he
had left with "Mohammed". 77 However, the Prosecution's approach to the [REDACTED]
statement can be applied to PRH056. PRH056's account has never been tested [REDACTED] was not brought in for cross-examination, and the Prosecution failed to test
[REDACTED] account despite interviewing [REDACTED] following [REDACTED]'s
statement. 78 Nor is PRH056's account inherently reliable. Notwithstanding various other
inconsistencies, 79 the Prosecution acknowledges that PRH056 provided inconsistent accounts
on the crucial issue of when ABU ADASS allegedly met with "Mohammed", 80 which were
subsequently not investigated by the Prosecution. 81
34.

Nor is PRH056's account that ABU ADASS left with "Mohammed", and that the

latter called ABU ADASS Landline the evening before, sufficiently corroborated by any
other witness given that [REDACTED] remains to be the same source for this account. 82
PRH056's account is also not corroborated by [REDACTED] whose testimony is only
limited to the alleged events in the [REDACTED], 83 and remains an unreliable account not
properly investigated by the Prosecution, 84 and yet relied upon as it fits it case, in stark
contrast to [REDACTED].

F3674/COR,para.31.
Part-2,ll-H.
77 F3674/COR,paras.33-37.
78 20160714_STL-11-01_T_T275 _OFF _PRY_EN 16/95; 20180626_STL-1101 T T433 PROY CONF EN 28/143.
75

76

79

i>art-s,II-6.2.

-

-

-

80

Brief,para.522.
P02128, L0005304-5305;P02129,300144-145; 20170209 STL-11-01 T T333 OFF PRY EN 10-12/94.
82 Part-5,11-C.
83 Part-5,ll-B.2.
84 20180626_STL-11-01_T_T433 _PROY_ CONF_EN_67/143; 20170407_STL-1101 T T356- OFF- CONF- EN - 106/110.
81
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35.

The consistency of PRH056's account is of little evidential value g1ven that

[REDACTED] account is based on hearsay of what ABU ADASS recounted. There are
various logical inferences which can be drawn as to why ABU ADASS would not have
wanted to inform PRH056 that he was to leave with TAHA, whether or not for jihadi
purposes, especially in the knowledge that PRH056 disliked TAHA. 85 The fact that PRH056
repeatedly states that ABU ADASS left with "Mohammed" does not therefore make it the
truth, if [REDACTED] [REDACTED] was lied to.
36.

PRH056 may also have had [REDACTED] own personal reasons to protect ABU

AD ASS' association with TAHA, particularly if [REDACTED] is said to have been
involved, or at least acquiescent of ABU AD ASS' increasingly extremist behaviour which
was subsequently never investigated by the Prosecution. Given that PRH056 states that
TAHA called the ABU ADASS Landline on 15 January 2005, it would have been a
reasonable line of enquiry to question PRH056 on whether or not [REDACTED] thought it
was possible ABU ADASS had left with TAHA. This was never done.
37.

Fourth, the Prosecution indicates that despite its best efforts, it was unable to secure

the whereabouts of TAHA and eliminate him as a line of enquiry. 86 This contrasts markedly
with the immense resources and efforts spent building a case around SABRA on a series of
weak inferences, despite its inability to locate him. The simple fact of being unable to locate
TAHA is no justification for eliminating him as a person of interest. 87
38.

In any case, the Prosecution's efforts to locate TAHA were minimal in nature,

especially in contrast to the significant efforts by the Lebanese authorities and UNIIIC. 88
Rather than continuing these efforts, the Prosecution simply sent four RF As from 26 May to
9 July 2010. 89 No further RFA was sent beyond this date. Whilst TAYLOR indicated that the
Prosecution had interviewed "60 witnesses" in relation to TAHA, 90 this appears to be
factually incorrect. 91

P02131,60034951.
20180625 _STL-11-01_T_T432_PROV_ CONF_EN_76/129; 20180626_STL-1101_T_T433 _PROV_ CONF_EN_33/148; F3674/COR,paras.42-43.
87 20180626 STL-11-01 T T433 PROV CONF EN 134/148.
RR 20180625-STL-11-01-T-T432-PROV-CONF-EN-20,33,67,69,81/129.
89 F3674/CORlA01,rows~50.:52,65~
90 20180625 STL-11-01 T T432 PROV CONF EN 76/129.
91 Despite request for cla~ifi~ation-of which 60 witness~s Taylor was referring to, the Prosecution failed to
provide any further disclosure or indication of which witnesses were referenced see 20180626_ STL-1101_T_T433 _PROV_ CONF_EN_82,87-88,140/148.
85
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39.

The Prosecution's efforts to locate TARA were also entirely misguided, with RFAs

sent to inappropriate avenues, including the Lebanese tax authority, with no consideration for
TARA's Palestinian status in Lebanon. 92 The Prosecution also failed to undertake basic
investigative steps including: (i) conduct any searches of addresses connected to TARA; 93 (ii)
conduct any searches to locate TARA in neighbouring regions; 94 (iii) engage with Interpol to
secure TARA's location; 95 (iv) conduct substantive investigations in relation to TARA's
telephone numbers or email address; 96 (v) investigate various aliases allegedly used by
TARA; 97 or (vi) interview or investigate TARA's family, friends and associates. 98 The
Prosecution's failure to undertake genuine efforts to locate TARA undermines its position
that it has sufficiently eliminated all reasonable inferences of innocence.
40.

Further, the evidence of TAYLOR clearly established that the contradiction between

[REDACTED] and PRR056's accounts was never flagged in the formal mission report. 99
TAYLOR also had no recollection of seeing the statement before April 2018, 100 only
assuming that he must have been shown it previously. 101 Following the [REDACTED]
statement, no further investigative step was taken with regard to TARA.
41.

The Elimination Decision allegedly took place in 2013 by Senior Prosecution

Counsel, 102 two years after the confirmation of the initial indictment against the accused. 103
TAYLOR, as Chief of Investigations at the time, played no part and was not consulted in this
decision, 104 despite his role as a central decision-maker. 105 Nor was the Elimination Decision
formally recorded in accordance with best practice, 106 which would have allowed for a review
of the reasons for elimination, which are unknown, 107 with TAYLOR acknowledging he

20180625 STL-11-01 T T432 PROV CONF EN 31/129.
20180626-STL-11-01-T-T433-PROV-CONF-EN-50/143.
94 20180626-STL-11-01-T-T433 -PROV-CONF-EN -51/143.
95 20180626-STL-11-01-T-T433 -PROV-CONF-EN-54/143.
96 20180626-STL-11-01-T-T433 -PROV-CONF-EN -48-49,54-55/148.
97 20180626-STL-11-01-T-T433-PROV-CONF-EN-46-47/148.
n 20180626-STL-11-01-T-T433-PROV-CONF-EN-71-72/148.
99 20180626-STL-11-01-T-T433-PROV-CONF-EN -10-11/143.
100 20180626 STL-11-0l f T43J PROV CONF EN 125-126/148.
101 20180626-STL-11-01-T-T433-PROV-CONF-EN -10-11/143.
102 20180625-STL-11-01-T-T432-PROV-CONF-EN-24,76/129.
103 F0007/AOi
- 92
93

20180626 STL-11-01 T T433 PROV CONF EN 110/143.
20150716=STL-11-0(T=Tl74=OFF _P-UB _EN-_54-=-55/128; 20161128_STL-1101 T T310 OFF PRV EN 33-34/107.
106 20l80626_STL-11-6l_T=T433_PROV_CONF_EN_145/143; 20180627_STL-1101 T T434 OFF PRV EN 18/115.
107 20l80626 STL-11-61 T-T433 PROV CONF EN 108/143.
104
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never saw any reasons in 2013. 108 Instead, the Prosecution merely presented its retrospective
assessment in 2018 to justify its failure to diligently investigate TAHA in 2010.
42.

This failure directly bears on the inferences to be drawn in the case against SABRA.

Had the Prosecution diligently followed reasonable lines of enquiry, it would have fulfilled
its obligation to establish the truth. 109 Instead, the Prosecution opted to only follow lines of
enquiry suited to its case, in an effort to subdue critics and quickly issue an indictment. 110
This is seen across the Prosecution's case against SABRA - from its failure to investigate
TAHA, its failure to investigate other viable users of Purple-018 and its failure to investigate
other Purple-alike Numbers.
C. Failure to Plead a Clear and Consistent Case

43.

Pursuant to Article 16(4)(a), SABRA has a right to be informed promptly of the

nature and cause of the charge against him, including the material facts underpinning the
charges with sufficient specificity, 111 the materiality of which cannot be determined in the
abstract and depends on the nature of the Prosecution's case. 112 The purpose of formulating
charges is precisely to make clear which inferences are being alleged so that an accused
knows against what he has to defend himself. 113
44.

Any defects in the indictment may be cured provided that the Prosecution has

provided timely, clear and consistent information detailing the factual basis underpinning the
charges against the accused. 114 In order for Article 16(4)(a) to be effective, the Prosecution
must unequivocally indicate its case. 115 This is consistent with the established principle that
the Prosecution must indicate its best understanding of the case against the accused before it
goes to trial. 116 The Prosecution cannot omit material aspects of its main allegations in the
indictment with the aim of moulding its case against the accused in the course of the trial,

20180626 STL-11-01 T T433 PROV CONF EN 28-39/148.
20180625-STL-11-01-T-T432-PROV-CONF-EN -13/129.
110 20180625=STL-11-0(T=T432=PROV=CONF=EN=57/129; 20180626_STL-1101 T T433 PROV CONF EN 89/143.
111 M;-rti6 AJ,para.162; Sirnic AJ,para.20; Naletili6 AJ,para.23; Kvocka AJ,para.27; Kupreski6 AJ,para.88;
Ntabakuze AJ,para.30; Bagosora AJ,para.96; Ntakirutimana AJ,para.58; Niyitegeka AJ,para.200; Dordevi6
AJ,para.574.
112 F0952,para.14; Bemba AJ,para.186.
113 Katanga Minority Opinion,para.26.
114 Dordevi6 AJ,para.574; Kupreski6 AJ,para.114.
115 Ndindiliyimana AJ,paras.187-189.
116 Kupreski6 AJ,para.92; Kvocka AJ,para.30; Blaski6 AJ,paras.220-221; Lubanga AJ,para.129.
lOR
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dependent on how the evidence unfolds. 117
45.

The Prosecution bears the burden of establishing that any shifts in its case do not

cause any prejudice to the accused, 118 and cannot merely rely on a presumption that the
accused's defence would not have changed prior to the shift. 119
46.

The Prosecution has impermissibly shifted its case against SABRA and his alleged

role in the disappearance of ABU AD ASS in three significant aspects. 120 These shifts are
symptomatic of the Prosecution's reliance on weak circumstantial evidence and speculation.
4 7.

First, the Prosecution now asserts that the Chamber does not need to establish the

precise identity of "Mohammed" in order to convict ONEISSI. 121 This is despite the fact that
in all versions of its indictment, 122 its pre-trial brief, 123 its opening statement 124 and the
evidence led, 125 the Prosecution has consistently led the Chamber to find that "Mohammed"
was ONEISSI.
48.

The Prosecution also moves away from the timing of the alleged meeting between

ABU ADASS and "Mohammed". In its opening statement, the Prosecution stated that ABU
ADASS had allegedly met with "Mohammed", by 24 December 2004. 126 Three years later,
the Prosecution asserted that the alleged meeting occurred by 5 January 2005, 127 whilst
accepting that there is no "absolute specificity or consistency between the evidence". 128 In its
Brief, the Prosecution comes to the convoluted conclusion that there may have only been one
meeting between ABU ADASS and "Mohammed", 129 and that it "most likely [took place] at
Friday prayers on 7 January 2005". 130
49.

The Prosecution's inability to identify "Mohammed", or the precise dates as to when

he met with ABU ADASS raises serious concerns both in relation to the vague and
Kupreskic AJ,para.92; Kvocka AJ,para.30.
Kupreskic AJ,para.122; Ntakirutimana AJ,para. 77; Renzaho AJ,para.56.
119 Ntakirutimana AJ,para.58.
12 For shifts in overall conspiracy, see Part-3.
121 Brief,para.518.
122 F0007 I A01 ,paras.35,39; F0513/AO 1,paras.20,24; F 1026/A01 ,paras.23,27 -28; F2640/AO 1,paras.23,27,28;
1ndictment,para.23,27 -28.
123 PTB,paras.122-124.
124 20140116_STL-11-01_T_T29_OFF _PUB _EN_14/108; 20140117 _STL-1101 T T30 OFF PUB EN 3,13/87; 20140618 STL-11-01 T T51 OFF PUB EN 54,55171.
125 Brief,p,;.;:a.51S.
- 117
118

°

20140618 STL-11-01 T T51 OFF PUB EN 49,50171.
20170208-STL-11-01-T-T332 OFF PUB EN 78-791105.
128 20170208-STL-11-01-T-T332-OFF-PUB-EN -78/105.
129 Brief,para~525.
130 Brief,paras.519,525.
126
127
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inconsistent charges against the accused, as well as the purported relevance of the alleged
movements and contacts between Purple-095 and Purple-018 around the AUM.
50.

Second, for the first time the Prosecution seeks to establish that the users of all five

Purple-Phones and Associates participated in the creation of the FCR-Tape between 16 and
18 January 2005. 131
51.

Notwithstanding the fact that this new proposition contradicts evidence of the altered

appearance of ABU AD ASS in the FCR-Tape, 132 the Prosecution has never previously
asserted that Purple-Phones were implicated in the creation of the FCR-Tape and failed to
lead any evidence in this regard; hence the lack of citation in support of this supposition.
52.

Further, throughout its case, the Prosecution has never defined the role of the Purple-

Associates. In its opening statements, the Prosecution provided no more than that there were
seven Purple-Associates, 133 which were allegedly conscripted by MERHI to join the
conspiracy. 134 During PLATT's testimony, Prosecution counsel submitted that two of the
seven Purple-Associates were implicated in the disappearance of ABU ADASS on 16
January 2005 based on the inactivity of their telephones. 135 No further submission has been
made in relation to the remaining five Purple-Associates. In its Brief, the Prosecution goes
further to allege that Purple-Associate 744 was also involved in the planning of the abduction
of ABU ADASS. 136 Despite the repeated Defence requests for further notice and clarification
of the alleged role of Purple-Associates, 137 it is only now that the Prosecution provides any
detailed breakdown of the role of one of the Purple-Associates and its efforts to link it to the
alleged planning and coordination of the disappearance of ABU ADASS. These efforts are
untimely, unclear and inconsistent with the Prosecution's case on the Purple-Phones and
Purple-Associates.
53.

Third, despite the seriousness of the allegation, the Prosecution seeks to allege that

SABRA was complicit in the murder of ABU ADASS in a throwaway comment in its

Brief,para.552.
Brief,para.11 06,fns.2323-2324.
133 20140618 STL-11-01 T T51 OFF PUB EN 39171.
134 20140618-STL-11-01-T-T51-OFF -PUB-EN -45171.
135 20170116=STL-11-0(T=T322_OFF_PUB_EN_51/102; 20170126_STL-1101 T T328 OFF PRY EN 38/120; 20170206 STL-11-01 T T330 OFF PUB EN 18/113.
136 Brief,par;s.762, 765,769.- 137 20170216 STL-11-01 T T337 OFF PUB EN 98-99/121.
131
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Brief. 138 This has never been asserted by the Prosecution and indeed when pressed by the
Presiding Judge, the Prosecution confirmed that it could not take the case against the accused
any further than ABU ADASS "left home saying he was going to meet someone and never
came back and then the video of him making this claim of responsibility was aired on the
14th of February." 139 The manner and timing in which this allegation is made raises serious
concerns about the Prosecution's conduct towards the rights of SABRA.
D. Failure to Call Core Witnesses for Cross-Examination
54.

Article 16(4)( e) provides for the right of an accused to examine the witnesses against

him. This entails the right to confront a witness in order to test the veracity of the witness'
evidence and to allow for a proper determination of the credibility of the witness based on an
assessment of the witness' demeanour and response to questions. 140
55.

Whilst there are exceptions to the rule of orality, by the close of its case, the

Prosecution had tendered written statements for two-thirds of the total number of witnesses'
it relies on. 141 In the case against SABRA specifically, the Prosecution consistently relied
upon written statements admitted in lieu of cross-examination in respect of core allegations
against SABRA. For example, no witness with first-hand knowledge gave live testimony in
support of the attribution of Purple-018. 142 Similarly, the allegation that ABU ADASS left
with Mohammed on 16 January 2005 is entirely untested. 143 Notably in each case, the
Prosecution never intended to call the witnesses viva voce having tendered their statements
pursuant to Rule 155 or 158. In accordance with the Prosecution's position to Defence
tendered material, such conduct indicates "a very firm willingness [ ... ] to avoid being put in a
situation where this evidence is tested". 144 The weight to be accorded to these statements and
the impact on the determination of guilt is dealt with below. 145
56.

The Prosecution also failed to call core witnesses on their Rule 91 List which prima

facie would have provided evidence in relation to core allegations against SABRA and would
have been subject to cross-examination. For example, following the admission ofPRH024's

Brief,paras.1 046-104 7.
20170214 STL-11-01 T T335 OFF PUB EN 68/110.
14 Katanga TJ,para.87; G~t~vina Decisi~n,par;;:-.9.
141 STL Bulletin, 02/2018,p.7.
142 Part-2,ll-E to H.
143 Part-S,ll-D.l.
144 20180111 STL-11-01 T T416 OFF PRY EN 74/91.
145 Part-1,ll-R
138
139
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statement pursuant to Rule 158, 146 and notwithstanding the fact that seven statements were
already admitted pursuant to Rule 155 in anticipation of PRH024's cross-examination, 147 the
Prosecution failed to call either PRH079 or PRH540, 148 both of whom were relied on by the
Prosecution in prior attribution reports of Purple-018 to SABRA. 149
57.

Similarly, following the admission of PRH056's statement in light of [REDACTED]

unavailability on medical grounds, 150 and notwithstanding that the statements of Taysir ABU
ADASS and RAMADAN were previously admitted pursuant to Rule 158, 151 the Prosecution
failed to [REDACTED] ABU ADASS including PRH018 or PRH642. 152 PRH079, PRH540,
PRH018 and PRH642 had all provided statements to the Prosecution in the knowledge they
may be called as witnesses and consented to testify if requested to do so. 153 Any argument
that efforts were made to slim the Prosecution witness list in the interests of expeditiousness
should be considered against the rights ofthe accused under Article 16(4)(e), the number and
duration of viva voce evidence dedicated to contextual background, and the four-year length
ofthe Prosecution's case.
58.

The Prosecution further relied on the evidence of over 20 internal investigators and

analysts, many ofwhom worked across several areas of the case against the accused. In doing
so, the Prosecution frequently invoked Rule 111 purportedly to prevent the disclosure of
internal work-product, 154 causing severe difficulties in the distinction between the workproduct of an internal witness as a Prosecution employee from work-product produced as a
Prosecution witness. 155 The situation was further aggravated by the Prosecution's inadequate
record-keeping of thousands of documents which it classified as internal work-product but
which was not stored on a central database, 156 rendering impossible any meaningful review of
such documents, which is wholly incompatible with Rule 113.
59.

The reports and testimony of internal witnesses was also subject to manipulation and

intervention whereby key material which did not support the Prosecution's case was
F31 07 /COR, disposition.
F2644,paras.40-43 (PRH069,PRH1 06,PRH051 ); F2730,paras.22-24 (PRH590,PRH339,PRH449 ,PRH685).
148 F2916,para.3; F2924/A01.
149 PO 1953MFI,fns.26,56,58, 71,78,210,219,223 (PRH079) and 111a, 165a,236a (PRH540).
15 F3480,paras.35-39.
151 F1890,paras.20-27; F2901,paras.31-48.
152 F2924/A01(PRH018); F2626/A01(PRH642).
153 R91-800972; R91-801536; R91-100327; R91-804370.
154 F3067,para.10; F3250,paras.17-19; F1990,para.9; 20171005 _STL-11-01_T_T406_ OFF_PUB _EN_9-12/85.
155 F3171,para.59.
156 F3171 ,para.1 02.
146
147
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deliberately omitted at the behest of Prosecution counsel, thereby further blurring the lines
between the role of the witness and his/her employment status. 157 Consequently, the Defence
was hindered in examining Prosecution internal witnesses testifying to significant aspects of
the case against the accused.
60.

An adverse inference should therefore be drawn in relation to the Prosecution's

tactical decision to substantially rely on internal witnesses, and withdraw other witnesses
whose evidence could have been properly tested in relation to the attribution of Purple-018
to SABRA, and SABRA's involvement in ABU ADASS' disappearance.
E. Failure to Bring All Relevant Material Before the Chamber
61.

The Prosecution commenced its investigations into the assassination of HARIRI in

March 2009; four-years after the commission of the crime. In the intervening period,
extensive investigations were conducted by the Lebanese and UNIIIC authorities. By April
2009, all files from the Lebanese and UNIIIC authorities were within the possession of the
Prosecution. 158
62.

A significant bulk of this investigative material encompassed relevant investigative

inquiries into the circumstances of the departure of ABU ADASS and the subsequent FCR,
including material relating to: (i) the character, religious beliefs and associates of ABU
ADASS; 159 (ii) the reasons behind the selection of ABU ADASS as the alleged suicide
bomber; 160 (iii) the initial attempts to recruit ABU ADASS in 2004; 161 (iv) the successful
recruitment and subsequent disappearance of ABU AD ASS in January 2005; 162 (v) the
preparation and dissemination of the FCR by ABU AD ASS; 163 (vi) the provision of false
information on ABU ADASS in the immediate aftermath of the assassination; 164 (vii) the
creation, evolution and role of the "Mohammed" story. 165 This investigative material was
collected between February 2005 and February 2009 and related to a number of persons with
direct knowledge of the circumstances surrounding the disappearance of ABU ADASS.
157 E.g.20171017 _STL-11-01_T_T409 _OFF _PUB _EN_25/85; 20150716_STL-1101_T_Tl74_OFF_PUB _EN_74-75/128. This was also conducted in relation to Prosecution external experts:
20170425 STL-11-01 T T361 OFF PUB EN 41-43/114.
158 F0709.159

F3024.

°F3057.

16

F3109.
F3165.
163 F3205.
164 F3521.
165 F3529.
161

162
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63.

Not only did the Prosecution fail to lead this material, but actively opposed the

admission of it on a strictly procedural basis. At no point in the proceedings has the
Prosecution objected to the substantive relevance or probative value of the investigative
material collected by the Lebanese authorities and UNIIIC, 166 instead seeking to place the
onus on the Defence to call a case to tender the material and effectively shift the burden of
proof. This material does not form part of a positive alternative theory upon which the
Defence relies based upon the truth of its content. Rather it comprises information, which
would have been available to the Lebanese judiciary had the accused been tried in their
domestic jurisdiction, which was effectively not investigated by the Prosecution. An adverse
inference should therefore be drawn as to whether, in the fulfillment of its obligation under
Rule 55(C), the Prosecution has provided a credible explanation for failing to tender all
relevant material and eliminating reasonable lines of enquiry.

II.

Prosecution Relies on Unreliable Evidence
A. Circumstantial Evidence

64.

Circumstantial evidence is "evidence of circumstances surrounding an event or

offence from which a fact at issue may be reasonably inferred". 167 Circumstantial evidence
can only lead to findings beyond a reasonable doubt when the proposed inference is the only
reasonable one. A substantial element of suspicion arising from the circumstantial evidence
does not elevate it to the requisite standard of proof. 168 This principle must not merely be
avowed, but adhered to in analysing the evidence, particularly in consideration of the volume
and nature of the circumstantial evidence relied upon by the Prosecution. 169
65.

The holistic evaluation of evidence does not remove the need for an assessment of the

°

quality of all facts, material or otherwise. 17 Further, inferences to be drawn, either from
direct or circumstantial evidence must be reasonable and narrowly construed, and must not be
based on a series of inferences. 171 Speculation is not, and should not be, conflated with an
inference. 172

1 ~F2943;F3011;F3356;F3402;F3557.

Fofana & Kondewa TJ,fn.355 concurring Halilovi6 TJ,para.15.
Lockerbie,para.85.
169 Bemba AJ Majority Opinion,para.11.
170 Part-1,1-A.
171 Hadzihasanovi6 TJ,para.311.
172 Lockerbie,para.85; Kelly,paras.39; UK Crown Court Compendium,§10-2/para.10(3).
167

168
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66.

The case against SABRA is based entirely on circumstantial evidence. 173 In particular,

the Prosecution asks the Chamber to draw ultimate inferences based on a series of
intermediary inferences.
67.

For example, even when considering only in general terms, and only in relation to the

alleged inference that SABRA participated in the selection of ABU ADASS, the Prosecution
relies on at least 71 intermediary inferences, 67 of which range between third, fourth and
fifth-degree inferences and at least 7 assumptions:

Intermediary inference; Purple-018user's behavioural
1.2.1. Assumption that user's behaviours are <llflldent'lv
1.2.2. Purple-018's behavioural profile, inferred from
L2.2. L cell usc in CDRs
1.2.2.2. predicted coverage

1.2.

from
LLL2.L location ofhis residence in2005, inferred from
1.1.1.2.1.1. address in ex post facto utility subscription and land registry
LLL2.L2. statements
1.1.1.2.2.

(the

1.1.2.

1, 1.2. 1.2. attribution of third-party contacts
LL2.2. Sabra's contact profile, inferred from
1.1.2,2, I. his family composition
L 1.2.2.2. assumption that volume of phone contacts correlates with proximity on
family tree
1.1.3. AttributionofPMPs to Sabra, inferred from
L 1.3. L statements
1.1.3.2. meaning ofSMS, inferred from
L 1.3.2. L statement
L L3 .2.2. transliteration of content
I. 1.3 .3.
inferred from
L 1.3.3. L
inferred from
LL3.3.LL cell use in CDRs
LL3.3.L2.
L 1.3.3.2.
geo-profile,
from
1.1.3 .3.2.1. location of his residences at relevant time, inferred from
LL3.3.2.LL addresses in utility subscriptions and land registry
I. 1.3.3.2. 1.2. statements
L 1.3.3.2.2. assttmption

inferred from
phone use

1.3.
Intermediary inference; Pnrple-018 user's involvement in indicted activities,
interred from
1.3.1. Anomalies in user's behavioural profile, inferred from
L3.LL cell use in CDRs
1.3.1.2.
coverage
1.3.2.
physical presence around AUM in December 2004-January 2005, inferred
from
1.3 .2.1. Pnrple-0 t 8' s whereabouts, inferred from
L3.2.LL cell use in CDRs
1.3.2.1.2, predicted coverage
1.3.3. User's coordination with co-conspirators~ inlet-Ted from
1.3.3.1. existence, duration, and absence of inter-Purple contacts in November 2004Jaouary 2005
1.3.3.2. a!!ribution
231
inferred from
1.3.4. Coinciding with
L3.4J. timing of "Mohtlmtnet!'s" encounter with ABU ADASS, infon·od from
statements;
1.3.4.2. timing ofHMohammed"s}~ absence
1.3.5. User's availability for ABU ADASS
1.3.5.1 , Lack of indication on user's whereabouts,
1.3.5.1.1. Purple-Ol!l's inactivity on 16 January 2005
1.3.5.2. Coinciding timing with ABU ADASS' departure
1.4.
Intermedinrvinferenee: Oneissi's involvement in indicted activities, inferred from
1.4.1. "Mohammed" being Oneissi, inferred from statements
1.4.2. Oneissi called ABU ADASS Landlinc on 15 January 2005, inferred from
1.4.2.1.
inferred from statement
1.4.2.2.

L L3.4. L2. statements

inferred from statements
"'Mfoh:am:me<1", inferred ft·om statement
Oneissi's contemporaneous presence near ABU ADASS residence, inferred
from cell use by

1.1.4. Similarities with PMPs, inferred from
1.1.4.1. assumption that similarities denote continued usership

1.1.4.2. assumption that discrepancies in utilisation pal!em do not suggest Sabra's lack
of access to either
or to PMPs

Figure 1 - Inference Diagram

68.

Notwithstanding the imprecise nature of SABRA's actual alleged role in the selection

and disappearance of ABU ADASS 174 and the continuous shifts in the Prosecution's case in

173
174

F0007 I AO 1,para.3.
Part-6,ll-B.
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relation to this allegation, 175 there is no real foundation for the senes of suppositions
advanced by the Prosecution. As a result, there is an alternative inference for each of the
intermediary inferences relied upon by the Prosecution resulting in exponentially weaker
inferences along the chain so that the ultimate inference cannot be the only reasonable
inference to secure a conviction.
69.

Whilst the Prosecution

IS

correct that the Chamber may rely on a piece of

circumstantial evidence even if uncorroborated, 176 it fails to emphasise that this discretion can
only be exercised in circumstances where that evidence is otherwise deemed credible. 177
70.

The Prosecution's case is devoid of any credible evidence, corroborated or otherwise.

Taking Figure.l above, the 71 inferences relied upon by the Prosecution are based on circular
arguments relating to, inter alia: (i) incomplete CDRs; (ii) inaccurate predicted coverage; (iii)
untested statements; (iv) hearsay; (v) inaccurate translations; and (vi) pure speculation.
71.

Consistent with the burden of proof, the onus is on the Prosecution to exclude all

reasonable inferences consistent with innocence in order to meet the standard ofproof. 178 The
Defence need not establish that an alternative inference exists, 179 or prove particular facts

°

consistent with the innocence of the accused. 18 For example, in a case where the accused is
Identical Twin A, charged with murder based on a hearsay confession, the Defence would not
have to prove the whereabouts of Identical Twin B for a reasonable inference of innocence to
be established. It is for the Prosecution to prove they excluded the reasonable inference that
Identical Twin B was the culprit.
72.

In the present case, it is not for the Defence to prove that TAHA was culpable in the

disappearance of ABU ADASS. Suggesting otherwise would be an impermissible reversal of
the burden of proof. Rather, the admitted evidence and testimony demonstrates that TAHA
was seriously considered to be a suspect in the disappearance of ABU ADASS by the

Part-1 ,1-C.
Brief,para.33.
177 Muhimana AJ,paras.101,120,159,207; Bemba AJ Majority Opinion,para.64; 20180625_STL-1101 T T432 PROV CONF EN 35/129.
178 St~ki6 Al,para.2l9; Vasil]evi6 AJ,para.120.
179 Windridge, Part.IV citing Gatete AJ,para.97; Australia NSW Benchbook §2-500 citing Baden-Clay,para.62
and Barca,para.105. See also, 20180111_STL-11-01_T_T416_OFF_PRY_EN_86/91.
180 Ntawukulilyayo AJ,paras.103-104; Kayishema AJ,para.107 concurring Kunarac TJ,para.625; Australia NSW
Benchbook §2-500 citing Baden-Clay,para.62 and Barca,para.1 05; Villaroman,para.35.
175
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Lebanese authorities, UNIIIC and initially, by the Prosecution. 181 The Prosecution failed to
diligently investigate and formally exclude the possibility that ABU ADASS left with TAHA
on 16 January 2005. The Prosecution has not therefore excluded all reasonable inferences
consistent with SABRA's innocence.
73.

Similarly, it is not for the Defence to prove that [REDACTED] was the user of

Purple-018. The admitted evidence establishes that he was a viable user of Purple-018 who
was not diligently investigated or excluded by the Prosecution. 182 The Prosecution has not
therefore proven that the attribution of Purple-018 to SABRA is the only reasonable
inference.
B. Untested Material

74.

The right to cross-examination is a fundamental right of an accused, enshrined in

various international instruments and provided for in Article 16(4)( e). All evidence must
normally be produced at a public hearing, in the presence of the accused, with a view to
adversarial argument. 183 Any exception to this rule must not infringe on the rights of the
accused. 184 To ensure a fair trial, a conviction cannot rest solely, or in a decisive manner, on
depositions of witnesses whom the accused has had no opportunity to examine or have
examined either during the investigation or at trial. 185 Any corroboration of the untested
material must itself be tested to preserve the rights of the accused. 186 The evidential value of
untested material is further diminished where the evidence lacks the requisite indicia of
reliability. 187 Admitting a written statement under the Rules does not in and of itself render its
content accurate or reliable. 188
75.

As outlined below, the Defence has been repeatedly denied the opportunity to

challenge the veracity of evidence across three core aspects of the case against SABRA, upon
which a conviction cannot be based.

181

5000589; Part-1,1-B.2.
Part-2,ll-J; 20170929 STL-11-01 T T403 OFF EN 13-35,41-56/105.
183 Van Mechelen v. Netherlands,par~5l; A.M-:- v. lt;-ly,p-;ra.25; Luca v. Italy, para.39; Krivoshapkin v.
Russia,para.53.
184 Van Mechelen v. Netherlands,para.51; Liidi v. Switzerland,para.47; A.M. v.ltaly,para.25; Unterpertinger v.
Austria,para.31; Al-Khawaja & Tahery v. UK,para.118; Sang BTM Response,para.37.
185 Unterpertinger v. Austria,paras.30,33; Al-Khawaja & Tahery v. UK,para.126-128; SaYdi v. France,paras.4344; Artner v. Austria,para.22; Delta v. France,para.37; Isgro v.ltaly,paras.35,37; Solakov v. Macedonia,para.57.
186 Popovic AJ,para.1226; Bemba Response,para.25 apropos Bemba Abuse of Process Decision,paras.254-255.
187 Prli6 November 2009 Decision,para.27; Katanga Admissibility Objections,para.31.
188 Prli6 January 2009 Decision,para.15.
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76.

First, the Defence has been denied the opportunity to cross-examine any of the eight

witnesses relied upon by DONALDSON in his attribution of Purple-018, 189 considered to be
a "live and important issue" in this case. 190 In particular, the Chamber had considered crossexamination of PRH024 to be justified, 191 and admitted the remaining seven statements
without cross-examination on the basis that they were cumulative of PRH024's evidence. 192
Following the admission of PRH024's evidence under Rule 158, 193 the Defence was unable
to challenge the: (i) attribution of third-party contacts; (ii) geo-location of the residence of
SABRA; and (iii) accuracy and content of the SMS of 20 January 2005 allegedly sent by
PRH024 to Purple-018. All three components are exclusively relied upon by the Prosecution
in allegedly attributing Purple-018, PMP-546 and PMP-657 to SABRA.
77.

The evidence of DONALDSON does not address the abrogation of SABRA's right to

cross-examine witnesses relied upon in support of the attribution of Purple-018. As a
Prosecution analyst, DONALDSON has no personal knowledge of any fact, nor can he testify
to, the credibility or reliability of any of the witnesses on which he relies, all of whom have
not been tested by a fair, credible and adversarial process.
78.

Second, the Defence has been denied the opportunity to cross-examine any of the

three witnesses relied upon by the Prosecution in alleging that ABU ADASS left with a
"Mohammed" on 16 January 2005 and that "Mohammed" called the ABU ADASS Landline
on 17 January 2005. 194 Both allegations relate to the acts and conduct of the accused. 195
79.

Notwithstanding that the evidence of RAMADAN and Taysir ABU ADASS is based

entirely on the evidence of PRH056, thus cannot be considered to be corroborative of the
evidence of PRH056, the Defence has been unable to test the internal inconsistencies within
the evidence of PRH056; or the inconsistencies between PRH056's evidence and the
evidence of RAMADAN and Taysir ABU ADASS. Nor has the Defence been afforded the
opportunity to test PRH056's evidence against the statement of [REDACTED] who attested,
inter alia, PRH056 had informed [REDACTED], at the time of ABU ADASS' disappearance

that he had left with TAHA.
189

F2644· F2730

°F2644:para.39·.

19

F2644,para.40.
F2730,para.22; F2644.
193 F3107/COR.
194 F1890; F2901; F3480.
195 F2141,paras.7-8.
191
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80.

The evidence of [REDACTED] and PRH087 is irrelevant for the purpose of

challenging the circumstances in which ABU ADASS left on 16 January 2005, or the
telephone calls allegedly received on 17 January 2005. Both witnesses testified solely to the
alleged meeting between ABU ADASS and another individual at the AUM, and could not
have testified to whether: (i) ABU ADASS left with an individual called "Mohammed"; (ii)
"Mohammed" is the same individual who allegedly met with ABU ADASS in the AUM; and
(iii) "Mohammed" called the ABU ADASS Landline on 15 and 17 January 2005.
81.

Third, the Defence has been denied the opportunity to confront any witness regarding

the discovery and attribution of Purple-Phones, which the Prosecution states was originally
completed by the ISF. Following the admission of AL-HASSAN's statement pursuant to
Rule 158, 196 and notwithstanding the unidentified individuals who undertook the alleged
"discovery", 197 the Defence has been unable to test the methodology and resources used by
the ISF to discover and attribute Purple-Phones or challenge the possibility that PurplePhones were pre-selected and provided to the UNIIIC and Prosecution. 198
82.

The evidence of DONALDSON and PLATT does not address the prejudice caused by

the inability to cross-examine AL-HASSAN. Both PLATT and DONALDSON, as internal
Prosecution investigator and analyst respectively, merely built the Prosecution's case around
the suspects provided by AL-HASSAN, 199 and cannot be used as corroborating evidence.
C. Opinion Evidence

83.

Expert evidence is limited to providing specialised knowledge regarding a technical,

scientific or otherwise discrete set of ideas or concepts outside of the layperson's knowledge,
and may assist the trier of fact in understanding or determining an issue in dispute. 200 Any
testimony falling outside the direct knowledge and expertise of the witness is of limited
evidential value. 201 Speculative testimony which is not grounded in any underlying factual
evidence holds no evidential value.
84.

The Prosecution relied extensively on witnesses lacking the necessary competence or

F3371.
Part-2,1-A.
19 R 20170406 STL-11-01 T T355 OFF PUB EN 56-58,102-103/126.
199 5D00418,paras.44-45;-20l70929_STL-11-6l_T=T403 _OFF _PUB _EN_12-13,57-59/105; 20170406_STL11-01 T T355 OFF PUB EN 57-59/126.
200 Fl610,paras-:-6,38,46; Popovi6 AJ,para.375.
201 F 161 O,para.5; Milutinovi6 Decision,paras.3-5; Seselj Decision,para.15; Perisi6 Decision,para.36; Popovic
AJ,paras.375,953.
196
197
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independence for their evidence to be reliable, and whose reports and testimony were based
on speculation; far outside the scope of their permitted evidence.
1. Lack of Qualifications and Experience
85.

PLATT was found to be an expert in relation to the surveillance of criminal networks

and the identification and organisation of covert communications networks. 202 Yet PLATT's
analysis of the telecoms data for the purposes of this case differed from his usual practices in
the UK; where normally he based his evidence on the cell-site surveys taken closer in time to
the crime in question. 203 PLATT seldom previously used predicted coverage, never to the
extent they are relied upon at the STL and relied on contemporaneous surveys, regardless of
the existence of predicted best server maps, as the "best evidence". 204 PLATT has no
experience of the networks that exist in Lebanon, either in present day or at the time of the
assassination; besides the specific work he carried out on behalf of the Prosecution. 205
86.

PHILIPS and SOMMER's experience is also limited to the UK and of limited

applicability

to

Lebanon. 206

PHILIPS'

has

no

expenence

m

Lebanese

telecom

infrastructures, 207 the configuration features unique to those networks, or their standards of
practice; such as daily management of the network, storage and retrieval of data, quality
control, 208 and conceded not to be an "expert in any way on [ ... ] Lebanon". 209 Therefore,
PHILIPS' evidence is limited solely to the manner in which UK networks function and
should be regarded as idealised and theoretical statements on the manner in which he
generally believes all networks should function.
87.

DONALDSON was permitted to provide non-expert opinion evidence, despite his

admitted lack of technical expertise in analysing the predicted coverage, because he
"comprehensive[ly] review[ed]" the Prosecution's evidence, 210 had analysed each piece of

F2549,para.10.
20170322_STL-11-01 T T350_ OFF_PRY_EN_64-65,67/93; 20170406_STL-1101 T T355 OFF PUB EN 108-109/126.
204 20l70322 STL-11-61 T-T350 OFF PRY EN 62-67/93.
205 20160405 =STL-11-0(T=T25(OFF =PUB =EN=47/120; F2549,para.8; 20160406_STL-1101 T T252 OFF PUB EN 99/107.
206 20l5091S_STL-11-6"l_T=T195 _OFF _PRY _EN_87-88/117; 20160830_STL-1101 T T284 OFF PUB EN 75/138.
207 20l5081S STL-11-61 T-T179 OFF PUB EN 18/119.
208 20150818-STL-11-01-T-T179-OFF-PUB-EN -18-19/119.
209 20170420-STL-11-01-T-T358-OFF-PUB-EN-9/108.
210 F3172,par;.86.
202
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evidence underlying his conclusions and opinions, 211 and has ten-years of experience in
working with Lebanese CDRs. 212 However, this does not endow DONALDSON with
sufficient knowledge or experience for his conclusions to assist the Chamber.
2. Lack of Independence
88.

Independence and impartiality are matters which go directly to the weight of the

expert testimony. 213 When considering this criterion, the Chamber must consider whether the
expert is "too close" to the calling party, 214 and assess their involvement in preparing the
Prosecution's case. 215 In doing so, the Chamber is to be guided by the established principle
that justice must not only be done, but must be seen to be done. 216
89.

PLATT and DONALDSON were internal Prosecution analysts and their evidence

should be treated no differently, and given no more weight, than if Prosecution counsel was
personally testifying. Both work on a daily basis in the Prosecution's Investigation Division,
which TAYLOR admitted was subject to the authority of the Prosecution lawyers and would
have to follow their decision, even if they disagreed with it. 217 Both PLATT and
DONALDSON moved the Prosecution case away from one based on direct witness testimony
which

pointed

towards

individuals

other than

the

accused,

to

one

based

on

telecommunications evidence. They are therefore personally invested in the outcome of this
case and the telecommunications evidence which largely underpins it, which severely
compromises their ability to provide truly independent and impartial testimony.
90.

This was amply demonstrated by DONALDSON's refusal to dispassionately

summarise all relevant evidence for the Chamber, whether in favour or against attribution of
Purple-018 to SABRA. His refusal to accept being characterised as selective when suggested

by the Defence, 218 was seemingly based on his failure to discern that while it may be
permissible to be selective in presenting only a part of all the incriminating evidence, it is
impermissible to disregard or ignore contrary evidence when forming conclusions as he did.

211

F3172,para.86.
F3172,para.39.
213 Popovic Decision,para.21;Brdanin Decision,para.7; Dragomir Milosevi6 Decision, para.9; Boskoski
Decision,paras.8, 12; Milosevi6 Decision, para. 9.
214 Milutinovi6,T.840.
215 Dordevi6 Decision, paras. 7, 19-20; Stanisi6 & Simatovi6 Decision,paras.19,23.
216 Milutinovi6,T.840.
217 20180625 STL-11-01 T T432 PROV CONF EN 48-49/129.
218 20170925-STL-11-01-T-T399-OFF P-UB EN- 40-=-41/50.
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DONALDSON's testimony was selective, incomplete and speculative and, as he confirmed,
only focused on evidence that was in support ofthe Prosecution case. 219
91.

PLATT's lack of independence and impartiality must also be considered in any

assessment of the weight that may be accorded to his evidence. 220 Upon his arrival in 201 0,
the alleged phone networks had already been highlighted to him as being the perpetrators and
his role was to compile the evidence necessary to confirm this ostensibly established fact. 221
PLATT has remained in the employ of the Prosecution continuously since then, with the
criminality of the users of these phones having been affirmed to him repeatedly as an
institutional fact. PLATT also authored a three-part communications report to secure
confirmation

of

the

Indictment, 222

and

interviewed

witnesses

m

relation

to

telecommunications data. 223
92.

PLATT was not aware of the details of any investigation carried out into alternative

explanations for the activities of the phones, despite the fact that his experience in the UK
would lead him to expect this to be done. 224 PLATT's analysis and evidence must be viewed
as tainted by confirmation bias; rendering him incapable of considering any reasonable
alternative explanations for the activities of the Purple-Group.
3. Access to necessary information
93.

Any weight given to the conclusions of an expert must be considered in light of

material made available to the witness, material which was withheld from the witness and
material which the expert should have made him/herself aware of.
94.

Both PHILIPS and PLATT discussed the limitation of their knowledge regarding the

production of Alfa coverage maps, 225 with PLATT specifically emphasising that he failed to
follow the testimony of either PHILIPS or PRH707, despite it having a direct effect on his
assessment and conclusions as to the movements of the v ......... l.n_Dh"'""'.,

226

PHILIPS

219

20170925 _STL-11-01_T_T399_OFF _PUB _EN_39-40/50; 20170921_STL-1101 T T397 OFF CONF EN 98-99/110.
22 °F2S49,p~a.12~
221 20160405 STL-11-01 T T251 OFF PUB EN 2-3/120.
222 F0012,par~s.34-35.
223 E.g. R91-800913.
224 20170407 STL-11-01 T T356 OFF PRY EN 24-25/110.
225 20170425 =STL-11-0(T=T36(OFF =PUB =EN=46-471114; 20150824_STL-1101 T Tl83 OFF PUB EN 28/100.
226 20l70406 STL-11-61 T-T355 OFF PUB EN 105-107/126.
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highlighted the fact he was "isolated" from information potentially exculpatory to the
Defence; differing from his experience in the UK, due to the "filtered" nature of the data
provided to him. 227
95.

DONALDSON was unaware of the lack of accuracy of the ALFA theoretical cell

coverage predictions upon which he significantly relied. 228
4. Scope of evidence
96.

The Chamber must not give undue weight to speculative theories proffered by experts

or those permitted to provide opinion evidence.
97.

The Prosecution relied exclusively on PLATT's evidence in ascribing criminal

purpose to the phone use of Purple-018. PLATT's testimony as to SABRA's alleged role
was based mainly on his chronology report, several hundred slides prepared by Prosecution
counsel and included repeated speculative theories on the acts and conduct of the accused,
including on the timing and content of meetings between the accused. 229 PLATT's report is a
summary of data obtained from the CSPs and should be regarded only as reliable as the
content of the underlying evidence. 230 PLATT's opinion as to the thoughts and acts of the
users outside of the data he relies upon should be disregarded, especially regarding
hypotheses for certain phone movements, the imagined anxiety of phone users that they
might be implicated in a crime, and his repeated speculation as to meetings taking place
between phone users. 231 These suggestions should be regarded as creative thought inspired by
his years spent embedded within the Prosecution and ignored accordingly.

D. Oral Evidence
98.

Whilst the evidence of a witness lacking in credibility may be relied upon to the

extent that it is corroborated by other reliable evidence, 232 there may be witnesses whose
credibility is so impugned that s/he cannot be relied upon; even if other evidence appears to
corroborate parts of his/her testimony. 233 Accordingly, the Chamber is not required to find a

20170424 STL-11-01 T T360 OFF PUB EN 100-101/104.
Part-2,ll-G.2.
229 E.g.20170214_STL-11-01_T_T335 _OFF _PUB _EN_95/110.
230 P01783.
231 E.g.20170208_STL-11-01_T_T332_ OFF_PUB _EN_23,25/105; 20170214_STL-1101 T T335 OFF PUB EN 24-25,32,43/110.
232 Nt-;gerur;: AJ,para.174; Halilovi6 AJ,para.125.
233 Ngudjolo AJ,para.168; Bemba Contempt TJ,para.204.
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witness credible simply because other evidence appears to confirm aspects of his/her
testimony. 234 In particular, if reasons exist for doubting the witness' credibility, it is not
unreasonable for a Chamber to ignore potentially corroborative evidence during its
assessment. 235
99.

[REDACTED]'s evidence is replete with inconsistencies and driven by ulterior

motives never investigated or tested by the Prosecution. 236 Although PRH087's evidence is
that ABU ADASS met an individual in the AUM, 237 this does notre-imbue the credibility or
reliability of [REDACTED], particularly as PRH087 failed to identify ONEISSI as the
individual seen with ABU ADASS. 238
100.

Where a considerable time has passed between the event in question and the viva voce

testimony, the record of the first interview is of the highest value as it is most likely to
capture the witness' recollection accurately; being closest in time to the events and less
vulnerable to any subsequent influence. 239 Where the Chamber relies on evidence deviating
from a prior-recorded statement, it must take into account explanations offered regarding
inconsistencies when weighing its probative value. 240
101.

The prior statements of the News Agency witnesses establish, inter alia, that the first

two FCR-Calls were made before 14:00 and the third and fourth FCR-Call were made before
15:00 and 15:30 respectively. It further established that a total of five FCR-Calls were made
on 14 February 2005; four to the Al-Jazeera Landline. These prior statements were taken in
the immediate aftermath of the attack. Any deviation from these prior statements should be
considered in light of the ten years passing between the FCR -Calls and the viva voce
testimony of each witness; as well as the subsequent efforts of the Prosecution to mould the
testimony around timings displayed in unreliable CSTs. 241

E. Hearsay Evidence
102.

A conviction cannot be entered where the evidence supporting that conviction

IS

Ngudjolo AJ,para.170.
Ngudjolo AJ,para.170.
236 20180626 STL-11-01 T T433 PROV CONF EN 66-67/148; Part-S,ll-F.
237
-2
- Part-S,ll-B ..
238 P00597,Annex 1.
239 Niyitegeka AJ,para.33; Mladic TJ,para.5279.
240 Nchamihigo AJ,para.201.
241 Part-S,lll-A.
234
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based solely on hearsay evidence. 242 Hearsay evidence is not corroborated by the testimony
of other witnesses' who rely on the same source of hearsay. 243 In this regard, the fact that
RAMADAN and Taysir ABU ADASS both testify that ABU ADASS left with "Mohammed"
on 16 January 2005 is not corroborative of PRH056's testimony, as their statements rely
entirely on the hearsay evidence ofPRH056.
103.

The established principle that hearsay evidence must be treated with caution, 244 must

be evident in practice. 245 The limited evidentiary value of second or third-hand hearsay must
be assessed with due consideration of the impossibility of cross-examining the information
source. 246
104.

The Prosecution's telecommunications-based case relies heavily on hearsay. First, in

relation to the "discovery" of the networks and Purple-Phones, the Prosecution relies
entirely on the anonymous second-hand information provided in the untested statement of
AL-HASSAN. 247 AL-HASSAN did not personally work on the "discovery" of the networks
or Purple-Group and provides no elucidation or accurate methodology to how these
telephone numbers, and subsequent attribution, were located. Despite this, the Prosecution
founded their case on the hearsay he provided, without investigating other possible lines of
investigation. The fact that AL-HASSAN is deceased does not increase the reliability of his
.

test1mony.
105.

248

Second, the Prosecution relied on the testimony of PRH707 to support the reliability

of, inter alia: CDRs, predicted coverage, cell-sites and azimuths relating to 2004-2005;
provided by Alfa in response to RFAs in 2005, 2007 and 2010. However, PRH707's
testimony was based entirely on the second-hand hearsay of anonymous sources; the majority
of whom had been employed under a different management company at Alfa, 249 and to whom
PRH707 was unable to provide any further information. The gaps in PRH707's knowledge 250
further diminish the reliability of his evidence and in tum, the reliability of the Alfa-based
telecommunication evidence relied upon by the Prosecution.
242

Gotovina TJ,para.43.
Haraqija AJ,para.64; Haradinaj,T.9090.
244 Nahimana TJ,para.97.
245 Bemba AJ Majority Opinion,para.8.
246 Ngudjolo TJ,para.56.
247 Part-2,1-A; P02121; P02122; F3247,para.23.
248 Zigiranyirazo TJ ,para.13 7.
249 Part-1,ll-H.
25 F2793,paras.67-68.
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106.

Third, in attributing Purple-018 to SABRA, DONALDSON repeatedly relied upon

the assistance of "Lebanese colleagues" who remained anonymous throughout the
proceedings. In particular, DONALDSON relied upon anonymous hearsay in the Arabic
translation of SMS texts and in the unqualified nature of telephone use in Lebanon. No
further explanation was proffered as to the identity or qualification of these sources to
properly test DONALDSON's reliance on their assistance. 251

F. "Business Records"
107.

When according weight to "business records", the Chamber must look beyond the fact

that these records were merely in possession and/or control of a business and specifically
assess whether the specific record, inter alia: (i) was made at or near the time by someone
with knowledge; (ii) was kept in the course of a regularly conducted activity of a business;
and (iii) was created as a regular practice of that activity. 252 The evidential value of any
"business record" is restricted where the parties have not had the opportunity to crossexamine its author, or someone with personal knowledge of how the record-keeping was
undertaken. 253
108.

The Prosecution relies heavily on "business records" provided by PRH339, PRH590

and PRH060 in support of its attribution of Purple-018. However, the Defence has been
denied the opportunity of cross-examining these witnesses to challenge the authenticity and
reliability of the records provided. For example, in relation to the mobile number attributed to
HASSAN SABRA, the Prosecution relies on a handwritten note provided by PRH339, not
based on any formal [REDACTED], and provided by PRH339's anonymous secretary. 254 No
further detail was provided as to how this number was recorded, where it was located, and
how it was stored.
109.

Similarly, the Prosecution relies on PRH707 to support the reliability of Alfa records.

PRH707 had no personal knowledge of how these records were created, as he was not
employed at the time they were created or stored in 2005, 2007 and in 2010. Compounded
with the fact that management of Alfa underwent significant change in that intervening
period, the weight to be accorded to these records is further reduced.
Part-2,1-F and H.
US Federal RoE §803(6); US, Federal RoE Advisory Committee Notes, §803; Canadian Evidence Act §30;
UK CJA § 117; Lust v. Sea1y,p.598; Felderhof,p.489; Homcastle,para.35/p.11.
253 Setak v. Burroughs,pp.1 0-11.
254 P01155; 20170926_STL-11-01_T_T400_ OFF_PRY _EN_98-99/113.
251
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110.

Moreover, many Alfa responses were produced for litigation purposes thus removing

the presumption that they represent a contemporaneous, unbiased account of the daily recordkeeping in that business. Such documents cannot therefore be regarded as "business
records". 255 For example, the coverage map entitled "Alfa Sites, Beirut, February 2005", 256 is
not produced in the normal course of Alfa's business operations, and would only have been
produced upon request. 257

G. Attribution Evidence
111.

Attribution suffers from the fact that the moving party cannot be certain that a person

to whom a phone is attributed was actually using it at any specific time. This was confirmed
by DONALDSON, accepting that all that could be done is assess who had control over the
phone. 258 It is not possible to attribute every call, 259 without intercepts or testimony of the
person to whom the specific phone was in contact. Neither form of evidence has been
tendered by the Prosecution.
112.

Furthermore, attribution, m the broad sense, is not a field necessitating expert

evidence. While co-location evidence was considered by the Chamber to require expert
testimony, 260 it is not relevant to the attribution of Purple-018, as it relies solely upon other
forms of attribution evidence such as documentation, geo-profile and contact profile
evidence.
113.

Therefore, in assessing the attribution evidence, the Chamber is not assisted by expert

evidence as there is no specialised knowledge, skill or training available to a witness who can
assist the Chamber to understand or determine an issue in dispute. 261

H. Telecommunication Evidence
114.

Unlike the smartphones ubiquitous in today's 4G era, with the capability of GPS

tracking, the phones allegedly used in the attack were basic 2G phones, operating on a 2G

255

Gali6 Decision,para.2 9.
P00779.
257 20160216 STL-11-01 T T247 OFF PRY EN 20/84. See also, P00775, P00776 cited in Brief,fns.45,47.
258 20170919 =STL-11-0(T=T395 =OFF =PUB =EN) 1/106; 20170919_STL-1101 T T395 OFF PUB EN 57/106.
259 20l70919 STL-11-61 T-T395 OFF PUB EN 77/106.
26 F3172,par;.78.
261 F1610,para.6.
256
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network. 262
115.

To locate these phones, the Prosecution relies upon telecommunication records

gathered from two mobile service providers; MTC Touch ("MTC") and Alfa; and one
landline service provider, Ogero, in support of its case against SABRA. These records can
therefore neither pinpoint a phone to a specific site within a cell area, nor determine the
proximity of the phone to the cell, nor even determine whether the phone is being used at the
outside edge of the plot or inside a neighbouring cell where usable coverage from another cell
is provided. 263
116.

This evidence included CDRs, but also:
a) Cell-site information, including co-ordinates;
b) Predicted coverage maps;
c) Shape-files;
d) Subscriber records;
e) Billing records; and
f) Purchase records for handsets and SIM cards.

117.

This evidence suffers from significant limitations undermining its reliability and

therefore weight. Full account has not been taken of these limitations by the Prosecution
which significantly undermines the arguments and conclusions it reaches based on this
evidence.
1. General Characteristics of Telecom Networks

a. Cell-Sites and Cell Sectors
118.

A cell-site is the location from which a mobile phone interfaces with the telecom

network's base station controller. At each cell-site are antennas and equipment providing
"cells" that broadcast a signal outward from the cell-site over a certain area or sector, with the
purpose of providing a network connection to mobile phones within that area. 264
119.

A cell-site usually carries several cells. 265 The azimuth is the centre-line of the bearing

20160422_STL-11-01_T_T259_OFF _PUB _EN_53/75 (Alfa); 20160721_STL-1101_T_T280_OFF_PUB _EN_3/86 (MTC); P00549,paras.5.1.4.1.1.5, 5.1.4.1.1.12.
263 20170425 _STL-11-01_T_T361_OFF _PUB _EN_39-40/114; P00549,para.6.2.1.1.1.10.
264 P00550,slide.78.
265 20150819 _STL-11-01_T_Tl80_OFF _PUB _EN_ 42/114. Cell-sites in Lebanon typically carry two, three or
four cells.
262
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of the antenna. 266 This determines the area over which a cell will broadcast its signal. 267
120.

Cell sectors are often graphically represented by clearly divided hexagonal shapes, but

these are idealised representations; in reality they do not have uniform coverage or size. 268
121.

Cell sectors will overlap to a degree and may not be of equal size. 269 Two adjacent

°

cells will always overlap, as the boundary between two cells is not defined. 27 Further,
telecom companies deliberately overlap cells along their boundaries to facilitate
"handover". 271
b. Connecting to Network, Signal Strength and Predicted Coverage

122.

A phone must be within the coverage area of a cell with a signal level sufficient to

support a call; a "usable signal". The phone measures the signal strength of all cells providing
a usable signal, and selects the cell providing the strongest signal. 272 Though often the closest
cell to the phone, this is not always the case. The strongest cell is called the "best-server". 273
123.

The mobile phone measures the signal strength of all cells the area and reports to the

network which in tum determines which cell will be used for the call, normally based on
signal strength. 274 Various factors affect the strength of signal, such as power, but the most
common factor is the "line of sight", as a cell with a line of sight to the phone that is clearer
than the closest cell may be the best. 275 This is determined and affected by "clutter", with
buildings and terrain in a given area affecting the propagation characteristics and from that,
which cell is selected. 276
124.

The actual boundaries of a cell vary in real-time. 277 Networks are in constant state of

flux and the shifting urban landscape and should be regarded as dynamic, rather than static. 278
Further, there will be locations within the best-server coverage where other cells in fact
P00549,para.6.2.1.1.1.4.
P00549,para.6.2.1.1.1.11.
268 P00550, slide.80; P00549,para.4.1.1.1.1.25.
269 20150819 STL-11-01 T T180 OFF PUB EN 41-441114;P00549,4.1.1.1.1.31.
270 20150819-STL-11-01-T-T180-OFF-PUB -EN -74-751114.
271 20150819-STL-11-01-T-T180-OFF-PUB-EN -74/114.
272 P00549,p~as.5.2.4.2-i 273 20150819 STL-11-01 T T180 OFF PUB EN 27/114.
274 20150818-STL-11-01-T-T179-OFF-PUB-EN -106/119.
275 20150819-STL-11-01-T-T180-OFF-PUB-EN -20,27-281114.
276 20150819-STL-11-01-T-T180-OFF-PUB-EN-20/114.
277 20150819-STL-11-01-T-T180-OFF-PUB-EN-45/114.
278 20170425 =STL-11-0(T=T36(OFF =PUB =EN=23-241114; P00549,paras.6.5.2.2.1.12-19.
266
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provide some best-server coverage. 279
c.

125.

Predicted Coverage

Operating in a commercially competitive environment, telecom compames aim to

provide "seamless service", to ensure they have the coverage and capacity to meet the
demands placed on the network. 280 To ensure this, companies employ the use of a computer
program to simulate a map of the best-server coverage to determine the necessary
adjustments to configure cell-sites to the network and take into account the predicted
coverage of the surrounding cells. 281
126.

The "Prediction Package" used for predicting the best-server coverage consists of:
a) "Propagation Model": coverage based on the environment of the cellsite, such as rural/urban;
b) "Terrain Model": topology of the area;
c) "Clutter Model": effect of trees, buildings on the propagation;
d) "Transmission Parameters": the cell itself in terms of height, frequency,
power, azimuth and tilt of antennas etc. 282

127.

The digital map produced as a result of this process is stored in a "shape-file" format,

layered with the parameters defined by the four models. 283
2. Limitations to the Accuracy of Predicted Best-server Coverage relied upon by
the Prosecution
a. General Limitations to Predicted Best-Server Coverage
128.

Predicted best-server coverage plots do not accurately represent the actual cell signal

that may be available for a phone and are not produced for the requirements of evidence in
trial. 284 The resulting maps are therefore used only as planning tools for commercial and not
forensic purposes 285 and must be regarded as the "fallback" option. 286
129.

If best-server predictions are used for forensic purposes, they must be based on data

P00549,para.5.2.4.1.1.3; 20150819_STL-11-01_T_Tl80_OFF _PUB _EN_48/114.
20150819 _STL-11-01_T_Tl80_OFF _PUB _EN_60,61/114; P00549,paras.6.5.2.2.1.10-11.
lRI 20150819 STL-11-01 T Tl80 OFF PUB EN 87-88/114.
282 20150819-STL-11-01-T-Tl80-OFF-PUB-EN-95-971114.
283 20160215-STL-11-01-T-T246-OFF-PUB-EN -15/86.
284 20150819 =STL-11-0(T=Tl80=OFF =PUB =EN=60/114; P00549,para.10.3.6.
285 20170425 STL-11-01 T T361 OFF PUB EN 33/114.
286 P00549,p~as.10.3.6.1J.2-3.
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relating to the time the incident took place including the cell data and all of the prediction
models within the package, such as the clutter model. If a predicted best-server coverage plot
is not contemporaneous with the incident, it is unlikely to be acceptably accurate, unless the
network can guarantee limited network changes, and even then may be "far from ideal". 287
130.

"Accuracy", in terms of predicted cell coverage, specifies the difference between the

simulated coverage as represented on the map and the actual coverage as it exists in reality.
131.

The prediction maps have an inherent degree of inaccuracy, 288 which depends upon

the quality of the information input, the "appropriacy" and the accuracy of the models used in
its production. They are only a prediction of signal levels as they exist at ground-level, and in
the open. 289 Above ground-level, the predicted coverage situation changes and the higher
above ground-level, the greater the change is likely to be. 29

° Further,

they do not

accommodate in-building coverage or in-car coverage as the signal suffers a reduction in
these scenarios. 291
132.

Any inaccuracies present in the data input into the prediction package will result in

predictions that diverge from coverage in the field. 292 Of particular importance is the
accuracy of the azimuth and tilt values, as recorded in the database, of the antennas affixed to
the cell-site, as they determine the area over which its signal is broadcast.
133.

Further, as a cell signal varies, a phone could remain in one location, yet use different

cells over a short period of time, 293 or could be physically located inside a predicted plot, but
use the signal of a neighbouring cell if it has the strongest signal. 294 This may be as a result of
various factors, such as congestion on the network, poor quality signal from the predicted
best cell, or network congestion. 295
134.

Accuracy is reduced the farther away from the cell that the predicted best-server

coverage area extends, especially at the boundary with other cells, where deliberate overlap

287

P00549,paras.10.3.6.1.1.8-14.
P00549 ,para.6.4.2. 7 .1.1.
289 P00549,paras.6.5 .3 .1.1.3-4.
290 P00549,para.6.5.3.8.1.8.
291 20150819 STL-11-01 T Tl80 OFF PUB EN 100/114.
292 20170425-STL-11-01-T-T361-OFF-PUB-EN-40/114.
293 20170425-STL-11-01-T-T361-OFF-PUB-EN-22-231114.
294 20170420-STL-11-01-T-T358-OFF-PUB-EN-34-35/108.
295 20150820-STL-11-01-T-Tl81-OFF-PUB-EN-44-471119.
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occurs. 296 Cell boundary lines, as depicted on predicted coverage maps, do not in reality
exist. 297
135.

Comparing the two-dimensional, static nature of a predicted best coverage map and

the dynamic, nature of the cell signal is to not put "like with like" as they are both
"considerably different". 298 Predicted coverage maps are a crude, static representation of an
intricate and fluctuating system.
136.

All of these limitations apply to the locations of the Purple-Phones, as alleged by the

Prosecution throughout its evidence.
b. Inherent Unreliability ofAlfa Predicted Coverage
137.

Purple-018 operated on the Alfa network. Any issues regarding the reliability of the

data provided by Alfa is therefore crucial. However, the Defence does not accept that the data
provided by MTC is any more reliable.
138.

PRH707 testified that the shape-files provided to the Prosecution over the years were

provided by unknown persons. Further, the company does not have the records, and thus is
not in a position, to confirm the veracity of the data they represent. 299
139.

The shape-files were not produced by Alfa for any forensic purpose. The maps were

intended for the planning stage of the network and can only provide an estimate of the actual
coverage on the network, 300 or be used mainly as a marketing tool, 301 used to show to
subscribers the level of coverage achieved by the network, 302 produced only on request and
are not used by engineers for anything more than an estimation of specific weaknesses in the
network. 303
140.

This undermines the reliability of these maps as any competitive company would

portray their own product without blemish. Alfa was not interested in attaining accuracy in
the map to a forensic or technical level, but the detail was "more or less accurate" for

P00549,paras.6.5.3.8.1.5, 4.1.1.1.1.28-29; 20150819 _STL-11-01_T_Tl80_OFF_PUB _EN_74/114.
20170425 STL-11-01 T T361 OFF PUB EN 24/114.
29 R 20170425-STL-11-01-T-T361-OFF-PUB-EN-25/114.
299 20160129-STL-11-01-T-T241-OFF-PRY-EN -122/128.
300 20160209-STL-11-01-T-T242-OFF-PRY -EN -23/97.
301 20160216-STL-11-01-T-T247-OFF-PRY-EN-20-21/84.
302 20160209-STL-11-01-T-T242-OFF-PRY-EN -23/97.
303 20160212-STL-11-01-T-T245-OFF-PRY-EN -76/84.
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marketing purposes. 304 PRH707 estimated that the maps were probably 60-70% accurate? 05
c.

141.

Limitations to Drive-Test Surveys

Companies use drive surveys to compare actual best-server coverage in the field with

the predicted best-server coverage and make tuning adjustments, or for forensic reasons, 306 to
determine: (i) extent of best-server coverage; (ii) confirming cell usage possible on a specific
route; and (ii) confirming cell usage not possible on a specific route. 307
142.

Specifically, PHILIPS explained that a drive survey used for forensic purposes may:
"show areas where calls could have been made, which is different from
simply confirming calls are consistent with being made on a route which is
all that could be deduced from a best-server plot." 308

143.

Although drive-tests may assist in determining the extent of the best-server cell for a

given area, they must be carried out contemporaneously with the incident being investigated
in order to be reliable, 309 and have many shortcomings that detract from their accuracy for
forensic use, including causing a significantly extended measurement of the best-server
coverage area, 310 or missing small pockets of best-server coverage before full measurement
can be taken, due to being performed from a moving vehicle. 311
144.

Drive-test results are further limited by representing only the roads driven and not the

coverage over the whole area of the cell, including in and around parks, housing areas etc., 312
with the results also limited to coverage at ground-level. 313
145.

Therefore, although the Prosecution carried out some very limited drive-tests, they

were conducted in 2007 and 2010, well after the attack, and were limited solely to specific
locations within the Beirut area. The Prosecution failed to present and rely upon them at trial,
undoubtedly because, as PHILIPS suggested, they would be unlikely to yield fruitful results
20160216 STL-11-01 T T247 OFF PRY EN 20-21/84.
PO 1192,p~a.86.
306 P00549,para.6.5.4.
307 P00549,para.6.5.1.1.3.
308 P00549 ,para.6.5.1.1.4 [emphasis added].
309 20150819 _STL-11-01_T_Tl80_OFF _PUB _EN 100/114; 20170425 _STL-1101 T T361 OFF PUB EN 55-561114.
310 P00549,para.65.4.2.1.6.311 P00549 ,paras.6.5.4.2.1.4-5.
312 P00549,paras.6.5.4.2.1.7-17.
313 P00549,paras.6.5.4.2.1.7-11.
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and provide "ammunition" to the Defence. 314
3. Insufficient Storage, Retrieval and Production oflnformation
146.

Crucial to the reliability of predicted coverage in a forensic setting is the accuracy of

the data used to create the maps, especially the cell and cell-site parameters, as well as the
necessity that the data be contemporaneous to the incident subject to investigation. 315 A
database of this information should be owned, controlled, maintained and regularly updated
by a telecom company with the up-to-date cell-site data to accurately reflect the current state
of a network and provide reliable and accurate predicted coverage. 316 The material provided
by Alfa did not meet these requirements.
a. Recording and Storing of Cell-Site Data

147.

Alfa began organized and centralised record keeping in 2014. 317 No such practice for

centrally storing cell-site data existed in 2004/2005, nor was Alfa interested in keeping
records in such a manner, as there is no requirement for a company to do so. 318
148.

Cell-site values are of no interest to an engineer working on the network, or to the

company as a whole. According to PRH707 it is "not important to know if the antenna in
2007 was 5 degrees to a specific direction" and that the only important information to the
company is the current state of the network. 319 Though Alfa can confirm the location of any
cell-site that is still in the same location today as it was in 2004/2005, it cannot confirm the
azimuth or tilt values for those years. 320
149.

The cell-site data relied upon by the Prosecution was instead recovered from the

personal computer of an unidentified engineer, working for Alfa at the time. 321 Where they
had obtained the data, what changes they had made or for what purpose they even had the
data is not in evidence. The practice of recording values of the cell-site data in 2004/2005
was carried out manually by engineers, but it is impossible to confirm the accuracy of that

20150819 _STL-11-01_T_Tl80_OFF _PUB _EN_66-68/114; cfUS, ABA Standards (2015), Standard 35.4(g).
315 Part-1,ll-H.l.
316 P00549,8.3; 20150819 STL-11-01 T Tl80 OFF PUB EN 241114.
317 20160209 STL-11-01-T T242 OFF -PRY EN 50/97.318 20160209 =STL-11-0(T=T242=0FF =PRY=EN=49-50/97; P01192,para.80.
319 20160129 STL-11-01 T T241 OFF PRY EN 124/128.
320 20160129-STL-11-01-T-T241-OFF-PRY-EN -126/128.
321 P01192,p~a.79; 20160420_STI=--11-01_T_T257-::_0FF_PRY _EN_6/83.
314
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data. 322 Due to fluctuations in the recording equipment caused by the materials in the cellmasts, the measurements of the azimuth values are also likely to have been affected. 323
150.

There is no system, especially not in 2004/2005, that generates cell-site values

automatically, and when values are recorded manually, the margins of human error naturally
present in treating these values and this quantity of information must be taken into account. 324
Alfa cannot even be certain as to how many cells were in use in 2004/2005, but can only
provide an estimate. 325 As with the cell-site values, this cannot be verified.
151.

Alfa's network has changed substantially between 2004 and present da/ 26 although

PRH707 is not certain of the extent to which the azimuths have changed from their
installation to 2004/2005, or from then until2010. 327
152.

Finally, data received years after the values are recorded cannot be as accurate as

values that would have been taken contemporaneously. 328 In essence, this applies to all cellsite information received by the Prosecution that does not in fact date from the indictment
period.
b. Alfa Data is Unreliable and Misleading
153.

In its Brief, the Prosecution erroneously relies on three documents ostensibly showing

that "the relevant cell sectors on the Alfa network have remained in operation and in the same
geographic locations throughout the relevant period"? 29
154.

The primary set of co-ordinates represents the values that existed in 2010. 330 The

secondary set of values relate to 2007. 331 It is impossible for Alfa to confirm these values due
to the issues of recording and storage outlined above. 332

20160211_STL-11-01_T_T244_OFF _PRY_EN_53/98; 20160503_STL-1101 T T260 OFF PRY EN 50/98.
323 20l60509 STL-11-61 T-T264 OFF PRY EN 50/88.
324 20160212-STL-11-01-T-T245-OFF-PRY-EN -39/84.
325 20160209-STL-11-01-T-T242-OFF-PRY-EN -48-49/97.
326 20160422-STL-11-01-T-T259-OFF-PUB-EN -57/75.
327 20160503-STL-11-01-T-T260-OFF-PRY-EN -50-51/98.
32 R 20160211-STL-11-01-T-T244-OFF-PRY-EN -56/98.
329 Brief,para~56.
330 P00775; 20160212 STL-11-01 T T245 OFF PRY EN 38/84.
331 P00778.
- 322
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155.

The Prosecution described this information as the "best available", 333 falling far below

the absolute requirement for data to be contemporaneous to the time of the incident if used
for forensic purposes. "Best available evidence" should not be confused with the "best
evidence rule", wherein secondary evidence is admissible if the original document does not
exist and/or cannot be obtained. For accurate cell-site analysis, the values as they existed at
the time of the incident must be replicated; outdated and unverified evidence is insufficient.
156.

The comparison of data between 2007 and 2010 does not relate to the indictment

period, thus is irrelevant for the purpose of supporting an analysis of the network for that
time. This document also suffers from the same issues of reliability regarding confirmation of
accuracy. 334
157.

The Prosecution's reliance on Alfa's co-ordinates for the locations of their cell masts

in operation in Lebanon during the relevant time period and the Cell IDs for cell sectors on
their network, 335 is largely irrelevant as it is the information regarding the cells, specifically
their azimuth and tilt at the relevant time that is required. Similarly, contemporaneous Cell
1Ds, 336 merely list the names and region of cells on the network and are not used to produce
predicted best-server coverage.
158.

The Prosecution attempted to recreate the state of the network as it existed in

2004/2005 by combining Alfa's data into maps. These maps are inherently defective as they
are based on incomplete, unverifiable and unreliable information that is not representative of
the indictment period. The evidence of any witness based on an interpretation of these maps
should be given no weight.
159.

Compounding the issues outlined above relating to the accuracy of the data, the

sources used for the production of these maps were incomplete to a degree of 25-33%. 337 The
project was also only aimed at producing a map "as contemporaneous as possible" for
February 2005, even though the maps cover date ranges far outside that one month. 338 This
should be assessed in light of the fact that Alfa's network continually evolved, as did the city
of Beirut in terms of its topography and clutter.
Brief,para.56.
20160211 STL-11-01 T T244 OFF PRY EN 85-87/98.
335 Brief,para~56.
336 P00799.
337 20160914 STL-11-01 T T292 OFF PUB EN 30/93.
338 20160914-STL-11-01-T-T292-OFF-PUB-EN -79-81/93.
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160.

FAHEY has no experience as a cell-site engineer, 339 has no experience in producing

predicted coverage maps, 340 and did not consult with any cell-site analyst or cellular network
employee in order to confirm that the project he undertook would provide a comprehensive
result. 341 It is clear from the testimony of PHILIPS that the fundamental function of predicted
coverage in the planning phase is to estimate what "knock-on" effect the inclusion of a new
cell to a network will have on the coverage provided to a given area and the neighbouring
cells. FAHEY rightly stated that he was not in a position to assess and consider the knock -on
impact that his theoretical joining together of different sets of data would have in terms of a
knock -on effect of signal across the network in reality. 342
161.

As a result of his flawed, incomplete and poorly explained methodology, the maps

produced by FAHEY must be viewed as a conduit and multiplier of the same flaws inherent
in the data provided by Alfa and pieces of evidence that should be afforded no weight.

III.
162.

Legal Representative of Victims
Pursuant to Article 17, the evaluation of all evidence led by the LRV must be

conducted in a manner consistent with the rights and interests of SABRA. Reliance on the
evidence of participating victims should be limited to an assessment of their individual
experiences and personal harm suffered, and not used to bolster the Prosecution's evidence
. the accuse d .343
agamst
163.

The premature submissions relating to the possibility of identification, and

recommendation of appropriate forms of reparation, 344 exceed the scope of the Article 25 and
in any event should only be considered upon conviction. 345 The Defence will therefore only
address these submissions in the event that Rule 171 proceedings are initiated against
SABRA.

20160914 STL-11-01 T T292 OFF PUB EN 3,8,10-11,80/93.
20160914-STL-11-01-T-T292-OFF-PUB-EN-6-7/93.
341 20160914-STL-11-01-T-T292-OFF-PUB-EN -31/93.
342 20160914-STL-11-01-T-T292-OFF-PUB-EN-80/93.
343 F3260,par;s.71-72; Luba~ga VP Judg~ent,para~3,93-95.
344 F3 712,Chpt. VI.
345 F3260,para.6.
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PART 2- ATTRIBUTION
164.

The Prosecution has failed to prove the attribution of Purple-018 to SABRA beyond

reasonable doubt, 346 either generally throughout the conspiracy period or on the specific days
when the alleged criminal activity occurred. It fails to display any of the rigorous analysis
necessary to persuade the Chamber and seeks to present the evidence of attribution as clear
and consistent, despite its inherent lack of reliability or credibility.
165.

This failure is due to the: (1) suspicious manner in which SABRA was attributed as

Purple-018's user, (2) lack of an independent and impartial investigation; (3) lack of
objective, independent, reliable and probative evidence of attribution; and, (4) the
Prosecution's failure to exclude [REDACTED] as the user ofPurple-018.
166.

The Prosecution case is exclusively predicated upon the attribution of Purple-018 to

SABRA throughout the alleged conspiracy period. No other evidence of SABRA's alleged
involvement in the conspiracy, or as an accomplice, was adduced by the Prosecution.
167.

Consequently, the failure to attribute Purple-018 to SABRA is fatal to the

Prosecution's case. Without this, there is no evidence of either the mental or physical
elements necessary to support the charges against SABRA, 347 and the case against SABRA
collapses even if a different user of the Purple-018 phone was ultimately involved in the
conspiracy.

I.

Investigation of Purple-018
A. Compromised Source of Evidence
1. Lack of Consistency and Transparency in Identifying Purple-018

168.

The Prosecution neither "discovered" the so-called Purple-Phones, nor attributed the

users of these phones. Both investigative conclusions were presented to the UNIIIC by the
Lebanese ISF in November 2008, 348 and merely verified subsequently by the Prosecution.
Varying explanations were offered by Prosecution witnesses regarding this process.
169.

346
347
348

PLATT's Indictment Report implies that the

were identified due to

Brief,paras.183-209.
20170919 STL-11-01 T T395 OFF PUB EN 75/106.
20170919-STL-11-01-T-T395-OFF-PUB-EN
-19/106.
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their contact with AYY ASH, who was identified by the Prosecution as allegedly responsible
for the assassination, and fails to specify how Purple-018 was attributed, referring vaguely to
the analysis of telephone contacts, SMS content and its geo-profile. 349 PLATT subsequently
stated that he understood that the Purple-Phones were found by searching for telephones
active around the Payphone and Tree, but failed to elaborate, 350 or explain how these phones
were attributed by the Lebanese. 351
170.

Notwithstanding Prosecution objections, KAMEl explained that Purple-095 and 018

were provided to the Prosecution by the Lebanese ISF, 352 yet was unable to name the specific
persons involved.
171.

DONALDSON finally clarified that the alleged Purple-Phones were provided to the

UNIIIC by AL-HASSAN in November 2008, 353 when confronted with an Investigator's Note
he authored on the topic. 354 The Prosecution was not therefore responsible for identifying or
initially attributing the alleged Purple-Phones.
2. Provision of Evidence from AL-HASSAN
172.

Throughout trial, challenges to the reliability and credibility of AL-HASSAN were

raised by the Defence, based on: (i) his conspicuous absence from HARIRI's convoy on the
day of the attack, (ii) flaws and inconsistencies in his alibi for that day, (iii) his foundational
role in the investigation, and (iii) as a witness of fact. 355
173.

Specific concerns regarding the reasons for his absence, the purported reason being

last minute academic examinations, were shared by a UNIIIC investigator:
a) AL-HASSAN first called the examiner at 2lh57, rather than being
initially contacted by his examiner as he claimed;
b) The calls with AL-HASSAN's examiner took place after he claimed to
have sought HARIRI' s permission to be absent to take the exams;
c) Taking an exam as a high Lebanese official, who was guaranteed to
pass the course in any event, together with the extremely late notice of
the exam and the volume of his phone contact in the hours preceding the
R91-700103,para.47-58.
20170406 STL-11-01 T T355 OFF PUB EN 102/126.
351 20170406-STL-11-01-T-T355-OFF-PUB-EN -103/126.
352 20151119-STL-11-01-T-T219-OFF-PRY-EN-64/126.
353 20170929-STL-11-01-T-T403-OFF-PUB-EN -71/105.
354 5D00418,para.44.
355 F3247,paras.11-34.
349
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exam when he was alleged to have been studying, all undermine the
reliability of AL-HASSAN's account; 356
d) The failure of the examiner to inform AL-HASSAN about HARIRI's
assassination, either during an exam that he did not need to pass, or
even at its conclusion, is strange in the circumstances. 357
174.

Concerns were also expressed about AL-HASSAN's "introduction to the Commission

of at least one damaging non-credible witness, the attacks against two of his subordinates,
and the warnings received from three different foreign intelligence agencies." 358 Other
Prosecution witnesses, including JUMBLATT, had serious misgivings about the credibility
and reliability of this witness, warning that the UNIIIC should "watch out for Colonel
Wissam EL-HASSAN." 359
175.

The foundations of the Prosecution case on the attribution of Purple-018 and its

involvement in the alleged conspiracy was therefore built on evidence tainted by the
credibility and reliability of its source.
176.

The only manner in which this credibility could properly be challenged and assessed,

would be: (i) full and effective investigation of AL-HASSAN by the Prosecution; (ii) full
disclosure of any materials relevant to his credibility; and (iii) cross-examination. As none of
these conditions were fulfilled, the resulting impact upon the integrity of the evidence is
immeasurable.
a. Prosecution Investigation ofAL-HASSAN

177.

TAYLOR confirmed that although the UNIIIC held concerns about AL-HASSAN, he

had no knowledge of any subsequent investigation carried out, 360 further noting that another
internal

memorandum,

not

disclosed

to

the

Defence,

confirmed

AL-HASSAN's

exoneration. 361
178.

DONALDSON, emotively responding to the allegations, attacked his former

colleague for authoring the memorandum, asserting that this person "should be held to

356
357
358
359
360
361

5D00426,paras.17, 19-20.
5D00426,para.18.
5D00426,para.3.
3000135.
20180626 STL-11-01 T T433 PROV CONF EN 98/148.
20180626-STL-11-01-T-T433-PROV-CONF-EN-96/148.
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account". 362 DONALDSON claimed that the accusations "were investigated and put aside
long before his arrival, 363 which was subsequently affirmed by PRH539. 364 DONALDSON
added that he was never warned to treat AL-HASSAN's information with caution, 365 nor was
he inclined to do so as, "it doesn't matter who gives you the first lead". 366
179.

This convenient evidence from three Prosecution internal witnesses, allowed them to

avoid responsibility for their own investigative failures. As TAYLOR candidly admitted, the
decision to exonerate AL-HASSAN came from the Prosecutor, who encouraged him to
engage with AL-HASSAN, 367 a decision that TAYLOR felt he could not challenge? 68
Therefore, it was a strategic and tactical decision by the then Prosecutor to continue working
with AL-HASSAN and meant that complex questions regarding his credibility would not be
addressed.
180.

Consequently, when TAYLOR and MACLEOD interviewed AL-HASSAN in June

2012, no difficult questions about his potential involvement in the assassination of HARIRI
were raised, to protect this relationship. Nor did the Prosecution pursue the concerns
expressed in 5D00426, regarding the identity and basis for the foreign intelligence warnings
about AL-HASSAN or identity of the damaging non-credible witness. TAYLOR was unable
or unwilling to provide further information on these matters. 369
181.

No serious and impartial investigation or analysis of AL-HASSAN was ever

conducted by the Prosecution, preferring to ignore indications of AL-HASSAN's
malfeasance to avoid undermining the case being built squarely on evidence he provided,
while under extreme pressure to produce indictments,

370

thus justifying the ongoing expense

of the Tribunal.
b. Disclosure of material relating to AL-HASSAN
182.

The Prosecution has also repeatedly failed to comply with its disclosure obligation

regarding evidence relevant to AL-HASSAN's credibility. This includes: (i) the original
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370

20170929 STL-11-01 T T403 OFF PUB EN 64/105.
20170929-STL-11-01-T-T403-OFF-PUB-EN-65/105.
20161207-STL-11-01-T-T316-OFF-PRY-EN -41/53.
20170929-STL-11-01-T-T403-OFF-PUB-EN -67/105.
20170929-STL-11-01-T-T403-OFF-PUB-EN -71/105.
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version of 5D00426; (ii) the identity of the author of 5D00426; (iii) the internal memorandum
dated 21 March 2007 allegedly investigating AL-HASSAN'S role; or (iv) any other material
relied upon by the Prosecution to exonerate AL-HASSAN.
183.

Denied access to these documents, the Defence was unable to corroborate the

allegations or identify information which could provide independent investigative leads
expanding upon AL-HASSAN's inherent conflict of interest as both "a senior investigator,
but simultaneously also providing statements to UNIIIC as a witness to some of the facts in
issue in the investigation"? 71
184.

The Prosecution failed to record or disclose other relevant evidence relating to AL-

HASSAN, as well as his subordinates in the ISF responsible for identifying the PurplePhones. The records ofthe meetings with the Lebanese authorities where the Purple-Phones
were first discussed omit the names of any participants. 372 Documents detailing the
identification of these and other relevant phones were extensively redacted by the
Prosecution. 373
185.

These failures of disclosure significantly prejudiced the ability of the Defence to

investigate AL-HASSAN's credibility and subsequently present such evidence before the
Chamber.
c.

186.

Cross-examination ofAL-HASSAN

Whilst admitting AL-HASSAN's interview pursuant to Rule 158, over Defence

objections, 374 the Chamber held that the lack of cross-examination and hearsay nature of his
evidence would inevitably decrease its weight, 375 especially as had he testified, he would
have been cross-examined and so it was "only fair that his credibility may be subject to
attack." 376
187.

According to the Chamber, AL-HASSAN's evidence is only "marginally relevant to

[ ... ]the pleading [that] Badreddine and the four Accused supported Hezbollah." 377 Far more

F3562,paras.40-41.
5000413; 5000414; 5000415; 5000416.
373 P02121.
374 F3245; F3246; F3247; F3249.
375 F3371,para.86.
376 20180626 STL-11-01 T T433 PROV CONF EN 94/148.
377 F3562,par;.59.
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important

from

the

Defence's

perspective

IS

AL-HASSAN's

role

m

providing

telecommunications evidence to the Prosecution. Cross-examination would have focused
substantially on this area and how his credibility affected the evidence. Its absence severely
prejudiced the Defence.
B. Prosecution Investigative Failures in Attributing Purple-018

188.

In light of AL-HASSAN providing the Purple-Phones and Prosecution's entirely

circumstantial case against SABRA, only the most comprehensive and thorough investigation
by the Prosecution of the attribution of Purple-018 could have assuaged concerns about the
Prosecution's case.
189.

At a minimum, this would have required the following investigative measures:
a) Investigating all documentation to verify their consistency with the
attribution of Purple-018 to SABRA;
b) Translating and reviewing all SMS-content for all phones attributed to
SABRA;
c) Investigating all addresses linked to SABRA to verify their consistency
with his use of Purple-018;
d) Obtaining information on SABRA's employment and social activities to
verify whether Purple-018's use is consistent with this attribution;
e) Interviewing all individuals in contact with Purple-018 at the relevant
time regarding his use of the phone;
f) Interviewing all SABRA relatives to properly test the proposed
attribution;

g) Investigating and analysing any other potential named user of Purple018; and; most fundamentally,
h) Including all relevant information in the final summary report, whether
supporting or undermining the attribution of Purple-018 to SABRA.
190.

Instead the Prosecution, and specifically DONALDSON, accepted the numbers

provided by AL-HASSAN and verified whether some information in their possession was
consistent with those attributions. Although DONALDSON suggested that "a decision was
taken by the management that we would not necessarily be making overt investigation
inquiries to protect the secrecy of the investigation", 378 this tactical decision does not
legitimise the decision to have not carried out the necessary and extensive investigations

378

20170620 - STL-11-01 T T370 - OFF- PUB - EN - 18/105.
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required.
191.

Due to the Prosecution's investigative and analytical failures in relation to the

attribution of Purple-018, DONALDSON's conclusions, either individually, or as an overall
assessment, should be given negligible weight and adverse inferences against the Prosecution
should be found.

II.

Evidence Relied Upon to Attribute Purple-018
A. General Limitations of Prosecution's Attribution Evidence

192.

Attributing Purple-018 to SABRA means "proving through documents, witness

statements and analysing the geo-profile of calls that [SABRA] used [his] own personal
mobile [ ... ] in relation to the attack." 379 Rather than relying on the underlying evidence or
engaging a recognised expert, the Prosecution based their entire case in relation to the
attribution of Purple-018 on DONALDSON who displays neither the independence nor the
competence to assume this responsibility. 380
193.

This severely compromised the independence of his evidence before the Chamber, in

particular by omitting:
a) Evidence on the alternative user of Purple-018 identified by the ISF;
b) Evidence from twenty-four witnesses whose phones were in contact
with Purple-018 during the alleged Attribution Period who failed to
attribute it to SABRA;
c) Concerns regarding the suspect source of the evidence relating to the
identification and attribution of the Purple-Phones; and
d) Evidence undermining the attribution of third-party contacts relied upon
by the Prosecution.
194.

DONALDSON's report included opinion evidence as to whether different types of

evidence supported the attribution of Purnle-018 to SABRA, and whether the phone was
attributable to him. However, DONALDSON did not give evidence pursuant to Rule 161, 381
instead presenting "a form of summary evidence, [ ... ], whereby an analyst pieces together
many individual strands of evidence [ ... ] and provides his opinions as to attribution of the

379
380
381

F3172,para.5.
Part-1 ,II-C.
F3172,para.15.
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mobiles to the Accused." 382 Therefore, DONALDSON's suggestion that "I'm not here to say
this phone is attributed, this was the user. I'm here to say this is the evidence" 383 is entirely
misleading. DONALDSON's evidence was intended to attribute the phones to the Accused
by opinion evidence.
195.

DONALDSON failed to prepare a description of his methodology, blaming

Prosecution lawyers for not requesting its production. 384 The report fails to define the very
concept of"attribution", 385 or indeed many of the underlying elements, which DONALDSON
conceded was a mistake, given its importance and propensity to being interpreted in different
ways. 386 Consequently, he employed shifting terminology, introducing key concepts which
appeared to be directed more towards filling the gaps in the Prosecution case, rather than
independent evidence.
196.

These failings are most apparent m DONALDSON's failure to differentiate and

explain the concepts of single-user, control and attribution. Indeed, the argument that
SABRA was the single-user of Purple-018, discussed at length in DONALDSON's
testimony, was not contained in any version of his attribution reports. 387
197.

Furthermore, DONALDSON admitted that his evidence on this topic was based on

the presumption that all phones have a single-user, 388 and that it would only be if he
identified evidence inconsistent with this hypothesis that he would amend his conclusion. 389
No legal or factual basis for this presumption was provided by DONALDSON, nor located
by the Defence.
198.

Similarly, DONALDSON's fatuous description of a singer-user phone as "not multi-

user" does not assist. 390 Apart from claiming that single-user does not amount to exclusive
user, 391 reference to phones "occasionally" being used by another user, without specifying a
quantum of use, demonstrates the arbitrariness of this concept, whose sole purpose is to

F3172,para.8.
20170919 STL-11-01 T T395 OFF PUB EN 46/106.
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388 20170928-STL-11-01-T-T402-OFF-PUB-EN-53/114.
389 20170928-STL-11-01-T-T402-OFF-PUB-EN-52/114.
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buttress the Prosecution case. Indeed, DONALDSON was unable to provide any empirical
definition, relying solely on anecdotal examples. 392
199.

DONALDSON'S knowledge and application of corroboration is similarly vague, as

he appears to not recognise the nature or importance of independent evidence to corroborate
suspected phone use. 393 When discussing the difference between "providing" or "supporting"
attribution, repeatedly referred to in both his testimony and report, DONALDSON failed to
provide a clear and usable definition of these terms, 394 and never employed a scale to indicate
the relative strength of attribution concluded in his reports, despite accepting the applicability
of this scale. 395 As DONALDSON explained, this was because he did not "work in the world
oflevels of proof. That's not something familiar to [him]". 396
200.

The Brief fails to adopt DONALDSON'S finding that the SMS-content and contact

profile "provide" attribution of Purple-018 to SABRA, instead referring simply this evidence
"supporting" it, an inherently lesser standard. 397
201.

DONALDSON employs these terms interchangeably and inconsistently with

inadequate clarity to hide both their lack of coherence and consistency. DONALDSON does
not adhere to a specific, transparent methodology of attribution capable of adequate challenge
and assessment. As the burden of proof rests with the Prosecution to prove attribution beyond
reasonable doubt, this lack of clearly defined concepts and methodology significantly
undermines their capacity to do so.
B. Evidence Points Away from Single-User of Purple-018

202.

Despite the lack of notice, explanation and objective criteria for the single-user

concept, 398 objective characteristics which may point towards being a single-user phone, do
not apply to Purple-018.
203.

First, the contacts of

are not exclusive to a single-user. There are only

five alleged direct family contacts and twelve alleged extended family contacts out of a total
of nine hundred contacts for

over the attribution period. Many of these contacts

20170922 STL-11-01 T T398 OFF PUB EN 52/90.
20170919-STL-11-01-T-T395-OFF-PUB-EN -34/106.
394 20170919-STL-11-01-T-T395-OFF-PUB-EN -37/106.
395 20170919-STL-11-01-T-T395-OFF-PUB-EN-54/106.
396 20170919-STL-11-01-T-T395-OFF-PUB-EN-60/106.
397 Brief,para~.183-189.
398 20170922 STL-11-01 T T398 OFF PUB EN 18/90.
392
393
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relate to the SALLOUM family.
204.

Second, the limited decoded and translated SMS-content of Purple-018 does not

point towards a single-user. 399 There are no outgoing SMS from Purple-018 and limited SMS
overall.
205.

Third, the geo-profile evidence is consistent with any number of individuals within

the given area using the phone, in light of the number of individuals residing or working in
the areas of the cells most used by Purple-018. There is therefore no unique geo-profile for
Purple-018 to support a single-user. 400
206.

Fourth, there is no witness evidence attributing Purple-018 to a single-user, which

DONALDSON agreed would have assisted this determination. 401
207.

Fifth, there is a marked absence of any documentation or witness attributing Purple-

018 to a single-user, or indeed to any user. 402
C. No Self-Attribution, Intercepts or Co-Location

208.

There is no self-attribution evidence by SABRA, the strongest evidence of attribution.

SABRA was not interviewed, and no other statement or declaration of SABRA was relied
upon by the Prosecution.
209.

Nor did the Prosecution produce any evidence of intercepts of phone calls of Purple-

018 with SABRA's voice, or any evidence of co-location between Purple-018 and any other
mobile phone which has been self-attributed by SABRA.
D. No Documentary Evidence
210.

Despite the Prosecution's vast investigative resources and the extensive and

protracted search for documentation, 403 no document linking SABRA to Purple-018 was
located. The absence of such evidence severely weakens the alleged attribution. 404
211.

399
400
401
402
403
404

No rationale by DONALDSON or the Prosecution explains this glaring omission.

20170928 STL-11-01 T T402 OFF PUB EN 60/114.
20170928-STL-11-01-T-T402-OFF-PUB-EN-60/114.
20170928-STL-11-01-T-T402-OFF-PUB-EN-61/114.
20170928-STL-11-01-T-T402-OFF-PUB-EN-61/114.
20170919-STL-11-01-T-T395-OFF-PUB-EN -79/106.
20170919-STL-11-01-T-T395-OFF-PUB-EN-63/106.
-
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There exist no msurance records, passport applications, utility bills, driver licence
applications, house ownership documents, mortgage deeds, car ownership documents or any
other private, commercial or administrative document linking Purple-018 with SABRA. Nor
is there any record in the Alfa subscriber database linking SABRA with this phone.
212.

This absence of documentation is instructive given the nature of the Purple-Phones

which, on the Prosecution's own case, operated for many years as normal PMPs. 405 While a
supposed "Mission phone" may have no associated documentation, this simply does not
apply to Purple-018 which was allegedly used to call SABRA's personal circle over many
years before allegedly being used to recruit ABU ADASS. This lack of documentation
therefore calls into question the attribution of Purple-018 as a whole.
E. No Witness Evidence

1. No Witnesses Attributed Purple-018 to SABRA
213.

Despite interviewing at least twenty-four attributed users of phones, whom Purple-

018 was in contact between 2001 and 2005, no witness positively confirmed that Purple-018
was used by SABRA at the relevant time, 406 as DONALDSON accepted. 407
214.

The Prosecution analysed every third-party contact of Purple-018, 408 seeking to

attribute Purple-018. Interviews of these contacts occurred when SABRA's identity as a
suspect was confidential and at no point was it indicated that attributing Purple-018 to
SABRA would implicate him, with steps taken to conceal the true objective of the interviews.
There is no suggestion that the witnesses were untruthful or unreliable, yet none could
attribute Purple-018 to SABRA. Indeed, PRH024 stated that Purple-018 may be attributed
to a girlfriend."409
215.

The undoubted relevance and probative value of the statements of witnesses renders

the deliberate decision by DONALDSON not to refer to this evidence in his report 410 even
more surprising. DONALDSON's explanation that he did not consider such evidence as a

405
406
407
408
409
410

20170919 STL-11-01 T T395 OFF PUB EN 81/106.
5000412.20170928 STL-11-01 T T402 OFF PUB EN 33/114.
20170928-STL-11-01-T-T402-OFF-PUB-EN-32/114.
P02103. 20170928 - STL-11-01 T T402- OFF - PUB - EN - 33/114.
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negative indicator of attribution, because of the alleged context, 411 is insufficient.
2. Witnesses Rejecting Purple-018 Attribution to SABRA
216.

Two further witnesses specifically deny that Purple-018 was used by SABRA at the

relevant time.
217.

Despite

photograph, 412

[REDACTED],
PRH106

stated

and
that

subsequent

identification

Purple-018

"does

not

of SABRA
sound

from

a

familiar." 413

DONALDSON's concession that no witness positively attributed Purple-018 to SABRA
does not adequately explain why he did not refer to this evidence in his report. 414
218.

PRH069, another [REDACTED], stated that he only had SABRA's wife's number,

PMP-657, 415 had no record of Purple-018 which was not stored in his mobile, 416 and did not
provide any number for SABRA prior to 2010. 417 Indeed, PRH069 explained that when he
"[REDACTED], Assad used to tell me whenever your shop goes on sale, send me a message
through his mom. " 418
219.

A reasonable inference from this evidence is that SABRA did not possess a phone in

2005. DONALDSON's speculative alternative that SABRA's mother "may have been an
astute businesswoman" 419 is based on nothing more than supposition.
220.

PRH069's evidence in this regard could have related to 2005 and not to 2010, yet no

follow-up questions were asked to determine the time period to which he was referring,
which DONALDSON conceded would have been helpful. 420 The admission of PRH069's
statement, as well as PRH106, pursuant to Rule 155 prevented the Defence from clarifying
the evidence of either witness during cross-examination.

F. SMS Evidence

20170928 STL-11-01 T T402 OFF PUB EN 34/114.
413 PO 1149 ,para.42.
414 20170928 STL-11-01 T T402 OFF PUB EN 26/114.
415 P01150,p.22.
416 PO 1150,p.43.
417 20170928 STL-11-01 T T402 OFF PUB EN 28/114.
418 P01150,p.43.
419 20170928 STL-11-01 T T402 OFF PUB EN 29/114.
420 20170928-STL-11-01-T-T402-OFF-PUB-EN-29/114.
411

412

P01149,p~a.57.
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1. Limitations of SMS Evidence
221.

The Brief relies extensively on the SMS evidence of Purple-018. 421 Indeed, it is often

given prominence because SMS-content "give[ s] us an insight into the content of
communication, and this is amongst the only insight that we get." 422 However, SMS evidence
is replete with inconsistencies, limitations and gaps which render unsuitable as the principal
basis for attribution and it should be treated with extreme caution.
222.

First, SMS messages are a rapid and informal form of communication, often subject to

limitations of length which may affect the form, syntax, content and accuracy of a message.
They are often sent quickly by users familiar with each other. They contain slang and
abbreviations 423 which may vary with age, gender, literacy level or dialect of the sender424
which may not be considered relevant by the users as the sense is still understood by the
recipient.
223.

Second, in 2004 and 2005 it was often not possible to write an SMS directly in

Arabic, thereby requiring the sender to write an Arabic message in Latin script. This
convoluted process significantly increases the possibility of differences of interpretation and
errors, affecting the vast majority of SMS-content relied upon by the Prosecution.
224.

As a consequence, when any SMS-content is relied upon, it must be properly

transliterated and translated, in an objective and impartial manner, by a person aware of the
context and personality of the individuals allegedly responsible for this contact. Neutral
instructions should be provided which do not orientate the translator towards a particular
result. For this reason, LSS has specific guidelines relating to translating SMS which specify
that such messages are only "eligible for sight or draft translation, no other service". 425 Any
translation must also exhibit the appropriate level of caution in ascribing interpretation to any
particular word or phrase, and should avoid definitive or categorical determinations.
225.

The translation of SMS-content must also be subject to appropriate confrontation so

the Chamber may assess and verify correct interpretations of contentious words or phrases.

421

Brief,paras.186-187.
20170921 STL-11-01 T T397 OFF PRY EN 18/110.
423 20170921-STL-11-01-T-T397-OFF-PRY-EN -24/110.
424 20170921-STL-11-01-T-T397-OFF-PRY-EN -24/110.
425 20170921-STL-11-01-T-T397-OFF-PRY-EN -19/110.
422
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DONALDSON's lack of knowledge of Arabic 426 rendered him entirely reliant upon other
individuals to assist with the interpretation of the SMS-content but these individuals were not
identified, thus preventing their cross-examination. 427
226.

Furthermore, the original transliteration and translation of the SMS-content from the

Purple-018 phone was provided by PRH059, a proposed expert, subsequently withdrawn by
the Prosecution, thus depriving the Defence of the opportunity to cross-examine him, even
though DONALDSON relied upon those translations in earlier versions of his report. 428 The
instructions given to PRH059 were inherently flawed in that the request was not simply to
impartially translate the relevant material, but to identify specific names within the SMScontent from Purple-018. 429 The initial request by the Prosecution for subsequent translation
by LSS of the SMS-content ofPurple-018 remains untraceable. 430
227.

Third, where only incoming SMS-content is relied upon to provide attribution, at most

this may prove that the sender believed the receiving phone was possessed by the intended
recipient mentioned therein, not that the receiving phone was actually attributed to that
individual. Mistakes can and are often made. This applies directly to Purple-018 where the
only SMS-content relied upon were incoming SMS received from Alfa phones.
228.

Fourth, as sending an SMS requires no signature, or other means to verify the sender's

identity, it is not possible for the recipient of an SMS, or an investigator reviewing that SMS,
to determine that sender's identity.
229.

Fifth, SMS may only provide extremely limited support for attribution at the

particular time when they were sent or received. Where there is a minimal amount of SMS
evidence relied upon by the attributing party, and a significant dearth of decoded and
analysed SMS-content, it cannot provide sufficient evidence that the phone was continually
attributed to an individual. In relation to Purple-018, only six SMS were relied upon by the
Prosecution to attribute the phone to SABRA over the three-year period, amounting to 3% of
the total SMS-content, 431 which DONALDSON understated as "not ideal." 432

426
427
428
429
430
431

20170921 STL-11-01 T T397 OFF PRY EN 18/110.
20170921-STL-11-01-T-T397-OFF-PRY-EN -28/110.
20170921-STL-11-01-T-T397-OFF-PRY-EN -49/110.
20170921-STL-11-01-T-T397-OFF-PRY-EN -69/110.
20170921-STL-11-01-T-T397-OFF-PRY-EN -56/110.
2017092(STL-11-0(T=T397=OFF =PRY=EN=111110; 5D00392.
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230.

Sixth, the Prosecution failed to tender any reliable evidence explaining how the SMS-

content was decoded. Given the significant reliance on the content of these SMS, this
omission is extraordinary. Without a sufficient explanation of how this evidence was
decoded, the Chamber cannot be satisfied that it accurately reflects the original content of the
SMS sent to Purple-018.
231.

In light of these factors, the Chamber should ascribe minimal weight to the SMS

evidence tendered by the Prosecution.
2. Limitations of Specific SMS

a. 09/05/2004: Incoming SMS [REDACTED]889 433
232.

The Prosecution's reliance on this SMS is misplaced. Neither the alleged sender nor

recipient testified about its meaning or authorship. Nor indeed were any other fact witnesses
asked about the relationship between Nimr SABRA and Assad SABRA.
233.

The SMS was sent almost 8-months before the Purple-Phones were used in the

alleged conspiracy. Furthermore, there is substantial doubt surrounding the attribution of this
phone to Nimr SABRA. 434 This SMS was not signed by Nimr, even though the user of this
phone signed as Nimr in subsequent SMS contacts to PMP-657, attributed to SABRA by the
Prosecution. 435
234.

The lack of probative value of this SMS is accentuated by its content. "Assad" is a

popular name in Lebanon, thereby limiting any consequences that can be drawn from this
message.
235.

The reference to "Assad" in this SMS is inconsistent with the SMS sent by the same

phone to PMP-657 on 27 October 2007 as in the latter SMS it was spelt "Asad". 436 It is
distinctly unlikely that Nimr SABRA would incorrectly spell his own brother's name, thereby
demonstrating that the users of [REDACTED]889 could have been different between the two
SMS.437

20170921 STL-11-01 T T397 OFF PRY EN 15/110.
P01593.1,para.28(a).
434 Part-2,ll-H.2.
435 5D00393,p.23: SMS 889 to PMP-657 (27/10/2007).
436 5D00393,p.23: SMS 889 to PMP-657 (27/10/2007).
437 20170921 STL-11-01 T T397 OFF PRY EN 36/110.
432
433
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b. 12/08/2004: Incoming SMS [REDACTED}889

236.

438

Notwithstanding the attribution concerns of this number to Nimr SABRA, the

interpretation of this SMS is flawed. The Prosecution translates this SMS as: "so where have
you been you haven't been seen. How are you and hala hope you are fine and I am fine .good
night. ,439
237.

DONALDSON considered this SMS enquires as to the health of the unidentified male

recipient and "Hala", the name of Assad SABRA's wife. 440 However, even if one accepts the
rest of the Prosecution's interpretation, the content of the message does not suggest it is
addressed to a male rather than a female.
238.

The SMS is in Latin script and transliterated by the Prosecution in a manner

consistent with their case. However, the meaning of this SMS is disputed. As DONALDSON
was unable to assist with this translation, the translation of this SMS and all others relied
upon by the Prosecution should be fully examined by the Chamber to assess the credibility
and reliability of DONALDSON's evidence.
239.

First, references to "Hala" in SMS to PMP-657, included it as a separate word, 441

rather than conjoined as it appears in this SMS to Purple-018. Indeed, the word "wahala"
does not appear in any of the other SMS-content directed to PMP-657 or PMP-546. 442 If it
was intended to mean "and Hala" there should have been a space in the original as well. 443
240.

Second, if the word was intended to be written as "w ahla", which, given the

propensity for errors in quickly written SMS is plausible, this would be an enquiry after the
wellbeing of the recipient and family, not a specific reference to someone named "Hala". 444
241.

Third, the term could have been used as an abbreviation for "wal hala" or "wel hala"

which would be translated as "the present situation." Again, this has no obvious link to
SABRA.

445

438

P00523,row.0004.
P01953.1,para.28(b).
440 P01953.1,para.28(b).
441 5000395 cfP01272,rows.81,83.
442 20170921 STL-11-01 T T397 OFF PRY EN 50/110.
443 5D00394,~ide.1; 20170921 STL-11-01 T -T397 OFF PRY EN 50-52/110.
444 5D00394,slide.4; 20170921-STL-11-01-T-T397-OFF-PRY-EN-521110.
445 5D00394,slide.5; 2017092(STL-11-0(T=T397=0FF =PRY=EN=57/110.
439
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242.

Fourth, the word could have meant "Whala" meanmg now or presently, thereby

seeking information from the recipient on how they were. 446
243.

Rather than consider the possibility of alternate reasonable interpretations of the SMS,

DONALDSON relied exclusively upon the translation of an LSS staff "embedded in the
OTP" which LSS would not have been privy to, and for which the original instruction
remains missing. 447 DONALDSON was unable to examine or analyse any of the four
alternative translations of the Arabic SMS presented by the Defence, though they would have
negatively affected his assessment of the relevance of this SMS and subsequent inclusion in
448
.
h1s
report.
c.

244.

14/11/2004: Incoming SMS [REDACTED]889

449

DONALDSON's understanding of the relevance of this SMS derived from

discussions with unidentified Lebanese colleagues that "Asodi" may be a diminutive of
Assad, 450 though he accepted he was not qualified to verify this. 451 No evidence is provided
as to which colleagues DONALDSON consulted, or indeed what qualifications they had to
provide the interpretation relied upon by him. In fact, this interpretation appears to be based
on the PRH059's withdrawn report which originally highlighted the relevance of "Asodi". 452
245.

Neither the Brief nor DONALDSON identify any evidence demonstrating that

"Asodi" was used as a nickname for SABRA. 453 Nor did DONALDSON consider the
alternative translation of this SMS provided by the ISF in its meeting with the UNIIIC in
November 2008, 454 or the possibility that it could refer to a surname rather than a first
name. 455
246.

Furthermore, the same issues regarding the attribution of [REDACTED] 889 to Nimr

5D00394,slide.6; 20170921 STL-11-01 T T397 OFF PRY EN 60-61/110.
20170922 STL-11-01 T T398 OFF PUB- EN J4-37f90. 448 F3334; 20l70921_STL-1l-01_T_T397 _OFF _PRY_EN_53,57/110. The subsequent version of P00523 was
sent to LSS for translation ex post facto DONALDSON's testimony.
449 P01953.1,para.28(c).
450 20170627 STL-11-01 T T373 OFF PRY EN 60/91.
451 20170921-STL-11-01-T-T397-OFF-PRY-EN -66/110.
452 2017092(STL-11-0(T=T397 =OFF =PRY=EN=68-69/110 apropos 60292478-60292614,602924485.
453 20170921 STL-11-01 T T397 OFF PRY EN 67/110.
454 20170921-STL-11-01-T-T397-OFF-PRY-EN -73/110.
455 20170928-STL-11-01-T-T402-OFF-PUB-EN-86/114.
446
447
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SABRA apply. 456
d.

247.

1911212004: Incoming SMS [REDACTED}941 457

DONALDSON considered this SMS relevant because it was sent in December 2004

and the sender addressed the user of Purple-018 as "Assad", 458 and therefore it constituted
"potential corroboration of the previous use of Assad some months earlier." 459
248.

However, [REDACTED]941 is not attributed by the Prosecution to any individual,

nor is there any evidence that the user of that phone had any prior relationship with SABRA.
Nor has anyone been questioned about that particular SMS. 460 Again, DONALDSON
attaches unwarranted significance to the unverified content ofthis SMS.
e. 20101/2005: Incoming SMS [REDACTED}637 461
249.

DONALDSON considered this SMS relevant due to the relationship between the

alleged sender, Abass ALAAEDDINE, and SABRA, [REDACTED], 462 as well as its date
within the attribution period. 463 However, [REDACTED] evidence on this matter is
incomplete and DONALDSON's accompanying testimony is significantly flawed.
250.

[REDACTEDt 64 [REDACTED] 465 [REDACTED] 466 DONALDSON disregarded this

in his report and confronted with this omission, claimed that the witness was speculating, 467
and that this information would only have been included if DONALDSON believed the
witness. 468
251.

DONALDSON presented a truncated version of this evidence in his report, explaining

that he expected the Chamber to consult the document referred to, rather than the "two

456

Part-2,II-H.2.
P01953.1,para.28(d).
458 20170627 STL-11-01 T T373 OFF PRY EN 61/91.
459 20170627-STL-11-01-T-T373-OFF-PRY-EN -61/91.
460 20170921-STL-11-01-T-T397-OFF-PRY-EN -76/110.
461 P01953.1,para.28(e).
462 P01953.1,para.28(e).
463 20170627 STL-11-01 T T373 OFF PRY EN 63/91.
464 [REDACTED]
465 [REDACTED]
466 [REDACTED]
467 20170921 STL-11-01 T T397 OFF CONF EN 95/110.
468 20170921-STL-11-01-T-T397-OFF-CONF-EN -100/110.
457
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sentences that [he wrote]". 469
252.

The need for diligent review of sources cited in any report is not a disputed matter. It

is DONALDSON's representation of this underlying evidence in a manner more favourable
to the Prosecution's case, by omitting the full extent of the witness' misgivings, which casts
doubt on his impartiality as a witness. Given the opportunity to explain whether a duty to
bring such evidence to the attention of the Chamber rested on him, DONALDSON
obfuscated. 470
253.

The Chamber ordered cross-examination of this witness as "a portion of Witness

024's statement puts into question the Prosecution's allegation that the SMS sent to 'Purple018' [REDACTED] was addressed to SABRA."471 When PRH024's interview was
subsequently admitted pursuant to Rule 158,472 the Chamber specifically held that a
conviction cannot rest solely or decisively on insufficiently corroborated and untested
evidence. 473 Consequently, the weight of PRH024's unclear, untested and uncorroborated
evidence on this SMS is minimal.
254.

Furthermore,

PRH024

explained

that

[REDACTEDt 74

[REDACTED] 475 [REDACTED] 476

f
255.

20/01/2005: Incoming SMS [REDACTED]885 477

The Prosecution's reliance upon this SMS referring to "Sado" as one of the family

members of the recipient is erroneous. Rather than being a single SMS, it is actually one part
of a two-part SMS which has been divided in two. The earlier part of the message is a
circular religious message, 478 as opposed to an original SMS from the unattributed
[REDACTED]885, 479 to Purple-018. The first part of this SMS does not identify the sender.
It is actually sent to a different individual than "Sado", 480 and merely makes reference to

20170921 STL-11-01 T T397 OFF CONF EN 96/110.
20170921-STL-11-01-T-T397-OFF-CONF-EN -101/110.
471 F2644,par;.40.
472 F31 07 /COR.
473 P02103,p.47.
474 P02103,p.22.
475 5000396.
476 20170927 STL-11-01_T_T401_OFF _PRY _EN_97/106; 5000396.
477 P01953.1,para.28(f).
478 P01965.
479 20170922 STL-11-01 T T398 OFF PUB EN 7/90.
480 20170922-STL-11-01-T-T398-OFF-PUB-EN -10/90.
469
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"Sado" without specifying the relationship between the receiver and "Sado".
256.

There is no evidence to support DONALDSON's speculative theory that "Sado" was

a nickname for SABRA. Even if it was, however, as DONALDSON suggests, 481 which is
contested, at most this SMS is directed to a user of Purple-018 who is not SABRA but refers
to an individual sharing that nickname. Nothing more is proven by it.
257.

It is therefore unsupported speculation to suggest that this SMS is "consistent with a

message sent to Hala SALLOUM passing on regards, and especially to Sado, who
[DONALDSON] believe[s], looking at the totality of the evidence, to be Assad Sabra", 482 a
determination not included in any five versions of DONALDSON's attribution report. 483
G. Geo-Profile

1. General Limitations of Geo-Profile Evidence
258.

Geo-profile evidence identifies the general area, 484 and not the specific location where

calls were made, and cannot be used to identify a specific suspect. 485 At its highest, it may
indicate that the areas visited by a particular phone are not inconsistent with it being used by
an attributed user.
259.

However, the weight of this evidence is low unless there is substantial, consistent and

independent corroborating information. Specifically, evidence of a subject's residence,
movements, employment or social activities, 486 beyond simply the communications data, 487 is
necessary to be able to create a somewhat credible profile.
260.

Analysis of this data must be performed on an hourly basis to verify consistency with

a phone's use at a home, work or social location. Joining together all contacts over a given
period and identifying some of the frequently used cells from these statistics provides
minimally reliable conclusions.
261.
481
4 R2

483
484
485
486
487

Any gaps in the underlying CDRs or limitations on the accuracy of the cell-site data

20170627 STL-11-01 T T373 OFF PRY EN 80/91.
20170922-STL-11-01-T-T398-OFF-PUB-EN -14/90.
20170922-STL-11-01-T-T398-OFF-PUB-EN -14/90.
20170922-STL-11-01-T-T398-OFF-PUB-EN-57/90.
20170922-STL-11-01-T-T398-OFF-PUB-EN-64/90.
20170922-STL-11-01-T-T398-OFF-PUB-EN-60/90.
20170922-STL-11-01-T-T398-OFF-PUB-EN-63/90.
-
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will necessarily distort the statistical results and must be fully explained and accounted for.
2. Analysis of Evidence Against SABRA
262.

DONALDSON relied on the telecommunications data in writing his report on the

basis that it "doesn't suffer from loyalties or forgetfulness or the other aspects that draw in
with witness interviews, let alone suspect interviews." 488 However, DONALDSON's failure
to properly understand and assess the

errors and omissions

in the underlying

telecommunications data and the evidence relied upon to link addresses to SABRA renders
his opinion evidence unreliable.

a. Failure to Account for Incomplete Cell-Site Data
263.

The highest entry on DONALDSON's list of most frequently-used cell sectors by

Purple-018 reflects the lack of available data for precisely ranking cell frequency, as no Cell
ID is available for 52.99% (4,631 connections) of all calls/SMS made to and from Purple018.489

Unable to determine which cells were used in these connections, DONALDSON is

not in a position to determine the overall impact their inclusion, if the Cell ID was available,
would have on his calculations. 490
264.

For example, the second and third ranked cells used by Purple-018 are to SFEIR2

(765 connections, or 8.75% overall) and to HARA2 (621 connections, or 7.11% overall). 491
Due to the gap in the data, it is impossible to say with certainty that these cells would retain
their rankings if they could be viewed in the context of a complete data set. 492
265.

Despite acknowledging that "without the data, it would be speculation m either

direction" to draw any conclusions, 493 DONALDSON concludes in his report that the geoprofile evidence for Purple-018 "supports attribution." 494 As well as the gap in available
data, DONALDSON's conclusions as to the positive attribution of Purple-018 must be read
in context of the fact that 1516 contacts involved

after 1 August 2004, a mere

20170919 STL-11-01 T T395 OFF PUB EN 64/106.
P01953.1,para.50.
490 20170825 STL-11-01 T T388 OFF PUB EN 13/108.
491 P01953.1,para.50.
492 20170825 STL-11-01 T T388 OFF PUB EN 12/108.
493 20170825-STL-11-01-T-T388-OFF-PUB-EN -12/108.
494 P01953.1,para.8(b).
488
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fraction of the 8739 total contacts over the entire attribution period. 495
b. Lack of Reliability of Predicted Coverage
266.

DONALDSON similarly failed to account for the unreliability inherent in the

predicted coverage used by the Prosecution. Although he acknowledged being generally
aware of these limitations, 496 this fact is not reflected in his report. 497 It is improper for the
inclusion of these maps in DONALDSON's report without necessary warnings regarding
reliability, particularly in light of his inability to quantify their accuracy, reliability or verify
the underlying data. 498
267.

In providing his findings, DONALDSON did not consider evidence concerning the

reliability of the maps, provided by PHILIPS and PRH707, as necessary considerations in
making his findings. 499 Though he read the testimony ofPRH707, he was unaware ofthe fact
that the maps are between 60-70% accurate 500 or that the Chamber referred to this figure in
Decisions as an indication that it will view the evidence in that light, 501 but he agreed that
predicted coverage is rarely used in his home jurisdiction. 502
268.

DONALDSON's conclusion that the residences linked to SABRA were located

within the predicted coverage of particular cells, 503 are therefore undermined by his failure to
refer to the limited reliability of the source material. The assertion that this was the best
evidence, 504 even if it "do[es] not provide a complete and totally accurate picture", 505 must be
considered by the Chamber in ascribing weight to his findings; particularly in light of his
concession that unreliable maps necessarily affect the findings of an analyst. 506 If these maps
are unreliable, then the conclusions of DONALDSON are equally unreliable and must be
disregarded.
c. Absence of reliable geo-profile for SABRA

P01221,rows.7224-8739.
20170922 STL-11-01 T T398 OFF PUB EN 69/90.
497 20170922-STL-11-01-T-T398-OFF-PUB-EN-80/90.
498 20170922-STL-11-01-T-T398-OFF-PUB-EN -72-74,80/90.
499 20170922-STL-11-01-T-T398-OFF-PUB-EN -79/90.
500 20170922-STL-11-01-T-T398-OFF-PUB-EN-80/90.
501 20170922=STL-11-0(T=T398=0FF =PUB=EN)1/90; F2793,paras,6,124.
502 20170925 STL-11-01 T T399 OFF PUB EN 5/50.
503 P01953.1,para.51(a)-(2).504 20170922 STL-11-01 T T398 OFF PUB EN 71/90.
505 20170925-STL-11-01-T-T399-OFF-PUB-EN-9/50.
506 20170922-STL-11-01-T-T398-OFF-PUB-EN -76/90.
495

496
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269.

No unique geographical signature applies to Purple-018, 507 and DONALDSON's

analysis was based solely on the four residences tangentially linked with SABRA. 508 In the
absence of information on SABRA's work or social activities, a gap exists where it is
impossible to provide analysis or conclusions on the movement ofthe phone. 509
270.

Indeed, DONALDSON identified two cells allegedly covering two residences

allegedly linked to Sabra: SFEIR2 and HARA2, 510 which were the top two ranked cells over
the alleged attribution period. 511 However, no explanation was provided by DONALDSON as
to the prevalence ofBRAJNE3 (or MIKAEL2) which were not linked to SABRA. 512
3. Failure to Conduct Thorough Analysis of Underlying data
271.

DONALDSON did not seek to establish the density of residences in the general area

covered by the cells most activated by Purple-018. 513
272.

DONALDSON failed to conduct a proper breakdown of the calls through a Bed-and-

Breakfast analysis, analyzing the first and last calls of Purple-018. In line with this, no
analysis was provided of the times of day with which Purple-018 activated the top ranked
two cells and DONALDSON's analysis therefore failed to exclude the possibility that the
user of Purple-018 worked in the Haret Hreik or Hadath areas rather than lived there.

a. No clear and contemporaneous evidence on residence
273.

The Prosecution connects SABRA to three alleged locations: (1) SABRA Parents

Haret Hreik address; 514 (2) SABRA Hadath residence; 515 (3) SALLOUM family address. 516
274.

DONALDSON provided no clear evidence on the specific periods SABRA is alleged

to have resided at each residence to which he was linked. 517
275.

DONALDSON took no account of the following possibilities in relation to the use of

507 20170922_STL-11-01_T_T398_0FF _PUB_EN_65/90; 20170922_STL-1101 T T398 OFF PUB EN 67/90.
508 20l70922 STL-11-61 T-T398 OFF PUB EN 65/90.
509 20170922-STL-11-01-T-T398-OFF-PUB-EN-66-67/90.
510 P01953.1,para.51(a)-(2).511 P1953.1,para.50.
512 P 1953.1,para.52; 20170922_STL-11-01_T_T398_ OFF_PUB _EN_68/90.
513 20170922 STL-11-01 T T398 OFF PUB EN 57/90.
514 P01953.1,paras.34-38.- 515 P01953.1,paras.39-43.
516 PO 1953.1 ,paras.45-49.
517 20170925 STL-11-01 T T399 OFF PUB EN 14/50.
-
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Purple-018:

a) It was used by an individual who lived under SFEIR2 and worked under
HARA2, or vice-versa;
b) The phone was shared between individuals who lived at different
locations, one of which under SFEIR2 and the other under HARA2;
c) The phone changed hands between someone who primarily resided or
worked under SFEIR2 to someone who primarily worked or resided
under HARA2.
276.

The evidence relating to geo-profile does not therefore support a positive attribution.

277.

DONALDSON's decision to remove specific reference to the three alternative

addresses connected to SABRA after the attribution period from his report is not justified by
his claim that the underlying information was not admitted into evidence and therefore he
was not permitted to rely upon it, 518 or that the information was not relevant and therefore
needed no further investigation. 519 The residences of SABRA were therefore insufficiently
investigated and presented to the Chamber. If confirmed, these alternative addresses would
have resulted in the geo-profile evidence being inconsistent with use by SABRA. 520
b. Inconclusive evidence relating to specific addresses

278.

The evidence relating to the three addresses relied upon by the Prosecution, 1s so

lacking in probative value that it cannot be relied upon by the Chamber. Addresses in Beirut
are imprecise and tend to rely on landmarks rather than house numbers which make it
difficult to discern the exact location of an address. 521 Reliance upon land registry plots also
requires the accurate conversion from a written address to a land registry plot, 522 increasing
the potential for human error.
1.

279.

Alleged SABRA Parents Haret Hreik address

Various documents dated from 1996 to 2008 provide Haret Hreik as an address for

SABRA, 523 but are ambiguous as to the consistency of location. Certain documents refer to

51 R20170925

STL-11-01 T T399 OFF PUB EN 17/50.
20170925-STL-11-01-T-T399-OFF-PUB-EN-21/50.
520 20170925-STL-11-01-T-T399-OFF-PUB-EN-24/50.
521 20170825-STL-11-01-T-T388-OFF-PUB-EN-20/108.
522 20170621-STL-11-01-T-T371-OFF-PUB-EN-82/100.
523 P01953.1,paras.34-35.- 519
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being located "nearby Mini-market Chahine" 524 or "nearby Farhan Pharmacy", 525 with
another referring to the address simply as "3rd Floor". 526
280.

The evidence does not support a finding that SABRA lived at these locations during

2004 or 2005 as none of these documents date from that period, dating instead from:
06/12/1996
281.

'

527

28/10/2000

'

528

23/04/2003

'

529

20/02/2007

'

530

19/09/2007

'

531

and 18/06/08

532

.

Other evidence relied upon by the Prosecution to allege that SABRA's siblings also

relied upon this address in various documents is irrelevant to where SABRA himself
resided. 533
282.

SABRA's father's submission of a reconstruction claim in relation to the property on

Hussein Mustafa Street after the war in 2006, 534 does not prove that he actually resided there
from 2004 until 2006. The claim actually refers to the existence of a lease agreement from 1
July 1979 in the name of Hassan Taan SABRA as well as a vaguely expressed "census at the
Municipality." 535 This document similarly does not prove actual physical residence there by
Hassan SABRA in 2004 and 2005. The prohibition in the lease to the lessor from making the
apartment "the residence of any party other than himself in any form", 536 implies that if the
apartment had been sublet to other individuals, Hassan SABRA's name would still have been
on the lease and registered at the municipality regardless of who occupied the property.
283.

The residence of Hassan Taan SABRA is also irrelevant to the actual residence of

SABRA during that time. There is no evidence that SABRA was actually living there during
the attribution period. 537 As accepted by DONALDSON, "children provide an address - the
address of a parent even if they themselves are not or were not or have not been living

P01874.
P01582. Erroneously described as "Farahat Pharmacy" in DONALDSON's report.
526 P01870.
527 P01874.
528 P01582.
529 P01583.
530 P02086.
531 P01870.
532 P01872.
533 P01769;P01770;P01730;P01732;P01595;P01585;P01590;P01596.
534 P01953.1,para.36 apropos P00654.
535 P00654,60230551.
536 P00654,60230549.
537 20170925 STL-11-01 T T399 OFF PUB EN 27/50.
524
525
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there. " 538
n.

Alleged SABRA Hadath address
a) Witness evidence

284.

The Prosecution's reliance upon PRH339's statement that he possessed a record for

Nour Assad SABRA listing her address as "Haddath, St. Therese", 539 with no further
specificity of this location is insufficient, especially in light of the failure to interview the
secretary who retrieved the files for PRH339.
285.

Furthermore, this witness evidence relates to the period after Purple-018 deactivated.

[REDACTED] [REDACTED] at PRH339's [REDACTED] for Nour SABRA was 30 June
2005 and no evidence has been tendered that the address was occupied before that date. As
the interview with PRH339 took place [REDACTED] 2010, it is possible that the address
could have been given at any point before then, especially as Nour's subsequent
[REDACTED] occurred later in 2005, in 2006 and 2009, as DONALDSON accepted. 540
286.

This evidence also relates only to Nour SABRA and not her father. No presumption of

cohabitation can be relied upon by the Prosecution. Nor is this evidence consistent with the
reference to Haret Hreik which was included by PRH339 in relation to Hala SALLOUM, 541
and ignored by DONALDSON on the basis that it was not specific enough to provide a
decent comparison, 542 despite accepting that it is a different area than Hadath.
287.

The evidence of PRH024, PRH106 and PRH069 is not sufficiently clear,

contemporary or persuasive to confirm the physical residence of Assad SABRA in Hadath in
2004 and 2005.
288.

PRH024's interview, which described SABRA living at "Sainte-Therese street", 543

does not specify to which area of Beirut this relates, and refers to around June or July 2010,
which DONALDSON accepted in-court, 544 and not to 2004 or 2005 as implied in his report.
PRH024's evidence on his alleged visits with SABRA is inconsistent, as although he
538
539

20170925 STL-11-01 T T399 OFF PUB EN 26/50.
P01155. -

20170925 STL-11-01 T T399 OFF PUB EN 38/50.
P01155,60485201.
542 20170925 STL-11-01 T T399 OFF PUB EN 43/50.
543 P02103,p.48.
544 20170925 STL-11-01 T T399 OFF PUB EN 47/50.
540
541
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suggests rare visits to SABRA, in the same line he states that he does not visit SABRA as he
does not get along with him. 545 PRH024 was not requested to mark the address of SABRA's
alleged residence in 2010 on a map, 546 which would have assisted in identifying it.
289.

The evidence of PRH069 is similarly unhelpful, relying on a vague recollection of

visiting an address, which he cross-referenced to a shopping centre, "following the birth of a
child". 547 Nour SABRA, the daughter of SABRA, was born on 25 April 2005, 548 and no
further information is sought from PRH069 in relation to when the visit occurred, which
could have been at any point after this date, and in any event outside the attribution period. 549
As DONALDSON accepted, 550 PRH069 rarely saw SABRA and so his recollection of the
location of SABRA's residence is obviously of limited weight
290.

The Prosecution's reliance on PRH106 does not assist its case. 551 PRH106's vague

reference to SABRA residing in Haret Hreik, 552 and marking of a map, 553 is undermined by
the fact that it is nowhere near the location alleged to be the St. Therese property. 554 Nor does
the evidence relate to the attribution period, but instead to the date of the interview in 2010,
as PRH106 refers to where SABRA "lives" rather than where he "lived". 555
b) Documentary evidence
291.

The Prosecution's reliance upon an ED L document, 556 stating that the subscription

started on 11 September 2003, and was contracted in the name of Assad SABRA, is
undermined by the absence of evidence that SABRA continued to reside there since that
date. 557
292.

The statement that "the apartment is owned by Assad Sabra under the sale agreement,

P02103,p.38.
20170925 STL-11-01 T T399 OFF PUB EN 48/50.
547 20170926=STL-11-0(T=T400=OFF =PRY=EN=29/113; 20170627 _STL-1101 T T373 OFF PRY EN 13/91.
548 P1074. 545

546

20170926 STL-11-01 T T400 OFF PRY EN 29/113.
20170926-STL-11-01-T-T400-OFF-PRY-EN -30/113.
551 20170627-STL-11-01-T-T373-OFF-PRY-EN -12/91; P01149.
552 P01149,p~a.27.
- 553 PO 1149 ,Annex.
554 P01953.1,p.27.
555 PO 1149 ,para.2 7.
556 P00656.
557 20170926 STL-11-01 T T400 OFF PRY EN 20/113.
549

550
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as contained in the attached subscription receipt", 558 is unsupported. No evidence of a sales
agreement has been tendered, and the vague reference to the sale agreement provided by
EDL, 559 is insufficient to establish that SABRA actually owned the apartment in question. No
real estate certificates contain the name "Assad Sabra", 560 and there are very few documents
available in relation to the supply of electricity.

561

Any conclusions that can be drawn from

them are significantly limited.
293.

Even the alleged regular use of electricity, 562 does not support the proposition that it

was SABRA who lived there continuously since that date, as the electricity bills were paid in
cash, with no record of who paid them. 563 It cannot be assumed that the "Assad Sabra"
referred to in P00656 is the same SABRA.

H. Third-Party Contacts
1. General Limitations on Relying on Third-Party Contacts
294.

Reliance on third-party contacts of a number to support attribution, while superficially

attractive, is deeply flawed.
295.

First, a substantial number of the phone contacts of a target phone must be attributed

to ensure a reasonable level of confidence in the attribution of a suspect phone.
296.

Second, various phones could have a similar contact pattern towards family members

or a group of contacts without any possibility of distinguishing between them.
297.

Third, reliance on third-party contacts of a phone is entirely dependent on unjustified

presumptions regarding the closeness of family relationships. In the absence of independent
corroborative evidence of a close relationship between the targeted individual and his family
member, or friend, resulting in frequent contact, the underlying CDRs prove very little.
298.

Fourth, contacts from a mobile phone may vary significantly between different

periods. The phone numbers of close friends or associates may understandably change, or the
P00656,p.3.
P00656,60288935.
560 20170926_STL-11-01_T_T400_OFF _PRY _EN_211113; 20170926_STL-1101_T_T400_0FF_PRY_EN_42/113; P00661,para.64.
561 20170926 STL-11-01 T T400 OFF PRY EN 19/113.
562 P01953.1,para.41.
563 20170926 STL-11-01 T T400 OFF PRY EN 18/113.
558
559
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user of the phone may significantly increase or decrease contact with friends or associates,
change his hobbies or interests or change the type, location, hours and form of employment.
299.

Fifth, the analysis of third-party contacts is often significantly less rigorous due to the

inevitable financial and temporal limitations on the analysis of the contact profiles of these
numbers rather than on the number which it is being used to attribute resulting in errors,
. .
. 1 cone1uswns.
.
564
om1sswns
or superfiI Cia
2. Limitations of Evidence Against SABRA
a. Limited number of close familial contacts
300.

The Prosecution allegedly identified 17 phone numbers, used by 14 different

individuals, which it attributed to relatives of SABRA or his wife, 565 out of a total of 962
contacts of Purple-018 during the Attribution Period. 566
301.

Only 7 of these 17 contacts feature within the top 30 contacts 567 with many of the

remaining family members having minimal contact with Purple-018, as an alleged basis for
attribution, 568 significantly reducing the probative value of this evidence.
302.

The familial relationship between SABRA and the third-party contacts

IS

often

extremely remote. There are only three blood relatives of SABRA among these third-party
contacts of Purple-018, his parents, 569 and brothers Ali, 570 and Nimr. 571 The other alleged
relatives of SABRA or his wife include the aunt, 572 and grandfather of SABRA's wife, 573
SABRA's wife's aunt's husband, 574 and the cousin of SABRA's wife. 575 The probative value
of alleged contacts between Purple-018 and these attributed phones is therefore very low.
303.

By contrast, at least 15 of the frequent third-party contacts of Purple-018 remain

564

20170919 STL-11-01 T T395 OFF PUB EN 27/106.
P01953.1,para.29.
566 P01953.1,AnxB.
567 P01953.1,para.32(a)-(g).
568 P01953.1,para.32(1)-(o).
569 P01953.1,paras.32(a),32(t).
570 P01953.1,para.32(e).
571 PO 1953.1 ,para.32(h).
572 P01953.1,para.32(c).
573 PO 1953.1 ,para.32( d).
574 PO 1953.1 ,para.32(m).
575 P01953.1,para.32(o).
565
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unattributed, unidentified and with no discernable link to SABRA. 576 The alleged attribution
of some of these phones in previous versions of the report, were removed from the final
version. 577
304.

That this evidence was considered by the Prosecution as being unnecessary to prove

the attribution of Purple-018, does not bind the Chamber to a similar assessment. By its
refusal to tender such evidence, this leaves a significant gap in the evidence attributing
Purple-018 to SABRA. Any of these unidentified numbers could be entirely inconsistent
with the overall attribution if they were with a person with whom SABRA had no
relationship justifying such contact.
305.

Similarly, other third-party contacts for which some evidence of attribution was

provided by the Prosecution are insufficiently substantiated for the Chamber to be able to
have any confidence that they are consistent with attribution to SABRA. Various entries are
described as being subscribed to a particular user, 578 or provided for them, 579 without any
further demonstration that this is consistent with the actual use of the phone by that named
individual.

b. Lack of independent evidence demonstrating relationship between SABRA
and third-party contacts
306.

DONALDSON does not explain why the contact between numbers attributed to

relatives of SABRA or his wife and Purple-018 would support the attribution of this phone
to SABRA.
307.

Although his position is that the contact profile is "one of the most telling factors

within a phone use", 580 DONALDSON admitted that this evidence does not have any
probative value if there is no established relevance to the potential user and therefore, whilst
third-party contacts are "not limited to family [they are] the most easy people to link". 581
308.

This is wholly predicated, however, on the mistaken assumption that there is a close

family relationship between the third-party contact and the attributed user. This must be

P01953 1 AnxB
P01953:1:fn.1Li.
578 PO 1953.1 ,para.33: 10 111/[REDACTED].
579 P01953.1,para.33: 14 11'/[REDACTED].
580 20170620 STL-11-01 T T370 OFF PUB EN 56/105.
581 20170620-STL-11-01-T-T370-OFF-PUB-EN-65/105.
576

577
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proven rather than assumed by the attributing party.
309.

The Prosecution identified no evidence which would support a close familial

relationship between SABRA and his relatives, and would explain the alleged contacts
between Purple-018 and these third-party family contacts. DONALDSON confirmed he had
no knowledge of the characteristics or the lifestyles of any of the 14 members of the families
of SABRA or his wife. 582 Nor did he have any evidence regarding the interrelationship
between the SALLOUM and SABRA families. 583 DONALDSON presumed the existence of
this close relationship because it is consistent with the theory that Purple-018 was attributed
to SABRA, rather than actually proving it. There can be no presumption, either factual or
legal, that the main contacts of any individual will be their family members.
310.

The Prosecution also failed to tender independent evidence linking SABRA to various

other named third-party contacts. 584 The Prosecution's reliance upon the contact between
Purple-018 and PRH339 when Hala SALLOUM was allegedly being [REDACTED] 585 is
irrelevant as there is no independent evidence confirming the relationship of SABRA to the
[REDACTED]. PRH339 does not confirm the attribution of Purple-018 to SABRA, or that
he received a call from SABRA on that day. No other calls are referred to by the Prosecution
between Purple-018 and PRH339's number, despite the eight other visits of Hala
SALLOUM to PRH339's [REDACTED].
311.

Finally, the Prosecution's extensive efforts to attribute Purple-Phones to MERHI and

ONEISSI (which is not accepted), does not assist in attributing Purple-018 to SABRA in the
absence of other independent evidence of their relationship. This was never tendered beyond
the vague and irrelevant suggestion that all three resided in the same general area of
Dahiyeh, 586 and that the brothers of ONEISSI and SABRA were recognised by Hezbollah. 587
c.

312.

Errors and omissions in attribution of third-party contacts

DONALDSON's attribution of the third-party contacts of

was

20170926 STL-11-01 T T400 OFF PRY EN 48/113.
20170926-STL-11-01-T-T400-OFF-PRY-EN -97/113.
584 [REDACTED],rank H)1hil71 co;tacts; [REDACTED],rank 11 th/168 contacts; [REDACTED],rank 12 11'/166
contacts; [REDACTED],rank 141h/164 contacts.
585 Brief,para.185.
586 Brief,para.337.
587 Brief,para.335.
582
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demonstrably lax, rendering it "of lower quality", 588 and susceptible to errors, significantly
undermining the relevance and probative value of this evidence.
313.

DONALDSON relies on untested statements and documentary evidence falling

outside the attribution period, with no analysis of geo-profile or SMS content. In light of this,
DONALDSON's conclusion that the contact profile of Purple-018 "provides attribution to
SABRA" is unsustainable on the Prosecution's own evidence. 589
1.

314.

Hassan SABRA: [REDACTED]934

No particular period is specified by the Prosecution for the attribution of

[REDACTED]934 to Hassan Taan SABRA, 590 and therefore a certain number of contacts
may fall outside of the attribution period. 591 Hassan SABRA was also not interviewed by the
Prosecution, 592 preventing him from giving first-hand evidence of this attribution.
315.

There is no SMS-content for [REDACTED]934 relating to Hassan SABRA, 593 nor

was any geo-profiling carried out for consistency with the residence attributed by
DONALDSON in his Report. 594 DONALDSON could provide no explanation when
confronted with the geo-profile of [REDACTED]934 as to why ROUEIS3 and ROUEIS2
were the second top set of cells for this number. 595
316.

Hassan SABRA's ranking is superficial as, when analysed on a monthly basis, it

drops to the lih and 15th highest rank respectively in November and December 2004, in the
period of relevance for this case. 596
317.

The Prosecution also failed to carry out the proper investigations of witnesses who

could have provided concrete and relevant evidence on the attribution of [REDACTED]934,
failing to question PRH051, PRH069, Nimr SABRA or PRH540 about this phone despite all
being in a position to have provided this evidence. 597

20170620 STL-11-01 T T370 OFF PUB EN 56/105.
P01953.1,para.8(a).
590 P01953.1,para.32(a) apropos P01078.
591 20170926 STL-11-01 T T400 OFF PRY EN 54/113.
592 20170926-STL-11-01-T-T400-OFF-PRY-EN -54/113.
593 20170926-STL-11-01-T-T400-OFF-PRY-EN -96/113.
594 P01953.1,paras.35-37.- 595 20170926 STL-11-01 T T400 OFF PRY EN 96/113.
596 20170926-STL-11-01-T-T400-OFF-PRY-EN -92/113.
597 20170926-STL-11-01-T-T400-OFF-PRY-EN -60/113.
588
589
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318.

PRH106's statement merely states that "the phone number of Assad's father Hassan is

[REDACTED]934."598 This refers to the time of the interview in October 2010, rather than
2004 or 2005 and does not specify for how long it had allegedly been used by SABRA's
father, or whether Hassan Taan SABRA was the single-user of this phone. As this statement
was admitted without cross-examination, the scope of the attribution could not be tested, and
was not addressed by investigators at the time. 599
319.

PRH339's statement was also admitted without cross-examination 600 over Defence

objections 601 as cumulative of other evidence and as the Defence would be able to crossexamine DONALDSON "about his reliance on these witness statements" as well as
PRH024. 602 PRH024 never testified, and DONALDSON's testimony cannot adequately
compensate for this absence of cross-examination in light of his absence from these
interviews and failure to provide evidence regarding them. 603
320.

Moreover, in his initial 2010 statement, PRH339 made vague reference to SABRA's

father [REDACTED] in 2005, 604 but no mention of his phone number. 605 However, the
attached investigator's note claimed that Hassan SABRA provided [REDACTED]934
[REDACTED] on various dates between 2005 and 20 October 2008, 606 even though this was
missing from PRH339's statement. PRH339 later stated that he provided the investigators
with [REDACTED]934, "retrieved from the phone register [REDACTED] [REDACTED]",
and "belong[ing] to Hassan Taan SABRA", 607 but this does not compensate for omitting this
significant information from his original statement. 608 Nor does he explain when this number
was provided and whether it had always remained the same. DONALDSON's speculative
assertion that [REDACTED]934 would have been given when the file was opened should be
ignored. 609 PRH339's evidence must be given limited weight.
321.

Three other documents relied upon by DONALDSON postdate the Attribution

PO 1149,para.32.
F2557,paras.12-14.
60 F2730.
601 F2707.
602 F2730,para.22.
603 20170926 STL-11-01 T T400 OFF PRY EN 105/113.
604 P01155 D0485198
605 20170926 STL-11~01 T T400 OFF PRY EN 101/113.
606 P01155,60485195.
607 P01155,D0485190.
608 20170926 STL-11-01 T T400 OFF PRY EN 104/113.
609 20170926-STL-11-01-T-T400-OFF-PRY-EN-66/113.
59 R

599

°
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Period, 610 and therefore have no direct probative value to attribute [REDACTED]934 m
2003-2005 when the majority ofthe phone contacts with Purple-018 occurred. 611
322.

The Hajj application for Fatima Hassan SABRA, 612 and passport application for Fahd

Hassan SABRA, 613 siblings of SABRA, are irrelevant for attributing [REDACTED]934 to
their father and both postdate the Attribution Period. 614 DONALDSON admits there is no
cogent documentary evidence that Hassan Taan SABRA was the user of [REDACTED]934
in 2004, 615 and his evidence is based on the unreliable statement ofPRH339.
323.

Moreover, certain evidence undermines attribution of [REDACTED]934, including an

Alfa subscriber note for 15 December 1997 onwards in the name of PRH392, 616 which is
replicated in an extract from the New Trend Media database. 617 DONALDSON's attempts to
minimise this evidence, 618 does not undermine its probative value.
324.

While PRH392 claimed in 2012 that he did not recognise [REDACTED]934, 619 in

2015 he clarified that he was not good at memorising phone numbers and that "most probably
this was [his], since it was registered under [his] name." 620 However, in 2015, he was not
asked why his phone number was in the New Trend Media database even though this
information would have been in the possession of the Prosecution at that time, a failure that
DONALDSON could not explain. 621 Nor did DONALDSON refer to this interview or the
subscriber record in his Report, demonstrating the improper selectivity of his approach
towards the attribution evidence.
325.

Furthermore, DONALDSON failed to identify or refer to the subscriber note for

Hassan SABRA relating to a different number during the attribution period. 622

20170926 STL-11-01 T T400 OFF PRY EN 62-65/113.
P01769 relied upon in POl953.l~fn.22; P01732 ~lied upon in P01953.l,fn.23; relied upon in P01953.l,fn.24;
20170926 STL-11-01 T T400 OFF PRY EN 63-64/113.
612 P01730relied uponin-P01953.un-:-28a.613 P01596 relied upon in P01953.l,fn.28b.
614 20170926 STL-11-01 T T400 OFF PRY EN 67/113.
615 20170926-STL-11-01-T-T400-OFF-PRY-EN -65/113.
616 P00906. 610

611

617

5000397.
20170926 STL-11-01 T T400 OFF PRY EN 73/113.
619 R91-300437,para.9.
620 20170926_STL-ll-Ol_T_T400_OFF _PRY _EN_83/113 apropos 60309514-60309533,para.l0.
621 20170926 STL-11-01 T T400 OFF PRY EN 84/113.
622 5000398.618
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DONALDSON's simple refutation that this is the same Hassan SABRA, 623 does not explain
why this investigative lead was not pursued. DONALDSON was unaware of this subscriber
record, and by suggesting that more documents similar in nature may exist, 624 implicitly
confirms that the subscriber records were not comprehensively analysed for any evidence
which may undermine the attribution of third-party contacts.
11.

326.

Hassan MAKKI: [REDACTED]592

No particular attribution period is specified for the attribution of [REDACTED]592 to

MAKKI, SABRA's brother-in-law. 625 MAKKI was never questioned regarding this
number. 626
327.

PRH106, PRH024 and PRH449 attribute [REDACTED]592 to MAKKI, but state that

this was the number at the time of interview in 2010, with no follow-up questions as to the
duration of this attribution, or whether MAKKI was the single-user. 627 Other witnesses who
could have provided relevant evidence, such as PRH079, PRH069 and PRH051 were never
asked about the attribution of [REDACTED]592. 628
328.

All, bar one, of the documents relied upon to attribute this number relate are outside

the Attribution Period, 629 and include extracts from databases considered by DONALDSON
to be in the "lowest category" for their reliability. 630
329.

DONALDSON was also unaware of evidence from Ogero, 631 linking MAKKI with

[REDACTED]856, established on 7 March 1998, 632 which undermines his evidence
attributing [REDACTED]592 to MAKKI.
111.

330.

Nadia SALLOUM: [REDACTED]473

The attribution of [REDACTED]473 to Nadia SALLOUM, the aunt of SABRA's

20170926 STL-11-01 T T400 OFF PRY EN 85/113.
20170926-STL-11-01-T-T400-OFF-PRY-EN -88/113.
625 P01953.1,para.32(b) citing POHl78, P01079~
626 20170927 STL-11-01 T T401 OFF PRY EN 5/106.
627 20170927-STL-11-01-T-T401-OFF-PRY-EN -6/106.
62 R 20170927-STL-11-01-T-T401-OFF-PRY-EN -6/106.
629 20170927 =STL-11-0(T=T40(OFF =PRY=EN=6/106; P01953.l,fns.35,36,38,39 citing P01771
(24/02/2006), P02085 (02/05/2012), P01875 (03/07/2012), P01586 (18/02/2008).
630 20170926 STL-11-01 T T400 OFF PRY EN 79/113.
631 20170927-STL-11-01-T-T401-OFF-PRY-EN -8,10/106.
632 5000399.- 623

624
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wife, 633 is undermined by the lack of: (i) self-attribution, (ii) specified attribution period; and
(iii) geo-profiling analysis, as well as the fact that three witnesses, PRH540, Nimr SABRA
and PRH028, who could have provided relevant evidence on its attribution, were not
. d ab out It.
. 634
questwne
331.

The Prosecution relies exclusively upon two passport applications from 1999, 635 and

2000, 636 but produced no evidence that this number continued to be used by her, as a singleuser, throughout the Attribution Period.
332.

The Prosecution's reliance upon an extract dated 2 March 2003 637 to attribute the

same number to Nadia SALLOUM is undermined by the lack of evidence relating to the
creation, maintenance and resulting reliability of this database, as well as the vague statement
of PRH464 from 2011; three years after the company had ceased to exist, 638 and whose
evidence was admitted without cross-examination. 639 No questions were asked regarding the
quality control of the database and the fact that five separate, and only partially identified,
individuals were responsible for inputting such data into the database. 640
333.

The Prosecution also ignores an Alfa subscriber note, of which DONALDSON was

aware, 641 listing [REDACTED]473 for PRH072 with an activation date of 15 December
1997. 642 PRH072 had no known relationship with Assad SABRA. 643 DONALDSON did not
further investigate this evidence and did not include it his attribution report. 644 The same
applied to an extract from the New Trend Media database which also listed this number for
PRH072, 645 and also not included in any of DONALDSON's reports.
IV.

334.

Ali SABRA: [REDACTED]l44

The attribution of [REDACTED] 144 to Ali SABRA, the brother of SABRA, 646 is

P01953.1,para.32(c) citing P01080,P01081,P01082.
20170927 STL-11-01 T T401 OFF PRY EN 16/106.
635 P01953.1,fu.43 citing POl598. 636 P01953.1,fn.44 citing P01587.
637 P01953.1,fn.45 citing P01838.
638 P01821,60221768.
639 F2965.
640 P01821,60221769.
641 20170927 STL-11-01 T T401 OFF PRY EN 17/106.
642 5D00400.633

634

643
644
645
646

20170927 STL-11-01 T T401 OFF PRY EN 17/106.
20170927-STL-11-01-T-T401-OFF-PRY-EN -18/106.
5000401.P01953.1,para.32(e) citing P01078, P01079.
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undermined by the lack of self-attribution, the absence of a clear attribution period and geoprofile of this number, as well as the failure to question PRH051 and PRH069 about this
number. 647
335.

The subscription note relied upon from 2000, 648 is undermined by DONALDSON's

criticisms of this evidence and the fact that the attribution period is uncorroborated.
336.

PRH106's statement does not clarify the period of attribution of [REDACTED] 144 to

Ali SABRA, or whether it was a single- or multi-user phone. 649
337.

The Prosecution also ignored the various other phone numbers recorded for Ali

SABRA during the relevant period of attribution (of which DONALDSON was unaware) 650
and therefore conducted no relevant inquiries or investigations, 651 including but not limited
to:
a) Alfa number [REDACTED]097, 29 August 2006-28 December 2011; 652
b) MTC number [REDACTED]109; 653
c) [REDACTED]726, 25 September 1996 onwards; [REDACTED]OOO, 18
February 2009 onwards; and [REDACTED] 890, 13 September 2004-5
May 2009 and 5 May 2009 onwards. 654
v.
338.

Mohammed MAKKI: [REDACTED]716

The attribution of [REDACTED]716 to Mohammed MAKKI, 655 the brother of

SABRA's brother-in-law, 656 is undermined by the lack of self-attribution, 657 or any
. w1tness
.
supportmg
ev1.dence. 658
339.

The subscriber note, 659 merely states that the phone was first activated on 8 January

2003, but does not explain if, or when, MAKKI actually used it as demonstrated by the lack
of geo-profile analysis.
647
64 g
649
650
651
652
653
654
655
656
657
658
659

20170927 STL-11-01 T T401 OFF PRY EN 23/106.
P00902. 20170927 STL-11-01 T T401 OFF PRY EN 22/106.
20170927-STL-11-01-T-T401-OFF-PRY-EN -35/106.
20170927-STL-11-01-T-T401-OFF-PRY-EN -36/106.
5000402;-20170927 STL-11-0l T T401 OFF-PRY EN 28/106.
5000403; 20170927-STL-11-01-T-T401-OFF-PRY-EN -31/106.
5000404.
- PO 1953.1 ,para.32(g).
P01953.1,para.32(b).
20170927 STL-11-01 T T401 OFF PRY EN 38/106.
20170927-STL-11-01-T-T401-OFF-PRY-EN -38/106.
P00908. -
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PUBLIC

340.

Similarly, the Hajj applications do not assist, 660 as the address listed is different from

that set out in P00908 and DONALDSON does not resolve this discrepancy. Furthermore, the
similarity between the place of birth listed and that of MAKKI's brother, which
DONALDSON relies upon, 661 is irrelevant.
v1.
341.

Nimr SABRA: [REDACTED]889

The attribution of [REDACTED]889 to Nimr SABRA, the brother of SABRA Is

based on: (i) documentary evidence which is outside the Attribution Period; and, (ii) witness
evidence which was not subject to cross-examination. There is no self-attribution and a
complete lack of any other evidence in support of this alleged attribution. 662 No attribution
period for [REDACTED] 889 was provided by the Prosecution. 663
342.

The passport application was dated 25 September 2009, over four-and-half years after

the Attribution Period. 664
343.

PRH106's

2010

evidence

that

"the

telephone

number

for

Nimr

IS

[REDACTED]889", 665 does not specify when this number was allegedly used, which must be
presumed to be 2010. 666 He refers in the following paragraph to Assad's situation "a long
while ago" to differentiate it from the situation at the date of the interview. 667 This witness
was not asked if it was only used by Nimr SABRA or whether other individuals used the
phone. 668 The same applies to PRH051 's interview, 669 which is confirmed by his explanation
that he has limited contact with Nimr, 670 demonstrating that his evidence relates to the date of
the interview.
344.

Finally, PRH069's interview lacks the necessary specificity in order to support the

attribution of [REDACTED]889 to Nimr SABRA; stating that [REDACTED]889 was
"maybe" his number and that although he had Nimr's number a long time ago, he never used
PO 1733; PO 1734.
PO 1953.1 ,para.32(g).
662 20170627 _STL-11-01_T_T373 _OFF _PRY _EN_71/91; 20170627 _STL-1101 T T373 OFF PRY EN 71/91.
663 20l70927 STL-11-61 T-T401 OFF PRY EN 39/106.
664 P01589. 660
661

PO 1149 ,para.24.
20170927 STL-11-01 T T401 OFF PRY EN 39/106.
667 P01149,p~a.25.
668 20170927 STL-11-01 T T401 OFF PRY EN 39/106.
669 20170927-STL-11-01-T-T401-OFF-PRY-EN -39/106.
670 P01151,p.35.
665

666
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it as he would directly meet with him. 671 Furthermore, the first and only contact between
PRH069 and the 889 number was on 8 July 2006, well after the Attribution Period. 672 As no
cross-examination of PRH069 was permitted, 673 the ambiguities in this evidence could not be
clarified or challenged by the Defence.
345.

Other relevant witnesses were also questioned by the Prosecution but either failed to

attribute [REDACTED]889 to Nimr SABRA or were not asked about it, including PRH024
who stated that he did not have the number ofNimr. 674
vn.
346.

Fawaz ZAHWA: [REDACTED]037

The attribution of [REDACTED]037 to ZAHWA, the brother-in-law of SABRA, 675 is

undermined by the absence of geo-profile analysis and SMS-content, which are not
compensated by the witness statements outside the Attribution Period and the irrelevant and
unreliable documentary evidence.
347.

DONALDSON's reliance upon PRH106 and PRH051, 676 is misplaced as neither

provide a period of attribution for [REDACTED]037 to ZAHWA or clarify whether he was
its only user, 677 and any evidence they provide relates to the date of the 2010 interview.
348.

[REDACTED] whose statement was not included within DONALDSON's Report,

explained that other persons may have had access to

[REDACTED]037, which

DONALDSON accepted, 678 and which [REDACTED] "happens all the time." 679 Therefore
the contacts between [REDACTED]037 and Purple-018 may relate to another unknown user
with access to this phone. 680 [REDACTED] was removed as a witness, rendering the
clarifying of this evidence impossible. 681
vm.
349.
671
672
673

Haytham KALLOUT: [REDACTED]318

The attribution of [REDACTED]318 to Haytham KALLOUT, the cousm of

PO 1150,p.20.
20170927 STL-11-01 T T401 OFF PRY EN 39/106.
F2644. -

P2103,p.30.
PO 1953.1 ,para.32(i).
676 P01953.1,fns.80-81.
677 20170927 STL-11-01 T T401 OFF PRY EN 40/106.
678 20170927-STL-11-01-T-T401-OFF-PRY-EN -43/106.
679 R91-800972,p.87.
680 20170927 STL-11-01 T T401 OFF PRY EN 48/106.
681 F2924/AOi
674
675
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SABRA, 682 is flawed. No geo-profile analysis was undertaken and no SMS-content was
relied upon. This attribution is based on two unreliable witness statements of PRH106 and
PRH059 which fail to specifically determine the attribution period of this number.
350.

PRH051 's statement, 683 applies only to the date of the interview and no follow-up

questions were asked to determine the duration of [REDACTED] use, or whether it was
exclusively used [REDACTED] .684
351.

PRH 106' s statement did not adhere to the terms of the relevant Practice Direction. 685

Although the Chamber considered that this violation was remedied by the fact that the
statement "substantially complied with the [ ... ] Practice Direction", 686 the deficiencies go to
the weight to be ascribed to this evidence. Moreover, despite PRH106 claiming that
[REDACTED] had this number "since the end of the 90s, around 1997 or 1998" 687 the
subscriber note establishes it was activated on 03/04/2002. 688
352.

DONALDSON was unaware of other contradictory documentation relating to this

subscription, including: (i) a subscriber note from 14/11/1996 to 04/2002 in the name of
[REDACTED]; 689 and (ii) extract from a Lebanese Sales Company which lists an unknown
user for this number. 690
353.

c
.
.
691 to reso 1ve th ese 1ssues further
cross-exammatwn,
PRH 106 ' s ab sence 10r

undermines any the reliability of this attribution.
1x.
354.

Mohammed KALLOUT: [REDACTED]085

The attribution of [REDACTED]085 to Mohammed KALLOUT, SABRA's cousin, 692

based on PRH051 and PRH069, is undermined by the absence of documentary evidence, geoprofile evidence and the failure of DONALDSON to examine or analyse SMS evidence. 693

P01953.1,para.32(k).
P01953.1,fn.92.
684 P01151,p.18.
685 F2644,fn.30; F0937.
686 F2644,fn.30; P01149,para.4.
687 P01149,para.18.
GRR P00910 cited at P01953.1,fn.90.
689 5000405; 20170927 STL-11-01 T T401 OFF PRY EN 51/106.
690 5D00406.
-

GRl
683

691
692
693

F2644.
PO 1953.1 ,para.32(1).
20170927 STL-11-01 T T401 - OFF - PRY- EN - 60/106.
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355.

Although PRH051 confirmed that [REDACTED]085 was used for nme-years

[REDACTED], [REDACTED] listed a variety of other individuals who also used this phone,
including [REDACTED], 694 as partially acknowledged by DONALDSON, 695 which is
consistent with the SMS-content. 696
356.

PRH069's evidence 697 relates to the date of the interview in 2010 and no follow-up

questions were asked by the Prosecution investigators. PRH069 also refers to retrieving
[REDACTED]085 without explaining the source of this information. 698
357.

No other witnesses were asked about [REDACTED]085. 699 Furthermore, there is no

contact between this number and either PMP-546 or PMP-657.
x.
358.

Tayssir DAKAK: [REDACTED]675

The attribution of [REDACTED]675 to DAKAK, 700 is undermined by the lack of self-

attribution or any witness attribution. 701 It is exclusively based on a subscriber note, described
by DONALDSON, "as low or as weak as it can be." 702
359.

DONALDSON ignored [REDACTED]413, attributed to Dakak in a 2012 RFA, 703 and

failed to examine 32 different handsets used by the phone, 704 indicating a multi-user, or the
SMS-content. 705
x1.
360.

Abass ALAEDDINE: [REDACTED]637

The attribution of [REDACTED]637 to ALAAEDDINE, 706 based entirely on

[REDACTED]'s interview, is undermined by the lack of any witness or documentary
evidence. 707 Neither a geo-profiling, nor an analysis of the SMS-content (beyond the SMS

PO 1151 ,pp.11-13.
20170927 STL-11-01 T T401 OFF PRY EN 59/106.
696 5D00407.694
695

P01150,p.12.
P01150,p.12.
699 20170927 STL-11-01 T T401 OFF PRY EN 59/106.
700 P01953.1,para.32(m).
701 20170927 STL-11-01 T T401 OFF PRY EN 62/106.
702 20170927-STL-11-01-T-T401-OFF-PRY-EN -62/106.
703 5000408.697
698

704
705
706
707

20170927 STL-11-01 T T401 OFF PRY EN 65/106.
5000409.POO 1953.1 ,para.32(n).
20170927 - STL-11-01 T T401 - OFF- PRY- EN - 80/106.
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between this number and Purple-018) was conducted. 708
361.

ALAAEDDINE was in Tripoli for his military service for three months from 20

November 2004 until 14 February 2005, 709 when [REDACTED]637 made multiple calls from
Beirut, 710 also covering the time period of the SMS sent by [REDACTED]637 to Purple-018
on 20 January 2005, extensively relied upon by the Prosecution. No explanation has been
provided for this inconsistency. 711
xn.
362.

Nancy MEQDAD: [REDACTED]878

The attribution of [REDACTED]878 to Nancy MEQDAD, 712 is based exclusively

upon a passport application/ 13 as no other witness is relied upon for this attribution. 714
However, DONALDSON is unable to state when MEQDAD was actually using
[REDACTED]878 715 and did not analyse the CST. 716
363.

The passport application was dated 4 February 2005, yet in the prior version of the

attribution report, this phone was attributed to MEQDAD only until 23 February 2003, 717 and
therefore the application postdated the attribution period for [REDACTED]878 by almost
two years.
364.

There

was

no

subscriber

note

m

MEQDAD's

name,

as

confirmed by

DONALDSON, 718 and this number was actually subscribed to [REDACTED] in December
2005 rather than MEQDAD. 719

I. Follow-On Phones
365.

The Prosecution dedicates far more of its Brief seeking to attribute PMP-546, 720 and

PMP-657, 721 than to actually attributing Purple-018. Although DONALDSON considers that

P001953.1,para.28(e) referring to a message sent from [REDACTED]637 to Purple-018.
5D00396.
710 20170927 STL-11-01 T T401 OFF PRY EN 97/106.
711 20170927-STL-11-01-T-T401-OFF-PRY-EN -98/106.
712 P01953.1,para.32(o).
713 P01953.1,fn.111.
714 20170927 STL-11-01 T T401 OFF PRY EN 71/106.
715 20170927-STL-11-01-T-T401-OFF-PRY-EN -76/106.
716 20170927-STL-11-01-T-T401-OFF-PRY-EN -77/106.
717 20170927 =STL-11-0(T=T40(0FF =PRY=EN=71/106; P01953,para.32(o).
718 20170927 STL-11-01 T T401 OFF PRY EN 71/106.
719 5000410.708
709

720
721

Brief,paras.191-196.
Brief,paras.197 -203.
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the shared contact and geo-profiles between Purple-018 and these numbers support
attribution to SABRA, 722 the emphasis on the attribution of these phones is an attempt to
compensate for the lack of cogent evidence directly attributing Purple-018. There is no
allegation that PMP-546 or PMP-657 was implicated in any criminal activity when allegedly
attributed to SABRA, 723 and it was only due to the absence of direct evidence that "the
investigation sought to identify follow-on phones and then seek attribution evidence to those,
and therefore bind that back to Purple-018". 724
366.

The attribution of these two follow-on phones to SABRA, by itself proves nothing.

The Prosecution must also prove such a significant similarity between these phones and the
earlier use of Purple-018, that the only reasonable inference is that they were used by
SABRA. The Prosecution fails both limbs of this test.
1. Lack of Objective Evidence Attributing PMP-546 to SABRA
367.

DONALDSON alleges that [REDACTED]546 is attributable to SABRA between

24/02/2005 to 21107/2005. 725 However, there is no evidence as to who bought the line, no
named subscriber details for this number, no documentary evidence, 726 no relevant SMS
evidence, and no content of voice-calls or witness evidence to attribute PMP-546 to
SABRA. 727 The attribution of PMP-546 is therefore based on less evidence than some of the
alleged third-party contacts of Purple-018.
368.

The

Prosecution

relies

significantly

on

the

statement

of PRH590,

the

[REDACTED], 728 admitted without cross-examination, as both DONALDSON and PRH024
were to be cross-examined on its contents. 729 This evidence is undermined by the subsequent
admission of PRH024 's statement pursuant to Rule 158,730 and DONALDSON's inability to
provide any meaningful evidence as to the reliability or weight to be attached PRH590's
statement. 731

P01953.1,para.8(d).
20170622 STL-11-01 T T372 OFF PUB EN 97/99.
724 20170622-STL-11-01-T-T372-OFF-PUB-EN-97/99.
725 P01953.1,paras.12,58.
726 20170928 STL-11-01 T T402 OFF PUB EN 151114.
727 20170928-STL-11-01-T-T402-OFF-PUB-EN -15/114.
728 P01953.1,para.68; 20170928_STL-11-=01_f_T402_OFF _PUB _EN_16/114.
729 F2730,para.22.
73 F31 07 /COR.
731 20170928 STL-11-01 T T402 OFF PUB EN 17/114.
722
723
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369.

PRH590's evidence consists of comments on a company record, which somebody else

has looked at, regarding a possible call operator - not identified, in relation to an anonymous
source from a data entry clerk, 732 and in a context where phone numbers were not always
provided by the client. 733 The weight to the given to this statement is negligible.
370.

The SMS sent and received by PMP-546 encompasses various messages sent by

different individuals, none of which are attributable to SABRA or sufficiently linked to him,
including:
a) one outgoing message signed off as Hala; 734
b) two incoming messages refer to a "Lalo", one that extends a kiss to
Nour while the other extends regards to "Nana"; 735
c) two outgoing messages are signed off by a Nadia;

736

d) two outgoing messages are signed off by Fadi; 737 and
e) one outgoing message refers to "bro SALLOUM". 738
371.

First, it is impossible to know whether the outgoing message, signed off as Hala, is

the wife and daughter of SABRA,

739

rather than any other person with the same name. No

explanation or independent evidence is provided in relation to "Is sam", the addressee of this
SMS, or the upcoming event referred to, all directly relevant to identification, thereby
limiting the weight that can be accorded to it.
372.

Second, there is no witness evidence that Lalo may be synonymous with Hala, other

than an assertion based entirely on DONALDSON's circular reasoning.
373.

Notwithstanding this, only three SMS to PMP-546 are directed to Hala, a negligible

amount upon which to base attribution, and those to "Lalo" are incoming SMS which simply
proves that the sender believes he is writing to that person.
374.

Third, the two messages signed off by Nadia, which DONALDSON speculates is

synonymous with "Nana"; 740 demonstrate this was a multi-user phone. This does not make it
20170928 STL-11-01 T T402 OFF PUB EN 17/114.
20170928-STL-11-01-T-T402-OFF-PUB-EN-21/114.
734 P01953.1,para.70.
735 P01953.1,para.71.
736 P01953.1,para.72.
737 P01953.1,para.73.
738 P01953.1,para.74.
739 20170627 STL-11-01 T T373 OFF PRY EN 81/91.
740 P01953.1,paras.72,99-l00.
732
733
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attributable to SABRA.
375.

Fourth, the two SMS sent by Fadi to the same KSA number, also provide evidence of

the phone being multi-user. While the first SMS from 21104/2005 suggests that Fadi is to be
called back on a separate number, the second, sent a month later, makes no such request,
implying that Fadi was able to receive the return call on PMP-546 at this time.
DONALDSON provides no explanation as to the identity of Fadi.
376.

Fifth, the reference in the SMS sent by PMP-546 on 28/05/2005, to the sender being,

"bro SALLOUM", the presumed brother of the recipient, provides further evidence of an
additional user of PMP-546/ 41 which again does not appear to be SABRA.
377.

The contact profile of PMP-546 is replete with the same evidential concerns as those

set out earlier in relation to Purple-018. Out of the 15 third-party contacts the Prosecution
attributes to relatives of SABRA or his wife, 742 13 were the same contacts analysed above in
relation to Purple-018. No additional attribution evidence is provided. The remaining
numbers, attributed to Fahd SABRA, the brother of SABRA, and Fadi and Fadia
SALLOUM, the cousins of SABRA's wife, have negligible contact and the evidence
underlying both attributions is severely limited. PRH024's 2010 interview merely stated that
the witness had a number for Fahd,

743

implying this to be the case at the time of the

interview. Similarly Fadi SALLOUM's passport application was well before the attribution
period

of

PMP-546

whilst

Fadia

SALLOUM's

application

simply

refers

to

[REDACTED]680, with DONALDSON assuming that this was the same number as
[REDACTED]680. 744
378.

Geo-profile evidence does not assist the Prosecution. No attempt has been made by

DONALDSON to work out when SABRA is alleged to have physically resided at the
specified locations during this period. No daily, weekly or monthly analysis has been
conducted to see whether it is consistent with use by a single-user. Nor was any independent
objective evidence related to SABRA presented which supports its use at particular locations,
such as in south Lebanon; making the use of such cells entirely irrelevant.

20170627 STL-11-01 T T373 OFF PRY EN 84/91.
P01953.1,para.75.
743 P01953.1,para.78(j) citing P02103.
744 P01953.1,para.78(m) citing P01588, P01954.
741

742
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379.

Consequently, the assertion that PMP-546 is attributable to SABRA between 24

February and 21 July 2005 is not sustained on the evidence.
2. Lack of Objective Evidence Attributing PMP-657 to SABRA
380.

DONALDSON attributes [REDACTED]657 to SABRA from 20/07/2005 to at least

31/12/2006. 745 However, "multiple people are demonstrated to have access to [it]", 746 and
none of those individuals are SABRA.
381.

First, the SGBL application and a document copied from that application dated 18

June 2008 falls several years after the alleged attribution period ofPMP-657. 747
382.

Second, witness testimony attributes the phone to Hala SALLOUM, rather than to

SABRA, and refers to October 2010. 748 PRH024 was referring to October 2010, 749 and the
Defence was unable to cross-examine him on this point. 750
383.

Third, third-party contacts of PMP-657 have been insufficiently analysed to attribute

this phone to SABRA, especially in light of the absence of evidence demonstrating a close
relationship between these individuals and SABRA. Moreover, PMP-657' s contact profile
includes many unattributed numbers. 751
384.

Fourth, the multi-user nature of PMP-657 necessarily implies that the third-party

contacts are incapable of being connected with a particular user and the absence of the
content of any voice-calls would call for speculation to do so.
385.

Fifth, the SMS-content ofPMP-657, 752 which DONALDSON relies on for attribution

to SABRA, 753 contains no direct reference to any message being sent to or from "Assad". 754
Although "Assad" is indirectly referenced in some of the messages, along with Nour, this
only features within incoming SMS, thus no SMS infers that PMP-657 was in fact used by

745

P01953.1,paras.15,83.
20170919 _STL-11-01_T_T395 _OFF _PUB _EN_98/10; 20170920_STL-1101 T T396 OFF PUB EN 65/104.
747 POl872; P01869.
748 P01953.1,paras.95(a)-(b) citing P01149 (15110/2010), P01150 (19/10/2010).
749 P01953.1,para.95(c) citing P02103 (21/10/2010).
75 F3107.
751 PO 1953.1,para.11 0 referring to 4 111 ,8 111 ,9 111 ,11 111 -16 111 , 19 111 ,20 111 -26 111 ,28 111 ranked contacts.
752 P01272.
753 P01953.1,para.84(c).
754 20170920 STL-11-01 T T396 OFF PUB EN 23/104.
746
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him. The only message directed to "Asad", is spelt with one 's' rather than two, which was
not noted by DONALDSON in his report, raising doubt as to the integrity of his
methodological approach. 755
386.

Moreover, multiple other users are referred to in the SMS-content. 756 Although

DONALDSON interpreted these nicknames as being synonymous with each other based on
his conversations with unnamed Lebanese colleagues, 757 there remains no identification of
these users. These other users had significantly greater SMS referring to them than Assad, 758
which DONALDSON accepted could well mean that the latter was not the user of the
phone. 759
387.

As for the SMS sent by Hala, there are significant gaps in the SMS-content when this

name is not used, 760 suggesting that this is when she was not in possession of the phone
during that period.
388.

Sixth, reliance upon the alleged similar contact and geo-profiles between PMP-657

and PMP-546 is the quintessential demonstration of using the coincidence between two sets
of weak and vague evidence to impermissibly support an unwarranted conclusion and
provides no reasonable evidence of attribution.
389.

In this regard, reliance upon the coincidence of timing [REDACTED] and calls

between PMP-657 and PRH339 is misplaced due to the multi-user nature of the phone.
PRH339 was not asked about [REDACTED] for any of the other potential multi-users, or for
his recollection of these calls and whether they were from SABRA. 761
390.

Seventh, as PMP-657 is a multi-user phone, DONALDSON is unable to prove which

users made specific calls, thus negating the weight of conclusions from the geo-profile.
Although the top ranked cells of PMP-657 provide coverage to addresses linked to
SABRA, 762 this is unaccompanied by any objective and independent evidence of where

20170920 STL-11-01 T T396 OFF PUB EN 24/104.
P01953.1,para.105.
757 20170920_STL-11-01_T_T396_OFF _PUB _EN_32/104; 20170920_STL-1101 T T396 OFF PUB EN 43/104.
758 sooo391~
759 20170920 STL-11-01 T T396 OFF PUB EN 71/104.
760 5000391.755

756

761
762

P01155.
P01953.1,paras.112(a)-(b).
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SABRA physically resided during this time period. This is demonstrated by Kfarsir_ B, the
fourth ranked cell sector of PMP-657 which is situated in South Lebanon, and for which the
Prosecution provides no explanation for its prevalence. 763
3. Analysis of Follow-On Phones in Comparison with Purple-018
391.

The Prosecution's use of the attribution of follow-on phones to retroactively attribute

Purple-018 is based on a false premise and unsupported by the evidence.

392.

First, relying on subsequent phones is based on the mistaken assumption that a person

only uses one phone sequentially rather than overlapping phones and that an old phone is
immediately replaced. This leads to the erroneous identification of supposed follow-on
phones based solely on coincidental timing, rather than actual unique patterns in evidence.
393.

The Prosecution identified PMP-546, first used on 24 February 2005, 764 based on the

assumption of the existence of a follow-on phone to Purple-018 and then identified PMP657. DONALDSON failed to consider that the user of Purple-018 could have a subsequent

phone that he started using before 16 February 2005 or no subsequent phone at all. Instead
the Prosecution identified PMP-546 based solely on the date of its activation, and worked
backwards. This flawed methodology could easily have identified a separate phone that was
not linked to Purple-018.
394.

Second, the contact and geo-profiles of PMP-546 and PMP-657 are too generic to

provide objective support for the attribution of Purple-018. Although both PMPs were in
contact with some members of the SALLOUM and SABRA families and were theoretically
used in areas linked with the residences of SABRA and his wife, this profile also applies to
many other individuals.
395.

Third, DONALDSON emphasised the shared 30 contacts between the phones, 765 but

neglected to mention many other numbers which only had contact with

but not

with PMP-546 and PMP-657. 766

P01953.1,paras.112(c).
20170622 STL-11-01 T T372 OFF PUB EN 98/99.
765 P01953.1,para.130.
766 [REDACTED]375 (x463 contacts); [REDACTED]251 (x 165 contacts); [REDACTED] 176 (x 164 contacts);
[REDACTED]852 (x162 contacts); [REDACTED]814 (x158 contacts); [REDACTED]839 (x124 contacts);
[REDACTED]302 (x110 contacts); [REDACTED]602 (x102 contacts); [REDACTED]016 (x96 contacts);
763

764
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396.

Calling into question the his impartiality as a witness and the selectivity of his

evidence, DONALDSON does not explain why these numbers were not included in his
Report, or why in his subsequent testimony DONALDSON focused solely on the common
contacts between Purple-018 and the follow-on phones, without referring to the omitted
contacts. 767
397.

Fourth, and most importantly for Purple-018, for a comparison between follow-on

phones and prior phones to be valid, both must be single-user phones, otherwise the multiuser nature of the phone will compromise the validity of the results. PMP-546 and PMP-657
were multi-user phones. Whilst the Prosecution sought to diminish the impact of this fact by
referring to "only the two follow-on phones displaying signs of multiple users", 768 this
misstates and misunderstands the nature and impact of the evidence. DONALDSON provided
no evidence as to which third-party contacts of these phones related to any of the other,
multiple users and which relate exclusively to SABRA. As such, his conclusions on these
phones are of negligible weight.
J. Alternative User

398.

The Prosecution's entire case against SABRA rests on the finding that the only

reasonable inference on the evidence is that Purple-018 was attributed to SABRA and that
this is beyond reasonable doubt. DONALDSON conceded that if there is more than one
viable candidate for attribution of a particular phone, "you don't have an attribution." 769
However, there was a clear, alternative and viable candidate for the attribution of Purple018, namely [REDACTED]. This information has been in the possession of the UNIIIC and
subsequently the Prosecution since its inception, who failed to investigate it sufficiently or
exclude [REDACTED] as a viable candidate for Purple-018.
1. Identification of Viable Alternative User of Purple-018
399.

The Lebanese authorities identified

as a suspicious number, rather than

the UNIIIC, 770 and initially attributed this number to [REDACTED], rather than SABRA.

[REDACTED]083 (x88 contacts); [REDACTED]362 (x80 contacts); [REDACTED]752 (x76 contacts);
[REDACTED]415 (x66 contacts).
767 20170627 STL-11-01 T T373 OFF PRY EN 86/91.
768 Brief,para~205.
769 20170919 STL-11-01 T T395 OFF PUB EN 29/106.
770 20170929-STL-11-01-T-T403-OFF-PUB-EN -13/105.
-
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400.

On 12 November 2008, the UNIIIC was informed by the ISF that [REDACTED] had

been identified as the apparent user of 3419018 through SMS and the contacts with landline
[REDACTED]747. 771 [REDACTED] was the first alleged user ofPurple-018, 772 having been
identified as suspicious by the ISF. 773
401.

On 22 November 2008, the ISF informed the UNIIIC that it considered Purple-018 to

be suspicious and continued to attribute it to [REDACTED], albeit spelt differently than
previously. 774
402.

On 23 December 2008, the ISF explained that [REDACTED] and that Fadi

SALLOUM, [REDACTED], could have been the user of Purple-018, 775 although the basis
for this determination was unclear. 776 Fadi SALLOUM was never eliminated by the ISF as a
potential user of the phone. 777 The ISF also attributed no other number in 2004 and 2005 to
[REDACTED]. 778
403.

On 8 January 2009, the ISF expressed reservations regarding their attribution of

Purple-018 to [REDACTED], but required the SMS data for this number to be certain. 779
The ISF confirmed that [REDACTED]590 was definitively attributed to [REDACTED] from
the beginning of 2007, 780 but that no other phone number was attributed to [REDACTED]
before this date. 781 It also specified that after Purple-018 was last used in February 2005,
.
d .782 The ISF sought to attribute Purple-018 and
[REDACTED] d1sappeare
[REDACTED]590 to [REDACTED] based on contact with:
a) [REDACTED]473, used by Nadia SALLOUM;
b) SALLOUM family landline;
c) Landline of another female;
d) [REDACTED] 's sister in Kuwait.
404.
771
772
773
774
775
776
777
778
779
780
781
782

These four factors are represented in DONALDSON's report, as contacts with

5D00413.
20170928 STL-11-01 T T402 OFF PUB EN 76/114.
20170928-STL-11-01-T-T402-OFF-PUB-EN -75/114.
5000414;-20170928 STL-11-0l T T402 OFF-PUB EN 90/114.
5000415.
- 20170928 STL-11-01 T T402 OFF PUB EN 99/114.
20170928-STL-11-01-T-T402-OFF-PUB-EN-99/114.
20170928-STL-11-01-T-T402-OFF-PUB-EN-95/114.
5000416;-20170928 STL-11-0l T T402 OFF-PUB EN 102/114.
5000416.
-20170928 STL-11-01 T T402 OFF PUB EN 103/114.
5000416.-
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[REDACTED]473 and the SALLOUM family landline were highly ranked contacts of
Purple-018. Although DONALDSON pointed to: (i) his non-attendance at meetings where
this matter was discussed, 783 (ii) his alleged focus on the Red-Network rather than the
Purple-Phones at the time/ 84 and (iii) the lack of capacity of the UNIIIC at that time, 785 it
was clear that the UNIIIC and by extension, DONALDSON, were fully cognisant of the fact
that when Purple-018 was identified to the UNIIIC in November 2008, it was attributed by
the Lebanese authorities to [REDACTED], rather than SABRA.
2. Failure to Exclude Viable Alternative User
a. Lack of investigation by Lebanese authorities
405.

The attribution of Purple-018 was revised at some point subsequent to the

information

attributing

Purple-018

being

provided

m

November

2008. 786

In

DONALDSON's view, the information was based on "a very early lead that was developed
and subsequently put to one side for reasons I am also not aware of." 787
406.

The Lebanese authorities were unable to locate a report in relation to the initial

attribution to [REDACTED], but provided a document detailing the only two reasons which
led them to amend this attribution to SABRA. 788 The basis for this amended attribution was:
(i) the content of two SMS, sent to Purple-018 on 19/12/2004 and 14/1112004 respectively,
which the ISF considered referred to SABRA, rather than [REDACTED]; and (ii) frequent
contact between Purple-018 and [REDACTED]747 registered in the name of Asaad Haidar
SALLOUM, the grandfather of SABRA's wife, Hala SALLOUM. These reasons are not
demonstrative of effective and detailed investigations and are insufficient to definitively
exclude [REDACTED] as the attributed user of Purple-018.
407.

Only one of the two SMS relied upon by the ISF based on the spelling of Assad and

Asaad actually refers to "Assad" as the other refers to "Asodi" which could equally refer to
either Asaad or Assad, or an entirely different name. No evidence was tendered regarding the

20170928_STL-11-01_T_T402_OFF _PUB _EN_71/114; 20170928_STL-1101 T T402 OFF PUB EN 88/114.
784 20l7092S STL-11-61 T-T402 OFF PUB EN 107/114.
785 20170928-STL-11-01-T-T402-OFF-PUB-EN-97/114.
786 5D00418,para.44(e).
787 20170928 STL-11-01 T T402 OFF PUB EN 109/114.
788 5000417.783
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sender of this message, 789 nor was a pre-existing relationship with SABRA demonstrated,
thus implying knowledge of the spelling of Assad. The confusion regarding this spelling
arises as the SMS was written in Latin script rather than in Arabic and a range of different
spellings of this name have been observed. 790 Even [REDACTED], when writing in Latin
script in an SMS, spelt his name as "Assad" and received messages spelt the same way. 791
Similarly, both DONALDSON's Report 792 and HOLFORD's notes of the UNIIIC
meetings 793 also used the spellings of Assad and Asaad interchangeably, as do witnesses
relied upon by the Prosecution. 794
408.

As for the contact between [REDACTED]747 and Purple-018, it is self-evident that

[REDACTED] also had a clear [REDACTED] association with this number, as the landline
was attributed to [REDACTEDf 95 [REDACTED]. 796 Indeed, many of the other contacts of
Purple-018 are close family contacts of [REDACTED], 797 supporting attribution to him.

409.

This revised attribution also appears to have neglected to examine the four reasons

relied upon by the ISF to initially attribute the phone to [REDACTED].
410.

No sufficient investigation was conducted by the ISF into the information known

about [REDACTED]. Nor was further detail provided by the ISF regarding the change of
lifestyle or disappearance of [REDACTED], which could potentially have provided
indications for his use of Purple-018.
411.

Nor did the Lebanese authorities conduct a forensic comparison between Purple-018

and [REDACTED]590, which they definitively attributed to [REDACTED], to examine and
verify the revised attribution of Purple-018.
b. Lack of investigation by Prosecution

412.

When discussing the treatment ofmaterial received from AL-HASSAN, TAYLOR, as

Chief of Investigations, explained that they "took that lead information, but [ ... ] didn't rely
20170929 STL-11-01 T T403 OFF PUB EN 51/105.
20170929-STL-11-01-T-T403-OFF-PUB-EN-35/105.
791 5000423 ;-5000424,00333596,D033:360 1,0033384 7; 20170929_ STL-1101 T T403 OFF PUB EN 46/105; 20170929 STL-11-01 T T403 OFF PUB EN 48/105.
792 20l70929_STL-11-6l_T=T403_0FF _PUB_EN_50/105 ;p;;pos P01953.1,pa~a.45~fn.44.
793 20170928 STL-11-01 T T402 OFF PUB EN 91/114.
794 P01155.789

790

795
796
797

5000413; 20170929 STL-11-01 T T403 OFF PUB EN 52/105.
20170929 STL-11-61 T T403 OFF PUB EN-53/105. 5000425;-20170929_STL-11-0l_T_T403_0FF =PUB_EN_53/105.
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on it. [They] started again and re-engineered it. [They didn't] use that information. That
might have been the source, but [they] re-engineered it in terms of the telecom evidence.
[They] started again." 798
413.

However, DONALDSON confirmed that [REDACTED] was "looked at but never

investigated as a suspect" by the Prosecution, 799 despite the fact that they could and should
have used the Lebanese investigation as a starting point. 800 Indeed, upon receipt of the initial
information, the UNIIIC simply stored and recorded the information provided by the ISF, as
their capacity was well below of that of the ISF to attribute phones, 801 but failed to carry out
any further analysis.
414.

Although [REDACTED] wasn't considered a suspect by the Prosecution, no

document eliminating him as a suspect was seen by DONALDSON. 802 No further substantive
investigation of [REDACTED] was conducted by the Prosecution, either before or after they
received the revised attribution, despite the vast resources available after increasing its
capacity to include Hajj records, university records and vehicle databases. 803
415.

Ifthe Prosecution had conducted a thorough, independent and impartial investigation,

rather than relying solely upon the attributions of the ISF, they would have uncovered the
following information:
a) Evidence from Alfa, MTC and Ogero that there was no other mobile
phone registered to [REDACTED] at the relevant time; 804
b) No passport was ever requested by [REDACTED] and there are no
personnel records for him from the Directorate-General Surete
' ' 1e; 805 an d
G enera
c) The employment records for [REDACTED] show a gap between
September 2004 and April 2005, 806 covering the formation and
execution of the alleged conspiracy and indicate that during the

798
799
800
801

802
803
804
805
806

20180626 STL-11-01 T T433 PROV CONF EN 100/148.
20170929-STL-11-01-T-T403-OFF P-UB EN- 15/ios.
20170928-STL-11-01-T-T402-OFF-PUB-EN-97/114.
20170928-STL-11-01-T-T402-OFF-PUB-EN-94/114.
20170928-STL-11-01-T-T402-OFF-PUB-EN-96/114.
20170929-STL-11-01-T-T403-OFF-PUB-EN -30/105.
5000419;-5000402; 5D00420.5000421.
5000422.
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indictment period, he was not occupied in such a manner that would
hamper his involvement in the FCR. 807
416.

Furthermore, the following investigations could also have been conducted to verify

whether [REDACTED] could have been the actual user:
a) A detailed analysis and identification of the remammg third-party
contacts of Purple-018;
b) Interviews where witnesses were asked objectively whether Purple-018
was attributed to [REDACTED] rather than SABRA;
c) Investigations as to the residences, employment, social habits and
friend/familial relationships of [REDACTED]; and
d) Consultation with the ISF to verify: (i) the identity of the unnamed
woman whose contacts with Purple-018 were relied upon to attribute
this phone to [REDACTED]; and (ii) the contacts attributed to this sister
of [REDACTED] in Kuwait; followed by the necessary investigation of
this information.
417.

The Prosecution never undertook the basic investigative steps necessary that would

have allowed for a proper assessment of the attribution of Purple-018. The result is that an
entirely viable alternative candidate for attribution of Purple-018 existed and was never
properly and methodically analysed and excluded by the Prosecution.
418.

Whilst DONALDSON may not have been responsible for the entire attribution

investigation, he was the sole Prosecution witness to present the attribution evidence which
purported to attribute Purple-018 to SABRA. The failure by DONALDSON to refer to the
attribution of Purple-018 to [REDACTED], and demonstrate his reasons for excluding it in
his report, severely calls into question both his competence and impartiality as a witness.
419.

Crucially, the viable attribution of Purple-018 to [REDACTED] during the

conspiracy period shows that the attribution of this number to SABRA is not the only
reasonable inference on the evidence.

III.
420.

Attribution of Other Alleged Phones in the Conspiracy
The Defence does not concede the attribution of any phone to any of the alleged

members of the conspiracy, whether or not that phone was allegedly used for criminal or
purely private purposes. The burden rests at all times on the Prosecution to prove the
807

20170929 - STL-11-01 T T403 - OFF - PUB - EN - 32/105.
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attribution of all of these phones beyond reasonable doubt and the evidence adduced does not
meet this burden.
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PART 3- CHALLENGES TO OVERALL CONSPIRACY
I.
421.

Failure to Plead and Prove a Specific Motive
The Indictment alleges the aim of the conspiracy as being to commit a terrorist act

targeting HARIRI, 808 but does not specify a motive. There is no mention either of the Syrian
regime, LAHOUD's mandate extension or the Bristol Group under HARIRI's authority.
Consequently, as trial commenced, there was no clear indication that the Prosecution had a
clear motive for the assassination and was intending to rely on, and present evidence of, that
motive.
422.

A potential motive was first provided with HAMADE's evidence in November 2014,

allegedly relevant to five themes, 809 which would "provide useful background or context" 81 0
and "establish a non-private motive for the commission of the alleged offences" in light of
the absence of individual motives to assassinate HARIRI for the accused. 811
423.

The Chamber allowed the evidence be heard, 812 but held that there was no notice

required of motive in the Indictment as it was not an act of omission of any of the accused
and therefore did not constitute a material fact. 813
424.

However, the allegations to which this evidence related and were relied upon by the

Prosecution were not specific enough to allow the accused to fully understand their nature
and cause. The materiality of a particular fact cannot be decided in the abstract and depends
on the nature of the Prosecution's case. 814 Therefore, while the motive may not required
pleading when the Indictment was filed, the nature of the Prosecution's case had significantly
changed by November 2014 and was clearly and extensively relying on that motive as a
significant part of its case from that point onwards.
425.

The Prosecution has never explicitly defined the alleged non-personal motive or

identified the specific individual or group to which this applied. This allowed it to repeatedly
mould and shape its case to fit the evidence presented without being bound to a specific
theory. Any information that was tendered by the Defence, contradicting the Prosecution's
lndictment,para.51.
20141117 STL-11-01 T T93 OFF PUB EN 4/95.
810 20141117-STL-11-01-T-T93-OFF-PUB-EN-5/95.
811 20141117-STL-11-01-T-T93-OFF-PUB-EN-6-7/95.
812 20141117-STL-11-01-T-T93-OFF-PUB-EN -11/95.
813 20141117-STL-11-01-T-T93-OFF-PUB-EN -13-15/95.
814 F0952,par;.14.
808
809
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formally pleaded case relating to the potential role of Syria, GHAZALEH or others, was
simply repackaged and rebranded as part of the Prosecution's case.
426.

This absence of a specific non-personal motive is replicated in the Brief. Even now,

the Prosecution is unwilling or unable to clearly set out its case on this point, requiring the
accused to guess at its nature and scope. This has two consequences.
427.

First, the motive for committing a terrorist act is an additional requirement for this

offence under customary international law. Included in some of the UN Terrorism
Conventions and the draft Comprehensive Convention, 815 increasing! y noted by the UN
General Assembly, in judicial and commisional analyses and national legislation, 816 it
properly reflects the nature of terrorism as a political act. While the Appeals Chamber
considered that it "has not yet been so broadly and consistently spelt out and accepted as to
rise to the level of customary law", 817 this has been criticised for creating a "lowest common
denominator definition of terrorism" as contrasted with the "line-of-best-fit" approach to
customary international law. 818 Even though the requirement to demonstrate a particular
purpose enjoyed significant support in various jurisdictions, by applying the lowest common
denominator approach the Appeals Chamber erroneously excluded this requirement from the
correct purported international definition of terrorism.
428.

As the Appeals Chamber held it could apply Lebanese law on terrorism in light of

international legal standards",m it would have had to take into account and applied this
additional requirement of a specific purpose for the terrorist act when interpreting Article 314
LCC consistent with Article 3 LCC which allows retroactive application of statutes that
benefit the accused. Consequently, the failure to plead an element of terrorism as properly
interpreted renders the Indictment defective.
429.

Second, as the Prosecution's case is almost exclusively circumstantial, the alleged

non-personal motive, properly pleaded and supported by evidence, was also necessary to
demonstrate why the accused would suddenly decide to inflict such a serious and horrific
crime with no known nexus or prior relationship between them and HARIRI. In its absence,
F0936,para.98.
F0936,para.106 apropos laws ofthe UK, Australia, New Zealand, Pakistan, Canada, South Africa,
Argentina, and Ecuador.
817 F0936,paras.98, 106.
818 Gillet & Schuster,p.1 007.
819 F0936,para.124.
R15

816
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the Chamber simply cannot find that the guilt of the accused is the only reasonable inference
on this circumstantial evidence
430.

Although the Prosecution has surreptitiously introduced the alleged non-personal

motive, it has done so without seeking to be bound by it, merely suggesting that the evidence
relating to the motive "could be used to establish a non-private motive." 820 By not even
alleging that this was definitively the motive, the Prosecution displays no confidence in its
own allegation, and impermissibly seeks to be able to rely on other motives if found by the
Chamber to the prejudice of the Defence.

II.
431.

Failure to Identify and Plead Identity and Role of All Known Conspirators
A Prosecutor is required to plead the identity of known co-conspirators. 821 This does

not impose an obligation to indict all known co-conspirators but simply to name them. The
Prosecution failed to comply with this principle in two different respects.
432.

First, the Prosecution names only five of the different alleged phone users which it

implicates in the alleged conspiracy. Even accepting the Prosecution's contested allegation
regarding the single-user nature of certain phones, there are still at least sixteen phones
allegedly used in the conspiracy by sixteen different users, 822 whose role has been pleaded in
the Indictment. The names of the other alleged co-conspirators are not included within the
Indictment.
433.

Second, the Prosecution failed to include reference in the Indictment to the other

alleged co-conspirators, beyond those allegedly responsible for the operation of the phone
networks, despite clear insinuations as to their alleged role in the assassination. For example,
the Briefrelies upon various alleged acts by AL-ASSAD, GHAZALEH and SAFA:
a) Visits by GHAZALEH to Haret Hreik after contact with SAFA, 823
following meetings between NASRALLAH and HARIRI; on 22 and 28
September 2004 824 and following GHAZALEH'S meeting with
HARIRI on 9 January 2005; 825

20141117 _STL-11-01_T_T93 _OFF _PUB _EN_6/95 [emphasis added].
F0952,para.40.
822 lndictment,para.18.
823 Brief,para.658.
824 Brief,para.655.
825 Brief,para.737-739.

R20
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b) Meetings between GHAZALEH and SAPA on 13 and 16 December
2004, following calls from the Syrian Presidential Palace; 826
c) Calls between SAPA and BADREDDINE on 13 December 2004 and
18-20 December 2004; 827
d) The meeting on 9 January 2005 when HARIRI allegedly informed
GHAZALEH that he was going to stand for the elections in all the
Lebanese districts and would not accept any of the Syrian deposits on
his electorallist; 828 followed by calls from GHAZALEH with the Syrian
Presidential Palace; 829
e) Attendance at the meeting where AL-ASSAD imposed upon HARIRI
the "Damascus Protocol"· 830

'

f) The allegation that AL-ASSAD threatened to break Lebanon over the
head ofHARIRI on 26 August 2004; 831
g) GHAZALEH's demand for an extra payment the day before HARIRI's
assassination. 832
434.

Based on these specific allegations, the Prosecution considers AL-ASSAD,

GHAZALEH and SAP A to have been a part of the alleged wider conspiracy and was
therefore obliged to have specifically included these names and allegations in the Indictment.
435.

Naming known co-conspirators and alleging their specific acts and omissions is not

simply a formal pleading requirement. An accused must be clearly informed of other
conspirators to assess their alleged agreement regarding the aim and means of the conspiracy,
and to investigate and present evidence in relation to the co-conspirators. This is accentuated
where there is no direct evidence of the specific knowledge of each accused and the resulting
allegations derive from the speculation of PLATT.
436.

The Prosecution's refusal to identify all remaining co-conspirators therefore severely

prejudiced the Defence by violating SABRA's right to know the case against him and defend
effectively against it.

III.

Failure to Identify Date When the Conspiracy Started or When Accused Joined

437.

The Chamber dismissed challenges to the vague and overly broad date range when the

Brief,paras.689-690.
Brief,paras.692-693.
828 Brief,paras.699,737,902.
829 Brief, para. 744.
830 Brief,para.634, 791.
831 Brief,paras.641-642,945.
832 Brief,paras.945,962.
826
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conspirators formed the agreement (between 11 November 2004 and the mommg of 14
February 2005), 833 or joined it (between 22 December 2004 and the morning of 14 February
2005) prior to the attack. 834 This was on the basis that the Appeals Chamber had held that
under Lebanese law there is no explicit time-line required for the validity of a conspiracy and
an agreement underpinning a conspiracy may stand even if long-term or has no predefined or
foreseen term. 835 However, the Chamber also held that "[t]he circumstances in which the two
Accused are alleged to have come to participate in the alleged conspiracy are a matter for
evidence at trial and need not be pleaded as material facts in an indictment (but should be
notified to the Defence in a timely manner before trial)". 836
438.

The Prosecution was still obliged to provide and identify concrete information on the

circumstances in which each accused came to participate in the alleged conspiracy including
the specific date when this happened. It failed to do so.
439.

For the entire conspiracy this is problematic. For the Purple-Phones it is fatal. The

Purple-Phones were not "Mission Phones", but were instead PMPs which already had
previous contact with each other. No inferences as to joining a conspiracy can be drawn
simply from increase in contact, especially when this alleged increase is not specifically
identified by the Prosecution as being the circumstances in which the Purple-Phones joined
the conspiracy.

IV.
440.

Failure to Plead and Prove Role of Hezbollah
The Prosecution's allegation that the accused are supporters of Hezbollah 837 is based

on insufficient evidence to substantiate the allegation against SABRA, or any of the accused.
441.

The Prosecution's reliance upon AL-HASSAN's evidence relating to the Green-

Network being a Hezbollah network 838 is undermined by the various issues relating to his
credibility addressed above. 839 Evidently, if AL-HASSAN had been implicated in the
assassination of HARIRI, he would have an incentive to direct blame towards others, of
which Hezbollah was a prime target.
lndictment,para.48(a).
lndictment,para.48(c).
835 F0952,para.37 citing F0936,para.196.
836 F0952,para.38.
837 lndictment,para.49.
838 Brief,paras.325-326.
839 Part-2,1-A.
833
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442.

AL-HASSAN's interview comprises hearsay of NASRALLAH's alleged acceptance

that the Green-Network belonged to Hezbollah in relation to a meeting that occurred seven
years before the interview occurred. The Prosecution did not seek to interview
NASRALLAH to confirm this statement. AL-HASSAN's interview, regarding how he knew
that NASRALLAH was discussing the alleged Green-Network is also very vague as he was
repeatedly pressed for further information about the details of this network and was unable to
provide it, simply claiming that EID had prepared the facts. 840
443.

Nor is there any admission by NASRALLAH that the alleged Green-Network was

involved in the attack as is implied by the Prosecution. Instead, NASRALLAH simply
accepted that the network discussed was involved in tracking various Lebanese individuals
who were suspected of dealing with Mossad, the six names of which NASRALLAH gave to
AL-HASSAN and which largely corresponded as he confirmed to NASRALLAH. 841
Although the report which EID allegedly drafted based on the names provided by
NASRALLAH was provided to the Prosecution, 842 it was never disclosed to the Defence. 843
As such, the Defence was deprived of the opportunity of testing this assertion. It is not even
clear if AL-HASSAN's reference to "Network 2" was the same network as the Prosecution's
alleged Green-Network as the document prepared by EID listing the names and numbers in
this network was impossible to retrieve. 844 NASRALLAH was also dependent on his
information about the networks from another individual, ABOU ALI, as when the third
network was identified NASRALLAH immediately asked him about this. 845
444.

Even if the Green-Network was a Hezbollah network, whatever that means, it does

not relate to SABRA and nor does the alleged presence of AYYASH in Haret Hreik during a
meeting between HARIRI and NASRALLAH. Nor is the specific consequence of this
allegation clear.
445.

When SABRA was first indicted, Hezbollah was alleged to have been implicated in

terrorist acts and had the capacity to do so. 846 Subsequent amendments reduced this to the
allegation that the accused are supporters of Hezbollah, which is a political and military
840

P02122,pp.93-97.
P02122,pp.88-90.
842 P02124,pp.37-38.
843 F3420.
844 P02122,p.95.
845 P02122,pp.91-93.
846 F0007 I AO 1,para. 59.
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organisation in Lebanon. 847
446.

After the death of BADREDDINE, the Prosecution was ordered to "file a summary

statement of any evidence it wishes to lead in relation to this pleaded material fact". 848 The
Chamber confirmed that in relation to involvement in the death of HARIRI, the Prosecution
"has not pleaded that Hezbollah had such a role", 849 and that "if the Prosecution wanted to
plead material facts relating to the role of Hezbollah [ ... ] it would have sought an amendment
of the consolidated indictment. It has not". 850
447.

Despite this, the Prosecution continued to heavily implicate Hezbollah in the attack

without amending the Indictment. Indeed, TAYLOR testified, "it was clear that the persons
that were responsible for this crime [were] Hezbollah". 851
448.

The Brief is replete with allegations involving the role of Hezbollah members

including SAPA, the acts and relationship between GHAZALEH and Hezbollah, the use of
the alleged Hezbollah operated Green-Network, 852 and the access to the resources used to
carry out the assassination. 853
449.

The non-personal motive suggested by the Prosecution, for which significant evidence

was led, would also only potentially have some relevance to the assassination if Hezbollah
were alleged to be directly involved. Similarly, Hezbollah is also potentially implicated
because it is alleged to have the "operational support", 854 to conceive, plan and execute the
assassination which the accused would individually lack without this link.
450.

Therefore, despite claiming that "the assassination was political in nature", that it was

"obviously designed to make a dramatic public statement", 855 and that "Hezbollah was
aligned with continued Syrian involvement in Lebanon", 856 the Prosecution deliberately and
tactically refused to specify, in a timely manner, the specific role played by Hezbollah in
relation to the assassination and how it related to the non-personal motive and military
F2640/AO 1,para.49; lndictment,para.49.
F2713,para.58.
849 F2713,para.54.
85 F2713,para.58.
851 20180625 STL-11-01 T T432 PROV CONF EN 20-23,75/129.
852 Brief,para~.321,325-3:26.853 Brief,paras.338-340.
854 Brief,para.338.
855 Brief,para.24.
856 Brief,para.25.
847
848
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capability.
451.

Claiming that "the Chamber need not find that they were acting on the behalf or at the

behest of any organization" but that "the Accused's political affiliations, [ ... ] assist in
understanding the Accused's common interests [ ... ]which HARIRI threatened, is relevant in
understanding the timing and motivations behind the Accused's actions", 857 constitutes the
archetypal example of seeking to 'have your cake and eat it'. By relying upon the alleged
motive, capability and connections of the accused to Hezbollah, the Prosecution is evidently
attempting to rely upon this connection to support its weak and circumstantial case. However,
by failing to properly plead such allegations, the Prosecution prevented the Defence from
being properly able to confront and contradict them and even took active steps to prevent
such evidence being brought before the Chamber by failing to call LEVITT, the one expert
witness who could have provided clear evidence on this point. 858
452.

In these circumstances, with weak and tangential evidence relied upon in relation to

the connections between the accused and Hezbollah and no specific case pleaded on the role
of Hezbollah, the Chamber cannot rely on any of these allegations or evidence for the
purpose of sustaining a conviction.

V.
453.

No Evidence of An Agreement on the Aim or Means of the Conspiracy
Conspiracy under Lebanese law requires proof of five distinct elements: "(i) two or

more individuals; (ii) concluding or joining an agreement; (iii) aiming at committing crimes
against the security of a State; (iv) with a predetermination of the means to be used to commit
the crime; and finally (v) a criminal intent". 859 The Prosecution must therefore prove that all
of the accused knew about, and agreed to, the ultimate aim of the overall conspiracy and were
aware and intended that the ultimate aim was criminal. 860 Agreement to this overall objective
as well as the means by which it would be achieved, rather than the aim of the part of the
conspiracy which they were ascribed, must be the only reasonable inference on the evidence.
None of these separate agreements, in and of themselves, would amount to an agreement for
a terrorist conspiracy under Lebanese law.
454.

The Prosecution produced no evidence of the content of the phone calls between the

Brief,para.26.
F2924/AO 1.
859 F0936,para.194.
860 Part-6,ll-A.2.
857
858
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alleged networks and only tendered evidence of the existence of these calls to infer the
alleged agreement. Nor is there evidence from any insider witness regarding the content of
these calls or any other form of agreement between the accused as to the assassination of
HARIRI. Indeed, the entire Prosecution case on this issue is predicated upon speculation as to
the nature and content of these communications and what they prove regarding knowledge of,
and agreement to, the assassination of HARIRI in a public place.
455.

On a conceptual level, a group carrying out a covert mission would not be provided

with any more information than was strictly necessary for them to perform their function
within that group.
456.

On an evidential level, the existence of communications between the alleged networks

does not prove the content thereof. Even assuming that the alleged networks existed and were
involved in a covert mission of some sort, this does not mean it was the assassination of
HARIRI through the use of a bomb in a public place and that each of the alleged conspirators
knew and agreed to this. There is nothing intrinsically unlawful in the creation, maintenance
or use of closed networks of mobile phones. Even if an individual is a member of such a
network, this does not mean they have agreed with the aim and means of this objective.
457.

It is not enough to prove that any of the alleged Networks or Groups was conducting a

covert mission through the use of these phones. The Prosecution must also prove that the
covert mission was the assassination of HARIRI by detonating a large quantity of explosives
in a public place. Communication with other phones in an alleged Network does not prove
the knowledge, for any member, of the ultimate aim and method of the conspiracy.
458.

Nor does the evidence of the political background which the Prosecution has sought to

link to the actions of the different phone networks, 861 demonstrate any knowledge of the

intended target of the overall conspiracy, or the means and methods thereof. Therefore,
agreement by the accused to the means and aim of the conspiracy is not the only reasonable
inference on the evidence.

861

Brief, Section-VII.
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PART 4- CHALLENGES TO INFERRED CRIMINALITY OF PURPLEPHONES
459.

No Chamber could find that the criminal role of the alleged Purple-Phones as set out

in the Indictment is the only reasonable inference based on the analysis of the
telecommunication evidence tendered by the Prosecution.
460.

To find otherwise would require the Chamber to rely exclusively upon evidence of

limited credibility and weight, the speculation of Prosecution internal witnesses and counsel
and suspend all logical reasoning in assessing the actions and behaviour of the Purple-

Phones.
I.
461.

Failure to Rely on Adequate and Consistent Terminology
The Prosecution divides phones alleged to have been used by the co-conspirators into

five colour-coded sets, 862 four of which are identified as "Phone Networks" whilst the

Purple-Phones are identified as a "phone group". 863
462.

Network Phones are subdivided into a set called "Mission Phones", defined by their

alleged "high-degree of covertness, cohesion and focus[ ... ] associated with serious, complex
and sophisticated criminal activity." 864 By contrast, the Prosecution failed to provide any
consistent definition of the term "Phone Group" and the criminality this infers. The
Prosecution provided unclear, contradictory submissions; alleging criminality from
speculative and prejudicial interpretation of supposed use patterns, based on unreliable
evidence.
463.

As the profile of the Purple-Phones did not fit with the expected and required use of

covert Mission Phones for the preparation and implementation of the FCR, this vague and
shifting definition allowed the Prosecution to maintain that the Purple-Group bore
responsibility.

A. "Network" and "Mission" Phones
464.

and

Phones are alleged to be "not used in the same way as

Indictment,para.15(a)-(e); PTB,paras.S-6.
PTB,paras.S-6,31.
864 Brief,para.344.
862
863
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PMPs. They are used for specific activities". 865 The Network Phones are alleged to have
operated using co-ordination and discipline pointing to an unusually well-resourced entity. 866
Each network is alleged to have exhibited levels of covertness, based on their alleged
. . tothe cnme.
.
867
prox1m1ty
465.

PHILIPS distinguished the Red, Green and Blue sets as "Mission Phones", 868 or

"operational tools during the material time for the express purpose of co-ordinating the
activities of the accused and their co-conspirators leading to the assassination of the
[HARIRI]". 869 They allegedly have a high degree of covertness, discipline, cohesion and
focus; 870 particularly where the criminal activity has an "exceptionally high gravity [or]
seriousness". 871 Further, Mission Phones protect the users from association with the crime. 872
If the phones are discovered, their covert use will dissociate the users from those phones. 873
466.

Whilst there is no "industry-wide" definition of the term, 874 PHILIPS' description

with regard to the deployment of covert phones in a "mission" can be considered in assessing
the credibility of the Prosecution's theory regarding the alleged involvement of the PurpleGroup in the conspiracy.
B. Phone Group

467.

The Prosecution made no attempt to clearly and consistently define the concept of the

"Phone Group". 875 This is undoubtedly because the Purple-Group operated as any other
PMP, thereby undermining the inference that they had a criminal purpose.
468.

Notably, the Indictment describes the Purple-Phones as PMPs; 876 subsequently

expanded upon in the PTB to "the Purple-Phones were used to communicate amongst each

PTB,para.21.
Brief,paras.1094-1095.
R67 Brief,Section-V(A).
868 PO 1117; Brief,para.344; Brief,Part. V(C).
869 20140116 STL-11-01 T T29 OFF PUB EN 54/108.
870 2015082(STL-11-0(T=Tl82_OFF_PUB_EN_102/113; Brief,paras.344,349,355,360.
871 20160831 STL-11-01 T T285 OFF PUB EN 12-13/123.
872 20160831-STL-11-01-T-T285-OFF -PUB-EN -12/123.
R73 20150821-STL-11-01-T-Tl82-OFF-PUB-EN -102/113.
874 The definition employ~d by PHILIPS-was c-;:-eated for sole purposes of this case, 20 150821_STL-1101 T Tl82 OFF PUB EN 104/113.
875 Th~ Cha~ber'~ findi~gs ;-n the categorisation of"phone groups" did not attempt to define the term see
20170125 STL-11-01 T T327 OFF PUB EN 36-41/113.
876 lndict~ent,para.16.- 865
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other and to communicate with others outside the group". 877 Opening the trial, the
Prosecution stated the "evidentiary significance" of the Purple-Phones arises solely from
their use, distinguishing them from the Mission Phones, whose characteristics of operation in
addition to their use allegedly belies their criminal purpose. 878 The Prosecution alleged the
Purple-Phones did not "consistently display the discipline of use and singularity of purpose
of the Mission Phones", 879 and that the Purple-Phones are "somewhere between PMPs and
Mission Phones". 880 This was further developed, describing them as "communication tools
among [the users] for the purpose of furthering the conspiracy but also for personal
matters". 881
469.

PLATT recognised that the Purple-Group "appear[s] to be largely used for personal

purposes". 882 However, whilst allegedly being used to further the conspiracy; discipline and
security concerns were not considered, as alleged with the Network Phones. 883 PLATT
speculated this lack of operational awareness probably resulted from a belief that "[the
phones] wouldn't be discovered". 884
470.

The Prosecution contends that at certain points in the alleged conspiracy, the Purple-

Group exhibited "level[ s] of covertness", while engaging in criminal activity. 885 However,
the Brief fails to clarify the specific nature of the Purple-Group and the necessary criminal
inferences to be drawn, relying almost entirely on alleged patterns of use, and points to two
isolated periods of behaviour as evidence of covert awareness and therefore criminal nature
of the Group. 886
471.

The Prosecution does not take a consistent or coherent position on the nature or role

of the Purple-Group. Instead, it inconsistently applies the unique characteristics of Mission
Phones where convenient and provides contradictory, unsatisfactory explanations as to why
the Group operated openly while engaged in the conspiracy.

PTB,para.31.
20140116 STL-11-01 T T29 OFF PUB EN 53/108.
879 20140116=STL-11-0(T=T29=OFF=PUB =EN=52/108 [emphasis added].
880 20140116 STL-11-01 T T29 OFF PUB EN 52/108.
881 20140116-STL-11-01-T-T29-OFF-PUB-EN -77/108.
882 20170207-STL-11-01-T-T33l OFF PUB EN 60/113.
883 20170207-STL-11-01-T-T331-OFF-PUB-EN -60-61/113.
884 20170215-STL-11-01-T-T336-OFF-PUB-EN -16/95.
885 20170112-STL-11-01-T-T321-OFF-PUB-EN -42/46.
886 Brief,para~584.
877
878
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II.

Purple-Phones Did Not Act in a Manner Consistent with Their Implication in
the Attack

472.

The Prosecution failed to prove that the only reasonable inference from the evidence

is that the Purple-Group acted as part of the conspiracy and was specifically responsible for
the FCR. Objectively assessed against all the relevant factors related to the FCR, only covert
phones would have been used for this operation. The Purple-Group does not fit this profile
and nothing relied upon by the Prosecution to suggest it does, stands up to scrutiny.

A. Factors Relevant for the Deployment of Covert Phones
473.

Overall, there are therefore four factors against which the Prosecution's case on the

FCR should be assessed: (1) complexity; (2) purpose; (3) gravity; and (4) Forensic-Visibility.
The evidence does not support any part of the Prosecution's case in relation to the Purple-

Phones, nor does it carry any credibility.
474.

The Prosecution reductively summarised PHILIPS' evidence that if covert phone use

is required for a crime, measures will be proportionate to: (i) seriousness and complexity of
the crime, its preparation, and its co-ordination; and (ii) the anticipated degree of risk that the
phone will be discovered, dictated by the phone's proximity to the crime scene, in order to
ensure that the crime will be executed leaving little or no clues as to the identity of the
perpetrator( s). 887
475.

In so doing, the Prosecution selectively interprets PHILIPS' evidence pertaining to the

deployment of covert phones in order to fashion evidence around its flawed narrative as to
the role of the Purple-Phones, disregarding PHILIPS' emphasis on gravity of the crime as
the key factor in their deployment.
476.

"Forensic-Visibility" is the main aspect of PHILIPS' evidence focused on in the Brief

in relation to the Purple-Phones, 888 which the Prosecution superficially summarises as "[the]
risk that the call activity will be associated with the crime (or "mission") by forensic analysis
after the event (e.g. by the proximity of calls to the time and location of its execution)". 889
477.

While PHILIPS testified that if a phone must be "in and around the crime scene at the

Brief,para.585.
Brief,paras.348,fn.660,354,359,363,383,450,462,468,490,593,595,598,863; PO 1118,slide.127;
20160831 STL-11-01 T T285 OFF PUB EN 16-17,32-34/123.
889 Brief,f~660.
- 887
888
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time of the crime, there is a possibility that it may be discovered", he emphasised that the
context in which this rests "relates to the gravity of the mission". 890
478.

Therefore, the more serious or grave the crime to be committed, the more resources

likely to be devoted to its investigation. 891 Consequently, "if the crime is serious, then [the
perpetrators] want to reduce [their] Forensic-Visibility to the maximum". 892
B. Assessment of use of Purple-Phones for the FCR

479.

The likelihood that the Purple-Phones were responsible for prepanng and

implementing the FCR must be assessed against these four overlapping factors. On the
Prosecution's own case, an objective assessment of these contextual factors demonstrates that
it is not even a reasonable inference that the Purple-Group was responsible for the FCR, let
alone the only reasonable one.
480.

In particular, the Prosecution now seeks to make extensive speculative submissions,

with virtually no citation to evidence, as to the alleged complexity, gravity and ForensicVisibility of the tasks allegedly undertaken by the Purple-Phones. 893 Indeed, contrary to their
own submissions, 894 the Prosecution's arguments are based entirely on counsel's supposition.
481.

The Prosecution alleges the Purple-Phones were in use for an approximate average

of two-and-a-half years. 895 At no point did they operate on a closed basis, nor show any
concern for limiting their use to a particular geographic area. 896 These phones were allegedly
used, inter alia, to call family members, purchase replica football shirts, buy furniture and
other routine activities. The Prosecution ignores these inconvenient facts in assessing the
likelihood of these phones being used for the FCR.
482.

The complete lack of operational security awareness and covert precautions displayed

by the Purple-Group is therefore thoroughly incongruous with its alleged involvement in the
attack.

20160831_STL-11-01_T_T285 _OFF_PUB _EN_16-17,32/123; P01117,para.5.1.1.6.
20160831 STL-11-01 T T285 OFF PUB EN 16-17,33/123.
892 20160831-STL-11-01-T-T285-OFF-PUB-EN -16-17,33/123.
893 Brief,para;-.584-598. - 894 Brief,paras.38-39.
895 Brief,para.579-581.
is alleged to have been used by an accused between 19/12/2002 and
15/02/2005;
is alleged to have been used by an accused between 09/01/2003 and 16/02/2005;
is alleged to have been used by an accused between 22111/2001 and 16/02/2005.
896 PO 1117,paras.5.1.3.1-3, 5.1.3.13 -a diversionary criteria expected of phones undertaking serious crime.
890
891
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1. Complexity
483.

On the Prosecution's case, the FCR was a complex operation necessitating dedicated

mobile phones for the preparation and implementation of its constituent acts. Therefore, the
speculation that "properly conducted, the preparation of the false claim did not require a
covert phone", 897 is without merit.
484.

The Briefs analysis of this complexity, 898 is conveniently selective, inviting the

Chamber to make findings based on a view of the FCR isolated from the wider context of the
plot as a whole, contrary to the repeated pleas for a "holistic" interpretation of the
evidence. 899
485.

In "deconstructing" the FCR into five rudimentary components, 900 the Prosecution

postulates that each step would not "require a large team of people to complete" and none
"inherently required the use of a mobile phone". 901 The Prosecution opines that the Chamber
should not be surprised that a network was not established to carry out the FCR. 902 This is
distinctly superficial.
486.

Steps 1 and 2 required the perpetrators to pose as a Christian "convert" in order to

identify and gain the trust of an individual, with whom they had no prior relationship, and
who could falsely claim responsibility for the attack. This was to be carried out in an
unfamiliar area of Beirut, 903 and required the individual to be unaware until his abduction that
the "convert" was working as part of a team.
487.

Step 3 required the creation of a fictitious trail towards Tripoli and by the extension to

Iraq, the identification of the individual's landline, making untraceable calls to that landline
or ones which would have come from Tripoli to complete the false trail. 904
488.

Step 4 required moving the individual to an undisclosed location and recording a

claim of responsibility without informing the individual of the purpose or implication of the

Brief,para.586.
Brief,paras.584-598.
899 Brief,paras.17,42,43,51,71-79,506,620.
900 Brief,para.591.
901 Brief,para.592.
902 Brief,para.593.
903 Brief,para.51 0.
904 Brief,para.1115.
897
898
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claim. 905
489.

Step 5 required the identification of a popular news agency to collect and broadcast

the FCR. 906 The calls were to be made from the same telecard from payphones located around
the individual's residence. 907
490.

Steps 4 and 5 had to be synchronised with the timing of the assassination to allow for

the delivery of the FCR-Tape in a selected location, and the drafting of a FCR-Letter with
further details of the claim. 908
491.

All five steps of the FCR required the ability to react and respond to any Issues

involving the implementation of the tasks, including potentially being uncovered by law
enforcement, thus undermining the Prosecution's claim that a Network wasn't required.
492.

PLATT's testimony that the phones for the FCR were not used for any covert activity,

like surveillance, 909 adopted by the Prosecution in its Brief, 910 is also untenable in light of the
Prosecution's reliance on the "intensive" COLA phase, 911 and the FCR as a "complicated
operation". 912
493.

The FCR also involved other alleged preparatory actions that were apparently

necessary to the FCR, but which were conspicuously ignored in the Brief for the purpose of
assessing complexity, including:
a) The surveillance of the AUM area prior ABU ADASS' selection; 913
b) The alleged intelligence-gathering aspect within the team; 914
c) Visiting Tripoli, either to lead another false trail, or to select a different
individual; 915
d) The calls from the AUM area to ABU ADASS' Landline; 916
Brief,para1120.
20170214 STL-11-01 T T335 OFF PUB EN 20/110.
907 Part-5,III-A.
908 Brief,paras.1117-1119,1174,1188.
909 20170214 STL-11-01 T T335 OFF PUB EN 89-90/110.
910 Brief,para~595.
911 Brief,para.533,537-538.
912 20170221_STL-11-01_T_T338_OFF _PUB _EN_104/111; 20170214_STL-1101 T T335 OFF PUB EN 20/110;20170306 STL-11-01 T T342 OFF PRY EN 29/112.
913 20l4061S STL-11-61 T-T51 OFF PUB EN 49/71.
-914 20140618-STL-11-01-T-T51-OFF -PUB-EN-52/71.
915 2014061(STL-11-0(T=T5(0FF=PUB=EN=47-48/71; 20170126_STL-1101 T T328 OFF PRY EN 75-76/120.
916 Brief,par;s.55S-558.905
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e) The "scoping" mission to identify appropriate payphones and hiding
place for the FCR-Tape; 917 and
f) The apparent strict control over the operation by a supervisor in a
remote location. 918

494.

On the Prosecution's case, phones were necessary for the FCR. However, using the

Purple-Phones rather than a dedicated covert network for the FCR is extremely unlikely
based on this complexity alone. It defies belief that the alleged commanders of a conspiracy
planned and executed to such a high degree of sophistication and military precision, with
plenty of time to plan and organise the mission, would allow the FCR, the security measure
for the entire operation, to be executed using open PMPs which had been in operation for
several years.
2. Purpose of FCR
495.

Consideration of the alleged purpose and gravity of the FCR is, within PHILIPS'

definition, crucial in assessing the likelihood of involvement of the Purple-Phones.
496.

The FCR is alleged to have been aimed at manipulating and influencing the public

perception of both the Lebanese and international community. 919 It was designed to shield
literally every person involved in the assassination ofHARIRI.
497.

On the Prosecution's case, the specific function ofthe FCR is stated to have been "of

fundamental importance to the conspiracy", not been "merely an addendum" but rather "an
integral part of it: aimed at shielding the real perpetrators from their involvement, whilst
deflecting blame from their sponsor who evidently feared being held accountable in its
absence". 920 The FCR was allegedly the ultimate layer of protection for every user of the
Networks who had already employed extreme measures to ensure that if their phones were
identified, the users could never be associated with the crime. 921
498.

However, the Prosecution's position on the intent of the FCR is inconsistent. On one

hand it emphasises that those responsible for the FCR were determined that the FCR be taken

20170214 STL-11-01 T T335 OFF PUB EN 20/110.
919 Brief,para.1117.
920 Brief,para.1047; see paras.588,622.
921 Brief, Section-V.
917
918

Brief,para~.599-610.
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seriously by the investigative authorities and the wider public, 922 and was specifically
"designed to dovetail with the trail left by the attack, and to direct attention towards the
general Tripoli area and away from the group of perpetrators situated in Dahyieh, Beirut". 923
Yet simultaneously, it asserts that the objective ofthose fabricating the "El-Nusra-wal-Jihadfi-Bilad-El-Sham" group "was not to ensure that a specific, identifiable group or entity would
be blamed" but instead the objective was merely "to confuse and divert forensic enquiry
away from the true perpetrators". 924 This inconsistent position adopted by the Prosecution is a
further attempt to make the inconvenient facts fit its theory.
499.

The success of the conspiracy was inextricably linked to the success of the FCR. If it

failed to succeed, the carefully prepared and protected covert networks would be far more
liable to be identified, and the plot would unravel.
500.

To state that this operation, constituting an "effort to hide from justice", 925 and

designed specifically to safeguard the anonymity of every conspirator, would be carried out
using open PMPs is consequently absurd. If the specific purpose of the FCR was specifically
to direct attention towards Tripoli and most importantly, away from Dahiyeh, the absolute
necessity for the group tasked with making this claim to use strictly covert phones is
manifest, especially if the FCR had a distinct possibility ofbeing revealed.
3. Gravity and Resources
501.

As per PHILIPS, the graver the crime, the greater need to ensure that phones used in

its commission remain undetected. If those phones risk detection, the greater the need to
ensure that the users remain dissociated from those phones. 926
502.

The attack was at the highest end of the scale, carried out in "the heart of Lebanon's

capital city, in the middle of a weekday and in utter disregard of human life", 927 caused by the
detonation of "approximately 2,500 kilogrammes of TNT". 928 It plunged Lebanon into
turmoil, wreaking immeasurable damage and spreading terror across the country". 929

Brief,paras.1117-1120.
Brief,para.1115.
924 Brief,para.1114.
925 Brief,para.2.
926 Part-4,ll-A.
927 Brief,para.1.
928 Brief,para.2.
929 Brief,para.2.
922
923
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PUBLIC

Therefore, based on the seriousness of its outcome and methods, it was foreseeable that it
would attract an investigative response hitherto unseen in Lebanon. Any phones which had
any potential connection to the attack would therefore have an elevated likelihood of
detection.
503.

The Prosecution placed considerable emphasis on the resources behind the set up and

maintenance of the Red, Green, Blue and Yellow phones throughout the Brief, 930 provided
by an "unusually well-resourced sponsor", 931 thus alleging inherent criminal purpose and
backing:
a) The Red-Network comprised eight phones; six phones used and two
phones in reserve. 932 Roughly US$1,150-1,334 was spent on their use
and they were disposed ofwith a combined credit ofUS$495.18. 933
b) The Green-Network comprised 18 phones; with three operative 934 and
maintained for ten months at approximately US$600/month, as well as
handsets and US$1,140 for the SIM cards, estimated at US$6,115.06. 935
c) The Blue-Network comprised 15 phones; six phones forming a subgroup.936 The resources allocated to this Network were "unusually
generous", with no attempt to regain the US$5,157 credit upon
deactivation. 937
d) Though precise financial figures are not available for the cost of the
Yellow-Network, it is alleged that 13 phones in total were used and the
addition of credit was co-ordinated for ten months. 938
504.

Covert, "Mission Phones" would therefore clearly be affordable based on the

Prosecution's case. That the PMPs used by the Purple-Group would fit seamlessly into this
structure lacks any credibility to a degree given the alleged "importance of the task and the
gravity of its consequences" .939 The allegation that the security of the entire operation would
be gambled on a hope that authorities would not properly investigate the only claim of
responsibility for the assassination does not ring true and should be given no credence.

Brief,paras.342,350,356,361,366, 1113,1116,1094-1095.
Brief,paras.1094-1095; see paras.338-340,1113.
932 Brief,para.346.
933 Brief,para.350.
934 Brief,paras.351-352.
935 Brief,para.356.
936 Brief,para.358.
937 Brief,para.361.
938 Brief,paras.364,375.
939 Brief,para.622.
930
931
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4. Proximity
505.

The Prosecution claims that "the nature of the task facing those responsible for setting

up and delivering the false claim [did not necessitate the need for phone] use [ ... ] in the
vicinity of the crime scene, for calls to ABU ADASS, or to make calls to the media". 940 The
Prosecution thereby erroneously implies that this results in low Forensic-Visibility for the
FCR.
506.

First, although the physical location of the explosion is the primary crime scene in the

plot, it is not the sole crime scene. Both the area from which ABU ADASS disappeared and
the area from which the FCR was delivered are, for investigative purposes, crime scenes. By
the proximity of the alleged phone users to these crimes scenes alone, the Forensic-Visibility
of the FCR is increased.
507.

Second, though the calls to the media were allegedly conducted using payphones, the

inter-communications of the Purple-Group were alleged to have been made by mobile
phones, in relation to: delivery of the FCR-Tape, FCR-Calls, and observance of the Tree.
Again these communications increase the Forensic-Visibility ofthe FCR.
508.

It is readily apparent that the first place the authorities would begin their investigation

would be the first person to put a face to possible perpetrators: ABU ADASS. As the person
appearing in the FCR-Video, ABU ADASS would clearly be the subject of intense
investigation. If ABU ADASS is indeed the innocent figure with no ties to terrorist groups as
alleged by the Prosecution, then those responsible for his disappearance would reasonably
anticipate this to become quickly apparent to investigators.
509.

Had the Lebanese authorities believed the FCR without question, they would

evidently have concentrated their efforts on determining how ABU ADASS came to be in
possession of 2,500 kilogrammes of TNT and more importantly, who assisted him. This
would include all associates and any recent events of changes that could have led to his
involvement in the assassination. Anyone involved in his disappearance would risk detection.
510.

The Prosecution's reliance on the fact that the

were allegedly not

discovered until 2008, 941 to support its view that the FCR demonstrated an "extremely low
940
941

Brief,para.596.
Brief,para.598.
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Forensic-Visibility" is irrelevant and misleading. The testimony cited in support of this point
relates to chain of custody and of when DONALDSON became aware that the Purple-

Phones were identified to the UNIIIC. 942 No evidence has been presented to establish when
these numbers were first identified by the Lebanese Authorities.
511.

Notwithstanding this, immediately after the broadcast of the FCR, BEN -JEDDO

informed "Al-Jazeera viewers and the wider world" that the group claiming to be responsible
for the attack was likely not genuine. 943 Therefore any diligent investigator could have
followed this lead and concentrated their attention to the areas from where calls were made to
identify suspicious call activity. Any delay in identifying individuals allegedly involved in
the FCR speaks more to the quality of investigation carried out subsequent to the attack than
any supposed low Forensic-Visibility.
512.

The Prosecution placed substantial emphasis on the efforts of the Networks to evade

being linked with the assassination. 944 This attention to operational security was pervasive in
all the Networks, with protective covert features in place prior to their alleged inclusion in the
conspiracy. 945 Although the levels varied, each group, regardless of size, geographical or
temporal proximity to the assassination crime scene, employed covert tactics to protect its
users. Even the Yellow-Network, despite its "very remote" forensic association with the
Attack, put in place, prior to engagement with the operation, covert protocols to protect its
users and their contacts from association with the crime. 946
513.

In light of the high Forensic-Visibility of the acts necessary to this task and the

attention the operation would foreseeably attract it is therefore nonsensical that the task of
preparing and implementing the FCR would be entrusted to an open network, which is
alleged to have only carried out a risk assessment regarding their Forensic-Visibility postfact.947 Subsequently, PLATT's speculative testimony that the lack of security awareness in
during the FCR was a simple mistake, because "criminals [ ... ] don't always
think of everything", that they may not have been concerned for their safety as they had

Brief,fn.1189 citing 20170919_STL-11-01_T_T395 _OFF _PUB _EN_16-22/106.
Brief,para.111 0; P00497 ,00:35 :50-00:36:02; 5DOO 179 ,p.15; P00497 ,00:22:50-00:23: 17; 5DOO 179,pp.9-1 0;
20150708 STL-11-01 T Tl68 OFF PUB EN 84-87/108.
944 Brief,S~ction-V.
945 Brief,paras.343-365.
946 20160406_STL-11-01_T_T252_OFF _PUB _EN_36-38,43-44,54-55/107; Brief,paras.362-364.
947 20170207 STL-11-01 T T331 OFF PUB EN 60-62/113.
942
943
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"limited activity around the mosque" 948 or lacked confidence in locating a suitable subject for
the FCR, 949 and that only in the post-operation debrief was it deduced that the phone activity
had left them vulnerable to detection, 950 is untenable.
C. Purple-Phones Covert Awareness

514.

The Prosecution contradictorily submits that the users of the Purple-Group made a

miscalculated decision not to use covert phones during the FCR; 951 yet at the same time, had
an "advanced level of awareness of covert practices", 952 relying on two elements:
a) The supposed "simultaneous inactivity" on the day of ABU AD ASS'
953
.
d1sappearance;
and
b) The discarding of the Purple-Phones over a 48 hour period between 15
and 16 February 2005. 954
515.

Neither factor is as described by the Prosecution, nor do they lead to the inferences

proposed.
1. Inactivity
516.

The Prosecution seeks to infer that the inactivity of the Purple-Phones on the date of

ABU ADASS' disappearance signifies criminal involvement of their users. 955 PLATT
suggests two possible reasons for this inactivity: (i) the concern that the users would lose the
phone during a potential struggle (for which no evidence has been presented) and (ii) to
ensure that the users were not traced. 956 He theorises that this move was taken as a result of
an operational plan, prior to the abduction, to safeguard the security of those involved. 957
517.

PLATT therefore suggests that for a period of 48-hours, during the alleged abduction

of ABU AD ASS, its users temporarily displayed a high awareness of operational security, yet
return to using their open-use PMPs once their alleged task has been completed. 958
518.

It is absurd to suggest that the

D---~-1 ~

~-~~---

was not concerned with being

20170214 STL-11-01 T T335 OFF PUB EN 90/110.
20170207-STL-11-01-T-T331-OFF-PUB-EN -60-62/113.
950 20170315-STL-11-01-T-T348-OFF-PUB-EN -80/99.
951 Brief,para~.594-598.
952 Brief,para.584.
953 Brief,paras.549-554,584.
954 Brief,paras.579-584.
955 Brief,paras.549-554.
956 20170214 STL-11-01 T T335 OFF PUB EN 65-66/110.
957 20170214-STL-11-01-T-T335-OFF-PUB-EN-68-69/110.
958 20170214-STL-11-01-T-T335-OFF-PUB-EN -68-711110.
948
949
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discovered until after the completion of the FCR, yet in the same breath extrapolate from
rows of CDRs that the users in fact had a high awareness of their security, but only for the
period that fits the Prosecution's case.

a. Purple-Associates
519.

The Prosecution significantly relies on the analysis of the Purple-Associates to

support its theory that the inactivity of the phones was unusual. 959
520.

The Prosecution did not explain during trial, or in its Brief, the relevance of the

Purple-Associates; beyond the assertion that they allegedly share "certain call patterns at key
moments in the conspiracy", 960 and that they were in regular contact with the Purple-

Phones.961
521.

No evidence was presented on the involvement of these phones in the conspiracy,

beyond vague submissions by Prosecution counsel, 962 erroneously relying on PHILIPS'
evidence, that "given the unusual nature of these types of phones, anything exceptional, such
as patterns, must immediately be looked at". 963 As this evidence was given in the context of
covert Mission Phones, which do not share any traits with the Purple-Phones, nothing can
consequently be drawn from this.

b.
522.

"Exceptional behaviour"

The manner in which the Prosecution interprets the periods of inactivity is misleading

and should be discounted, as it considers phone activity on singular calendar date.
523.

From 01/09/2004 to 16/02/2005, Purple-018 was inactive for 20 consecutive hours or

more on 26 occasions, 12 of which lasted over 24-hours. 964 Similarly, over the same period,
inactivity of 19-hours or more occurred on 10 occasions on Purple-095, 965 56 occasions on

Brief,para.550-554.
Brief,fn.1 054.
961 20170126 STL-11-01 T T328 OFF PRY EN 41120.
962 20170116=STL-11-0(T=T322=OFF =PUB =EN)1/102; 20170206_STL-1101 T T330 OFF PUB EN 18/113;20170213 STL-11-01 T T334 OFF PUB EN 79-821114.
963 20l70213 STL-11-61 T-T334 OFF PUB EN 81-821114:964 P01221,ro~s.7565-7566(45.4hrs), 7573-7574,i622-7623,7694-7695,7930-7931(28.1hrs), 7938-7939,79397940(28hrs), 7984-7985,7988-7989,8123-8124,8124-8125(25.1hrs), 8140-8141, 8184-8185, 82078208(25.7hrs), 8214-8215,8223-8224(29.4hrs), 8231-8232(40.7hrs), 8234-8235,8251-8252(28hrs), 82988299, 8539-8540(32.3hrs), 8542-8543(35.6hrs), 8614-8615,8678-8679,8717-8718,8737-8738.
965 P01223,rows.6401-6402, 6583-6584, 6678-6679(24.27hrs), 7184-7185, 7653-7654(34.58hrs), 7814-7815,
7946-7947, 7983-7984(27.19hrs), 8045-8046, 8132-8133.
959

960
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Purple-231, 966 24 occasiOns on Purple-Associate 375, 967 and 15 occasiOns on PurpleAssociate 744. 968
524.

Such frequency of long breaks suggests these are not heavy phone users.

Consequently a prolonged, simultaneous silence is not as exceptional or inexplicable as the
Prosecution portrays.
525.

Moreover, the Purple-Phones were not the only phones which had reduced activity

on this day. Three of the Purple-alike Numbers also exhibited the same pattern, which
underscores the statistical ordinariness of inactivity contemporaneous to ABU AD ASS'
departure. 969
526.

It therefore remains entirely possible that the mutual silence on 16 January was indeed

coincidental. It is not the only reasonable inference that the Purple-Group was involved in
the alleged ABU ADASS abduction on that day.
2. Discardment
527.

The Prosecution asserts the Purple-Phones were discarded in a "near-simultaneous,

sudden" manner, 970 due to concern regarding the "miscalculated" and, apparently, "frenzied"
phone use that took place during the FCR. 971 The Prosecution attaches an unwarranted
significance to the cessation of activity by misleadingly comparing it to the co-ordinated and

966 P00527 ,rows.2383-23 84,2390-2391,2397 -2398,2413-2414,2459-2460,2567[ sic ]-3213,2568-2569,2616[ sic]3222, 2646-2647,2656-2657, 2662-2663, 2666-2667(26hrs), 2667-2668(25.4hrs), 2681-2682,26892690(28.7hrs), 2700[sic]-3232(25.7hrs), 2714-2715,2720-2721 ,2740-3236[ sic ](25.5hrs), 2819[sic]-3251,
3257[sic]-2840,2840-2841, 2852-2853, 2858-2859, 2864-2865(24.4hrs), 2868-2869, 2897-2898, 2901 [sic]3266,2907-2908(28hrs), 2918-2919, 2926[sic]-3267, 2943-2944,2951-2952, 2966-2967(25hrs), 3297[sic]2980(24.6hrs), 3009[sic]-3304(27.5hrs), 3305[sic]-3010, 3014-3015,3020-3021, 3022-3023,3034[sic]-3309,
3037 -3038(38.8hrs), 3075[ sic ]-3325(49.9hrs), 3079-3080(26hrs), 3083-3084,3087 -3088,3088[ sic ]-3340, 30953096,31 09[ sic ]-3348,3114-3115,3118-3119, 3120-3121(25hrs), 3134[sic ]-3358(25hrs), 3149-3150,3167-3168,
3172[ sic ]-3361.
967 P01339,rows.0099-0 100,0227-0228(24.3hrs), 0392-0393,0393-0394( 47.9hrs), 0394-0395,0397-0398, 04190420, 0461-0462,0641-0642,0650-0651 ,0659-0660,0711-0712(30. 7hrs), 0741-0742,0790-0791 (24. 7hrs), 07910792,081 0-0811,0811-0812(24.1hrs), 0835-0836,0878-0879,0971-0972(57.7hrs), 1054-1055,1098-1099, 11481149, 1167-1168.
968 PO 1342, rows.1162-1163, 1178-1179, 1492-1493, 1979-1980(72.2hrs), 2036-2037(74.9hrs), 20502051(24.8hrs), 2086-2087, 2115-2116(36.4hrs), 2139-2140(35.8hrs), 2166-2167(37.3hrs), 2185-2186(8lhrs),
2205-2206(24.8hrs), 2217-2218(34.4hrs), 2239-2240(38.8hrs), 2268-2269(27.6hrs).
969 Part-5,ll-A.2.b; 5D00348,slides.21-24,47-48,70-71; 20170406_STL-11-01_T_T355 _OFF _PUB _74-76,9192,97-98/126.
970 Brief,para.582.
971 Brief,paras.579-583,587-588.
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synchronised shut down ofthe Red and Green-Networks. 972
528.

Following broadcast of the FCR, Purple-231 continued to be in operation for

approximately 15-hours, with the last call made at 11:12 on 15 February 2005; 973 Purple-095
continued to be in operation for approximately 40-hours, with the last call made at 10:46 on
16 February 2005; 974 Purple-018 continued to be in operation for approximately 46-hours,
with the last call made at 15.25 on 16 February. 975 Though closely related in time, this
gradual cessation of use occurring over the course of two days cannot be considered "nearsimultaneous" or "sudden".
529.

PLATT speculated that some risk assessment was carried out following the

completion of the FCR. 976 On the Prosecution's case, the users of the Purple-Phones
received a warning from their commanders, that due to the reckless use of their PMPs, they
had potentially compromised themselves and every person involved in the operation. Despite
having received this grave news, the Group continued phone-use over two days, before
finally discontinuing.
530.

In contrast, all phones on the Red-Network ceased activity immediately before the

assassination, within four minutes of each other, never to be used again. 977 The GreenNetwork similarly ceased all activity an hour before the attack, synchronising the final call
between the only two phones still active on the network. 978 The parallel drawn between the
gradual discontinuing of the Purple-Phones and the synchronised shutdown of the Green
and Red-Networks is wholly illusory and lacks any credibility. Comparing the activity in
fact shows the distinct lack of cohesion between the Purple-Phones and the phones involved
in the assassination.
531.

Markedly absent from the Prosecution's assertion that this was a coordinated shut

down is the inclusion of the activity of the so-called Purple-Associates that were used openly
for approximately two months in the wake of the attack. 979 Though the Purple-Associates are
not alleged to have taken part in the delivery of the FCR, they are alleged to have played an
Brief,para.583.
P00527,rows.3211-3212.
974 P01223,rows.8132-8149.
975 P01221,rows.8732-8739.
976 20170209 STL-11-01 T T333 OFF PRY EN 66-67/94.
977 P01117,p~as.5.2.5.3-4,s:S.1.45~
978 PO 1116,paras.7.7; P01117 ,para.5.2.11.3; P00796.1,paras.695-696; P00795,slides.60-61.
979 P01342,rows.2296-2964; P01339,rows.1158-1426.
972
973
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unspecified role in the abduction of ABU ADASS and the production of the FCR-Video. 980 It
is entirely implausible that a risk assessment carried out by an organisation so concerned with
operational security, as alleged by the Prosecution, would not consider alleged coperpetrators of the abduction itself to be a potential security risk.
3. Other relevant factors
a. Activity on 17 January 2005

532.

It is alleged that on 17 January 2005, one day after allegedly carrymg out an

abduction, following weeks of surveillance in the area, the user of Purple-095 travelled back
to the AUM in order to make phone calls to the ABU ADASS Landline. 981
533.

Despite earlier testifying that the Purple-Group operated without concern for covert

measures, PLATT speculated that Purple-095 sought to draw the trail away from the areas he
lived, worked or frequented and to concentrate all activity in the AUM area, in order to make
the FCR seem genuine. 982 This contradicts his assessment that the Purple-Group had no
concern for covertness during the FCR, as they did not believe their activity risked detection.
b. Security Tightening

534.

PLATT stated those in charge of the conspuacy were "forever rev1ewmg their

security" leading to a fear that the semi-covert Yellow-Network risked exposing the
operation, as it had been "used [ ... ] for a number of years". 983 The subsequent shutdown of
this network is described by the Prosecution as a tightening of operational security that
coincided with the conclusion of the COLA phase. 984
535.

To suggest that a security tightening measure would result in the shutdown of a semi-

covert network, yet would leave a group of PMPs such as the Purple-Group to be used on an
open basis during the assassination phase of the plot is beyond any measure of credibility.

D. Connections Between

and Network Phones Demonstrate Lack

of Involvement

Brief,paras.549-554.
Brief,paras.555-558.
982 20170215 STL-11-01 T T336 OFF PUB EN 3-7/95.
983 20170209-STL-11-01-T-T333-OFF-PRY-EN-65/94.
984 Brief,para~611.
980
981
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1. PMP-091 and Purple-231
536.

The Prosecution highlights one set of calls between PMP-091, which it attributes to

AYYASH, and Purple-231. 985 The Brief focuses on the fact that it occurs during activity on
the Blue-Network. 986 The suggestion that these calls are connected to and form "an integral
part of a tight and related sequence of successive Blue-Network calls between AYYASH,
S6, S7, S9 and S816" 987 are solely counsel submissions, 988 and not adopted by PLATT. 989
537.

The second set of calls 990 is similarly treated, wherein they are connected to the

alleged "rehearsal for the assassination". 991 PLATT merely states that these calls imply a
connection between the FCR and the assassination and in fact rejects the Prosecution's
attempt to lead him to any further conclusions. 992 The Prosecution, again, cites to its own
submissions to manufacture a heightened significance from activity on the CDRs. 993
538.

The lack of evidence to which the Prosecution can cite is demonstrative of the absence

of a coherent and supported case in this regard. The evidence merely shows that these two
phones called each other on the dates stated. The Prosecution does not explain any plausible
reason for Purple-231 and PMP-091 to break communication protocol from what is
allegedly an established and disciplined "command and control" structure at an "executive"
level. 994
539.

The circular explanation provided is that these calls took place in order to not breach

the triangular structure of the Green-Network, though no satisfactory explanation is
provided as to why the Green-Network on this occasion was incapable of acting as "the
communication hub used to command and oversee the preparation of each limb of the
plot". 995 No inferences can this be drawn from these alleged contacts.

PO 1266,D04184 78-79 ,rows.0869 ,0877,0881,0883,0887.
Brief,para.615.
9R? Brief,para.614.
988 Brief,fn.1213,PO 1782,paras.708-709 (P01782 was admitted on proviso that it does not have relevance or
probative value under Rule 149(C) in the sense of classical evidence and is merely a "mixture of demonstrative
evidence and submissions", 20171003 _STL-11-01_T_T405 _OFF _PUB _EN_54/55); 20170221_STL-1101 T T338 OFF PUB EN 70-711111.
989 20l7022l_STL-11-6l_T=T338_OFF _PUB _EN_68/111; P01783,paras.738-740.
990 PO 1266,D0418478-79,rows.0869,0877,0881,0883,0887; PO 1907 ,slides.1 09-111,122-124.
991 Brief,para.615.
992 20170306 STL-11-01 T T342 OFF PRY EN 89-90,104-105/112.
993 P01782,p~as.708-709~ 994 20170208_STL-11-01_T_T332_OFF _PUB _EN_23/105; Brief,paras.354,491-496,599-610.
995 Brief,para.354.
985

986
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2. Yellow-425 to Purple-018

540.

This call is linked to the alleged tightening of operational security following the initial

phase of the conspiracy. 996 The Prosecution alleges further significance in the call by virtue
of the fact that Yellow-425 subsequently contacted Y ellow-294, which it attributes to
AYYASH, over two-hours later. 997
541.

In the context of the alleged tightening of operational security, this call between

Yellow-425 and Purple-018 is particularly anomalous. It is illogical that a semi-covert

network, that has maintained strict discipline in inter-network contact throughout the
operation, yet is deemed to be a security risk, would breach discipline at this supposedly
crucial point to contact a Purple-Phone. This is particularly so when the Prosecution's case
is that the user of Purple-231 was acting at all times as a supervisor of both Purple-018 and
Purple-095, 998 and that he in tum was supervised and directed by Green-300. 999

542.

This allegation suffers from the same break in logic as the contact between Purple-

231 and PMP-091. The alleged communication structure was built and maintained for the

express purpose of security, and a call between a semi-covert network and the PurplePhones cannot simply be explained by speculating that it was a mistake on the part of the

users. Indeed, it is demonstrative of the fact that the Purple-Phones, and Purple-018 in
particular, were outside of the alleged conspiracy.

996
997
998
999

Brief,paras.611,612.
Brief,para.612; PO 1242,D0378970,rows.0849 ,0852.
Brief,paras.604-606.
Brief,paras.509-603,607-610.
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PART 5 -

CHALLENGES TO ALLEGED SPECIFIC ROLE OF

PURPLE-GROUP IN CONSPIRACY
I.

Characteristics of FCR and Link to Actual Perpetrators
A. Purpose of FCR

543.

Shortly after the assassination of HARIRI, Al-Jazeera received the FCR-Video, 1000

and Letter, 1001 in which ABU ADASS claimed responsibility for the attack on behalf of "ElNusra-wal-Jihad-fi-Bilad-El-Sham".1002 The FCR-Video was broadcast on television. 1003 A
Fax was sent several hours later, providing information on the personality and associations of
ABU ADASS. 1004 The purpose of the FCR was to deflect blame onto ABU AD ASS and the
fictitious group, in the hope that this would lead investigators away from the true
perpetrators.
544.

In this regard, the Defence does not contest that ABU ADASS was not the suicide

bomber, that the group to whom he belonged was fictitious and that the FCR was intended to
mislead investigations. 1005
545.

However, the Defence refutes that the FCR was executed by the Purple-Group, and

by extension, senior members of Hezbollah' s military wing. The nature, content and purpose
of the FCR-Video, FCR-Letter and Fax implicate the involvement of persons other than the
accused.
B. FCR-Video and FCR-Letter
1. Discrepancies
546.

The FCR was intended to imply that extremist Sunni groups linked to the Imam Ali

Mosque had carried out the attack. However, the choice of words spoken by ABU ADASS,
as well as his appearance and demeanour, suggest that he was tricked rather than coerced into
claiming responsibility and that this was done by Ahbash. This is evident from a collective
review of the FCR-Video and Letter.

P00499.
P00500.
1002 lndictment,para.5.
1003 F1479,disposition.
1004 5D00259; 5D00507.
1005 20151119 STL-11-01 T T219 OFF PRY EN 102/126.
1000

1001
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547.

There is no logical reason as to why a genuine jihadi group would simultaneously

claim responsibility by letter, phone call and video given the latter makes any other means
redundant. Nor has the Prosecution provided any explanation for the anomalous FCR-Letter,
choosing instead to consider the FCR-Letter and FCR-Video as being two identical parts of
the same claim. 1006
548.

In contrast, the Defence contends that notable discrepancies between the contents of

the FCR-Video and Letter provide crucial information as to the details of ABU ADASS'
involvement and those behind his disappearance.
549.

First, the FCR-Letter explicitly referred to information which could not have been

read by ABU ADASS without alerting him to the true purpose of his "confession". ABU
ADASS makes no claim of personal responsibility for the attack on HARIRI in the FCRVideo. In contrast, the FCR-Letter is specifically detailed, with the name of both ABU
ADASS and the fictitious group as the perpetrators of the attack, implying that those who
wrote it were eager for those leads to be followed.
550.

Second, ABU ADASS' failure to personally claim the attack as his own demonstrates

that he was not fully cognizant of the purpose of the confession. Additionally, only the FCRLetter makes reference to the specific date of the attack, further supporting the implication
that ABU ADASS was unaware of the true nature of his involvement.
551.

Third, the FCR-Video implies the imminence of multiple attacks, consistent with

ABU ADASS not being aware that the video was being used for the sole purpose of a single
attack. This claim was not repeated in the FCR-Letter.
2. Appearance of ABU ADASS
552.

ABU ADASS appeared physically different in the FCR-Video as compared to when

he left home. He is described as having lost weight, 1007 and a longer beard. 1008 This is
consistent with the FCR-Video being recorded sometime after the disappearance of ABU
ADASS on 16 January 2005, in contrast to the newly-advanced suppositions of the

1006
1007
1008

Brief,para.11 07.
5D00515, p.2; 20151117 _STL-11-01_T_T217 _OFF _PRY_EN_89/126.
P02129, 300146; P02131, para.170; 5D00515, p.2; 20151117 _STL-11-01_T_T217 _OFF _PRY_EN_89/126.
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Prosecution. 1009
553.

The clothes worn by ABU ADASS on the FCR-Video were not his own and never

worn previously. 1010 In particular, the turban used in the FCR-Video did not belong to ABU
AD ASS, 1011 and described as the kind associated with attendees of the Imam Ali Mosque 1012
steering the investigation towards the Imam Ali Mosque, which was also targeted in the Fax
sent to the authorities following the assassination.
3. Shooting ofFCR-Video
554.

The Prosecution has offered no cogent evidence in relation to the circumstances in

which the FCR-Video was recorded. No evidence, forensic or otherwise, was recovered
which links the accused to the production of the video.
555.

In contrast, the results of Lebanese and UNIIIC investigations demonstrated that AL-

MASRI, a member of Ahbash, 1013 who maintained business association with the Ahbash
owner of PowerGroup, linked to the sale of the Red SIMs, 1014 and who also operated within
the Sunni Jihadist movement, may have been involved in creating the video. Lebanese
investigations also demonstrated that AL-MASRI was charged for his involvement in
purchasing telecommunications material for a terrorist group. 1015
556.

Whilst a video-camera and matching video cassettes were found in a 2006 search at

AL-MASRI's residence, no other video-camera with a clear link to the disappearance of
ABU ADASS has ever been recovered. 1016
C. Fax

557.

Within hours of the FCR-Video broadcast, the Fax was sent to Lebanese officials

detailing information on ABU ADASS and purported associates. The Fax was prepared and
distributed by ABDEL-AAL, a leading Ahbash figure, 1017 who was subsequently suspected
by UNIIIC for his involvement in the attack based on, inter alia, his close association with
1009

Brief,paras.552-554.
P00461 ,50003490; 5000515,p.2; 5000518,50011527; P02128,L0005312; P02129 ,300146. See also
20151117 STL-11-01 T T217 OFF PRY EN 89-90/126.
1011 P0046l,50003490;5D00513,50008260:1012 20151117 STL-11-01 T T217 OFF PRY EN 96/126.
1013 5ooo254 no239853
1014 2015090l STL-11-01 T Tl88 OFF PRY2 EN 75-90/120.
1015 5ooo5o2 "Loo10221
1016 5000500;5000498, 0011093
1017 5000254,00239851.
1010

i
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Lebanese and Syrian state officials. 1018
558.

Whilst the suspicious nature of the timing and content of the Fax was investigated by

the Lebanese and UNIIIC, the Prosecution has failed to put forth any case as to the purpose of
this fax.
1. Timing
559.

The Fax was sent in several stages on 14 February 2005, after 19.30. 1019 ABDEL-

AAL provided one section of the Fax to UNIIIC on 3 September 2005, 1020 whilst another
section of the Fax was produced by the ISF during its interview with ABDEL-AAL on 27
October 2005. 1021 Both sections of the Fax were constituent parts of the plot to lead
investigations towards ABU ADASS.
560.

The speed with which the information within the Fax was collected, prepared and

disseminated in the immediate aftermath of the FCR-Video indicates a degree of prior
preparation. Indeed, there is no cogent evidence that ABDEL-AAL would have the time to
collect the information within 2-hours of the broadcast of the FCR-Video. This demonstrates
a degree of advance knowledge of the FCR-Video.
2. Purpose and Context
561.

It may be inferred that the purpose of the Fax was to mislead the investigation towards

ABU ADASS and his purported associates, rendering the claim of responsibility more
credible to the investigators and deflect attention away from those implicated in his
disappearance of ABU ADASS.
562.

In particular, it was intended to steer the investigation towards Ahbash "enemies"

previously implicated or associated with the assassination of its former leader, Sheikh
HALABI, 1022 following investigative efforts conducted by ABDEL-AAL who was
HALABI's bodyguard at the time. 1023 Known enemies targeted in the Fax are described

5D00504 40002140
5D00259: 5D00507: Fax appears at L0029139-L0029146. The time and date references on the Fax are
incorrect see F3251 ,paras.63-64.
1020 5D00259.
1021 5D00507.
1022 5D00259 40001103
1023 5D00507:L00291 04.; 5D00254,D0239852.
1018
1019
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therein as members of Wahabi groups; 1024 and attendees of Imam Ali Mosque, 1025 including
ABU ADASS. 1026 Lebanese investigative material demonstrated the fractured association
between Imam Ali Mosque and Ahbash, with reports providing that the latter attempted to
violently "takeover" this mosque. 1027
563.

Tellingly, the Fax also omits to mention ABU AD ASS' close associates who may

have been involved in his disappearance, including TAHA, 1028 RAMADAN, 1029 MOHSEN
(ABU ADASS' religious mentor and Al-Risala colleague) 1030 , and ZAAROURA (school
friend). 1031 Had the Fax been a genuine attempt to collect information on ABU ADASS, it
would have logically included all close associates.

D. Similarities with Previous Terrorist Incidents
564.

There are stark similarities between the FCR used in the attack and (i) the Future TV

Attack in 2003 and (ii) the foiled Italian Embassy Attack in 2004. These similarities are not
part of the Prosecution's case.
1. Future TV
565.

On 15 June 2003, a rocket attack was carried out against Future TV, owned by

HARIRI, 1032 resulting in the destruction of one of its studios. This attack was widely
considered and understood to be a "message" to HARIRI, 1033 sent by Syrian intelligence
services. 1034
566.

Material collected by the Lebanese authorities demonstrated that immediately after, a

claim of responsibility was issued on behalf of a (fake) jihadist group. 1035 Like the FCR, the

1024

5D00259,40001105; 5D00507,L0029139,L0029144-L0029146.
5D00259,40001105; 5D00507,L0029141,L0029142,L0029146.
1026 20151116_STL-11-01_T_T216_ OFF_PUB _EN_16/119; 20151117_STL-1101 T T217 OFF PUB EN 90/126; 20151118 STL-11-01 T T218 OFF PUB EN 14-15/97.
1027 5Doo5o6,6oo46775~
- 1025

1028

P02131,60034951; P02132, 60147226.
5D00469,10010893; 5D00470,10011902; P02128,L0005308.
1030 20151117 _STL-11-01_T_T217 _OFF _PRY_EN_40/126,42/126; 20160718_STL-1101_T_T277 _OFF _PRY_EN_32-33/114; 20151116_STL-11-01_T_T216_0FF _PUB_EN_49/119;
20160713 STL-11-01 T T274 OFF PRY EN 44-46,87-88/119; 5D00475,50008270.
1031 P02130,207607; 20160114 STL-l1-01-T T233 OFF PRY EN 24-25/126.
1032 20150413 _STL-11-01_T_T139 _OFF _P-UB_EN_}6!84; 201S0519_STL-1101 T Tl50 OFF PUB EN 10/92.
1033201504l4 STL-11-01 T Tl40 OFF PUB EN 7-8/27; 4D00137,311119; 5D00129,60013797.
1034 20150414-STL-11-01-T-Tl40-OFF-PUB-EN -7-8/27.
1035 5D00129,60013797,6001J798; 20150414_STL-l1-01_T_Tl40_ OFF_PUB _EN_3,9/27.
1029
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message carried "a warning [ ... ] of stronger and more harmful attacks". 1036 The attack was
believed to be aimed at pressuring HARIRI to stop his campaign against the extension of
LAHOUD's term. 1037
567.

Although several men were reportedly arrested in the north of Lebanon in connection

with the Future TV attack, some of whom allegedly confessed, 1038 a member of SMI called
Hussein AHMAD TAHA was subsequently arrested in December 2004 and reportedly
admitted carrying out the Future TV attack on the order of Major Salim SALUM and issuing
the false claim on behalf of an Islamic organisation 1039 , thus exposing the misleading nature
of the "investigation".
568.

Lebanese investigative materials demonstrated that Ahmad TAHA had previously

been arrested in connection with his plans to carrying out bombings and assassinations, 1040
and was suspected of hiding weapons and ammunition which would have served in the
bombing of "western embassies in Lebanon, including the Italian embassy", reported as the
first attempt to kill HARIRI. 1041
2. Italian Embassy
569.

On 17 September 2004, elements of a terrorist network alleged to be planning to

bomb certain embassies in Beirut, including the Italian embassy, were arrested. 1042 The plan
was allegedly to destroy the Italian embassy using a VBIED loaded with 300 kilograms of
TNT. 1043 The Italian embassy was located immediately next to Place de l'Etoile 1044 and to the
Cafe de l'Etoile, frequented by HARIRI, 1045 and in the immediate vicinity of Parliament. It
was also along a route used by the HARIRI convoy to travel from Parliament to Kureitem

1036
1037

5D00129,60013797; 4D00137,311119; 20150414 STL-11-01 T Tl40 OFF PUB EN 9/27.
4D00137311119
--

1038

5D00495:1; 5D00495.2; 5D00495.3.
20150414 STL-11-01 T Tl40 OFF PUB EN 5-17/27; 5D00129,60013794.
1040 5D00129,60013797-600D798.1041 5D00129 60013794
1042 5D00491~ 5D00492.
'
.
1043 5D00491,10010797; 5D00492,207479; 5D00496.2,60026478T; 20180606_STL-1101 T T430 OFF PUB EN 109/118.
1044 5D0007S; 20l41022_STL-11-01_T_T87 _OFF _PRY_EN_55-58/85; 20150521_STL-1101 T Tl52 OFF PRY EN 73/90.
104520150521 STL-11-01 f Tl52 OFF PRY EN 73/90.
1039
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Palace, as it did on 14 February 2005. 1046
570.

An initial investigation revealed the leader of the terrorist cell responsible for the

attack was MIKA TI, a fugitive connected to the Dinnieh Events and wanted by the
authorities on several terror charges. 1047 MIKATI was subsequently arrested, alongside ALSANEH.1048 Prior to the foiled attack, ABU ADASS had been hired at Al-Risala by ALSANEH.1049
571.

The similarities between the foiled Italian Embassy plot and the attack on HARIRI

include the fact that both intended, or did use: (i) a HARIRI convoy route; (ii) a large
explosive device; and, (iii) a vehicle as means for delivery of explosives. Most obvious is that
both attacks had direct links with ABU ADASS.
572.

The similarities between these incidents are not coincidental and support the inference

that the foiled plot was an initial attempt to assassinate HARIRI. Moreover, it establishes a
clear line of inquiry between the identities of those involved in attempting to assassinate
HARIRI and those involved in "recruiting" ABU ADASS.

E. Selection of ABU ADASS
1. Religious Conviction

573.

ABU ADASS was deliberately identified as a suitable person to claim responsibility

for the attack based on his religious views. The Lebanese and UNIIIC investigations recorded
that ABU AD ASS had gone through a fast process of radicalization, 1050 during which he was
described as a Salafist, 1051 or Wahabi. 1052 As part of that process, ABU ADASS attended

1046

5D00075; 20141022_STL-11-01_T_T87 _OFF _PRY_EN_55-58/85; 20151116_STL-1101_T_T216_OFF_PUB _EN_112-113/119; 20161011_STL-11-01_T_T301_OFF_PRY_EN_78/90;
20141209 STL-11-01 T TlOO OFF PUB EN 17/93; 2D00068,60289669.
1047 2o18o6o6 STL-11-::01 T T43o OFF PlJB EN 1081118.
1048 5D00491,l0010797-Hl0l0798; 2.oi80606_STL~ 1-01_T_T430_OFF _PUB _EN_109/118; 20160713 STL11-01_T_T274_0FF_PRY_EN_48/119; 20160715_STL-11-01_T_T276_0FF_PRY_EN_28/95;
20170718 STL-11-01 T T382 OFF PUB EN 31/83.
1049 5D00477,60006279-600062SO; 201511l6 STL-11-01 T T216 OFF PUB EN 106/119.
1050 P00596,60303614; 5D00470,10011906; 20150929_STL-l1-01-=-T_Tl98_OFF _PRY _EN_7,8,24,3637,39,40,50-51,78/82; 20151116_STL-11-01_T_T216_OFF_PUB_EN_271119; 20151119_STL-1101 T T219 OFF PRY EN 42/126.
10514D0054S,600l490i; P02128,L0005311; 5D00510,50008354; 5D00476,L0008188; 20150929_STL-1101_T_Tl98_0FF_PRY_EN_40/82; 20151116_STL-11-01_T_T216_0FF_PUB_EN_27/119; 20151119_STL11-01 T T219 OFF PRY EN 42/126.
1052 5D00254,D0239S65; P0213l,60034937.
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religious classes given by MOHSEN, 1053 who served as his spiritual guide. 1054 He is also
reported to have frequented the Imam Ali Mosque. 1055
574.

In contrast, Ahbash vehemently opposed Wahabi and Salafi ideologies, 1056 and had

reportedly clashed with ABU ADASS referring to him as an infidel and Wahabi. 1057 Given its
influential position in Tarek-El-Jdideh, 1058 Ahbash was able to regularly antagonize ABU
ADASS, ultimately preventing him for frequenting premises which were located near
Ahbash-owned businesses. 1059 In tum, ABU ADASS was openly hostile towards Ahbash and
publically referred to them as belonging to the Syrian regime. 1060
575.

ABU AD ASS' association with religious extremists which opposed Ahbash, provided

the latter with a clear reason to select him for the FCR. More importantly, the radicalisation
of ABU ADASS gave apparent credibility to the allegation he was the real suicide bomber,
operating according to his extremist ideology.
2. History of Antagonism Between Ahbash and ABU ADASS
576.

It is a reasonable inference that ABU ADASS was also selected by Ahbash on

account of his family's alleged involvement in the HALABI assassination allegedly carried
out by Asbat Al-Ansar members. It is reported that Bassam Ismail and Tarek Ismail, ABU
ADASS's cousins, were charged over their alleged involvement in this incident. 1061 At the
time, ABDEL-AAL was personally close to HALABI and as his bodyguard, 1062 and
reportedly took it upon himself to assist with the investigation of HALABI's
assassination. 1063
577.

Following the FCR-Video, ABDEL-AAL attempted to steer investigations, to what

the UNIIIC describe as a "peculiar lead", by asserting that prior to the attack, ABU ADASS

1053

20160713 STL-11-01 T T274 OFF PRV EN 46/119.
20151116-STL-11-01-T-T216-OFF-PUB-EN -49/119.
1055 20151116=STL-11-0(T=T216= OFF=PUB=EN)61119; 20151117_STL-1101 T T217 OFF PUB EN 90/126.
1056 5D00254,D02J9854~D0239859,D0239861,D0239866.
1057 P02131, at 60034937-60034938. See also, 20151116_STL-11-01_T_T216_OFF _PUB _EN, pp. 74-75.
IOSR 4D00545 60014907
1059 P02131,60034937-60034938; 20151116 STL-11-01 T T216 OFF PUB EN 74-75/119.
1060 4D00545 60014907
- 1061 5D00254' D0239864
1062 5D00507' L00291 04.
1063 5D00254, D0239852
'
.
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had been seen in Ain Al-Hilweh with the deputy leader of Asbar Al-Ansar. 1064 This was a
demonstrative effort on Ahbash's part to blame Asbar Al-Ansar for the attack on HARIRI,
potentially in revenge for its alleged involvement in the murder of HALABI. This was
confirmed by ABDEL-AAL, who has reportedly stated that he provided evidence to
prosecute those involved in the murder of HALABI, 1065 indicating his knowledge of Bassam
ISMAIL and his link to the murder of HALABI, 1066 and explaining why ISMAIL was
mentioned in the Fax as an associate of ABU ADASS. 1067 In this regard, the UNIIIC
identified ABDEL-AAL as a significant figure in the HARIRI case, in light of his links to
several aspects of the investigation, suggesting that he would have attempted to hide
information from the investigation. 1068
578.

Selecting ABU ADASS for the operation provided a way for Ahbash and ABDEL-

AAL to exact revenge on individuals linked to the killing of their leader, including ABU
AD ASS' cousin.
3. Ability to Keep ABU ADASS Under Close Surveillance
579.

Ahbash has a clear and influential presence across ABU ADASS' neighbourhood. 1069

It is further reported that the SMI, closely connected with Ahbash, 1070 occupied premises near

to the ABU ADASS residence. 1071 AL-HAJJAR, a SMI agent, 1072 operated in the Tarek-ElJdideh area, 1073 and was involved in the arrest of ABU ADASS' cousin on 16 February
2005. 1074 As a result, both Ahbash and SMI had ample opportunity to surveil ABU ADASS
in the lead up to the Attack.
580.

Moreover, ABU AD ASS' close associates, who were omitted by ABDEL-AAL in the

Fax, ensured that they remained in touch with ABU ADASS at the same time. Despite his
departure from Al-Risala, investigative materials demonstrated that MOHSEN had ensured
that ABU ADASS was still provided work assignments which would have enabled him to

1064

5D00504,40002144; 5D00490,para.209.
5D00507,L0029108-L0029109.
1066 20160715 STL-11-01 T T276 OFF PRY EN 75/95.
1067 5D00259 40001103
1065

1068

5D00490:60252625~60252626.

1069

4D00545 60014907
1070 5D00505:60046318; 5D00506,60046772.
1071 P02131 ,60034946.
1072 P02131 ,6003494 7.
1073 20161012 STL-11-01 T T302 OFF PRY EN 23/105.
1074 20160718=STL-11-0(T=T277 =OFF=PRY=EN)21114; 5D00255.
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keep in touch with ABU ADASS in December 2004-January 2005. 1075
F. Failure to Investigate Ahbash's Potential Involvement in Selection of ABU
AD ASS
581.

The reasonable inference that Ahbash were responsible for the production of the FCR

rather than the Purple-Group derives from evidence originally investigated by the Lebanese
and UNIIIC authorities and provided to the Prosecution. However, the Prosecution failed to
effectively investigate and exclude this inference in line with its investigative obligations, 1076
and its duty to consider the wider question as to who TAHA may have been working with,
their motivation and their ability to select and lure ABU ADASS as required.
582.

Specifically, the Prosecution failed to investigate the connections between Ahbash

and: (i) the production of the FCR-Video; (ii) prior attacks of a similar nature to the Attack;
(iii) close associates of ABU ADASS omitted from the Fax; (iv) its targeting of the ABU
ADASS family; and (v) its links to SMI within Tarek-El-Jdideh.
583.

The Prosecution's failure to effectively investigate these aspects of the FCR, directly

undermines the Prosecution's circumstantial case and militates strongly against a finding that
the responsibility of the Purple-Group is the only reasonable inference to be made on the
evidence.
II.

Allegations Relating to Purple-Phones' Role in Preparation of Identification of
ABU ADASS
A. Purple-Phones' "Behavioural Profile" in December 2004-January 2005

584.

The Prosecution alleges the Purple-Group was involved in identifying, approaching

and abducting ABU ADASS for the purpose of creating the FCR-Video. 1077
585.

Alfa cells COLAl, COLA2 and COLA3 ("COLAs") are predicted to provide

coverage for the area which includes the AUM. 1078 According to the Prosecution, the alleged
unusual presence of

and

around the AUM is evidence of the users'

involvement in identifying and approaching ABU ADASS since the dates of COLA
activations coincide with "Mohammed's" purported presence at and absence from the

1075

P02129,300144; 5D00475,50008270; 20151117 STL-11-01 T T217 OFF PRY EN 41/126.
20160715 STL-11-01 T T276 OFF PRY EN -71-72/95. - 1077 Brief,para~505; 201406u~::_sTL=-i 1-0C_T_i51_OFF _PUB _EN_43171.
1078 Brief,fn.1099; P01783,para.1273.
1076
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AUM. 1079 SABRA was alleged "to remain in the background and to gather information about
ABU ADASS and the surrounding area in preparation for his abduction". 1080
586.

Due to the absence of any content for the Purple-Group communications, the

Prosecution's case is predicated on the elevated frequency of inter-Purple contacts at that
time. I OSI
587.

Further, the Prosecution infers the Purple-Phones' involvement in the abduction from

the allegedly exceptional, simultaneous inactivity on Purple-Phones and Associates and
ABU ADASS' departure on 16 January 2005. 1082 Based on their last and first cell use, the
Prosecution alleges the phones were turned off and stored together in order to limit the risk of
exposure during the abduction. 1083 This "behavioural profile" allegedly leaves no innocent
inference plausible. 1084 The Prosecution's conclusions are unsubstantiated.
1. Limitations of Cell-Site Evidence in Tarek-El-Jdideh
588.

The alleged "behavioural profile" emanates from PLATT's evidence. Whilst cell-site

analysis underpins his conclusions, 1085 PLATT is not a cell-site expert. 1086 He relies on the
predicted coverage generated by CSPs, 1087 yet has no expertise to critically assess their
accuracy. 1088 Nor did PLATT benefit from the knowledge of a cell-site expert or a CSP
representative. 1089
589.

Predicted coverage is different from actual coverage. 1090 Although actual coverage

cannot be fully established by any known techniques, 1091 an expert has the knowledge to
assess the limitations of the prediction and the factual accuracy of the former through
consideration of radio propagation, cell-site configurations, terrain features, clutter

Brief,paras.533-543,734-736; PO 1782,paras.41 0,500.
20140618 STL-11-01 T T51 OFF PUB EN 52171.
lORI Brief,para;.546-547.
1082 Brief,paras.549-552; 20170214_STL-11-01_T_T335 _OFF _PUB _EN_60/110.
1083 Brief,para.553; 20170214_STL-11-01_T_T335 _OFF _PUB _EN_65-66/110.
1084 Brief,para.548; 20170206_STL-11-01_T_T330_OFF _PUB _EN_21/113.
1085 20170406_STL-11-01_T_T355 _OFF _PUB _EN_10/126; P01783,paras.20-24.
1086 20170406 STL-11-01 T T355 OFF PUB EN 10/126.
10R7 20170406-STL-11-01-T-T355- OFF-PUB-EN -18/126.
1088 20170406-STL-11-01-T-T355- OFF-PUB-EN -12-13/126.
1089 20170406-STL-11-01-T-T355- OFF-PUB-EN-8,105-108/126.
1090 20150819=STL-11-0(T=Tl80= OFF=PUB=EN=87 -89/114; P00550,slides.102-113; 20170406_STL-1101 T T355 OFF PUB EN 11/126.
109120170406 STL-11-01 TT355 OFF PUB EN 111126.
1079
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environment, and field surveys. 1092 The expertise to recognise and account for practical
peculiarities cannot be replaced by an investigator's working knowledge. 1093

a. Modelling issues
590.

Besides the general limitation of only 60-70% accuracy of predicted coverage, 1094

COLAs are subject to peculiarities which would alter the coverage. 1095
591.

First, geo-coordinates, 1096 and street-view photos, 1097 suggest the COLA cell-site is

located on the rooftop of a multi-storey building across the street from the AUM. 1098 For a
station at this height, "the area immediately in front of [it] cannot be covered by that
particular cell" but may be served by, e.g., a "high [tower] in the countryside". 1099 It follows
that a user may use his/her phone at the base of COLA cell-site yet not activate COLAs.
592.

Second, the predicted coverage map reflects the prediction only at ground-level. 1100 It

may not be accurate in upper storeys, where phones can attract signal from a distant cell. 1101
Whereas Tarek-El-Jdideh is teeming with high-rise buildings, 1102 a user may regularly use
his/her phone in an upstairs flat near COLA mast yet rarely activates COLAs.
593.

Third, the elevation profile along the azimuths of COLAl and COLA3 reveals a

ground rising to the north 1.45km away and ground falling to the west until reaching the
beach 1.49km away. 1103 The signals of COLAl and COLA3 can propagate to any location
with a clear line of sight to the mast, even if it falls outside the predicted coverage plots. 1104
Therefore a user activating these two cells can potentially be distant from the AUM.

1092 20170406_STL-11-01_T_T355 _OFF _PUB _EN_11-13/126; 20150824_STL-1101 T Tl83 OFF PUB EN 25/100; 20150819 STL-11-01 T Tl80 OFF PUB EN 67-69,96,104-105/114.
1093201508l9_STL-11-01_T_Tl80_ OFF_PUB-=-EN_100-1041ll4; 20l70406_STL-11-=
01 T T355 OFF PUB EN 11-12/126.
1094P01192J;ara.S6; Pmi-1,il-H.2.b.
1095 5D00355.
1096 P00775,D0484095.
1097 5D00355,slides.4,6; 20170406_STL-11-01 T T355 _OFF _PUB_EN_119-121/126. At the location
pinpointed by Alfa site information is a building. An examination of mapping and photos (especially the
presence of antennas therein) suggests the depicted building hosts COLAs. Although the photos were uploaded
in recent years, satellite images suggest the same multi-storey building endured decades.
1098 5D00355,slide.7; 20170406 STL-11-01 T T355 OFF PUB EN 124/126.
1099 20170406 STL-11-01 T TJ55 OFF PUB- EN l16-1l8/126.
1100 P00549,p,;_;:a.6.5.3.1.1.4; 20170406_STL-1i=01-=-T_T355 _OFF _PUB _EN_123/126.
1101 P00549,paras.6.5.3.8.1.8, 6.5.4.2.1.10; 20150819_STL-11-0 1_T_Tl80_OFF_PUB _EN_20/114;
20170406 STL-11-01 T T355 OFF PUB EN 1241126.
1102 2017o4o6 STL-11-=o1 T TJ55 OFF PtJB EN 1221126.
1103 5D00355,~ides.9-11;2Cll40407 -STL=-i 1-01- T T356 OFF PRY EN 5-9/110.
1104 20170407_STL-11-01_T_T356=0FF_PRV-=-EN_7,9/ll0.-
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594.

None of the above issues were accounted for when generating the predicted

coverage. 1105 Yet all impact the actual range of COLA reception, 1106 thereby affecting the
availability of inferences from the absent COLA use by Purple-Phones prior to the COLA
Phase and the increased COLA use during it. PLATT could not, and did not, factor in these
potential discrepancies 1107 when interpreting cell-site evidence.
b. Lack of validation and use ofsubjective parameters
595.

Contrary to the FSR Code, 1108 which is "a suitable standard by which [PLATT's]

work can be assessed", 1109 the cell-site analysis underpinning the behavioural profiling of
Purple-Phones was not validated by an expert or a contemporaneous radio propagation
survey. 111

° Consequently,

there is no "objective evidence that the method" adopted by

PLATT is "fit-for-purpose". 1111
596.

A glaring example is the mapping terms. When the predicted coverage of the activated

cell falls within 0-500m or 500-1 OOOm from a location, the phone is described as "in the
d"1ate)1112 v1c1mty
. . . " an d ""m the area" , respective
. 1y. 1113
.
(1mme
597.

First, the 500m/1000m radius is arbitrarily defined by Prosecution counsel and

investigators. 1114 No scientific finding correlates the distances and the attendance of the target
location. 1115 No known precedent uses these parameters. 1116 No cell-site expert was consulted
when deciding to associate these figures with "vicinity" and "area". 1117
598.

Second, a cell falls under PLATT's attention if any part ofits predicted coverage falls

within the radius. Following this rigid test, most cells used to conclude the phone's close
P00550,slide.110; P00549,paras.6.5.3.1.1. 4, 6.5.3.8.1.8.
20170425 STL-ll-01 T T36l OFF PUB EN 401114.
1107 PLATT initially claim;;-d that th;;- short dista~ce between AUM and COLAs would guarantee coverage
before subsequently conceding the opposite: 20170406_STL-ll-Ol_T_T355 _OFF _PUB_EN_34/l26
cf20170406_STL-ll-Ol_T_T355 _OFF _PUB _EN_ll6-ll8/l26.
llOR 1D00270,paras.10.1-10.2. For background, see 20170406-STL-11-01_T_T355_PUB_EN_13-25,52-55/l26;
20160405 STL-11-01 T T251 OFF PUB EN 90-91/120.
1109 20l7o4o6 STL-11-::o1 T i355 OFF PtJB EN 561126.
1110 20170406=STL-ll-O(T=T355 =OFF=PUB=EN)04-ll2/l26. C/20150819_STL-ll01 T Tl80 OFF PUB EN 67-69/114.
1111 1D00270,para-:-l0.2.2.
1112 Despite the palpable semantic difference, "immediate vicinity" equals "vicinity" in PLATT's evidence:
20170406 STL-ll-01 T T355 OFF PUB EN 21-221126.
1113 POl783,paras.22-iJ; 20l70406_STL-li=Ol_)_T355 _OFF _PUB _EN_2l/l26.
1114 20170406 STL-ll-01 T T355 OFF PUB EN 20-21/126.
1115 20170406-STL-ll-01-T-T355-OFF-PUB-EN-20-22/126.
1116 20170406-STL-ll-01-T-T355-OFF-PUB-EN-20/126.
1117 Pl0783,p,;:;:as.22-23; iol70406)TL.:J" l-O(T_T355_0FF _PUB_EN_l9-2l/l26.
1105

1106
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proximity to the AUM are predicted to mainly cover areas beyond the designated radius. 1118
PLATT's brief clarification that "on occasions the cell may also offer coverage outside the
vicinity" 1119 does not reflect the extent of overflow. For example, Purple-018 was
purportedly "in the vicinity of' AUM on 3 January 2005 as it activated CBOURJ3. 1120 This
cell-site is over 3km south of AUM. 1121 Most of its predicted coverage is 2-3km away. 1122
The expression "in the vicinity" is therefore misleading. 1123
599.

In light of the above, when PLATT describes a user of a Purple Phone as "in the

(immediate) vicinity" or "in the area" of AUM, the underlying cell data cannot conclusively
establish the user's presence in Tarek-El-Jdideh. Consequently, the Chamber cannot ascertain
if the user is actually in the area where he is alleged to have carried out the acts for which he
has been indicted.
2. Reasonable Alternatives for Presence of Purple-Phones in Tarek-El-Jdideh
600.

The inherent limitations of seeking to locate an individual solely on mobile phone use

and relying upon conclusions where significant data is missing, substantially limits the
inferences that can be drawn from the presence or absence of any of the Purple-Phones in
this area before December 2004.
601.

First, Alfa cell data was available in full only as of 1 August 2004. 1124 For Purple-018

alone, start-cell activation data is missing for 4,630 phone activities by 15 August 2004,
accounting for 63% of concurrent activities. 1125 The Prosecution cannot therefore exclude that
Purple-018 connected to cells in that area during one of these many calls.
602.

Second, no data may be extrapolated from a silent phone. 1126 Thus, unless the user's

real-life activities are always footnoted by phone activities, the phone's profile can be rather
different from the user's profile. By the same token, uncharacteristic cell activations do not
necessarily denote a deviation from the user's real-life pattern. It is "completely plausible"
1118

P01783,paras.1273-1274 cf5D00355,slides.12-14; 20170407 _STL-11-01_T_T356_OFF _PRY_EN_914/110; 20170406 STL-11-01 T T355 OFF PUB EN 26-28/126.
1119 P01783,para.22; 2017040(STL-11=-01_T-=_nss_OF-F_PUB _EN_26-27/126.
1120 P01783,para.481.
1121 P00775,D0484099; P01412,60294172-60294174.
1122 5D00355,slides.12, 14.
1123 20170406 STL-11-01 T T355 OFF PUB EN 27-28/126.
1124 P01192,p,;:;:a.131; 20170206_STi-11=-01_T=T330_ OFF_PUB _EN_SS/113.
1125 P01221,rows.0001-7384.
1126 20150818_STL-11-01_T_Tl79 _OFF _PUB _EN_58-59/119; 20170209 _STL-1101 T T333 - OFF- PRY- EN - 30-31/94.
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that an existing connection to the area was not previously documented by contemporaneous
phone use. 1127
603.

Third, the evidence regarding the Purple-Phones is based only on their use. The

Prosecution has not considered or excluded the possibility of Purple users having other
phones, 1128 which may have used cells in Tarek-El-Jdideh. 1129
604.

Even if, in arguendo, the uncharacteristic cell use was prompted by the user's new

connection to the area, it provides no concrete information regarding the nature of this
connection.
605.

Activation of a macro-cell like COLAs, 1130 does not define a discrete location where

the phone was used. 1131 One cannot conclude with certainty that the phone was close to the
AUM. 1132 The activation is "obviously consistent with being somewhere in an area away
from the mosque". 1133 However, as Hooper LJ observed "the fact of consistency is quite often
of no probative value at all." 1134 In light of the inherent danger of misinterpretation, the FSR
Code suggests the language "consistent" and "consistent with" should be avoided in cell-site
analysis. 1135
606.

Cell use sheds no light on the user's actual engagement. In a vibrant and populated

area like Tarek-El-Jdideh, 1136 assuming that Purple-018's presence must be related to the
AUM, specifically for the purpose of preparing the abduction of ABU ADASS, is mere
conjecture. Without further, reliable and independent evidence depicting the user's specific
interaction with ABU ADASS, 1137 which is entirely absent from the Prosecution's case, such
involvement is not the only reasonable inference on the evidence as the Prosecution has
conspicuously failed to exclude any other inference.

1127

20170407 STL-11-01 T T356 OFF PRV EN 35-36/110.
20170407-STL-11-01-T-T356-OFF-PRV-EN-18-19/110.
1129 20170407-SLT-11-01-T-T356-OFF-PRV-EN -18-19/110.
1130 20160209-STL-11-01-T-T242-OFF-PRV-EN-25-26/97; P00778, 00484068.
1131 20150818=STL-11-0(T=T179 =OFF=PUB=EN=48-49/119; 20170425 _STL-1101_T_T361_0FF_PUB_EN_76/114; 20170406_STL-11-01_T_T355_0FF_PUB_EN 13,24-25,28-32,44/126;
1D00270,p.27.
1132 20170406 STL-11-01 T T355 OFF PUB EN 36-37,55-56/126.
1133 20170406-STL-11-01-T-T355-OFF-PUB-EN -44/126.
1134 Puaca; 20l70406 STD1l-01 f T35S OFF PUB EN 51-52/126.
1135 1000270, p.24; 20170406_STL-l1-01-=-T_T3-55-OFF_PUB _EN_ 48-52/126.
1136 P00298, 60298230,60298238,60298239; 20170406 STL-11-01 T T355 OFF PUB EN 122/126.
1137 20170406 STL-11-01 T T355 OFF PUB EN 37f126.
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a. Failure to investigate Purple-018's connection with COLA area
607.

Following a "detailed profiling of the accused themselves and their families", the

Prosecution claims to have found no innocent reason for Purple-018 to be in the COLA area
over the COLA Phase. 1138
608.

However, this statement fails to take into consideration the Purple-018's contacts,

amongst which seven unattributed, 1139 numbers have a history of activating COLA area cells
from September 2004 to March 2005. 1140
609.

For example, [REDACTED]112 used COLA area cells every week during this period

on a total of 442 occasions, exhibiting a clear pattern of regular use. 1141 The volume of
activation peaked in the three-weeks preceding ABU AD ASS' disappearance. 1142 Meanwhile,
five out of its eight contacts with Purple-018 occurred after September 2004, 1143 suggesting a
closer connection between the pair prior to Purple-018's deactivation in February 2005. 1144
610.

The COLA footprint of the unattributed numbers provides a justification for Purple-

018 to leave a similar trail. Since these numbers are not allegedly implicated in the
conspiracy, an innocent reason for Purple-018 to activate these cells over the COLA Phase
clearly exists. 1145
b. Failure to investigate possible innocent inference from behavioural anomaly
611.

The Prosecution claims the "essential elements" of the identification operation consist

of (i) a regular presence in the area around AUM during the period when "Mohammed"
approached ABU ADASS; and (ii) the lack of such a presence in the area around AUM
. d. 1146
outs1"d e that peno
612.

The Chamber was presented with s1x Purple-alike Numbers, 1147 where the cell

20170206 STL-11-01 T T330 OFF PUB EN 211113.
CfP01953--:1,Annex B:- 1140 5D00356,slides.2-3; 20170407 STL-11-01 T T356 OFF PRY EN 25-42/110.
1141 5D00356,slides.2-3,6; 20170407 STL-11-0-1 T T356 OFF PRY EN 32-34,39-40/110.
1142 5D00356,slides.6; 20170407 STL-11-01 T T3S6 OFF PRY EN- 347110.
1143 P01221,rows.7079,7300,7456,7707,7708J871,78S7,7903.
1144 Cf20170407 _STL-11-01_T_T356_OFF_PRY_EN_35-36/110.
1145 20170407 STL-11-01 T T356 OFF PRY EN 40-41/110.
1146 Brief,para-;.531-532.
1147 5D00348; 5D00349; 5D00350; 5D00351; 5D00352; 5D00353; 5D00354.
1138
1139
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utilisation also "reflects precisely the essential elements". 1148
613.

From January 2004 to December 2005, each number's most used cells accounting for

at least 60% of all activities are analysed. 1149 The predicted coverage of these cells suggests
the users frequented areas other than the COLA area. 1150 Nevertheless, each number's
activation of COLAs (or the MTC equivalents) peaked in the weeks preceding the
disappearance of ABU ADASS. 1151
614.

Purple-alike Numbers also appeared near at least one Payphone on 14 February 2005

shortly before or after the respective Telecard-Call was allegedly made. 1152 Three of them
also have reduced or ceased activity on 16 January 2005, coinciding with ABU ADASS'
disappearance. 1153
615.

None of Purple-alike Numbers are alleged to be involved in the conspiracy. Nor does

the Defence suggest they are necessarily implicated. Rather, they demonstrate that the
"essential elements" identified by the Prosecution are not demonstrative of guilt. The "sudden
and unusual use" of COLAs "during [COLA Phase], and only during this period" cannot
conclusively establish "their presence was directly connected with the sudden appearance of
'Mohammed' prior to the ABU ADASS abduction". 1154
3. Reasonable Alternatives ofElevated Contact Frequency
616.

The Prosecution attaches great significance to the elevated contact frequency between

Purple-018 and 095 during COLA Phase, supposedly "demonstrat[ing] a sudden and unusual
. . purpose or mterest
.
b etween them" . 1155
JOmt

617.

There was however a history of significant prior contact between these two phones.

Notably, there were 36 contacts between Purple-018 and 095 spanning from January 2003

Brief,para.532.
5D00348,slides.8,26,36,50,60,78; 20170406 STL-11-01 T T355 OFF PUB EN 64/126.
1150 5D00348,slides.9,27,37-38,51,61,76; 20170406_STL-11:=-o(_T_T355 _O-FF _PLJB _EN_64,82,88-89,92,9495/126.
1151 5D00348,slides.15-16,29-30,40-41,53-54,63-64,81-82; 20170406_STL-11-01_T_T355 _OFF _PUB _EN_6569 ,83,89,92-93,95/126.
1152 5D00348,slide.88; Part-5,lll-E.
1153 5D00348,slide.88; Part-4,ll-C.l.
1154 Brief,para. 736.
1155 Brief,para.547.
1148
1149
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and November 2004. 1156 The users must have been acquainted for about two years prior to the
COLA Phase. Therefore, the increased frequency of their contacts in December 2004 and
January 2005 can potentially be a shift in the preferred means of pre-existing
communications or any other reason whereby two associates increase contact for a certain
period for social, employment, geographical or other reasons.
618.

For the "joint purpose or interest" between these Purple-Phones to be the only

reasonable inference on the evidence, and for that joint purpose to be the identification and
subsequent abduction of ABU ADASS for the FCR, it must be established that PurplePhones were the users' only or primary means of communications. No evidence is led to this

effect. It is therefore entirely speculative to assume the increase in contact is criminal in
nature, and even farther-fetched to conclude it must be related to nothing other than the
preparation and abduction of ABU ADASS.
B. Alleged Meeting Between ABU ADASS and "Mohammed"

619.

In its Brief, the Prosecution seeks to definitively conclude that ABU ADASS met with

"Mohammed" at the AUM on 7 January 2005, having previously failed to specify any such
precise date. 1157 It does by selectively relying on the evidence of PRH056, RAMADAN,
[REDACTED] and PRH087. However, not only does the evidence fail to reliably support its
position, but the Prosecution seeks to conflate the meeting of "Mohammed" as described by
ABU ADASS to PRH056 and RAMADAN with the distinct evidence of [REDACTED] and
PRH087 which only relates to the alleged meeting of ABU ADASS with an individual at the
AUM. There is no evidence to demonstrate beyond a reasonable doubt that the "Mohammed"
described by PRH056 and RAMADAN is the same individual described by [REDACTED]
and PRH087.
1. PRH056 and RAMADAN
620.

Despite repeatedly finding that the evidence of PRH056 is reliable in all other respects

in relation to the disappearance of ABU ADASS, so as to justify a failure to investigate the
possibility of his leaving with TAHA, the Prosecution now finds that PRH056 is unreliable
with regard to the timing of the alleged meeting between ABU ADASS and

1156 PO 1221,rows.2934,3049,3071,3073,3078,3080,3081,31 06,3138,3211,3229,3237,3280,3281,3282,3369,
3735,4106,41814212,4420,5049,5052,5055,5390,5697,6087,6623,6928,7859,8090,8092,8093,8117,8118,8123.
1157 Brief,para.525.
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"Mohammed". 1158 It does so on the basis that PRH056's "imprecise recollection" is
unsurprising in light of the time-span between statements, 1159 and without any hint of irony as
to the same considerations being applicable to other areas of PRH056 's evidence.
621.

However, the Prosecution's selective treatment ofPRH056's evidence is based purely

on the fact that [REDACTED] testimony on the alleged meeting is inconsistent with its case
that it took place on 7 January 2005. Despite providing six accounts of the same meeting, at
no point does PRH056 ever state, or imply, that this meeting took place on 7 January
2005. 1160 Nor was PRH056 ever specifically questioned as to whether [REDACTED]
recollection coincided with 7 January 2005.
622.

In contrast, the Prosecution appears to place reliance on RAMADAN's recollection

that he saw ABU ADASS on 14 January 2005 and that at that time, ABU ADASS informed
him of seeing "Mohammed" at least 10 days before i.e. 4 January 2005 even though this
evidently does not fit the Prosecution's case. 1161 In doing so, the Prosecution also ignores the
inconsistent evidence with regard to the date in which ABU ADASS is alleged to have
informed RAMADAN of the meeting with "Mohammed". In fact, in the exhibit relied upon
by the Prosecution, P01775, RAMADAN does not provide any date as to when he was
informed of the alleged meeting by ABU ADASS. 1162 Moreover, in July 2005, RAMADAN
stated that ABU ADASS had informed him of the meeting "four days before the call from
[PRH056]", which he states took place on the day of ABU ADASS' disappearance i.e. on 12
January 2005. 1163 On the Prosecution's case, this would mean ABU ADASS met
"Mohammed" ten days before, on 2 January 2005, 5 days before the Prosecution alleges. No
account of this is considered in the Brief.
623.

Notwithstanding

the

contradictions between the

evidence

of PRH056

and

RAMADAN, both are also based on hearsay evidence which, in the absence of crossexamination, remains wholly unreliable.

1158

Brief,para.522.
Brief,para.523.
1160 5D00510,50008356; P02128,L0005304-L0005305; P02129,300144; 5D00477,60006279;
P02131 ,60034941; P02132,60 14 7229.
1161 Brief,para.520.
1162 P01775,para.89.
1163 5D00469,10011894.
1159
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2. PRH087 and [REDACTED]
624.

The Prosecution also relies upon PRH087's evidence to establish that ABU ADASS

would have met "Mohammed" on 7 January 2005 based on his recollection that he saw ABU
ADASS teaching an individual how to pray "one week before he disappeared". 1164 However,
the Prosecution's reliance is flawed.
625.

First, PRH087 seeing ABU ADASS with an individual does not equate to this

individual being "Mohammed". This conclusion would be an unjustified leap not warranted
on the evidence.
626.

Second, PRH087's testimony established that from his position, he would not have

actually seen very much in order to confirm that ABU ADASS was indeed teaching someone
how to pray. He describes himself as being about "4 metres" behind ABU ADASS, 1165 and
that he could see ABU ADASS whispering to the individual but could not hear what was
said, 1166 and took no interest at the time. 1167 PRH087's statement that ABU ADASS must
have been teaching him to pray is no more than an assumption, provided after the witness
would have been informed that ABU ADASS was allegedly lured away by someone he had
met in the mosque. 1168
627.

Third, PRH087 does not categorically state that he saw ABU ADASS with an

individual a week prior to his disappearance as asserted by the Prosecution. In both his
testimony and UNIIIC statement, PRH087 also states that he saw ABU ADASS in AUM
with an individual on the Friday before his disappearance i.e. 14 January 2005. 1169 The
Prosecution failed to establish that PRH087's recollection to this fact was incorrect.
628.

Similarly, the Prosecution's reliance on [REDACTED]'s [REDACTED] as told by

ABU AD ASS with his recollection of meeting an individual in AUM not only conflates the
two discrete aspects of evidence, but does not support the Prosecution's case that ABU
ADASS met with "Mohammed" in the AUM on 7 January 2005.

Brief, para.521.
20150929 STL-11-01 T Tl98 OFF PRY EN 16/82.
1166 20150929-STL-11-01-T-Tl98- OFF-PRY-EN -19/82.
1167 20150929-STL-11-01-T-Tl98- OFF -PRY-EN -21/82.
1168 There is n~ evidence thatPRHOS7 pr;-vided-this -;ccount to ABU AD ASS family in immediate aftermath of
his disappearance, P00596,60303617-60303618.
1169 20150929_STL-11-01_T_Tl98_ OFF_PRY_EN_16/82; P00596,60303616.
1164
1165
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629.

First, at no point does [REDACTED] establish when ABU ADASS met with

"Mohammed". He neither saw or heard of this meeting, nor can verify that it took place.
630.

Second, even assuming that [REDACTED] and ABU ADASS met the same

individual, the fact that [REDACTED] recalled he met this person on a Monday in early
January 2005 does not establish that ABU ADASS would have met the same person on the
Friday that week i.e. 7 January.
631.

Third, no investigation has been conducted into the accuracy as to the timing of

[REDACTED]'s [REDACTED] in order to substantiate the Prosecution's claim that the
"closely parallel experiences demonstrate that their encounters with "Mohammed" were part
of the same search for a scapegoat, over the same narrow timeframe". 1170 Notwithstanding
the credibility concerns with regard to [REDACTED] 's [REDACTED], the Prosecution made
no attempt to establish when [REDACTED] would have returned to Beirut to attend
university after the Christmas break, 1171 and failed to even try and identify whether anyone
could confirm when [REDACTED] would have attended the AUM. 1172
632.

Given the Prosecution's shift from the identity of "Mohammed" as ONEISSI, its

failure to specify the date as to when the alleged meeting took place between ABU ADASS
and "Mohammed" is fatal to the criminal inferences it ascribes to the Purple-Phones based
on their alleged movements around the AUM.
C. Phone Calls to ABU ADASS Landline 15 January 2005

633.

The Prosecution asserts that ABU AD ASS' departure was prompted by a call from

"Mohammed" in the evening of 15 January 2005. 1173 This assertion relies solely on the
evidence ofPRH056, 1174 whose recollection in this regard is inconsistent, uncorroborated and
untested.
634.

First, there is no evidence of any calls being made to the ABU ADASS Landline on

15 January 2005. 1175 Whilst it may be inferred that the call may have been placed from a

1170
1171
1172
1173
1174
1175

Brief,para.524.
[REDACTED].
[REDACTED]
PTB,para.124; lndictment,para.23(d); Brief,para.523.
Brief,fn.1 087; PTB,fn.242.
5D00555,1DT5-13354.
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landline, 1176 PRH056's evidence is demonstrably not corroborated by the CST. Nor is the
existence of this call corroborated by the family's initial police complaint reporting ABU
AD ASS as missing, 1177 despite it being a crucial factor which one would expect to have been
included therein.
635.

Second, PRH056's evidence with regard to the context and content of this alleged call

from "Mohammed" is inconsistent. PRH056 provided various conflicting accounts as to the
content of the calls ranging from: (i) not being informed of the content of the call; 1178 (ii)
being informed "Mohammed" would pick up ABU ADASS the following day for unspecified
reasons; 1179 and (iii) being informed that "Mohammed" would pick up ABU AD ASS to show
him a home. 1180 On each account, PRH056's evidence is hearsay supposedly from ABU
AD ASS.
636.

Third, PRH056's evidence appears to confuse the possibility of the call from

"Mohammed" to the telephone call to the ABU ADASS Landline which [REDACTED]
states was also received from TAHA on the evening of 15 January 2005. 1181 Whilst PRH056
does not confirm that [REDACTED] spoke with TAHA during this call, [REDACTED] does
state that during the alleged call with "Mohammed" [REDACTED] could hear coins being
put in the payphone, 1182 which [REDACTED] confirms were frequently used by TAHA to
call the ABU ADASS Landline. 1183
637.

Fourth, as PRH056 was not cross-examined, the Chamber is unable to independently

ascertain the existence, timing or content of this call in order to be able to conclude that the
call was made from "Mohammed" setting up a date with ABU ADASS rather than from
TAHA.

D. ABU ADASS Departure on 16 January 2005
1. No Ability to Confront Evidence Relating to Departure
638.

The Prosecution's case that ABU ADASS left with "Mohammed" on 16 January 2005

1176

Brief,fn.1133.
P00461; 5D00587,50008343.
11 n 5D00474,50008250; P02131,60034951.
1179 5D00510,50008356; 5D00476, L0008185; P02129, 300145.
1180 P02128 L0005303
1181 P02131:60034951; P02132,60147229.
1182 P02132,60147229.
1183 P02131,60034951.
1177
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is entirely based on PRH056's evidence. All other statements, namely from Taysir ABU
ADASS and RAMADAN, rely on the information provided to them by PRH056. Despite the
significance of PRH056' s evidence which goes to the acts and conduct of SABRA in relation
to a core allegation against him, PRH056 was not cross-examined. Reliance on
[REDACTED] evidence in support of this allegation in order to convict SABRA would
constitute a violation ofhis rights under Article 16(4)(e).
639.

Moreover, PRH056's evidence is based on entirely hearsay evidence of ABU ADASS

who had informed [REDACTED] that he was leaving with "Mohammed". PRH056 does not
allege having physically seen ABU ADASS depart, 1184 and cannot therefore confirm whether
he did leave with anyone, 1185 and if so, describe that person. Even if [REDACTED] had seen
that person, given [REDACTED] had never met "Mohammed", 1186 PRH056 would be unable
to even verify the identity of this individual to confirm that it was the same "Mohammed"
described by ABU ADASS.
640.

There is therefore no cogent evidence which can prove, beyond a reasonable doubt

that ABU ADASS did indeed leave with the same person he alleges to have met in the AUM.
2. Failure to Investigate Internal Inconsistencies
641.

Despite its sole reliance on PRH056's evidence to establish that ABU ADASS was

lured away by the accused on 16 January 2005, the Prosecution makes no attempt to address
or reconcile the inherent inconsistencies within [REDACTED] testimony.
642.

First, PRH056 fails to provide a consistent account as to where ABU ADASS

informed [REDACTED] that he was going. 1187
643.

Second, PRH056 is inconsistent as to whether or not ABU ADASS had left with

"Mohammed" by car, stating in February 2005 that [REDACTED] had heard the car horn, 1188
before then asserting in October 2005 and July 2010, that [REDACTED] did not hear a car
horn, 1189 and that [REDACTED] would not have done so as it was winter and the windows

P02129,300145; P02131,60034940.
20151119 STL-11-01 T T219 OFF PRY EN 43/126.
1186 5D00475 S0008269
1187 Part-5,ll-B.l.
.
1188 5D0051 0 50008356
1189 5D00477:60006277; P02132; 60147229.
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would have been closed. 1190
644.

Third, PRH056 is inconsistent as to the items taken by ABU ADASS as he departed,

changing [REDACTED] story as to whether he did, 1191 or did not take any money. 1192
645.

Fourth, PRH056 is inconsistent as to ABU ADASS' plans for the remainder of the

day ranging from his plans to clean carpets, 1193 to his plans to meet an acquaintance called
Abdel-Salam. 1194
646.

Whilst each individual inconsistency may seem innocuous when taken individually,

the range and extent of inconsistencies establishes a considerable degree of unreliability of
PRH056's account of ABU ADASS departure. None of these inconsistencies were put to the
witness by the Prosecution or investigated despite the significance it places on [REDACTED]
evidence.
3. Failure to Investigate External Inconsistencies
647.

PRH056's account that ABU ADASS left with "Mohammed" is not only

uncorroborated by the evidence of Taysir ABU AD ASS and RAMADAN given that they rely
on the same source, but is actually undermined by their accounts.
648.

First, despite filing an official police complaint on 19 January 2005 reporting ABU

AD ASS' disappearance, Taysir ABU AD ASS failed to mention that his son had left with
anyone that morning, and more specifically, with someone identified as "Mohammed" whom
he had met at the AUM. 1195 Both aspects would ordinarily be considered vital for any genuine
attempt to investigate the disappearance of a family member.
649.

Nor is this omission explained by the fact that Taysir ABU ADASS was not directly

informed by ABU ADASS of his departure with "Mohammed" given that Taysir ABU
ADASS is his father, and [REDACTED] and therefore would have been reasonably informed
of this event.
650.
1190
1191
1192
1193
1194
1195

Second, despite his close association with ABU ADASS and his alleged recollection

P02132·60147229
P02128:L0005306.; P02129,300145; P02131,60034940.
5D00474,50008251; 5D00477,60006280; 5D00510,50008356.
P02128 L0005308
5DOo475 50008270
P00461; SD00587,50008343.
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ofbeing informed by ABU ADASS of his meeting with "Mohammed", RAMADAN failed to
initially inform authorities that he had been informed by ABU ADASS that "Mohammed"
had intended to occupy a flat in Tarek-El-Jdideh. 1196 The Prosecution's failure to resolve this
inconsistency is exacerbated by the illogical basis for ABU ADASS' departure in the early
hours of the morning in order to visit an apartment which was allegedly within the same
neighborhood. It was not put to PRH056, nor were any investigations made in relation to the
possibility of an apartment being rented in the area by a Fadi/Chadi in January 2005.
E. Phone Calls to ABU ADASS Landline on 17 January 2005
651.

The Prosecution seeks to establish that the accused called the ABU ADASS Landline

on 17 January 2005 on two occasions, 1197 in order to mislead the family into believing that
their son was in Tripoli and leaving for jihad. 1198 Its basis for the existence of these calls on
17 January 2005 is again entirely founded upon the unreliable evidence ofPRH056.
652.

First, PRH056's evidence is not corroborated by any tangible evidence, with neither

call appearing in the ABU ADASS Landline CST. 1199 As the calling number and thereby the
caller's location remain unknown, no concrete information can be used to identify the caller,
let alone determine his connection to ONEISSI as insinuated. 1200
653.

Second, despite the importance of this information in verifying the location of ABU

AD ASS, Taysir ABU AD ASS failed to make any mention of these calls to police authorities
when filing a report following ABU ADASS' disappearance. 1201
654.

Third, PRH056's evidence as to the content of these calls is inconsistent as to whether

or not the caller had stated that ABU AD ASS was either: (i) destined for Iraq; 1202 or (ii)
already in Iraq. 1203 Despite the significant contradiction, the Prosecution refers to both
contradictory versions without caution or adequate highlight. 1204
655.

1196
1197
1198
1199
1200
1201
1202
1203
1204

Fourth, both KAMEl and MACLEOD recognized the distinct possibility that PRH056

P01774; 5D00469; P01775.
Brief,para.556.
Brief,para. 760.
5D00555.
Brief,paras.555-559.
P00461; 5D00587,50008343.
P02128,L0005308; P02129,300146; P02131,60034943.
5D00474,50008251; 5D00510,50008355; 5D00476,L0008188; 5D00477,60006276; P00461,50003489.
Brief,para.556.
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may have confused the date of the two calls to the ABU ADASS Landline from 16 to 17
January 2005. 1205 This possibility is highlighted by the Prosecution's failure to investigate
two calls made from 3452367 to the ABU ADASS Landline on 16 January 2005 at 19:32 and
19:35 respectively, 1206 the relevance of which was accepted by PLATT. 1207
656.

The significance of the Prosecution's failure to investigate these calls is directly tied

to its overall failure to diligently investigate TARA's implication in the disappearance of
ABU ADASS, especially as prior investigations by the Lebanese and UNIIIC had established
that [REDACTED]367 was: (i) a public payphone operated by coin and therefore consistent
with PRH056's description of the alleged 17 January 2005 call; 1208 and (ii) used by
ZAAROURA, an acquaintance of ABU AD ASS and co-defendant of TAHA. 1209

F. Failure to Investigate Identity of "Mohammed"
657.

In contrast to the Prosecution's argument, the identity of "Mohammed" is crucial to

establishing the identity of the true perpetrators behind ABU ADASS' disappearance.
658.

First, the identity of "Mohammed" is crucial to establishing whether or not ABU

ADASS was lured away or whether he left voluntarily with a known acquaintance. However,
it is apparent that whilst it failed to conduct any investigations, the Prosecution was aware of
various versions of the so-called "Mohammed story" as investigated by the Lebanese and
UNIIIC authorities, including information that ABU ADASS had met a "Mohammed", who
worked as a security guard in or nearby a toy shop and had asked ABU ADASS to teach him
to pray six months prior to the HARIRI assassination. 121 0
659.

The accuracy of these accounts was not considered by the Prosecution and in tum was

not diligently investigated in order to exclude the reasonable possibility that PRH056's
evidence as to the alleged luring of ABU ADASS by "Mohammed" was inaccurate whether
intentionally, in order to protect ABU ADASS from being associated with the HARIRI
assassination; or unintentionally, on the basis that: (i) [REDACTED] was inaccurately
1205 20151117 _STL-11-01_T_T217 _OFF _PRY_EN_75-76/126; 20160714_STL-1101 T T275 OFF PRY EN 91/95.
1206 5D0055S,row~,0117--::0ll8.
1207 20170407 STL-11-01 T T356 OFF PRY EN 58,66/110.
1208 20151117 =STL-11-0(T=T217 =OFF=PRY=EN)4-86/126. For PRH056's evidence concerning use of
coins in payphones, 5D004 74,5000825; 5D0051 0,50008356; P02131 ,60034943; P02132,60 14 7229.
1209 20151117 STL-11-01 T T217 OFF PRY EN 74/126;5D00482,60089087.
1210 20160713 =STL-11-0(T=T274= OFF=PRY=EN)8-19/119; 20180626_STL-1101_T_T433_PROY_CONF_EN_76,78/148.
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informed by ABU ADASS, (ii) had mistakenly conflated the vanous verswns of the
"Mohammed" story [REDACTED], or (iii) had been misinformed by ABU AD ASS'
associates including MOHSEN who would have been aware of at least one of these versions
and was in contact with PRH056 following ABU AD ASS' disappearance. 1211
660.

[REDACTED]. 1212

661.

[REDACTED] 1213 [REDACTED] 1214 [REDACTED] 1215 [REDACTED] 1216

[REDACTED]. 1217
662.

[REDACTED] 1218 [REDACTED] 1219 [REDACTED] 1220 [REDACTED]. 1221

663.

[REDACTED] 1222 [REDACTED] 1223 [REDACTED] 1224 [REDACTED].

664.

The Prosecution's failure to conduct diligent investigations with regard to the

existence and identity of "Mohammed" undermines any argument that the only reasonable
inference is that ABU ADASS was lured away by "Mohammed" on 16 January 2005.

III.

Allegations Against Purple-Phones Regarding Publication and Dissemination of
FCR
A. Inconsistencies Regarding Existence, Number and Timing of Calls to
Networks

665.

The Prosecution's case regarding the publication and dissemination of the FCR

centres on the apparent "mutual corroboration" between the Telecard History, 1225 and the
redacted CSTs for Reuters Landline and Al-Jazeera Landline on 14 February 2005. 1226

1211

P02131,60034944.
Brief,para. 517.
1213 Brief,para.516.
1214 P00760.
1215 [REDACTED].
1216 [REDACTED].
1217 [REDACTED].
1218 P00763; [REDACTED].
1219 [REDACTED].
1220 [REDACTED].
1221 [REDACTED].
1222 20180626_STL-11-01_T_T433 _PROV_ CONF_EN_71/148; 20170407 _STL-1101 T T356 OFF CONF EN 106/110.
1223 [REDACTED].
1224 [REDACTED]; 20180626 STL-11-01 T T433 PROV CONF EN 65/148.
1225 P00546.
- 1212

1226

Brief,fns.1161,1150,1153,1174.
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666.

This is a circular argument relying on unreliable CDRs, illogical considerations and

intentionally dismisses the personal recollection of six witnesses from the News Agencies,
whose evidence does not match the timing of the FCR-Calls or the chronology of events as
depicted by the Prosecution.
667.

In contrast to the Prosecution's reliance on attribution witnesses, the News Agency

witnesses provided numerous statements to the Lebanese authorities in the months following
the FCR-Calls; to the UNIIIC and the Prosecution, before testifying. The analysis of this
testimony demonstrates the Prosecution has failed to prove, beyond a reasonable doubt, that:
(i) the alleged FCR-Calls were placed using the Telecard; and (ii) ONEISSI and SABRA
were responsible for placing any of the FCR-Calls.
1. No Evidentiary Value in "Mutual Corroboration" of Unreliable CDRs from
Same Source
668.

The Prosecution mistakenly relies on the fact that as the Telecard History depicts one

call to Reuters Landline and three calls to Al-Jazeera Landline, 1227 that a total of four FCRCalls were made on 14 February 2005, at the times depicted in the Telecard History, given
that the same calls also show up in the CSTs for the Reuters Landline and the Al-Jazeera
Landline. 1228 This is circular reasoning, as the CDRs depicted in the Telecard History derive
from telecarte records generated by Ogero, responding to a request from the Prosecution in
2010. 1229 These same underlying telecarte records were used by the Prosecution to create the
CSTs for the Reuters Landline and Al-Jazeera Landline. 1230 Any record therefore depicted in
P00546, will also necessarily be reflected in PO 1970 and PO 1971. Similarly, any defect or
inaccuracy depicted in P00546, will also be depicted in PO 1970 and PO 1971. The three
exhibits cannot therefore be considered as corroborative of one another. 1231
669.

The reliability of the telecarte CDRs is therefore of significance when assessing the

accuracy of the alleged calls made by the Telecard. The Chamber has heard the evidence of
PRH709, a representative of Ogero, who testified in relation to: (i) the temporal limitations

1227
122 R

P00546.
P01970·P01971

F1704,~ara.18; 2o150723 _STL-11-01_T_Tl78_OFF_PUB_EN_49/67.
P00516,60303218; 20150914 STL-11-01 T Tl94 OFF PUB EN 9-11/105.
1231 Bemba AJ Majority Opinion,para.10, "the-fo~tnote ~ontains a n~mb~r of references which appear to all be
based on essentially the same source of information. It does therefore not seem to be the case that the
information is in any sense appropriately corroborated".
1229
1230
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regarding the storage of telecarte CDRs, 1232 and (ii) the shortcomings of manual
synchronisation between the different switches, 1233 including the possibility that operators
failed to switch between summer time to winter time, resulting in differences of up to an hour
between switches and inaccurate times recorded in the CDRs. 1234 It is apparent that there was
no commercial impetus to generate and store accurate telecarte CDRs which were only used
for statistical purposes, as the subscriber would have already paid the invoice. 1235 P00546,
and PO 1970 and PO 1971, are therefore of limited value in establishing the accuracy of calls
placed by the Telecard on 14 February 2005.
670.

The Prosecution also relies on heavily redacted CSTs for Reuters and Al-Jazeera

Landlines, which only reveal the calls made from the Telecard, despite the fact that it is not a
reliable CST. In P01970, only a single call out of 110 calls made to Reuters Landline on 14
February 2005 can be seen. Similarly, P01971 reveals only five calls out of 19 made to AlJazeera Landline on 14 February 2005.
671.

The Prosecution asserts that the heavy redactions to PO 1970 and PO 1970 are

warranted, as there are reliability concerns regarding the chain of custody of landline-tolandline calls. 1236 PRH709, testified that the calls depicted in landline CSTs are reliable, 1237 a
fact previously recognised by the Prosecution whilst submitting that it would not object to the
admission of the unredacted version of Reuters Landline, though it contains landline to
landline calls. 1238
672.

In light of the heavy redactions, P01970 and P01971 do not accurately represent the

calls made to the News Agencies on 14 February 2005 and provide no context to the calls
made that day.
673.

First, the time and duration of other calls made to the News Agencies on 14 February

2005 are not available, which would allow for an assessment of whether any other calls better
match the timing and duration of the FCR-Calls, as described by the News Agency witnesses.

20170111 STL-11-01 T T320 OFF PRY EN 25-26/120.
P01777,60316254; P00578,60308280-:1234 20170111 STL-11-01 T T320 OFF PRY EN 32/120.
1235 20170111-STL-11-01-T-T320-OFF-PRY-EN -37-39/120.
1236 20161103=STL-11-0(T=T306=0FF=PUB=EN) 7/43; F2845,para.4.
1237 20170111 STL-11-01 T T320 OFF PRY EN 63-64/120.
1238 F3028,par;s. 3 and 5, ;;-iti;g withdraw~ POOSO{-;,hich contained examples oflandline to landline calls e.g.,
rows.0017,0028,0045,0067,0094.
1232
1233
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674.

Second, it is impossible to assess, from a review ofP01970 or P01971, whether there

was an influx of calls at a given time, or conversely, a protracted gap between calls which
would affect reliability. Nor is it possible to verify the time range of either P01970 or P01971
in order to ascertain when the first and last calls were made to or from the News Agencies
and, in relation to P01970, verify the date on which the calls were purportedly made. 1239
675.

Third, it is impossible to assess the frequency of repeat calls made to the News

Agencies from the same number. For example, in the withdrawn P00506, which displayed
calls to Reuters Landline in unredacted form, there are at least 22 numbers which call at least
twice on 14 February 2005. 1240 Similarly, there are at least four numbers which call AlJazeera Landline at least twice on 14 February 2005. 1241 Without this information, the
Chamber is unable to make any meaningful assessment of the Prosecution's speculative
arguments concerning the repeated calls made from the same Telecard.
676.

Further, despite Prosecution efforts to rely only on the Telecard-Calls, P01970 and

P01971 remain CSTs for a landline telephone number and therefore unreliable given that they
do not accurately depict the entirety of calls received or made. The Chamber has heard
extensive evidence about the shortcomings of such CSTs, and the non-recording of all
landline-to-landline calls. 1242
677.

Consequently, whilst P00546, PO 1970 and PO 1971 were deemed to have prima facie

relevance and probative value, they have no evidentiary value and constitute no more than an
attempt by the Prosecution to fashion the evidence in such an extreme manner in relation to a
core aspect of the case against SABRA.
2. Inability to Demonstrate only Four FCR-Calls in Total
a. Witness testimony establishes four FCR-Calls placed to Al-Jazeera Landline

The metadata and title are internal Prosecution markings.
Withdrawn P00506: (i) [REDACTED]572x3;(ii) [REDACTED]368x4;(iii) [REDACTED] 111 x2;(iv)
[REDACTED]473x3;(v) [REDACTED]044x3;(vi) [REDACTED]333x2;(vii) [REDACTED]OOOx3;(viii)
[REDACTED]236x2;(ix) [REDACTED] SIS ;(x) [REDACTED]877x4;(xi) [REDACTED]934x2;(xii)
[REDACTED]937x3;(xiii) [REDACTED]822x4;(xiv) [REDACTED]930x2;(xv) [REDACTED]619x2;(xvi)
[REDACTED]224x3;(xvii) [REDACTED]236x3;(xviii) [REDACTED]876x2;(xix) [REDACTED] 150x2;(xx)
[REDACTED]516x2;(xxi) [REDACTED]400x2;(xxii) [REDACTED]763 x2.
1241 3D00305:(i) [REDACTED]955x2;(ii) [REDACTED]829x2;(iii) [REDACTED]370x2;(iv)
[REDACTED]678x2.
1242 20170110_STL-11-01_T_T319 _OFF _PRY_EN_51/92; 20170110_STL-1101 T T319- OFF- PRY- EN - 58/92.
1239
1240
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678.

In asserting the Telecard was used to make the FCR-Calls, the Prosecution submits

that only four calls were placed to the News Agencies, with only three calls placed to the AlJazeera Landline. This position overlooks the testimony of BEN-JEDDO who established that
four calls were made to Al-Jazeera BO on 14 February 2005, and is undermined by the
reliance on hearsay.
679.

During an interview with the Lebanese MIJ, BEN-JEDDO stated a fourth call was

made to Al-Jazeera BO at 16.00, whereby the caller had asked "for confirmation regarding
the channel's decision about broadcasting the FCR-Video tape". 1243 This statement was
provided three days after the event, and BEN-JEDDO provided further detail recalling that he
attempted to keep the caller "on line for some minutes while he called Qatar to get the
approval on broadcasting the video tape". 1244 The existence and timing of this call is
corroborated by the CST for the BEN-JEDDO Mobile, depicting an incoming call from AlJazeera HQ at 16:04 for duration of 612 seconds. 1245 Whilst the call demonstrated receipt of a
call from Al-Jazeera HQ, BEN-JEDDO could not recollect whether he had contacted AlJazeera HQ or vice versa. 1246
680.

BEN-JEDDO's testimony is corroborated by his statement provided on 9 March 2005

to the Lebanese JIJ, which states that "[a]t 4.05pm, [he] received yet another phone call", 1247
which he subsequently attested to before the Chamber, 1248 and which refers to various
elements of 14 February 2005 that are consistently described by BEN-JEDDO and others. 1249
681.

BEN-JEDDO is the only witness who spoke to the FCR-Caller(s) on every occasion

and therefore has direct knowledge of the number of received by Al-Jazeera BO on 14
February 2005.
682.

By contrast, the witnesses relied upon by the Prosecution both acknowledge their

recollection of three calls received on 14 February 2005 is based on hearsay from unnamed

1243

5D00168,60031460T.
5D00168,60031460T.
1245 5D00171,1DT5-13447.
1246 20150710 STL-11-01 T Tl70 OFF PUB EN 101114.
1247 5D00169,p.3.
1248 20150710 STL-11-01 T Tl70 OFF PUB EN 6/114.
1249 E.g. accentof second FCR-calle;:-described by BEN-JEDDO as "Afghan or a Pakistani national",
5D00169,p.l; 5D00166,301426; 5D00170,50011058; 5D00167,60045877; 20150708_STL-ll01 T Tl68 - OFF- PUB - EN - 89/108.
1244
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colleagues. 1250
683.

PRH006 recalled that she did not hear any calls following the first two, as she was

busy with "working on the footage and images". 1251 Similarly, PRH430 readily acknowledges
that he was largely out of Al-Jazeera BO following the explosion, and even whilst back was
otherwise fielding telephone calls on his mobile or located in the live transmission room on
another floor, 1252 he could not recall the number ofFCR-Calls received by Al-Jazeera B0. 1253
684.

Moreover, both PRH006 and PRH430 have at one point in their evidence, also led

that four calls were made to Al-Jazeera BO in relation to the FCR-Tape, in direct
contradiction to the Prosecution's case. In her earlier statements PRH006 attested that four
calls were made to Al-Jazeera BO regarding the FCR-Tape. 1254 Whilst the signed UNIIIC
statement is not in evidence, it was repeatedly used with the witness during her testimony
where she accepted that not only was her "memory sharper back then [in 2007]", 1255 but
"[she] knew that four phone calls were made to [Al-Jazeera B0]". 1256
685.

Similarly, in his signed statement dated 3 October 2008, PRH430 stated that he was

informed that those claiming responsibility for the death of HARIRI "called one more time
after he talked to them", noting that he is purported to have picked up the third FCR-Call to
Al-Jazeera Landline. 1257 Again, whilst this statement is not admitted, it was repeatedly used
with PRH430 in his testimony, during which he confirmed stating this to UNIIIC
investigators. 1258 PRH430 recalled that he had been informed there "had been two previous
calls and then maybe called another time after the call that [he had] answered". 1259
686.

Whilst the evidence of PRH006 and PRH430 regarding the number of calls received

is hearsay, it is as reliable as the hearsay evidence of those same witnesses relied upon by the

20150623 _STL-11-01_T_Tl65 _OFF _PRY_EN_71/103; 20150713 _STL-1101 T Tl71 OFF PRY EN 73178.
125120150623 STL-11-01 T Tl65 OFF PRY EN 71/103.
1252 20150713-STL-11-01-T-Tl71-OFF-PRY-EN -9,16,20,26,49178.
1253 20150713-STL-11-01-T-Tl71-OFF-PRY-EN -41178.
1254 5D00163 L0005276
1255 20150623 _STL-11-01_T_Tl65 _OFF _PRY_EN_86/103 apropos 60015803-60015814,60015809.
1256 20150623 _ STL-11-01_T_ Tl65 _OFF _PRY_ EN_7911 03.See also Bemba Contempt TJ,para.205: "If portions
of a prior-recorded testimony which had not been introduced through Rule 68 of the Rules were read out to the
witness or referred to in the hearing with the aim of proving inconsistencies in the witness's statements, the
Chamber considers those portions to be an integral part of the witness's oral testimony in court."
1257 60099168-60099175,60099173.
1258 20150713 STL-11-01 T Tl71 OFF PRY EN 64178.
1259 20150713-STL-11-01-T-Tl71-OFF-PRY-EN -73178.
1250
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Prosecution to assert that only three calls were made to Al-Jazeera Landline on that date. The
Prosecution has failed to explain why the evidence of a witness is more reliable from one
account to another, when both are based on hearsay.
b. CDRs do not rule out that four FCR-Calls were placed to Al-Jazeera
Landline
687.

That only three calls from the Telecard are depicted in P01971 does not prove that no

further FCR-Calls were placed to Al-Jazeera Landline.
688.

First, given it relies on the heavily redacted P01971, the Prosecution has not

demonstrated that it has investigated any other calls placed to Al-Jazeera Landline on 14
February 2005 to rule out those which may accurately match the timing and duration of the
FCR-Calls described by PRH006, BEN-JEDDO and PRH430.
689.

Second, the Prosecution has been unable to rule out that the FCR-Calls to the News

Agencies were not made from a landline and therefore do not show up on the CSTs for AlJazeera Landline.
690.

Al-Jazeera BO received a high volume of calls on 14 February 2005, in the aftermath

of the explosion. 1260 Despite this fact, the Al-Jazeera Landline CST only depicts 19 calls, 1261
which demonstrates that the CST is incomplete, and therefore, the missing calls were likely to
have been made from a landline. This is further supported by PRH709, stating that it was
"very likely" that a "channel like Al-Jazeera would receive calls" which did not generate any
record. 1262
691.

This inference is supported by the Prosecution's recognition that calls from a landline

or payphone do not always appear in CDRs, 1263 and in its subsequent reliance on such
landline calls which are not depicted in any CST. The Prosecution has repeatedly asserted
that two phone calls were made to the ABU ADASS Landline on 17 January 2005, which it
states were placed by the accused in relation to the disappearance of ABU ADASS. 1264 The
1260
1261

20150713 STL-11-01 T Tl71 OFF PRY EN 68/78.
P01971. -

20170111 STL-11-01 T T320 OFF PRY EN 541120.
20170407 =STL-11-0(T=T356=0FF=PRY=EN)71110; 20170322_STL-1101_T_T350_0FF_PRY_EN_26/93; 20160714_STL-11-01_T_T275_0FF_PRY_EN_36/95; 20151118_STL11-01_T_T218_0FF_PUB_EN_94/97; 20161103_STL-11-01_T_T306_0FF_PUB_EN_5/43; 20170110_STL11-01 T T319 OFF PRY EN 49/52-50/92;20170111 STL-11-01 T T320 OFF PRY EN 36/120.
1264 20l70322 STL-l1-01 T TJ50 OFF PRY EN 26/93.
- 1262

1263
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Prosecution's position is entirely based on the unchallenged evidence of PRH056 who
allegedly stated that these calls were made in the morning and evening of 17 January
2005. 1265 However, 5D00555 demonstrates that no such calls appear in the ABU ADASS
Landline at the times accounted for by PRH056, and yet the Prosecution asserts that "the
absence of entries for the calls from 'Mohammed' on 15 and 17 January 2005 in an ABU
ADASS Landline CST, cannot demonstrate, and is not probative of, the absence of those
calls". 1266
692.

This is analogous to the FCR-Calls placed to Al-Jazeera Landline. The evidence of

BEN-JEDDO, in conjunction with PRH006 and PRH430 demonstrates that four FCR-Calls
were placed to Al-Jazeera Landline and, as developed below, at times which do not match the
calls made by the Telecard. By the same token, the absence from entries in an Al-Jazeera
Landline CST (P01971) cannot demonstrate, and is not probative of the absence of those
calls.

3. Timings of Alleged FCR-Calls Not Supported by Direct Evidence and
Inconsistent with Witness Testimony
a. Inability to establish an accurate chronology of events

693.

The Prosecution seeks to establish a chronology of events to be used as markers in

establishing that the timing of the calls from the Telecard matches the timing of the FCRCalls received by the News Agencies. However, the Prosecution relies on piecemeal evidence
in support of this, which ignores the actual timings provided by the News Agency witnesses.
694.

First, the Prosecution is unable to corroborate its chronology of events with direct,

accurate and reliable evidence. In particular, the Prosecution has been unable to produce a
full, uncut recording of the Al-Jazeera broadcast on 14 February 2005. 1267 Without this, the
Prosecution is unable to establish the precise time when: (i) footage from the crime scene was
first broadcast on Al-Jazeera; (ii) HARIRI's death was first announced on Al-Jazeera; (iii)
BEN-JEDDO first reported the initial call to Al-Jazeera claiming responsibility for HARIRI's
death; and (iv) the FCR-Video was first aired on Al-Jazeera. The Prosecution has also failed
to obtain, or explain, the absence of recordings from other television networks such as; New
TV, LBC and Future TV/Al-Mustaqbal. Such material would have assisted the Chamber to
1265
1266
1267

Brief,fns.1134-1135.
Brief,fn.1133.
5D00182,60278561; 5D00184,60281639.
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assess the precise time when: (i) footage from the crime scene was first aired on Lebanese
television; and (ii) the first broadcast of the AUH announcement ofHARIRI's death.
695.

Nor has the Prosecution produced CCTV recordings of either the area surrounding the

Tree at the ESCWA Square or the area surrounding the entrance and exits routes to AlJazeera BO. In the absence of this, the Prosecution is unable to prove the precise time when:
(i) PRH430 left Al-Jazeera BO to attend the crime scene; (ii) BEN-JEDDO and PRH007 first
arrived at Al-J azeera BO; (iii) PRH007 first attempted to collect the FCR-Tape and his
subsequent return to Al-Jazeera BO; (iv) PRH115 first arrived at Al-Jazeera BO; (v) PRH115
left the Al-Jazeera BO to retrieve the FCR-Tape; (vi) PRH115 met with BEN-JEDDO outside
the Al-Jazeera BO with the FCR-Tape; (vii) PRH430 returned to Al-Jazeera BO from the
crime scene; and (viii) PRH430 left Al-Jazeera BO to attend the American University
Hospital.
696.

Lacking this evidence, the Prosecution is unable to prove a reliable chronology of

events regarding the publication and dissemination of the FCR which would rebut the timings
provided for by the News Agency witnesses.
b. Witness testimony contradicts allegation that First FCR-Call was made at
14:11
1.

697.

PRH012

The Prosecution relies on P01970 to establish a call from the Telecard to Reuters

Landline at 14:11. 1268 The Prosecution asserts this was the First FCR-Call to be made to a
News Agency and was answered by PRHO 12, a Reuters staff member. 1269
698.

The Prosecution previously tendered PRH012's statement, as conducted by the FFM

on 10 March 2005, in which PRH012 is purported to have stated that [REDACTED] received
this call on the Reuters Landline "[s]hortly after 2.p.m". 1270 The weight, if any, to be
accorded to this statement is minimal. P00509 is an unsigned statement taken by the FFM.
There is no further record to confirm the reliability or accuracy of the statement. 1271 Nor is
there any indication that the content was read back to the witness and attested to. PRH012
was not confronted with this section by the Prosecution during [REDACTED] in-court
1268
1269
1270
1271

P01970,row.67.
Brief,fn.1150.
P00509 ,50011108.
F3550,para.27; F3480,para.58.
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testimony to verify its contents from [REDACTED] personal recollection or to provide
further context as to how the statement was recorded.
699.

Despite the Prosecution's assertions to the contrary, 1272 its case in relation to the

timing of the call to the Reuters Landline is undermined and not supported by the chronology
of events of 14 February 2005, as testified to by PRH012.
700.

First, PRH012 is clear in [REDACTED] evidence that upon hearing the explosion,

[REDACTED] immediately travelled from Reuters BO, 1273 to the crime scene estimating that
"[i]t possibly took seven to eight minutes" as [REDACTED] had "hailed a taxi" and "then
[ran] towards the scene". 1274 The immediacy of PRH012's arrival is emphasised by
[REDACTED] recollection of what [REDACTED] witnessed, including that "[c]ars were
exploding at that point", and that "there were still flames and there were people trying to save
the injured and the victims". 1275
701.

PRH012 stated that [REDACTED] left "as soon as [[REDACTED]] heard that it was

President HARIRI' s convoy that had been targeted [sic]" and that this would not "have taken
more than half an hour". 1276 Upon leaving, PRH012 stated that [REDACTED] travelled
immediately to Reuters BO, which took "a few minutes to get back". 1277 Overall, PRH012's
evidence suggests that [REDACTED] returned to [REDACTED] office at approximately
13:30.
702.

Second, PRH012 states that [REDACTED] would have been in Reuters BO "less than

half an hour" before receiving the FCR-Call. 1278 PRH012 was not asked to clarify this or
questioned as to whether [REDACTED] thought the call took place before or after 14:00. As
a result, beyond the unsigned and unreliable FFM statement, 1279 there is no evidence admitted
to establish or corroborate the Prosecution's position that the FCR-Call to Reuters Landline
was placed at 14: 11.
703.

Even if the FCR-Call to the Reuters Landline did occur around approximately 14:00,

Brief,fn.1153.
20150714 STL-11-01 T Tl72 OFF PUB EN 5/79.
1274 20150714-STL-11-01-T-Tl72-OFF-PUB-EN -12/79.
1275 20150714-STL-11-01-T-Tl72-OFF-PUB-EN -13,61-64/79.
1276 20150714-STL-11-01-T-Tl72-OFF-PUB-EN -14/79.
1277 20150714-STL-11-01-T-Tl72-OFF-PUB-EN -15/79.
1278 20150714-STL-11-01-T-Tl72-OFF-PUB-EN -57/79.
1279 P00509. 1272
1273
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there is no evidence to contradict the fact that the FCR-Call to the Reuters Landline and the
first FCR-Call to Al-Jazeera were not made simultaneously, or that the call to Al-Jazeera
Landline did not precede the call to Reuters Landline. This is supported by the fact that
PRH012 did not indicate that [REDACTED] had actually told the caller that Reuters did not
believe the claim. 1280 The Prosecution has failed to establish any logical reason as to why the
alleged perpetrators waited a mere eight minutes between calling the Reuters Landline and
Al-Jazeera Landline beyond its desire to mould the evidence to fit the timing ofthe TelecardCalls.
c.

Witness testimony contradicts allegation that Second FCR-Call was made at
14:19

1.

704.

PRH006 and BEN-JEDDO

The Prosecution relies on P001971 to assert that the Second FCR-Call was made by

the Telecard to Al-Jazeera Landline at 14:19 for duration of 1 minute and 1 second. 1281 This
call was answered by PRH006 and transferred to BEN-JEDD0. 1282
705.

However, this is contradicted by PRH006 and BEN-JEDDO regarding both the timing

and duration of the first FCR-Call to Al-Jazeera Landline.
706.

First, regarding the duration of the first FCR-Call to Al-Jazeera Landline, both

PRH006 and BEN-JEDDO establish this call would have lasted for at least two to three
minutes. 1283 PRH006 states that she spoke to the caller for at least one minute to one minute
and thirty seconds, 1284 corroborated by BEN-JEDDO's recollection in 2007 in a signed
statement. 1285 Similarly, BEN-JEDDO repeatedly states he spoke with the caller for "one
minute, one minute and a half maximum". 1286 Both PRH006 and BEN-JEDDO's evidence is
consistent with the caller dictating the FCR-Statement. 1287 It is therefore groundless to
suggest the entire call between PRH006, BEN-JEDDO and the FCR-Caller could have lasted
one minute. The Prosecution offered no explanation for the inconsistent duration nor sought

20150714 STL-11-01 T Tl72 OFF PUB EN 58/79.
P01971,ro~.4.
1282 Brief,para. 565.
12 R3 20150709 STL-11-01 T Tl69 OFF PRY EN 89/115.
1284 20150623-STL-11-01-T-Tl65-OFF-PRY-EN -42/103.
1285 5D00167 60045877
1286 20150709 STL-11-Cll T Tl69 OFF PRY EN 90/115.
1287 5D00163,L0005275; 2CllS0623 =STL=-i 1-0(T_T165_OFF _PRY_EN_41,46-47,521103; 5D00169,p2;
5D006167,600045877; 20150708_STL-11-01_T_T 168_OFF_PUB _EN_86/108.
1280
1281
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to establish whether the estimation of the duration of the first FCR-Call to Al-Jazeera
Landline was miscalculated.
707.

Second, both PRH006 and BEN-JEDDO testify to the fact that the first FCR-Call

made to Al-Jazeera Landline was received between approximately 13:30 and 13:45 i.e. over
half an hour before any call made from the Telecard to Al-Jazeera Landline.
708.

On at least four occasions between 2005 and 2007, BEN-JEDDO informed Lebanese

and/or UNIIIC officials that the first FCR-Call placed to the Al Jazeera Landline took place
between 13:30 and 13:45, and definitely before 14:00:
a) 18 February 2005: BEN-JEDDO told the Lebanese MIJ that the first
call he received at 13:30 from an unknown person speaking Arabic with
tone accent, who read over to him the communique in which "AlNussra and Al-Jihad in the Levant announces its responsibility". 1288
b) 9 March 2005: BEN-JEDDO told the Lebanese JIJ that he had received
a telephone call "[a]t 1.30pm approximately". 1289
c) 15 July 2005: BEN-JEDDO informed UNIIIC investigators that the
"first call came through the ground line around 0140hrs". 1290
d) 5, 12 September 2007: BEN-JEDDO informed UNIIIC investigators
which included MACLEOD, that Al-Jazeera had received a telephone
call on the office line #1999449 "at about 13.25 or 13.35, or possibly
even later" but that he was "sure that the call was before 14.00" . 1291
709.

These four statements were either contemporaneously signed and attested to by BEN-

JEDDO, or subsequently attested to during the course of his testimony. 1292 BEN-JEDDO was
unequivocal that his personal recollection was clearer in prior-recorded statements than
during his testimony in 2015. 1293
710.

BEN-JEDDO's recollection that the first call to Al-Jazeera Landline occurred between

13:30 and 13:45 is corroborated by the in-court testimony ofPRH006, confirming that this is
consistent with her own recollection of the timing of the first FCR-Call to Al-Jazeera

5D00168,60031459T,60031461 T.
5D00169,p.l.
1290 5D00166 301426
1291 5D00167' 60045877
1292 20150709_STL-11-Cll_T_Tl69 _OFF _PRY_EN_96-97/115 (5D00166); 20150709 _STL-1101_T_Tl69_OFF _PRY_EN_72-74/115 (5D00168).
1293 20150709_STL-11-01_T_Tl69 _OFF _PRY_EN_80,96/115.
1288
1289
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Landline. 1294 PRH006 also confirmed that her memory was clearer in 2007 when she
informed UNIIIC investigators, and subsequently signed and attested that "[t]he call was
about forty-five minutes after the explosion, not more than one hour", 1295 i.e. at around 13:40.
11.

711.

Arrival of BEN-JEDDO in Al-Jazeera BO

BEN-JEDDO and PRH006's recollection of the first FCR-Call to Al-Jazeera Landline

is supported by their testimony of events preceding this call thus providing an approximate
time line.
712.

BEN-JEDDO stated that following the attack he "arrived to the office in less than half

an hour", 1296 explaining that following the explosion he left the Qantari Al-Jazeera BO and
"went directly to a nearby location and after that, [he] went with [his] colleague, PRH007, to
the Shaker and Oueini Al-Jazeera Beirut office" adding that he considered half an hour to be
an "exaggerated" time estimate for this trip. 1297 BEN-JEDDO maintained this fact in detail,
throughout his in-court testimony. 1298
713.

BEN-JEDDO's estimated arrival time at Al-Jazeera BO is consistent with his prior

signed statement to UNIIIC officials, 1299 and corroborated by PRH007 who accompanied him
on the trip to the Al-Jazeera BO. PRH007 testified that he and BEN-JEDDO travelled to a
nearby location following the explosion before heading straight to the Al-Jazeera BO on
Riad-El-Solh. 1300 At no point in his prior or in-court testimony does PRH007 deviate from the
timeline provided by BEN-JEDDO.
714.

Moreover, the timeline as to BEN-JEDDO's arrival at Al-Jazeera BO is corroborated

by the testimony of PRH006 who was present in the office at the time and who repeatedly
stated that BEN-JEDDO arrived at the office "about 30 minutes after the explosion". 1301
PRH006's evidence is further corroborated by two texts which, according to the SMS clock,
were sent at 13:33 to PRH430 announcing BEN-JEDDO's arrival in the office. 1302

20150624 STL-11-01 T Tl66 OFF PRY EN 33,34/91.
20150623-STL-11-01-T-Tl65-OFF-PRY-EN-85,86/103.
1296 20150709-STL-11-01-T-Tl69-OFF-PRY-EN-811115.
1297 20150709-STL-11-01-T-Tl69-OFF-PRY-EN-811115.
1298 20150708-STL-11-01-T-Tl68-OFF-PUB-EN-66,67/108.
1299 5D00167,60045875,6004S876.1300 P00491,60304200; 20150624 STL-11-01 T Tl66 OFF PRY EN 62/91.
1301 20150623 STL-11-01 T n65 OFF PRY EN 83f103;SDOOI63,L0005275.
1302 P00489; i0150624_sii-l1-01-=-T_Tl66_0FF_PRY_EN_24/91.
1294
1295
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715.

PRH006 and BEN-JEDDO both stated that the first FCR-Call to Al-Jazeera Landline

occurred "shortly after" BEN-JEDDO arrived. 1303 Given that the evidence consistently
established that BEN-JEDDO had arrived at the office between 13:30 and 13:45, the
Prosecution is unable to explain why they grossly underestimated the 35-50 minute gap
between BEN-JEDDO's arrival in the office and the first FCR-Call to Al-Jazeera Landline,
allegedly at 14:19.
111.

716.

Announcement ofHARIRI's death on Al-Mustaqbal/Future TV

The Prosecution relies on the announcement ofHARIRI's death as a marker for when

the First and Second FCR-Calls may have been placed. 1304 The Prosecution primarily relies
on BEN-JEDDO's evidence that the Second FCR-Call placed to Al-Jazeera Landline
occurred after "Al-Mustaqbal announced that [HARIRI] had been assassinated". 1305
717.

The Prosecution has not tendered any unabridged footage from Al-Mustaqbal/Future

TV from 14 February 2005 which would have provided a precise time, or at least further
context as to when the channel officially announced HARIRI's death. The Prosecution's
reliance on this specific announcement is therefore of no evidentiary value in the absence of
such material.
718.

Moreover, m BEN-JEDDO's signed prior-recorded testimony, he states that the

official announcement of HARIRI's death was "at about 13.25 or 13.35, or possibly even
later". 1306 When pressed during direct examination as to whether the announcement took
place, "somewhere between five to 2.00 and ten past 2.00 that afternoon", 1307 BEN-JEDDO
was unable to ascribe to this account, 1308 and provided that the public announcement was
"either at 1.30 and 1.45 or between 2.30 and 2.45". 1309 Whilst the earlier time of 13.30 and
13.45 is consistent with BEN-JEDDO's signed prior testimony, and corroborated by
PRH006, 1310 the later time of 14.30 and 14.45 is inconsistent with the Prosecution's case that
the second FCR-Call was placed at 14:19.

1303 20150623 _STL-11-01_T_Tl65 _OFF _PRY_EN_100/103; 20150709_STL-1101 T Tl69 OFF PRY EN 81-821115.
1304 B~ief,pa~a.564.
1305 20150708 STL-11-01 T Tl68 OFF PUB EN 81/108.
1306 5D00167 60045877
1307 20150709 STL-11-Cll T Tl69 OFF PRY EN 54/115.
1308 20150709-STL-11-01-T-Tl69-OFF-PRY-EN-541115.
1309 20150709-STL-11-01-T-Tl69-OFF-PRY-EN -771115.
1310 20150624-STL-11-01-T-Tl66-OFF-PRY-EN -33-34/91.
-
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1v.
719.

"HARIRI mat" texts

As a time-marker, the Prosecution relies on three texts sent from PRH006's personal

mobile to inter alia, PRH115 and PRH430 each reading that "HARIRI died". 1311 The
Prosecution alleges these texts were sent sometime between 14:10 and 14:15 and before the
Second FCR-Call. However, this analysis is inherently flawed.
720.

First, the Prosecution relies on PRH006's testimony that she "think[s] the SMS were

sent prior to the [second FCR] phone call [to Al-Jazeera Landline]" which lacks any
evidential value due to the fact that (i) she is not confident that this is the case; (ii) she never
suggested this in prior record statements conducted closer to the events in question; and (iii)
despite not having any prior recollection of sending the "HARIRI mat" texts, 1312 when
initially shown the SMS CST for her number by Prosecution counsel and specifically
questioned on the timing and existence of the three texts outside of the court, in preparation
of her testimony. 1313
721.

Second, both the timing and sequence of texts are inaccurate within P00489 .1

rendering it ineffective for establishing when the Second FCR-Call was made. The
Prosecution has conceded that it cannot rely on a text message to indicate a definite time, 1314
due to the difference in timing between the CST clock and the SMS clock. 1315
722.

PRH006, PRH115 and PRH430 also have no recollection of the "HARIRI mat" texts

or their timings to be capable of corroborating the Prosecution's chronology. 1316 PRH006
specifically raised concerns about any reliance placed on P00489.1, 1317 stating that "the
timings of the exchange of SMS are not very accurate", 1318 since following the explosion "all
types of communications are disabled or stopped, SMS, phone calls, et cetera" and "[when
you send a text message, it takes longer time to be delivered". 1319 The disruption to the
telephone network following the explosion on 14 February 2005 is corroborated by: (i) the

1311

P00489.1.
20150624 STL-11-01 T Tl66 OFF PRY EN 45/91.
1313 20150624-STL-11-01-T-Tl66-OFF-PRY-EN -43-46,48/91.
1314 20150623=STL-11-0(T=Tl65=0FF=PRY=EN=29-30/103 apropos P00488.1.
1315 20150624 STL-11-01 T Tl66 OFF PRY EN 7/91.
1316 20150624=STL-11-0(T=Tl66=OFF=PRY=EN=45/91; 20150707 _STL-1101 T Tl67 OFF PRY EN 52/114; 20150713 STL-11-01 T Tl71 OFF PRY EN 13178.
131720150624 STL-11-01 f Tl66 OFF PRY -EN 37/91.- 1318 20150624-STL-11-01-T-Tl66-OFF-PRY-EN -37/91.
1319 20150624-STL-11-01-T-Tl66-OFF-PRY-EN-37/91.
1312
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technical evidence of the Lebanese CSPs, 1320 and (ii) the evidence of PRH115, PRH430,
PRH006 and BEN-JEDDO, all explaining the difficulty in making and receiving calls and
messages. 1321
723.

Third, in addition to the inaccurate timings within P00489.1, there is considerable

doubt as the accuracy of the sequencing of the messages. PRH006 and PRH 115 testified that
the last four text messages listed within P00489 .1, and the corresponding P00494.1, were all
out of sequence. 1322 Any attempt to argue that the timings provided by PRH006 and PRH115
in their prior-recorded testimony were inaccurate as they did not have the CSTs of their
mobiles provided to them is wholly unsubstantiated. 1323
724.

Whilst the Prosecution seeks to disregard PRH006's evidence, which consistently

affirms the time and order of the Second FCR-Call and the announcement of HARIRI's
death, 1324 it does solely on the basis that PRH006's testimony does not fit the Prosecution's
case of the timing or order of events from an exhibit which is demonstrably unreliable.
v.
725.

BEN-JEDDO's announcement of first FCR-Call to Al-Jazeera Landline

The Prosecution relies on BEN-JEDDO's announcement of the alleged Second FCR-

Call, as broadcast on Al-Jazeera, stating that it would have occurred "shortly after 15:00",
during which no mention of the FCR-Tape was made. 1325 However, the Prosecution's
assessment that BEN-JEDDO's announcement was aired at approximately 15:00 is flawed.
726.

First, the Prosecution relies on the fact that BEN-JEDDO's announcement is recorded

in the video entitled "[DVD containing Aljazeera footage from 15:00-16:00 Live Beirut of
the HARIRI attack-File from DVD 60277329". 1326 However, the Prosecution itself
established that the "15:00-16:00" marker is inaccurate, having previously sought to establish
that the very same exhibit, P00497, commenced at 14:37 Beirut time. 1327 The evidence also
established that the Prosecution failed to review the discrepancy between its case that the
1320 20170111_STL-11-01_T_T320_ OFF_PRY_EN_29/120; 20160725 _STL-1101 T T281 OFF PUB EN 47/99.
132120150707 _STL-11-01_T_Tl67 _OFF _PRY_EN_771114; 20150708_STL-1101 T Tl68 OFF PUB EN 42,65-67/108.
132220150624_STL-11-01_T_Tl66_0FF_PRY_EN_8-9/91; 20150708_STL-1101 T Tl68 OFF PUB EN 48/108.
132320150624 STL-11-01 f T166 OFF PRY EN 5-6/91.
1324 Brief,fn.1l53.
1325 Brief,fn.1153.
1326 Brief,fn.1153 citing P00497.
1327 P00510,60307838.
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DVD commenced at 14:37 and the "15:00-16:00" marker on the DVD as there was no
evidence of: (i) "the process that was used by the Al-Jazeera staff member(s) to extract,
prepare, process, or label this particular FCR-Video file from their holdings"; (ii) "the
equipment or technology used by the Al-Jazeera staff members"; and (iii) "how the AlJazeera staff member(s) ultimately made the determination that the FCR-Video clip contents
fell within any particular timeframe". 1328 No further evidence has been adduced to suggest
that the Prosecution now has knowledge as to who, and in which context, created the "15:0016: 00" marker label.
727.

Second, BEN-JEDDO's announcement of the FCR-Calls is within one of four DVDs

containing abridged Al-Jazeera recordings from the 14 February 2005. 1329 The DVDs are not
sequential, and there is no technical data to prove that BEN-JEDDO's announcement was
aired at 15:00. 1330 The signed investigator note of Joseph JHUGROO, who is confirmed to be
a competent, able, analyst by his supervisor, 1331 tasked with establishing, inter alia, "if there
was any announcement of the claim of responsibility on the 'ticker tape' that runs along the
bottom of the screen", 1332 provides that in the abridged footage provided by Al-Jazeera,
"there was no material which could assist in determining the exact broadcast time of either
news of the claim of responsibility of the confessional tape". 1333 This investigator note was
not led by the Prosecution and subsequently removed from BARRINGTON's statement at the
behest of Prosecution Senior Counsel. 1334
728.

Third, although omitted from the Brief, the Prosecution's efforts to establish that

P00497 depicts Al-Jazeera footage which commenced at 14:37 on 14 February 2005 1s
inherently unreliable in light of the methodology used to make this conclusion.
729.

BARRINGTON, based on his assessment of P00497, estimated "the first message

stating that the death of HARIRI had been confirmed occurred as the words "AUH confirms
the death ofHARIRI" appeared[ ... ] to be 14:37 hrs Beirut time", and the "first reference to a
claim of responsibility by the group 'Al-Nasra-wal-Jihad-fee-bilad-Al-Sham' occurred when

5D00185 60309895
5D00182,60278561.
1330 5D00182,60278565.
1331 20150716 STL-11-Cll T Tl74 OFF PUB EN 36/128.
1332 5D00182 60278561
1333 5D00182,60278565.
1334 20150716 STL-11-Cll T Tl74 OFF PUB EN 74-75/128.
1328

1329
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PUBLIC

BEN-JEDDO began to discuss this group at approximately 14:59 hrs Beirut time". 1335
However, he did so without awareness of the investigative team's leads, 1336 and without
knowing the Prosecution had actually requested 12-hours of unabridged footage from AlJazeera.1337
730.

As a result, BARRINGTON failed to follow-up whether or not any pnor

announcements had been made either in relation to the FCR -Call or HARIRI' s death, 1338
despite the fact that at the footage depicted in P00497 starts with the Al-Jazeera anchorman
and guest already in mid-discussion about the assassination. 1339 On BARRINGTON's own
evidence, he could not rule out any mention of the announcement of HARIRI's death or the
FCR-Call prior to his estimated times of 14:37 and 14:59. 1340
731.

BARRINGTON's estimation of the airing of P00497 IS based entirely on the

telephone interview of Rafic CHLALA, the Lebanese Presidential Media Advisor, on AlJazeera on 14 February 2005, 1341 where he stated that "[i]n exactly ten minutes, [the Supreme
Defence Council] will be discussing the details of this crime", 1342 and the minutes of the
Supreme Defence Council meeting recording that it commenced at 15.30. 1343 On this basis,
BARRINGTON stated that he used 15:30 as a starting reference and estimated the times of
the announcement ofHARIRI's death and the FCR-Call by "working backwards in time". 1344
732.

BARRINGTON's assumption that CHLALA'S interview on Al-Jazeera commenced

at 15:20 is not based on any evidence. BARRINGTON confirmed that he was unable to
independently verify the time of CHLALA'S telephone interview, 1345 despite an extensive
review of CDRs for forty-five telephone numbers accessed by CHLALA which failed to
identify any call matching the duration of the telephone interview. 1346 CHLALA was unable
to recall any detail regarding the telephone interview, 1347 with BARRINGTON confirming

1335

P00510,60307839.
20150716 STL-11-01 T Tl74 OFF PUB EN 14/128.
1337 20150716-STL-11-01-T-Tl74-OFF-PUB-EN -23/128.
1338 20150716-STL-11-01-T-Tl74-OFF-PUB-EN -94-98/128.
1339 5D00179,D0243820 0 EN.
1340 20150716 STL-11-01 T Tl74 OFF PUB EN 98/128.
1341 P0051060307838
1342 5DOOl'l9,D02438:2o 0 EN.
1343 P00510,60307844. - 1344 P00510,60307838.
1345 20150716 STL-11-01 T Tl74 OFF PUB EN 89/128.
1346 P00510,60207839.
1347 P00510,60307839 apropos 60278515-60278531.
1336
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that he had no knowledge: (i) as to how much time elapsed between CHLALA'S telephone
interview and the start of the Supreme Defence Council meeting, (ii) as to whether at the time
CHLALA had been mistaken as to the time, or the time of the meeting, or (iii) as to whether
the meeting had subsequently been moved even though it had originally been scheduled ten
minutes from CHLALA' S telephone interview. 1348
733.

Fourth, as evidenced by BEN-JEDDO and PRH430, the footage contained in P00497

was not all recorded by Al-Jazeera. BEN-JEDDO provides that Al-Jazeera HQ was
automatically transmitting footage of the crime scene on 14 February 2005 which had already
been aired by local stations, 1349 including New TV and LBC, 1350 as the priority was to
broadcast "as much footage as possible and airing it as quickly as possible". 1351 BEN-JEDDO
confirmed that other news stations were able to air the footage quicker than Al-Jazeera, as AlJazeera BO did not have the capability to independently broadcast footage live from the
crime scene, 1352 and therefore had to wait for footage to be returned by PRH430. 1353 BENJEDDO's entire account is corroborated by the evidence ofPRH430 who recalled that "many
news agencies had sent their SNG vehicles [ ... ] to the crime scene" in order to have their
own live broadcast so "it would have been possible for Al-Jazeera and other TV channels to
broadcast footage received from the news agencies", 1354 adding that priority would have been
given to the live feed obtained from other networks. 1355
734.

However, not only did the Prosecution fail to obtain any footage directly from New

TV, it also failed to verify the timers appearing in P00497 or seek to establish whether any
"Live" marking depicted within the exhibit was broadcast by Al-Jazeera or New TV and
whether it was accurate. 1356 The Prosecution cannot therefore exclude that the "Live"
marking appearing at 7 minute and 48 seconds in P00497 is actually accurate and depicts the
"New TV 11:55 GMT" logo on the top right-hand-side of the screen. This is based on the fact
that no prior "Live" marking appears in the footage depicted in P00497, and there is no New
TV logo depicting a later time i.e. after 11:55 GMT appearing before the 7 minute and 48

20150716 STL-11-01 T Tl74 OFF PUB EN 90-91/128.
20150708-STL-11-01-T-Tl68-OFF-PUB-EN-69-70/108.
1350 20150708-STL-11-01-T-Tl68-OFF-PUB-EN -70/108.
1351 20150708-STL-11-01-T-Tl68-OFF-PUB-EN-68-69/108.
1352 20150708-STL-11-01-T-Tl68-OFF-PUB-EN-68/108.
1353 20150708-STL-11-01-T-Tl68-OFF-PUB-EN-69/108.
1354 20150713-STL-11-01-T-Tl71-OFF-PRY-EN -17/78.
1355 20150713-STL-11-01-T-Tl71-OFF-PRY-EN -69-70/78.
1356 20150716=STL-11-0(T=Tl74=0FF=PUB=EN)04,109/128.
1348
1349
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second marker of P00497. 1357 It is therefore reasonable to infer that the "New TV 11:55
GMT" logo is accurately timed. Given BEN-JEDDO appears fifteen minutes later at the 22
minute and 30 second marker of P00497, his announcement of the FCR-Call would have
occurred at approximately 14:09 Beirut time. 1358
735.

Fifth, the Prosecution's position that BEN-JEDDO's broadcast of the Second FCR-

Call occurred shortly after 15:00, is at odds with the signed testimony of PRH115 who had
stated in April 2005, that once he had "learned that the convoy of former Prime Minister of
Rafik HARIRI [had] been targeted and that HARIRI was killed. [He] immediately left the
house and headed to Al-Jazeera office because [he] could be asked to cover the event". 1359
PRH115 added that whilst he "was home watching the news, [he] saw [BEN JEDDO] saying
that Al-Jazeera office received a call from an unidentified person saying that El-Nusra-walJihad-fi-Bilad-El-Sham has executed the assassination". 1360 On this basis, it is illogical to
conclude that, PRH115 would have waited over 2-hours, watching various news channels
covering the explosion, 1361 before rushing to the office in the event he was required to cover
one of the most significant events in recent Lebanese history.
d.

736.

Witness testimony contradicts allegation that Third FCR-Call was made at
15:27

The Prosecution relies on P01971 to establish that the second FCR-Call to Al-Jazeera

Landline was at 15:27 from the Telecard, lasting 54 seconds. This call was also picked up by
PRH006 and subsequently transferred to BEN-JEDD0. 1362
737.

However, the Prosecution's efforts to match the Telecard-Call to the Third FCR-Call

is again contradicted by the direct evidence of both PRH006 and BEN-JEDDO, both of
whom received the first and second FCR-Calls to the Al-Jazeera Landline.
738.

In relation to the duration of the alleged Third FCR-Call, BEN-JEDDO states that this

call lasted "[f]or a maximum of two minutes". 1363 This was BEN-JEDDO's signed testimony

1357

5D00181,1DT5-47815; 5D00180,1DT5-47801.
5D00181,1DT5-47818; 5D00180,1DT5-47804.
1359 5D00164 50001436
1360 5D00164:50001436; P00492,60305520; 20150708 STL-11-01 T Tl68 OFF PUB EN 4/108.
1361 20150707 STL-11-01 T Tl67 OFF PRY EN 5l-52/114; P00492,60305520.
1362 Brief,para~567.
- 1363 5D00167,60045880.
135 R
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in September 2007 and subsequently attested by the witness during his in-court testimony. 1364
BEN-JEDDO's evidence is in direct contradiction with the Prosecution's position that the call
was made from the Telecard for 54 seconds.
739.

In relation to the timing of the Third FCR-Call, PRH006 attested, in her signed

statement before Lebanese officials on 12 May 2005 i.e. less than three months after the
event in question, the fact that "[t]he second call occurred after 14.00 hrs", 1365 and notably
not after 15:00 which would be more consistent with the Prosecution's case. During her incourt testimony, PRH006 confirmed that her recollection was consistent with her 2007 signed
statement whereby she had stated that the second FCR-Call to the Al-Jazeera Landline took
place "[a]pproximately half an hour" after the first FCR-Call to Al-Jazeera B0. 1366
740.

BEN-JEDDO corroborated PR006's testimony, providing that the second FCR-Call to

Al-Jazeera Landline occurred at "[a]round 1415hrs", 1367 and that there was "[a]pproximately
half an hour, a little bit more, a little bit less after the first call". 1368 In this regard therefore,
even on the Prosecution's case that the first FCR-Call to Al-Jazeera Landline was at 14:19
followed by the second FCR-Call at 15:27, this does not account for the fact that two
witnesses with direct personal recollection of the two FCR -Calls concur that there was
approximately half an hour between the two calls, not eighty minutes.
1.

741.

Collection of FCR-Tape

As a marker to establish that the Third FCR-Call was placed at 15:27, the Prosecution

relies on the movements of PRH007 and PRH115's subsequent collection of the FCRTape.1369
742.

However, unable to precisely establish PRH007 or PRH115's movements, the

Prosecution relies on a series of text messages exchanged between the two, describing

20150709 STL-11-01 T Tl69 OFF PRY EN 104/115.
5D00163 L0005276
1366 20150623 _STL-11-01_T_Tl65 _OFF _PRY_EN_87/103 apropos 60016803-60015814,pp.86-87.Whilst the
statement is not admitted into evidence, it was repeatedly used with witness and these specific paragraphs were
attested to by the witness during her in-court testimony. At no point does the witness state that she was coerced
into providing this account or that the statement did not accurately record the testimony she had provided at the
time.
1367 20150709 STL-11-01 T Tl69 OFF PRY EN 103/115; 5D00166,301425.
1368 20150709-STL-11-01-T-Tl69-OFF-PRY-EN -101/115.
1369 Brief,fn.1l61,para.568~ 1364
1365
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PRH115's efforts to collect the FCR-Tape, 1370 which the Prosecution asserts was completed
at 15:53. 1371
743.

The Prosecution's continued reliance on P00494.1 to establish that the FCR-Tape was

collected at 15:53, is in stark contrast with its in-court submissions that SMS CSTs cannot be
relied upon to establish definite times. 1372 It is also at odds with the repeated evidence from
the Lebanese CSPs, and News Agency witnesses as to the failure of the telephone network in
the aftermath of the explosion, impairing the ability of users to send and receive calls and
messages. 1373 This argument is not made in the abstract and had a direct impact on the
accuracy of P00494.1, with both PRH006 and PRH115 testifying to the inaccuracies of the
timing and sequence of the four texts relied upon by the Prosecution to establish the time of
collection. 1374
744.

PRH115's testimony also contradicts the Prosecution's case regarding his time of

arrival at Al-Jazeera BO and subsequent task to collect the FCR-Tape. In his signed, priorrecorded testimony, PRH115 informed ISF investigators in April2005 that he "arrived to AlJazeera office between 2.30pm and 3pm". 1375 Subsequently, he informed MACLEOD and
KAMEl, in February 2007 that he "arrived at the office around 14.00", subsequently
confirmed in his STL statement in March 2015. 1376 This account was confirmed in court, 1377
with PRH115 stating that "the closest to reality are the timings I gave in my first statement a
month or two months or just a few months after the explosion" .1378
745.

Any argument that PRH115's account as to his arrival in Al-Jazeera BO contradicts

the timing of a text message which would imply he was still in a taxi at 15:24, 1379 is subject to
the same reliability concerns as P00494.1, particularly as PRH115 has no independent

P00494.1.
Brief,para.568.
1372 20150623 _STL-11-01_T_Tl65 _OFF _PRY_EN_29-30/103 apropos P00488.1.
1373 20170111_STL-11-01_T_T320_ OFF_PRY_EN_29/120; 20160725 _STL-1101_T_T281_0FF_PUB_EN_47/99; 20150707 _STL-11-01_T_Tl67 _OFF _PRY_EN_771114; 20150708_STL11-01 T Tl68 OFF PUB EN 42,65-67/108.
1374 20l50624_STL-l1-01_T_Tl66_0FF_PRY_EN_8-9/91; 20150708_STL-1101 T Tl68 OFF PUB EN 48/108.
1375 5i5oo164 5ooo14361376 P00492 60305520 .
'
.
1377 20150707 STL-11-01 T Tl67 OFF PRY EN 791114.
1378 20150708-STL-11-01-T-Tl68-OFF-PUB-EN -34/10.
1379 P00494.1.1370
1371
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recollection as to when he sent this text, 1380 having been first shown his text messages, with
timings, by Prosecution counsel out of court and in preparation of his testimony. 1381
746.

As PRH115 was dispatched to collect the FCR-Tape upon his arrival in Al-Jazeera

B0, 1382 and that it took about 15-20 minutes to retrieve the FCR-Tape, 1383 PRH115 would
have returned to the office with the FCR-Tape between approximately 14:15 and 15:15. This
is consistent with his prior-recorded testimony where he recalled that he retrieved the FCRTape "somewhere between 2.p.m and 3.p.m", 1384 further corroborated by PRH006's
recollection in May 2005 that, while he was in Al-Jazeera BO, PRH115 "found the tape after
14.30hrs or between 14.30 and 14.45pm". 1385
e.

747.

Witness testimony contradicts allegation that Fourth FCR-Call was made at
17:04

The Prosecution relies on P01971 to support its position that the Fourth FCR-Call was

made from the Telecard at 17:04, lasting 2 minutes and 12 seconds. Although not addressed
in the Brief, this call was answered by PRH430 and subsequently transferred to BENJEDD0.1386 The Prosecution's position is again contradicted by the direct testimony of the
relevant witnesses present during the timing of this call.
748.

First, regarding the duration of the third FCR-Call to Al-Jazeera Landline, BEN-

JEDDO states that this "third call was the longest", 1387 and was not "less than three
minutes". 1388 PRH430 also spoke with the caller for "[l]ess than a minute", 1389 casting doubt
on the reliability of the call-record as portrayed in P01971. 1390
749.

Second, regarding the timing of the Fourth FCR-Call, on 9 March 2005, less than a

month after the events of 14 February 2005, BEN-JEDDO informed the Lebanese JIJ that the
third FCR-Call to Al-Jazeera Landline was "[a]fter 3.00pm" and before "3.30pm". 1391 This

20150707 STL-11-01 T Tl67 OFF PRV EN 62/114.
20150707-STL-11-01-T-T 167-OFF-PRV-EN -73/114.
1382 5D00164,5ooo1437; Poo492,6o3o552o; 5DOOI67,60045880.
1383 20150709 STL-11-01 T Tl69 OFF PRV EN 36/115.
1384 5Doo165,so011on; 2o1so1o7 -sTL-11-01-T f167 oFF PRv EN wo/114.
1385 5D00163 L0005276
- 13 R6 20150713 STL-11-01 T Tl71 OFF PRV EN 23-24/78.
1387 20150709-STL-11-01-T-Tl69- OFF-PRV-EN -107/115.
1388 20150709-STL-11-01-T-Tl69- OFF-PRV-EN -108/115.
1389 20150713-STL-11-01-T-Tl71- OFF-PRV-EN -52/78.
1390 P01971,ro~ 11.
1391 5D00169,p.2.
13 R0
1381
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signed statement was also later attested to by the witness m court. 1392 BEN-JEDDO's
recollection is also consistent with his testimony in July 2005 whereby he provided that "[t]he
third call came approximately at 1515hrs". 1393 When pressed in-court, BEN-JEDDO
confirmed that the third FCR-Call to Al-Jazeera Landline took place "shortly after the top of
the hour", noting that this would have been "either after 3.00 or after 4.00". 1394 At no point
does BEN-JEDDO state that the call took place after 17:00.
1.

750.

PRH430's attendance in the Al-Jazeera BO

BEN-JEDDO's recollection of the timing of the third FCR-Call to Al-Jazeera

Landline is corroborated by PRH430 as to when he would have been in the office to have
picked up the third FCR-Call. Having left Al-Jazeera BOat approximately 13:15 in order to
cover the explosion, 1395 PRH430 was at the crime scene "between 45 minutes and an
hour", 1396 before returning to Al-Jazeera BO in order to send the recorded footage to AlJazeera HQ. 1397
751.

PRH430 recalls that this process would have been conducted in a separate technical

room and taken approximately thirty minutes before returning to the fourth-floor. 1398 PRH430
would therefore have arrived at Al-Jazeera BO at approximately 14:30, 1399 reaching the
fourth-floor office at approximately 15:00. 1400 PRH430 remained in the office for only "a
short period of time", 1401 before attending AUH. 1402 There is no evidence to suggest that
PRH430 remained in the office for a period of over 2.5-hours beyond 17:00.
n.
752.

Broadcast ofFCR-Video

On the assumption there were only three FCR-Calls to Al-Jazeera Landline, the

timing of the last call is also established by the evidence in relation to the broadcast of the
20150709 STL-11-01 T Tl69 OFF PRY EN 106/115.
5D00166,301427; 201S0709 STL-11-=-01 T- TI69 OFF PRY EN 1051115.
1394 20150709 STL-11-01 T n69 OFF PRY -EN 56!115-:1395 20150713-STL-11-01-T-Tl71-OFF-PRY-EN-9/78.
1396 20150713-STL-11-01-T-Tl71-OFF-PRY-EN -11/78.
1397 20150713-STL-11-01-T-Tl71-OFF-PRY-EN -18/78.
1398 20150713-STL-11-01-T-Tl71-OFF-PRY-EN -18-19/78.
1399 Consistentwith prior r-;;c~rded t-;;stim~ny signed -;nd provided to the Lebanese JlJ and UNlllC investigators
in 5/2005 and 2/2007 respectively: (i) L0005272-L0005273,L0005273, "After I finished my work as a media
man, I returned back to the office around 2:30"; (ii) 60017729-600 17738,60017734"I reached the office at
approximately 14.15 or 14.30".
1400 60017729-60017738,60017735, "I reached the fourth floor office between approximately 15.00 and 15.15".
1401 20150713 STL-11-01 T Tl71 OFF PRY EN 49/78.
1402 20150713 =STL-11-0(T=Tl7 (OFF=PRY=EN=20/78; 20150713 _STL-1101 T Tl71 - OFF- PRY- EN - 49/78.
1392
1393
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FCR-Video. In his 2007 statement to UNIIIC investigators, BEN-JEDDO stated that the
FCR-Video was broadcast "75 minutes after the last call". 1403 In his earlier signed statement
before the Lebanese JIJ, which is also relied upon by the Prosecution, 1404 BEN-JEDDO stated
on 9 March 2005 that the FCR-Video was broadcast "at around 5.30pm that evening". 1405
This evidence is therefore consistent with the fact that the third FCR-Call to Al-Jazeera was
between 15:00 to 15:30 and not after 17:04.
B. Lack of Concrete Evidence Relating to Identification ofFCR-Caller(s)
753.

The Prosecution failed to provide any credible evidence to prove that ONEISSI and/or

SABRA made any of the alleged four FCR-Calls.
754.

First, the Prosecution has failed to provide any recorded content of the alleged four

FCR-Calls which would establish the identification of the caller( s), or witness testimony that
positively identifies the caller(s) as either ONEISSI or SABRA.
755.

Second, the Prosecution has failed to provide any voice recording of either ONEISSI

or SABRA which would establish whether either of the accused made any of the alleged four
FCR-Calls. 1406 As a result, the Prosecution has not conducted any voice parade which would
have assisted PRH012, PRH006, BEN-JEDDO and PRH430's recognition of the alleged
caller(s), in particular given all four were clear in their recollection of the voice, tone and
accent of the caller(s). 1407
756.

Third, whilst the testimonies of PRH012, PRH006, BEN-JEDDO and PRH430 are

consistent that the FCR-Callers were male and spoke, with varying competence, in the Arabic
language, 1408 the collective evidence demonstrates the existence of at least three different
callers.
757.

PRH012 and PRH006 testify that the individual they spoke with had a "high pitched

5D00166,301427.
Brief,fn.1178.
1405 5DOO 169,p.3; see also 5DOO 167,60045882: "The tape was broadcast after 17:00, at about 17: 15";
5D00167,60045884: "Q. At what time was Ahmad Abu Adass' name first broadcast? A. At about 17.00".
1406 20170407 STL-11-01 T T356 OFF PRY EN 43/110.
1407 20150714~STL-11-01~T~Tl72~0FF~PUB~EN~17,21,74/79; 20150623_STL-1101_T_Tl65_0FF_PRY_EN_41-42/103; 20150708_STL-11 01_T_Tl68_0FF_PUB_EN_85,89/108;
20150709 _STL-11-01_T_Tl69_OFF _PRY_EN_107-108/115; 20150713 _STL-1101 T Tl71 OFF PRY EN 24-25,71/78.
1408201507l4_STL-11-01_T_T172_0FF_PUB_EN_18/79; 20150623_STL-1101_T_Tl65_0FF_PRY_EN_42/103; 20150708_STL-11-01_T_Tl68_0FF_PUB_EN_86/108; 20150713 STL11-01 T Tl71 - OFF- PRY- EN - 24/78.
1403

1404
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tone", 1409 was the "voice of a young man", 1410 and spoke in classical Arabic. 1411 Both
PRH012 and PRH006 were clear that the individual was not Lebanese. 1412 The evidence of
PRH012 and PRH006 relating to the non-Lebanese accent of the first caller is not only
corroborated by each account, but is consistent with their prior-recorded testimony conducted
in March and May 2005 respectively. 1413
758.

Moreover, attempts to disregard PRH006's evidence that the Second FCR-Caller was

not Lebanese, on the basis that it was "her mistaken belief that she had spoken to caller for a
minute or more", 1414 are ill-founded and demonstrate the extent to which the Prosecution
ignores any evidence not suiting its case. Not only did the Prosecution fail to question
PRH006 on whether she was "mistaken" in her recollection, but it is entirely at odds with fact
that the Prosecution relies on BEN-JEDDO's evidence, even though he had spoken with the
Second FCR-Caller only "for one minute, one minute and a half'. 1415
759.

The Second FCR-Caller read out the FCR statement to both PRH006 and BEN-

JEDDO in full. 1416 Further, BEN-JEDDO is clear that his calculation as to the time of the
Second FCR-Call only accounts for the duration in which he spoke with the caller, explicitly
stating that "[ w]ith me, yes, it was one minute, one minute and a half maximum". 1417
Logically, PRH006 was correct to state that she also spoke with the caller for one minute, 1418
and consequently able to assess the accent of the caller.
760.

The Prosecution has led no further evidence on the content of the First FCR-Call

placed to Reuters Landline, despite evidence that the call was transferred to PRHO 12 from
another Reuters line. 1419 In light of PRH006 being recognised on the Third FCR-Call by the
20150623 STL-11-01 T Tl65 OFF PRY EN 41/103.
20150714=STL-11-0(T=Tl72=OFF=PUB=EN=27/79 apropos L0016621-L0016621.
1411 20150623 _STL-11-01_T_Tl65 _OFF _PRY_EN_42/103; 20150714_STL-1101 T Tl72 OFF PUB EN 18179.
1412201506l3_STL-11-01_T_Tl65_0FF_PRY_EN_ 42,53-541103; 20150714_STL-1101 T T172 OFF PUB EN 24179.
1413 5D0016J,L000527{ P00509,50011108.
1414 Brief,fn.1157.
1415 Brief,fn.1157 apropos 20150708_STL-11-01_T_Tl68_ OFF _PUB _EN_85/108. The Prosecution also relies
on the evidence of PRHO 12 in relation to the accent of the first FCR -caller even though the witness also states
that [REDACTED] spoke with caller "for only a minute", 20150714_STL-1101 T Tl72 OFF PUB EN 17179.
141620150708_STL-11-01_T_Tl68_0FF_PUB_EN_83/108; 20150623_STL-1101 T Tl65 OFF PRY EN 41/103.
141720150709 STL-11-01 f Tl69 OFF PRY EN 90/115.
1418 20150623-STL-11-01-T-T165-OFF-PRY-EN -42/103.
1419 20150714-STL-11-01-T-Tl72-OFF-PUB-EN -67179.
1409
1410
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same caller, with the same pitch and accent as the Second FCR-Caller, 1420 it is clear from the
evidence of PRH012 and PRH006 that neither SABRA or ONEISSI could have made the
First, Second or Third FCR-Call given the fact that both ONEISSI and SABRA were born
and raised in Lebanon and therefore demonstrably Lebanese speakers. 1421
761.

This is further supported by the Prosecution's more recent position that no further

investigation was warranted relating to TARA's implication in the disappearance of ABU
AD ASS, as [REDACTED] had described him as Lebanese despite him being of Palestinian
origin. 1422 The same logic should therefore apply to ONEISSI and/or SABRA's alleged
involvement in the First, Second and Third FCR-Calls.
762.

In contrast to the evidence of PRH006, BEN-JEDDO consistently testified that the

caller of the Second FCR-Call was either not of Arab origin, or a second generation Arab
who had poor quality of the language. 1423 In support, BEN-JEDDO relied on his experience
as a seasoned correspondent with experience of similar exposure to terrorist-related claims of
responsibility. 1424 Whilst BEN-JEDDO's evidence in relation to the Second FCR-Call is at
odds with that of PRH006's, the two versions are not mutually exclusive, both corroborating
the fact that the Second FCR-Call was not Lebanese, contradicting the Prosecution's case that
either ONEISSI or SABRA made the call.
763.

BEN-JEDDO's evidence in relation to the Third and Fourth FCR-Caller(s) only goes

as far as to establish that they seemed to be "from the region" and "from the Levant". 1425
Notably, in each prior-recorded testimony between 2005 and 2007, BEN-JEDDO testified
that the Third and Fourth FCR-Caller(s) spoke in either classical or good Arabic, 1426 which is
corroborated by PRH430's testimony that the Fourth FCR-Caller spoke "in classical Arabic"
and "was not speaking Lebanese colloquial dialect". 1427 At no point does BEN-JEDDO
confirm that the caller was categorically Lebanese, despite evidence that the Lebanese accent
1420

20150623 STL-11-01 T Tl65 OFF PRV EN 56-57/103.
lndictmen"t,para.(2)(b )~c
1422 F3674/COR,para.32;20180626_STL-11-01_T_T433_PROV_CONF _EN_26/148.
1423 5D00170,50011058; 5D00166,301426; 5D00169,50003408; 5D00167,60045877; 20150708_STL-1101_T_Tl68_OFF_PUB _EN_86,89-90,93-95/108; 20150709 _STL-11-01_T_Tl69_OFF _PRV_EN_81,9298/115.
1424 20150708_STL-11-01_T_Tl68_ OFF_PUB _EN_90/108; 20150709_STL-1101 T Tl69 OFF PRV EN 99/115.
142520l50709 _STL-11-01_T=T169 _OFF_PRV _EN_33/115; 20150709_STL-1101 T Tl69 OFF PRV EN 52/115.
1426 5D00170,500ll058; 5D00166,301427; 5D00168,60031460; 5D00167,60045879.
1427 20150713 STL-11-01 T Tl71 OFF PRV EN 24-25178.
1421
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is distinctive. 1428
764.

Further, BEN-JEDDO is clear that the Third and Fourth FCR-Calls were placed by

two different individuals, 1429 and that in total "three voices called" Al-Jazeera Landline. 1430
Not only is BEN-JEDDO's testimony consistent with his prior-recorded testimony, 1431 but
objectively he is the only witness to have spoken with each of the second, third and fourth
FCR-Caller(s).
765.

There is no evidence that the alleged caller(s) mimicked a fake accent. Despite robust

questioning, BEN-JEDDO repeated that he could not positively testify whether the caller was
putting on a fake accent i.e. to cover up a Lebanese accent. 1432 Prior statements from PRH012
that the caller was mimicking a fake accent were neither signed at time nor accepted by the
witness in-court, 1433 wherein she was unable to conclude that the caller was using a fake
accent. 1434 Indeed, the only evidence adduced in this regard, was the fact that the Second
FCR-Caller was seemingly trying to mimic a Lebanese accent, 1435 and therefore, unlike
ONEISSI and SABRA, was not Lebanese.
766.

The suggestion that the quality of the phone-lines for each FCR-Call would have

affected the assessment of the caller's accent is unsubstantiated. PRH012 and BEN-JEDDO
are consistent that the First, Third and Fourth FCR-Calls were "clear" and of "good
quality". 1436 Regarding the Second FCR-Call, whilst there is evidence that the line was of
"poor quality", 1437 the quality had no bearing on the Prosecution's reliance on the content of
the call, 1438 or on the consistent testimony of PRH006 and BEN -JEDDO that the caller was
not Lebanese. 1439 Moreover, it is not PRH006 or BEN-JEDDO's evidence that the poor
quality of the line had a bearing on their ability to decipher the accent of the caller. PRH006's
1428

20150623 _STL-11-01_T_Tl65 _OFF _PRY_EN_42,531103; 20180626_STL-1101 T T433 PROY CONF EN 127-128/148.
142920150708 STL=-11-01 T Tl68 OFF PUB EN 97/108.
1430 20150708-STL-11-01-T-Tl68-OFF-PUB-EN-96/108.
1431 5D00167,60045879,6004S881; SDOOl55,301427; 5D00170,50011058; 5D00168,60031460T.
1432 20150708 STL-11-01 T Tl68 OFF PUB EN 89-95/108.
1433 20150714=STL-11-0(T=Tl72=0FF=PUB=EN=25/79 apropos 60032460-60032462.
1434 20150714_STL-11-01_T_Tl72_ OFF_PUB _EN_29/79 apropos 305420-305424.
1435 5D00163,L0005275; 20150623 STL-11-01 T Tl65 OFF PRY EN 42,53-54/103.
1436 20150709 STL-11-01 T Tl69- OFF PRY -EN 34,52/115; POOS09,S0011108.
1437 20150708-STL-11-01-T-Tl68-OFF-PUB-EN-85/108.
1438 20150708=STL-11-0(T=Tl6(OFF=PUB=EN=83-84/108; 20150623 _STL-1101 T Tl65 OFF PRY EN 42-47/103.
143920150623_STL-11-01_T_Tl65_0FF_PRY_EN_421103; 5D00170,50011058; 5D00166,301426;
5D00169,50003408; 5D00167,60045877; 20150708_STL-11-01_T_T 168_OFF_PUB _EN_86,89-90,93-95/108;
20150709 _STL-11-01_T_Tl69_OFF _PRY_EN_81,92-98/115.
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prior-recorded testimony provided in May 2005, 1440 and her recollection in-court, 1441 was that
the Second FCR-Caller spoke loudly, negating any argument that the witnesses could not
properly hear or understand the caller and thus be unable to decipher the accent.
767.

In light of the evidence of the News Agency witnesses, there are therefore at least

three different callers; a fact which is not addressed by, or consistent with, the Prosecution's
case.
C. Lack of Concrete Evidence Relating to Payphones, FCR-Tape and Tree

768.

Whilst the Prosecution asserts that the alleged four FCR-Calls were made from the

specified four Payphones using the Telecard, and that the FCR-Tape and Letter were placed
in the Tree, there is no direct evidence that this was the case.
769.

First, the testimony of PRH012, PRH006, and BEN-JEDDO does not demonstrate

that the First, Third or Fourth FCR-Calls were made from public payphones, which are not
enclosed, 1442 and located within congested areas situated by a road. 1443 PRH012 was certain,
in both prior-recorded testimony dated March 2005 and during in-court testimony, that there
was "no noise or car horns or anything else" during the First FCR-Call and that "[t]he speaker
was speaking from a closed area and not from one of the public phone booths". 1444 Similarly,
BEN-JEDDO was consistent that the Third and Fourth FCR-Calls were clear with very little
or no background noise. 1445 The Prosecution offers no explanation as to the difference in
quality oflines between the Second FCR-Call and the remaining calls.
770.

Second, there is no direct forensic or audio-visual evidence, including CCTV footage,

establishing that ONEISSI and/or SABRA were physically present by the four Payphones or
by the Tree, despite the fact that the evidence shows that a security guard was situated by the
Tree on the 14 February 2005. 1446
771.

Third, there is no evidence, forensic or otherwise, proving that ONEISSI and/or

SABRA handled the FCR-Tape, FCR-Letter or the box in which both were placed. This is
despite the fact that: (i) the Prosecution accepts they have the fingerprint images for both
5D00163 L0005275
20150623 STL-11-01 T Tl65 OFF PRY EN 86/10.
1442 P01412,60294158,60294l60. 1443 P01412,60294153,60294156,60294158,60294162.
1444 20150714 STL-11-01 T Tl72 OFF PUB EN 73-74179.
1445 20150709-STL-11-01-T-Tl69-OFF-PRY-EN -34,52,58/115.
1446 P00492,60305521.
- 1440
1441
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ONEISSI and SABRA; 1447 (ii) BEN-JEDDO and Lebanese officials had awareness of the
need to preserve forensic evidence and thus exercised caution when handling the FCR-Tape
so as not to contaminate the fingerprint marks; 1448 and (iii) fingerprint analysis was conducted
of the FCR-Tape and Letter which did not match the fingerprints of either ONEISSI or
SABRA. 1449

D. Conceptual Challenges to FCR Using Payphones and Tree
772.

The entire concept of the FCR, as alleged by the Prosecution, involves several

illogical considerations, rendering it inconceivable.
773.

First, the Prosecution's case is that the FCR-Tape was placed in the Tree to be

collected by the News Agency staff. 1450 However, there is no reasonable rationale as to why
the Tree was selected.
774.

The Tree is situated in the centre of the ESCWA Square, located within a Security

Task Force Area, with the Tree manned by a security guard. 1451 PRH007's testimony is clear
that on the afternoon of 14 February 2004, the square was "full of soldiers", 1452 with many
armed around the Tree. 1453 This is further corroborated by PR115 who recalled the presence
of armed personnel and vehicles from the Lebanese Army, ISF and private security
companies. 1454
775.

As testified by both PRH007 and PRH115, anyone situated around the Tree would

risk being identified by security personnel and therefore the incentive for both witnesses was
to leave the area as soon as possible. 1455 It is illogical that on the Prosecution's case,
ONEISSI is expected to have loitered around the Tree for at least 30 minutes in order to
ensure the collection of the FCR-Tape without being detected by a security officer. This is
compounded by the fact that security around a UN building would have been heightened in
1447

20150709 STL-11-01 T Tl69 OFF PRV EN 68/115.
20150709=STL-11-0(T=Tl69 =OFF=PRV=EN)9,73/115; 20180607 STL-1101 T T431 OFF PUB EN 15/43.
144920150709 STL-11-01 f Tl69 OFF PRV EN 68,70/115.
1450 Notwithst~nding the P;:-os-;;cutio;;-'s failure t~ estcililish when the FCR-Tape was placed in the Tree, it appears
to be the Prosecution's case, albeit based on supposition, that several FCR-Videos were prepared for different
eventualities which would infer that the particular FCR-Tape was placed in the Tree after the explosion,
20170314 STL-11-01 T T347 OFF PUB EN 82/91.
1451 P01412,60294164:- 1452 P00491,60304200.
1453 20150624 STL-11-01 T Tl66 OFF PRV EN 65-66/91.
1454 20150707-STL-11-01-T-T 167-OFF-PRV-EN-68/114.
1455 P00491,60304201.
144R
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the hours immediately following the explosion in downtown Beirut. 1456
776.

Any individual involved in placing or collecting the FCR-Tape from the Tree would

be subject to the same risk of being identified or targeted by security personnel. Anyone
placing or collecting the FCR-Tape from the Tree had to either climb up the tree or stand on
something, 1457 thereby attracting even more attention from the security personal.
777.

Second, despite the Prosecution asserting that SABRA undertook a reconnaissance

mission on 25 January 2005 and 4 February 2005 to identify Payphone 3 and the Tree, 1458 as
affirmed by WILLIAMS this is pure speculation, 1459 especially given the popularity of the
Hamra area and Parliament Square. 1460 There exists no evidence of any such reconnaissance
mission for the other three payphones allegedly used to place the FCR-Calls, or any evidence
that the Payphones were ever tested to ensure that they were in operation. 1461
778.

Third, whilst the Prosecution seeks to assert that the FCR-Calls were made from the

Payphones to conceal the identity of the accused, there is no logical explanation as to why
payphones in general were used and further, why the four Payphones were specifically
selected.
779.

The location of each of the four Payphones reveals that they are all situated in public

areas, with Payphones 1 to 3 located on busy streets or squares. 1462 Moreover, Payphones 1 to
3 were all located opposite landmark buildings including the Moufi Hassan Khaled
Organisation; the Arab Bank; and the Abu Baker Sidiq School, 1463 increasing the risk of any
user of the payphone being captured on CCTV or visually identified by witnesses.
780.

Both Payphones 1 and 2 are also located within the vicinity of the ABU ADASS

residence, with Payphone 1 being a "short distance" from the residence of PRH018. 1464
Whilst the Prosecution asserts that the four Payphones were selected as misdirection to link

P00492,60305523.
20150707 STL-11-01 T Tl67 OFF PRY EN 65-66/114.
1458 Brief,para-;.931,932.
1459 20161130 STL-11-01 T T312 OFF PRY EN 16/99.
1460 20170324-STL-11-01-T-T352-OFF-PRY-EN-52/91.
1461 CfBrief,p~ra.1 018:"11 is i;;conc;;-ivabl~ that,in s~ch a meticulously planned attack, the most public of acts of
making the false claim calls would not have been carefully planned in advance, including identifying
functioning payphones to call from and ensuring that those calling knew what to say".
1462 P01412,60294153,60294156.
1463 P01412,60294253,60294156,60294161.
1464 P01412,60294168.
1456
1457
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back to ABU ADASS, 1465 this is based on pure speculation and does not reasonably explain
why ONEISSI and SABRA would return to the vicinity of the ABU ADASS residence a
mere month after the family had filed a police complaint report and thereby placing
themselves at risk ofbeing identified by ABU ADASS' family, associates or neighbours, thus
compromising the alleged FCR on the day of its execution.
781.

The apparent benefit of using the Payphones to lead investigations to ABU ADASS

are obsolete in light of his appearance in the FCR-Tape and demonstrably do not outweigh
the risk ofbeing caught. Taken at its highest, the Prosecution's speculative argument suggests
that the alleged users of the Telecard were aware that calls made from the Telecard could be
traced to the location of the Payphones. If this was the case, the Prosecution is unable to
explain: (i) why all four FCR-Calls were not made from the area surrounding the vicinity of
the ABU ADASS home; and (ii) why Purple-018 and 095 were not turned off to avoid being
detected around the four Payphones, as they had allegedly done so on 16 January 2005. Any
argument that the accused would have had knowledge that calls from a payphone, provided
using a telecard, could be traced whilst conversely not knowing that mobile phones could be
traced is irreconcilable and unsubstantiated with the very same argument that the alleged
conspirators exercised "an advanced level of awareness of covert practices". 1466

E. Reasonable Alternatives for Purple-Phones' Behaviour on 14 February 2005
782.

The allegation regarding the Purple Group's involvement in the FCR-Calls hinges on

the coinciding timing between the alleged FCR-Calls and the FCR-Tape retrieval, and the
alleged presence of Purple-Phones near the Payphones and the Tree. 1467 Particularly,

Purple-018 is flagged for activations of
a) CHATIL1 at 14:04, 1.e. 7 minutes before Payphone 1 call allegedly
. . . d ; 1468
m1t1ate
b) GHOBAI3 at 14:36, i.e. 17 minutes after Payphone 2 call allegedly
initiated; 1469
c) SPEARS3 at 15:53, 1.e. 26 minutes after Payphone 3 call allegedly
. . . d ; 1470
1mt1ate

20140618 STL-11-01 T T51 OFF PUB EN 66-67171.
Brief,para~584.
1467 PTB,paras.152-154, 158; lndictment,para.44; Brief,paras.564-568,570,573-575.
1468 Brief,fns.1150,2108; P01923,slide.156.
1469 Brief,fn.1159; P01923,slide.158.
1470 P01923,slide.167; Brief,para.570.
1465

1466
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d) ETOILE2 and MARTYR! at 16:00, i.e. 5 minutes after FCR-Tape was
allegedly collected. 1471
e) OGER3 at 17:15, i.e. 11 minutes after Payphone 4 call allegedly
initiated. 1472
783.

This allegation is predicated on a series of unestablished premises. The relevance of

the Payphones' location and the timestamps depend on whether Telecard-Calls were indeed
the FCR-Calls. The relevance of one's proximity to the Tree depends on when exactly the
FCR-Tape was retrieved. Further, Purple users' whereabouts cannot be conclusively
established through the activation of macro-cells, 1473 or from a silent phone. 1474 Nor can it be
reliably inferred from predicted coverage maps in light of the general ceiling of 60-70%
accuracy, 1475 the cell-site peculiarities unaccounted for when maps were generated, 1476 and
more specifically the severe congestion issues in the aftermath of the explosion. 1477
784.

Phone use pattern cannot establish the user's actual movements. 1478 The onus remains

on the Prosecution to investigate and eliminate reasonable alternative inferences. Its failure to
discharge this burden is highlighted by their unawareness of the Purple-alike Numbers. 1479
785.

Whilst the Payphones are located outside the areas these numbers frequented, 1480 their

cell use, following the Prosecution's standard, places each Purple-alike Number near at least
one Payphone on 14 February 2005 shortly before, or after, the respective Telecard-Call. 1481
Insofar as the predicted coverage and timing are concerned, these numbers were closer to the

Brief,para.1028; PO 1923,slides.178-179.
Brief,fns.ll78,2129; P01923,slide.l88.
1473 20160209_STL-ll-Ol_T_T242_ OFF_PRY_EN_25-26/97; 20150818_STL-llOl_T_Tl79_OFF _PUB_EN_48-49/119; 20170425_STL-ll-Ol_T_T36l_OFF _PUB_EN_76/ll4;
20170406_STL-ll-Ol_T_T355 _OFF _PUB _EN_24-25/l26. Purple-018 bar one only activated macro-cells in
afternoon of 14 February. PO 1221 ,rows.8720-8734; P00778,D0484067 -70,D0484076,D0484079.
1474 20150818_STL-11-01_T_Tl79 _OFF _PUB_EN_58-59/l19; 20170209 _STL-1101 T T333 _OFF _PRY_EN_30-3l/94.
's location was unknown during all Telecard-Calls due to
inactivity at 14:04-14:36,14:38-15:53,16:55-17:15. P0122l ,rows.8722-8724,8732-8733.
1475 PO ll92,para.86; Part-1 ,ll-H.2.b.
1476 Part-5,ll-A.l.a.
1477 Part-l,ll-H.2.a.
1m Part-5,ll-A.2.
1479 Part-5,ll-A.2.b.
1480 5D00348,slides.8-9,26-27,36-38,50-5l,60-6l ,78-79; 20170406 STL-ll-01T T355 OFF PUB EN 64,82,88-89,92,94-95/126.
1481 5D00348,~lides.l9,3J,44,57 ,68,85; 20170406 _ STL-ll-01-T_ T355 _OFF _PUB_ EN _70-72,83-84,8990,94,95-96/126.
1471

1472
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respective Payphones than Purple-018. 1482
786.

The Prosecution neither discovered Purple-alike Numbers nor investigated the reason

for their uncharacteristic cell activations at key locations at the operative times. Nevertheless,
their behaviour demonstrates that the activities portrayed by the Prosecution as "inextricably
linked to the Payphone calls" 1483 are not statistical outliers, at least not such that the user's
involvement in the conspiracy is the only reasonable inference.
IV.

Critical Gaps in Case Against Purple-Phones
A. No Case Regarding Purchase of Telecard

787.

The Prosecution's case against SABRA relies on the allegation that ONEISSI and/or

SABRA made the FCR-Calls to the News Agencies using the same Telecard from four
different Payphones. According to the Prosecution, the Telecard was sold by PRH048, an
employee at Al-Nahr MOT branch, on 10 February 2005. 1484 The ability of the Prosecution to
establish that ONEISSI and/or SABRA acquired possession of the Telecard no later than 14
February 2005 constitutes a central tenet of the Prosecution's case.
788.

However, there is absolutely no evidence, or even allegation, that either ONEISSI or

SABRA purchased the Telecard. First, there is no CCTV footage from the store, or any
documentary application which depicts that either accused purchased the Telecard from
PRH048. 1485 Second, PRH048 is unable to recall who purchased the Telecard, 1486 noting that
the majority of customers who purchased similar telecards were not Lebanese. 1487 Nor is there
any evidence that PRH048 was asked to conduct a visual identification of either ONEISSI or
SABRA. Third, the CSTs for both Purple-095 and Purple-018 establish that neither
telephone was within the vicinity of the Al-Nahr MOT branch on 10 February 2005 or any
period before or after. 1488
789.

The Prosecution also fails to offer any case or crucially identify who did purchase the

Telecard and who handed it to ONEISSI and/or SABRA, when and in which
1482 5D00348,slides.20,34,45,58,69 ,86; 20170406 _ STL-11-0 1-T_ T355 _OFF_ PUB_EN _72-74,86-87 ,8990,94,96-97/126.
1483 Brief, Section-Yll.M.1.
14R4 P00563,60294381.
1485 P00563,60289135,60294381; 20170407 STL-11-01 T T356 OFF PRY EN 43/110.
1486 P00563,60289134.
1487 P00563,60289134,60294381.
1488 20170407 _STL-11-01_T_T356_ OFF_PRY_EN_421110; 20151118_STL-1101 T T218 - OFF- PUB - EN - 26/97.
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circumstances. 1489 In fact, there is a marked absence of any evidence to suggest that ONEISSI
or SABRA ever came into physical possession of the Telecard, 1490 which would have been
necessary to use it. 1491 There is no CCTV footage from the vicinity of the Payphones which
would establish the user of the Telecard, 1492 or forensic evidence from the Telecard given that
it was never retrieved.
790.

Other than its efforts to reinforce its case against Purple-095 and Purple-018, the

Prosecution has also failed to demonstrate that it has diligently investigated and sought to
identify: (i) which telephone numbers and users were within the vicinity of the Al-Nahr MOT
branch on the date the Telecard was purchased; (ii) which telephone numbers and users were
within the vicinity of the four Payphones at the time the Telecard was alleged to have made
the FCR-Calls; and (iii) which telephone numbers and users received a telephone call(s) from
the Payphones on 14 February 2005, contemporaneously with the timing of the alleged FCRcalls. 1493 As a result, the Prosecution has failed to investigate a clearly relevant line of inquiry
as to whether a telephone number which was within the vicinity of Al-Nahr MOT branch at
the date of purchase of the Telecard was also within vicinity of any of the four Payphones on
14 February 2005 during the alleged use of the Telecard. 1494
791.

In the absence of such significant evidence, the Prosecution cannot establish that the

only reasonable inference is that ONEISSI or SABRA made the FCR-Calls based on the
series of weak inferences to be concluded from the non-contemporaneous theoretical
coverage of Purple-018 and Purple-095 allegedly within the vicinity of the Payphones.
B. No Case Regarding Production of FCR-Tape or Letter

792.

It is the Prosecution's case that the Purple-Group was involved in both the

disappearance of ABU AD ASS and the dissemination and publication of the FCR featuring
1489

20151118_STL-11-01_T_T218_OFF_PUB_EN_27/97; 20170407 _STL-1101 T T356 OFF PRY EN 43/110.
1490201511l8_STL-11-01_T_T218_ OFF_PUB_EN_28/97; 20170407 _STL-1101 T T356 OFF PRY EN 43/110.
1491P01777 ;603 US259. 1492 20170407 STL-11-01 T T356 OFF PRY EN 43/110.
1493 20151118~STL-11-01~T~T218~0FF _PUB ~EN~26,55-65/97; 20161130 STL-1101 T T312 OFF PRY EN 18-19,33/99.
1494 A-simil~ exe~ise c~ndu~ted by the Defence revealed that, irrespective of attribution, at least two telephone
numbers ([REDACTED]242 and [REDACTED]436) were present in the vicinity of the Al-Nahr MOT branch
and subsequently present within vicinity of Payphones 3 and 4 respectively at the relevant time in which
Telecard alleged to have been used, 5000218 and 20151118_STL-11-01_T_T218_OFF _PUB _EN_28-39,5367/97.Whilst the date 09/02/2005 was selected, this is not entirely inconsistent with PRH048's evidence and is
irrelevant to proposition that exercise was not conducted by Prosecution for either date, P00563,60289134.
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ABU ADASS. However, up until its Brief, the Prosecution significantly had failed to put a
case as to who actually produced the FCR-Tape or Letter and in which circumstances either
were made. Indeed, throughout trial proceedings, the Prosecution had no case as to whether
the FCR-Tape or Letter ever came in possession of the Accused and if so, in which
circumstances.
793.

Seemingly to plug this critical gap, the Prosecution now alleges that SABRA was

implicated in the creation of the FCR-Tape which it states was produced between 16 and 18
January 2005. 1495 Even when making this bald assertion, the Prosecution still fails to offer
any case as to where the FCR-Tape was produced and under which circumstances.
794.

Moreover, the Prosecution's improper allegation is pure supposition. There

IS

no

forensic evidence from the FCR-Tape, from the device used to record the FCR-Video or the
location in which was recorded which would establish any link to the accused. Nor is there
any eye-witness account which would support this speculative argument. Not only is the
Prosecution unable to demonstrate any link between the production of the FCR-Tape and the
accused, but the Prosecution cannot actually identify which individual(s) were specifically
involved in the recording.
795.

The Prosecution is also unable to establish when the FCR-Video was recorded. Whilst

it may suit the Prosecution to now suggest that the FCR-Video was recorded between 16 and
18 January 2005, it neglects to consider its own evidence which established that the FCRVideo must have been recorded sometime after ABU AD ASS' disappearance in light of the
. h.IS ph ysica
. 1 appearance. 1496
changes m
796.

Similarly, the Prosecution still fails to establish a case as to who produced the FCR-

Letter or, in light of the discrepancies in the text of the FCR-Video and Letter, 1497 whether or
not the same individual( s) produced both items. As with the FCR-Tape, forensic analysis of
the FCR-Letter failed to establish any link to the accused or identify any other individual. 1498
797.

The Prosecution also has no case as to when the FCR-Letter was produced and in

particular whether it would have been completed before or after the attack. In this regard, the
1495

Brief,para.552.
5D00515,p.2; 5D00514,50011217; 20151117 _STL-11-01_T_T217 _OFF _PRY_EN_89/126;
P02129,300146; P02131,para.170.
1497 Part-5,1-B.l.
1498 20150709_STL-11-01_T_Tl69 _OFF _PRY_EN_68,70/115.
1496
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Prosecution has no case as to when the FCR-Tape and Letter were placed in the Tree or by
whom, noting that neither ONEISSI nor SABRA is alleged to have been involved in this step.

798. Without any cogent evidence to establish that the accused were involved in the
production of the FCR-Tape or Letter, and in the absence of any indication as to when either
item was placed in the Tree, the Prosecution has failed to establish that ONEISSI or SABRA
had any knowledge of the content of either the FCR-Tape or Letter.
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PART 6- INDIVIDUAL CRIMINAL RESPONSIBILITY
I.

Substantive Law and Modes of Liability
A. Application and Interpretation of Article 2 Restricted to Lebanese Law

800.

Pursuant to Article 2, Lebanese criminal law explicitly and exclusively applies. No

reference is made to customary international law as a body of law relevant to the exercise of
the Tribunal's jurisdiction rationae materiae within the Statute. This is consistent with the
intention of the UNSC and GoL to exclude resort to international law in relation to Article 2
crimes in order to ensure that whilst the Tribunal would have international characteristics, its
subject-matter jurisdiction would remain national in character. 1499
801.

Even in the event that international customary law may be applicable in interpreting

Article 2 crimes, it must only be considered within the general principle offavor rei. 1500 Any
departure from the application and interpretation of national law is permitted within strict
conditions when such interpretation or application: (i) appear to be unreasonable; (ii) may
result in a manifest injustice; (iii) is not consonant with international principles and rules
which are binding upon Lebanon.

1501

In this regard, in accordance with the principle of

legality, the applicable international law must have existed at the relevant time and have been
applicable to the accused. 1502 Where there is doubt, then the provision should not be
applied. 1503
1. Intentional Homicide and Attempted Homicide
802.

The definition and scope of the elements of crime for intentional homicide, including

in relation to premeditation as an aggravating circumstance, as set out in Articles 547-549
LCC (actus reus) and Articles 188-189 LCC (mens rea) and relied upon by the Appeals
Chamber applies. 1504 Knowledge of the circumstances of the offence includes knowledge of
the fact that the criminal conduct is aimed at a living person and knowledge that the tool to be
used may cause the death of the victim. 1505
803.
1499

Similarly, the definition and scope of the elements of crime for attempted homicide as

S/2006/893(2006),para.7; S/PV.5685.

°F0936,para.32.

150

F0936,para.39.
E.g. S/RES/808(1993),para.29.
1503 Vasi1jevic TJ,paras.193-204.
1504 F0936,paras.153, 164.
1505 F0936,para.162.
1501

1502
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set out in Articles 200-203 LCC (in conjunction with Articles 547-549 LCC) and relied upon
by the Appeals Chamber apply. 1506 As both offences are clearly defined and applied within
Lebanese criminal law, recourse to customary international law is unwarranted.

2. Conspiracy
804.

Article 270 LCC and Article 7 of Law of 1958 with regard to conspiracy and the

scope of the elements of the offence relied upon by the Appeals Chamber apply. 1507 Given the
clarity of the elements, and in the absence of any equivalent crime in customary international
law, no deviation from the application of conspiracy as strictly applied within the Lebanese
. JUStl
. "fi1ed . 1508
courts 1s
805.

In particular, consideration must be given to the narrow scope of conspiracy in light of

the exceptionality of incriminating an agreement. 1509 First, more than a mere joint
understanding is required to constitute an agreement for purposes of Article 314. Each
conspirator must have declared their determination to join the conspiracy resulting in a
merger of wills to commit the terrorist act. 1510 The merger of wills must be complete and
final, 1511 in relation to all members whenever they joined the conspiracy. 1512
806.

Second, the agreement of each conspirator must be directed to the specific

commission of a crime against the security of the state. 1513 A generic, ambiguous or imprecise
goal is insufficient. 1514 Third, the agreement must include the means and tools to commit the
crime which is the subject of the conspiracy. 1515 For Count 1, the Prosecution must prove
beyond a reasonable doubt the existence of a specific agreement on the part of SABRA to use
one of the means to commit a terrorist act as provided for within Article 314 LCC. 1516
807.

Fourth, the alleged conspirator must have the intent to join and participate within the

1506

F0936,paras.177-183.
F0936,paras.192-203.
1508 F0936,para.192.
1509 Annex D,p.1 06 (El-Fadel).
151 F0936,para.196; Annex D,p.182 (Zoghbi).
1511 F0936,para.196; Annex D,p.182 (Zoghbi),p.128 (Jaafar),p.55 (Aliya 1987); pp.15 -16 (Balamand Monastry
Decision,Chpt V).
1512 F0936,para.196.
1513 F0936,para.197.
1514 Annex D,pp.15-16 (Balamand Monastry Decision,Chpt V),p.182 (Zoghbi).
1515 F0936,para.199; Annex D,pp.15-16 (Balamand Monastry Decision,Chpt V),pp.130-131 (Jaafar).
1516 F0936,para.199.
1507

°
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conspiracy 1517 based on an awareness of the purpose of the conspiracy to engage in criminal
conduct against state security. 1518 The alleged conspirator must possess knowledge of the real
and intended purpose of the agreement. 1519
3. Terrorism
808.

For the purposes of Count 6, Article 314 LCC applies and requires (i) an act, whether

constituting an offence under other provisions of the LCC or not; which is (ii) intended "to
cause a state of terror"; and (iii) committed by means such as explosive devices, inflammable
materials, toxic or corrosive products and infectious or microbial agents that are liable to
create a public emergency". 1520 Lebanese law and precedent have adopted a restrictive
approach to the enumerated list of applicable means in Article 314 LCC. 1521
809.

The special intent to spread terror does not compensate for the absence of proscribed

means pursuant to Article 314 LCC. 1522 To prove the special intent, SABRA must have had
knowledge of the means to be used in the commission of the terrorist act.
810.

In light of the Indictment, 1523 no further expansion or application of international

customary law is required. However, should the Chamber be minded to apply international
customary law as per the Appeals Chamber then it must consider all the elements of the
offence of terrorism in international customary law including the requisite motive for the
commission of a terrorist act, namely for a political, religious or ideological purpose. This
requirement is reflected in various international conventions and domestic practice, and
widely considered to be reflective of the definition of terrorism under international customary
law.1524
B. Application of Modes of Liability under Lebanese Law

811.

Whilst holding that either Lebanese law or international law could apply to modes of

liability, the Appeals Chamber ultimately concluded that Lebanese law should apply on the
basis that either there was no conflict between the bodies of law (co-perpetration), or because

1517

Annex D,pp.15-16 (Balamand Monastry Decision,Chpt V).
F0936,para.200; Annex D,pp.130-131 (Jaafar).
1519 Annex D,pp.61-62 (Aliya 1987).
152 F0936,para.49.
1521 Halabi Decision,pp.55-56.
1522 F0936,para.60; Halabi Decision,pp.SS-56.
1523 F0327,para.49.
1524 Part-3,1.
1518

°
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Lebanese law was more favourable to the accused (complicity). 1525 This was subsequently
endorsed by the Chamber. 1526 At no point were all interpretations of modes of liability
permitted to be applied simultaneously.
812.

Consequently, the Prosecution's alarming assertion that "[w]hile the Chamber can

find the Accused guilty on all Counts pursuant to the modes of responsibility provided in the
LCC, Article 3 modes have not been withdrawn" is wholly unjustified. 1527 Convictions under
Article 3 without proving the modes of responsibility found in Lebanese law (and,
presumably, vice-versa) are impermissible as "Lebanese law" and "Article 3" are not
severable. Article 2 of the Statute specifies that Lebanese law is the applicable criminal law
subject to other provisions of the Statute, and Article 3 specifies individual criminal
responsibility for the Tribunal. The latter is understood through the lens of the former, as
reflected by the UN Secretary-General in his 2006 report to the UNSC. 1528 The Prosecution's
charges against SABRA fall under Article (3)(1 )(a) and are interpreted through Lebanese law
and other legal precedents the Chamber finds of assistance. The Prosecution cannot use
Lebanese law and Article 3 as alternative modes of liability - the law of co-perpetration and
complicity at this Tribunal must be understood and applied in a uniformly coherent way.
1. Co-perpetration
813.

SABRA is listed as a co-perpetrator within the meamng of Article 3(1)(a) under

Count 1. Article 212 LCC defines a perpetrator as "anyone who brings into being the
constituent elements of an offence or who participates directly in its commission". The
perpetrator must have accomplished the objective and subjective elements of the crime, and a
co-perpetrator is anybody who cooperated in the execution of those elements. 1529
814.

The Prosecution misleadingly highlights the Appeals Chamber's reasoning that one

can be guilty of a crime as a co-perpetrator under Lebanese law "if he played a principal and
direct role in its commission, even if his role does not fulfil all the objective elements of the
crime" when discussing Count 1. 1530

F0936,para.264.
20180307 STL-ll-01_T_T423 _OFF _PUB_EN_42,47171.
1527 Brief,para~1151.
1528 S/2006/893(2006),para.26.
1529 F0936,para.213.
1530 Brief,para.1142,citing F0936,para.215.
1525

1526
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815.

For completed crimes, it is indeed possible to mutually attribute responsibility across

co-perpetrators such that not every co-perpetrator needs to meet all elements of the crime.
This is true under Lebanese law and international criminallaw. 1531 In the example where two
people agree to commit a murder and share responsibilities (one person gets the weapon, the
other uses it to commit the crime), both can be co-perpetrators even if the person getting the
weapon did not kill anyone personally.
816.

In a conspiracy these principles of mutual attribution cannot apply in the same way

because it is the very agreement that is charged. The objective elements cannot be mutually
attributed away through the co-perpetrators' agreement when the agreement itself is the
crime. In a conspiracy, everyone needs to equally meet the objective element of "concluding
or joining an agreement 'aimed at committing crimes against State Security"'.
817.

The conspiracy count is better understood in the framework of what the Appeals

Chamber describes as "core" co-perpetration, whereby the co-perpetrator executes the same
action as the perpetrator. 1532 Each co-perpetrator must personally meet all the objective and
subjective elements of the offence, including in particular, the dolus specialis intention for
terrorism specified under Lebanese law.
2. Complicity
818.

SABRA is charged as an accomplice within the meaning of Article 3(1)(a) under

Counts 6-9.
a. Objective elements
819.

The Appeals Chamber defines the objective elements for complicity as follows: (i) an

understanding (whether immediate or longstanding), (ii) assistance in a form specified in
Article 219 LCC, and (iii) conduct by the perpetrator amounting to a crime. 1533
820.

No other assistance than that enumerated exhaustively in the six subheadings of

Article 219 LCC may amount to complicity. 1534 Accomplice liability under Article 219(5)
LCC extends to those who "helped to eliminate the traces, to conceal or dispose of items
resulting therefrom, or to shield one or more of the participants from justice", but only for
1531

F0936,paras.215,217 ,229-249.
F0936,para.214.
1533 F0936,paras.219,228.
1534 F0936,paras.219,226,228; Annex D,p.78 (Aliya 2002).
1532
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those who did "having so agreed with the perpetrator or an accomplice before commission of
the offence". 1535
821.

Article 220 LCC specifies that "[a]n accomplice without whose assistance the offence

would not have been committed shall be punished as if he himself were the perpetrator".
Convicted persons who made an essential contribution to the crime must therefore have this
reflected in the penalty imposed upon them. But neither Articles 219 nor 220 LCC specify the
minimum causal threshold for what qualifies as "assistance" to a crime for determinations of
guilt or innocence. Some sort of causal threshold is necessary to foreclose criminal
responsibility for those who make inconsequential contributions to crimes in the knowledge
ofthe criminals' intention. 1536
822.

Lebanese commentary provides that there is a "but for" causal link between the act of

an accomplice and the commission of the crime by the perpetrator. In this regard, it must be
established that if it not for the accomplice's assistance, the perpetrator would not have been
able to execute his crime and according to the manner in which he intended to commit it. 1537
823.

The elements of aiding and abetting under international criminal law which are the

most appropriate "international legal standards" can assist in interpreting the principle of
complicity under Lebanese law. 1538 The ICC's control theory, whereby the co-perpetrator
must make an "essential contribution" to the crime is most akin to the Lebanese causal
link. 1539 Relying solely on ICTY jurisprudence, the Appeals Chamber held that international
criminal law requires that the assistance or support must have a "substantial effect" on the
perpetration of the crime. 1540 At minimum, the same threshold should apply when interpreting
the objective elements of complicity in this case. Doing so leads to a proper delineation of
criminal responsibility and preserves the Appeals Chamber's intention that the concept of
complicity, which is more protective ofthe rights of the accused, is to be applied. 1541

LCC,Art.219(5) [emphasis added]; Annex D,p.23 (Decision No.30, 29/01/2003).
Mbarushimana CD,paras.276-285 (applying a statutory provision functionally identical to Article 3( 1)(b) of
the Statute, but with reasoning of broader applicability to accessorial liability. This legal reasoning arose in a
case where a suspect making allegedly false denials of responsibility for crimes committed by his organisation
was found to be an insufficient criminal contribution to confirm charges against him). See also DeFalco.
1537 Annex D,p.78 (Aliya 2002).
1538 Brief,para.1151.
1539 Lubanga AJ,para.469.
154 F0936,para.226.
1541 F0936,para.228.
1535

1536
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824.

For these reasons, the accused can only meet the second objective element specified

above if their assistance had an essential, or at minimum, a substantial effect upon the
commission of the crimes.

b. Subjective elements
825.

The Appeals Chamber defines the subjective elements for complicity as follows: (i)

knowledge of the intent of the perpetrator to commit a crime; and (ii) intent to assist the
perpetrator in his commission of the crime. 1542
826.

There are two considerations for the first "knowledge" element. First, the knowledge

of an accomplice extends beyond merely knowing of the perpetrators' criminal behaviour and
includes knowledge that his own conduct consists of assisting the perpetrator in his eventual
commission of the crime. 1543 This is consistent with the Appeals Chamber pronouncement
that "the provision of assistance without awareness that such assistance is designed to help
commit a crime, do not amount to complicity". 1544
827.

Second, whilst knowledge does not encompass every single precise factual detail of

the crime, the accomplice must know that the perpetrator intended to commit a particular
crime to prove their knowledge. 1545 The Chamber has previously determined that it would be
sufficient that the accused were "aware that they were acting pursuant to a plan to commit a
terrorist act, namely, to assassinate HARIRI by means of a large explosive device in a public
place, thereby causing terror, and further that in so doing they were aware that others would
. andb e mJure
. . d" . 1546
d1e
828.

The Chamber's specifications should be understood as minimum requirements, such

that a failure to prove knowledge in relation to any of these points, including knowledge of
the means and target, would amount to the accused not having sufficient knowledge of one or
more of the "particular crimes" charged across Counts 6-9. This is consistent with the
Indictment's labelling of counts with reference to the means by which crimes were
committed, and in contrast with the Prosecution's more generic assertion in its Brief that

F0936,para.220.
Annex D,p.81 (Aliya 2002).
1544 F0936,para.220.
1545 20180307 STL-11-01 T T423 OFF PUB EN 47171.
1546 20180307 =STL-11-0(T=T423 =OFF=PUB=EN=47 -48171; Decision No. 8, 11/01/2000,p.5; Murr
Judgment,p.56.
1542

1543
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complicity only requires knowledge of "an act through means that are liable to create a public
danger". 1547 This understanding also has the advantage of rendering any discussion of the
controversial application of dolus eventualis in this case moot, 1548 as anyone acting with
knowledge of all the facts specified by the Chamber would be aware that the execution of the
plan would lead to the charged crimes occurring in the ordinary course of events (and not just
the risk of them occurring).
829.

With regard to the second "intent" requirement, this element needs to be read in line

with the objective element that the accomplice join with the perpetrator in an understanding
(whether immediate or long-standing) to commit the crime. 1549 Both these requirements
clarify that mere knowledge on the part of the perpetrator is not enough to trigger criminal
responsibility.
830.

Lebanese law provides that the accomplice's intent must be directed towards linking

his/her own behavior to the perpetrator's crime and with the intention to further the
perpetrator's specific criminal act. 1550
831.

This is akin to the specific direction requirement as set out in parts of the ICTY's

jurisprudence and which may assist in defining the contours of this additional subjective
element. The specific direction requirement has been found at points in time to be part of the
actus reus of aiding and abetting, requiring the aider and abettor to carry out acts specifically

directed to assist, encourage or lend moral support to the perpetration. 1551 The assessment of
specific direction involves considerations closely related to questions of mens rea. 1552 In the
same fashion, both the first objective element and second subjective element of aiding and
abetting at this Tribunal lend themselves to overlapping considerations.
832.

It is noted that the most recent ICTY pronouncements on specific direction do not find

it to be a separate requirement. 1553 Sainovic et al., cited favourably by the Prosecution, found
there to be no specific direction requirement and clearly held that "[t]he required mens rea is
[for aiding and abetting] is the 'knowledge that these acts assist the commission of the
Brief,para.1149.
F0936,paras.248-249.
1549 F0936,para.228.
1550 Annex D,pp.81-82 (Aliya 2002).
1551 Perisi6 AJ,para.26 citing Tadi6 AJ,para.229.
1552 Perisi6 AJ,paras.36,44,48.
1553 Stanisi6 & Simatovi6 AJ; Sainovi6 AJ.
1547

154R
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offense"'.
833.

However, the Sainovic mens rea standard of aiding and abetting is analogous only to

the first subjective element for aiding and abetting at this Tribunal. There is no equivalent
jurisprudence to assist in understanding a second subjective threshold for aiding and abetting
other than the specific direction requirement. 1554 The Appeals Chamber indicates that
international criminal law provides a second subjective element for aiding and abetting,
however this is not provided for in the citations it relies upon. 1555 Something akin to the
specific direction requirement is necessary and appropriate for the proper interpretation of the
second subjective element derived from Lebanese law.
834.

This second subjective element for aiding and abetting is of significance in the

adjudication of the case against SABRA. The accused are not charged with having criminal
political beliefs. If any assistance they provided was (for example) specifically directed at
fulfilling the ideological aims of Hezbollah, this would be a distinct intention from a situation
where they specifically directed their assistance towards the commission of a terrorist act.
Only the latter intent would sufficiently qualify as giving rise to criminal complicity, and it is
the responsibility of the Prosecution to prove beyond reasonable doubt that this intent exists.

II.

Alleged Criminal Liability of SABRA
A. Lack of Evidence Regarding SABRA

835.

In the absence of any detail as to SABRA's personal profile or character in the Brief

the Prosecution has failed to establish that SABRA had any criminal profile, let alone one
which fits the alleged case against him. 1556
836.

First, there is no contemporaneous evidence in relation to SABRA's: (i) employment

records; (ii) financial records; (iii) residential records; (iv) vehicle records; or (v) medical
records for the indictment period. Nor is there any information to suggest that SABRA was

1554 The ICC also has only one subjective element, and it is notably higher than a knowledge mens rea, Rome
Statute Article 25(3)(c) (requiring the aider and abettor to act "[fJor the purpose of facilitating the commission
of[ ... ] a crime").
1555 F0936,para.227 ,fn.341. The Furundzija citation provides for the Chamber's conclusion that only the
knowledge element is required for the mens rea for aiding and abetting (Furundzija TJ,paras.246,249).The
Blaski6 cite also only endorses the finding about knowledge of the precise crime, and not about any intent to
assist the principal (Blaski6 AJ,paras.49-50).
1556 Cf20180625_STL-11-0l_T_T432_PROV_CONF _EN_25/129 (TAYLOR asserts that ABU ADASS'
involvement in the attack was on the basis that "[h]e didn't seem to fit the profile of someone that would
commit this sort of crime").
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involved in any prior criminal activity, affiliated with any criminal association or
demonstrated any interest in terrorist activities. 1557 In short, there is no evidence to suggest
that SABRA had the propensity to commit the alleged offences.
83 7.

Second, there is no direct evidence, either witness or document based, that SABRA

knew, either in a personal, familial or professional capacity, any of the other accused or
alleged members of the conspiracy or indeed had ever met any of the other alleged
conspirators.
838.

Third, any argument that the alleged conspirators were associated via their affiliation

with Hezbollah is tenuous. The Prosecution relies on public "acknowledgments" by the
Secretary-General of Hezbollah referring to AYYASH, BADREDDINE, ONEISSI and
SABRA as "brothers in resistance". 1558 However, contrary to the Prosecution's position, these
references are not a "clear indication" the accused were members of Hezbollah. 1559 Two of
the references relied upon were made in public speeches in July and August 2011, 1560 in
direct response to the first indictment, which referred to the accused as "supporters of
Hezbollah". 1561 This does not establish that the accused were actually members ofHezbollah.
This is further supported by the fact that the 201 0 reference relied upon by the
Prosecution, 1562 of a similar vein, was issued before any of the accused were publically
named and cannot therefore specifically refer to SABRA's membership ofHezbollah.
839.

Moreover, each reference refers to the accused in collective form, rather than

specifically identifying SABRA as a Hezbollah member. There is no evidence that the
Secretary-General even knew SABRA in order to even assert this fact.
840.

The Prosecution's reliance upon SABRA's brother's memorial service to imply that

SABRA was also a member is an extraordinary leap. 1563 Based exclusively on one newspaper
article, apparently demonstrating that the commemoration for a Moussa Hassan SABRA was
attended by senior officials from Hezbollah, 1564 the Prosecution undertakes the following
series of assumptions to illogically infer that SABRA is therefore a member of Hezbollah,
1557

R91-300027,60185145.
Brief,paras.322-324.
1559 Brief,para.324.
1560 P00458· P02095
1561 F0007/AD1,para ..59.
1562 P02090.
1563 Brief,para.335.
1564 P02094.
1558
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including, inter alia: (i) the article is accurate as to the identity of the deceased and those in
attendance; (ii) members of any other political party were not in attendance; (iii) any
Hezbollah officials present at the El-Qa'im Complex were solely in attendance for the
memorial of Moussa Hassan SABRA; (iv) the political allegiance of a deceased person can
be inferred from the political affiliations of those in attendance; and (v) the political
allegiances of all family members are the same.
841.

These assumptions are posited by the Prosecution without any effort to ascertain

SABRA's actual political affiliation. 1565 Despite listing six of SABRA's [REDACTED] as
Prosecution witnesses, the Prosecution failed to call them as viva voce witnesses, despite their
ability to comment on SABRA's alleged association with Hezbollah or indeed his alleged
relationship with any of the accused. 1566
842.

Instead of such testimony, seeking to prove this allegation based upon the alleged

affiliations of their family members, their Shiite faith, 1567 or location of their alleged
residence, 1568 is manifestly insufficient.
843.

Even on the assumption that SABRA was associated with Hezbollah in some manner,

it is illogical to conclude that this association proves that the other accused personally knew
one another based on no more than the absurd assumption that all members of a political
party must necessarily be acquainted.
B. Failure to Prove Alleged Acts of SABRA

1. Unclear Alleged Role in Disappearance of ABU ADASS
844.

The allegation that SABRA was involved in the selection and disappearance of ABU

ADASS is limited to the geo-location of Purple-018 around the AUM and its
contemporaneous contact with Purple-095 and Purple-231 during the so-called COLA
Phase. The Prosecution has failed to define or clarify SABRA's precise role was in the
selection and disappearance of ABU ADASS.
845.

First, given the lack of clarity as to when ABU ADASS

IS

alleged to have met

1565

CfR91-300027,60185145.
Rule 155:PRH069,PRH106,PRH051; Rule 158:PRH024; not called:PRH079,PRH540(F2924/A01).
1567 Brief,para.336.
1568 Brief,para.337.
1566
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"Mohammed", as well as the Prosecution's shift as to his identification, it remains unclear as
to what purported criminal activity was being undertaken by ONEISSI or SABRA.
846.

Second, there is no evidence or allegation that SABRA ever entered the AUM at any

point or met ABU ADASS, or whether he had any direct role in the "profiling, identifying
[or] selecting" ABU ADASS. 1569 This is supported by the lack of identification of SABRA by
[REDACTED], PRH087, DH0-003, DH0-004 and DH0-005. 1570
847.

Nor is it alleged that SABRA ever pretended to be the supposed Christian convert

called "Mohammed" or that he ever addressed or approached anyone in this capacity. This is
supported by the Prosecution's withdrawal of the allegation that SABRA went to Tripoli on
13, 15, 20 and 24 December 2004 in order to search for a scapegoat. 1571
848.

Third, there is no evidence or allegation that SABRA was selected as a getaway

driver. The Prosecution has offered no case on the method used to transport the users of

Purple-095 or Purple-018 in general, and in the absence of any license prior to 2007
established that SABRA could drive in 2004-2005. 1572
849.

Similarly, the Prosecution offers no clarity as to which specific activity SABRA is

alleged to have undertaken in relation to the disappearance of ABU ADASS on 16 January
2005.
850.

First, there is no evidence or specific allegation that SABRA was physically present

when ABU ADASS left his home on the morning of the 16 January 2005. Nor is it clear
whether he is alleged to have joined the other alleged conspirators during the course of the
day and if so, when, where and why.
851.

Second, there is no evidence or allegation that SABRA called the ABU ADASS

Landline on either 15 or 17 January 2005 or played any supportive role in this step.
852.

Third, notwithstanding the preposterousness of the new allegation, there 1s no

evidence or specific allegation as to what role SABRA is alleged to have played in the

Brief,para.1183.
P00765; P00597; 4000546; 4000548; 4000550.
1571 This was asserted in opening statement but no longer relied upon in Brief, 20140618 _ STL-1101_T_T51_OFF_PUB _EN_47-48/71. The Defence does not therefore address the weakness of this allegation.
1572 R91-300729.
1569
1570
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production ofthe FCR-Tape.
853.

In the absence of any specific allegation and evidence as to the precise role of

SABRA in the disappearance of ABU ADASS, the Prosecution is unable to prove which
preparatory steps were agreed upon by Sabra, and more importantly, what specific essential
or substantial contribution he is alleged to have provided to the commission of the terrorist
act, or intentional and attempted homicide.
2. Unclear Alleged Role in FCR Dissemination
854.

The Prosecution fails to provide any clarity as to the specific role played by SABRA

in the dissemination of the FCR.
855.

First, there is no evidence, or allegation that SABRA was involved in the production

of the FCR-Letter or that he placed either the FCR-Letter or FCR-Tape in the Tree. 1573
856.

Second, there is no evidence or allegation that SABRA purchased the Telecard, or

collected the Telecard from the actual purchaser. 1574
857.

Third, notwithstanding the fact that the Brief fails to definitively assert that SABRA

made any of the FCR-Calls to the News Agencies, 1575 the Prosecution has failed to identify or
clarify whether it alleges that ONEISSI or SABRA made the first, second or fourth TelecardCall. Nor is there any evidence to support the assumed feasibility of travelling across Beirut,
in the aftermath of the explosion within the timeframe ofthe alleged Telecard-Calls.
858.

In the absence of any defined role of SABRA in dissemination of the FCR, the

Prosecution is again unable to prove which acts were agreed upon by Sabra, or what specific
essential or substantial contribution he is alleged to have provided to the commission of the
terrorist act, or intentional and attempted homicide.
C. Failure to Prove Knowledge or Intent of SABRA

Part-5,IV -B.
Part-5,IV -A.
1575 Brief,paras.564,566,570,575 which only refers in general terms to the presence of
Payphones.
1573

1574
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1. No Evidence that SABRA had Prior Knowledge of Target, Means or Date of
Attack
859.

In its Brief, the Prosecution concludes that SABRA would have "inevitably deduced

the general objective of the plot given the nature of [the alleged task to select and abduct
ABU ADASS]". 1576 However, such a conclusion falls far short of establishing that, prior to
undertaking the alleged selection and abduction of ABU ADASS, SABRA had the requisite
knowledge of the perpetrators' intention to commit a terrorist attack, using explosive means
in order to target HARIRI in public on 14 February 2005.
860.

On a reading of the Prosecution's case, the Purple-Phones were a compartmentalised

group within the alleged conspiracy, tasked with the specific role of shielding the coperpetrators. There is no allegation or evidence that SABRA was involved in any other aspect
of the conspiracy, or that he ever met or had direct communications with any of the alleged
co-perpetrators outside of the Purple-Group.
861.

Given the seriousness and complexity of the intended terrorist attack and the high-

profile target, in order to protect the plan from any unwarranted leaks, information as to the
target, means and date of the attack would only be provided on a need to know basis in a
group structured in this manner. 1577 This is supported by the alleged lengths taken by the
covert networks to conceal their identity, 1578 and given that the FCR was not a necessary step
for the commission of the terrorist attack. Even on the Prosecution's case, there is no logical
reason as to why SABRA would have been informed of such details given: (i) his limited role
within an already compartmentalised group; (ii) his use of a PMP throughout the relevant
period in contrast to the covert telephones of other alleged co-conspirators; and (iii) the
absence of a relationship between SABRA and any of the other co-conspirators.
862.

Nor does the evidence establish that SABRA actually possessed knowledge of the

target, means or date of the attack prior to his alleged involvement in the disappearance of
ABU ADASS and the dissemination of the FCR.
863.

First, even on the Prosecution case, there is no evidence establishing that SABRA: (i)

knew ABU ADASS was selected and duped to take part in the FCR-Tape; or (ii) entered the

1576

Brief,para.1191.
Part-4,ll-B.3.
1578 Part-4,ll-B.3.
1577
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mosque or was physically present during the alleged meeting between ABU ADASS and
"Mohammed". Nor has the Prosecution adduced any of the content of the calls between the
Purple-Phones, either by use of intercepts or insider witnesses, to determine the reason for
Purple-018's presence around the AUM or the subsequent contact with Purple-095 and/or
231.

864.

Second, on the Prosecution case, there is agam no evidence that SABRA had

knowledge that ABU ADASS was being lured in order to make a FCR at that time, given that
there is no evidence or substantiated allegation as to when the FCR-Tape was produced, or
that SABRA was necessarily involved.
865.

If it is now the Prosecution's case that SABRA is alleged to have produced the FCR-

Tape, this would still not fulfil the requisite knowledge requirement given that there is no
indication from the text of the FCR-Tape of either the means to be used for the terrorist
attack, or the date on which it would be undertaken - both of which are considered by the
Chamber to be necessary elements to establish knowledge.
866.

Third, there is no evidence to suggest the FCR-Letter was produced prior to the attack

on 14 February 2005 to establish that SABRA had undertaken to assist in shielding the
perpetrators prior to the commission of the attack.
867.

Fourth, making the Third FCR-Call alone would not establish that SABRA knew the

content of the FCR-Statement, given that the content of this call only establishes knowledge
ofthe existence ofthe FCR-Tape and not its content. 1579 Nor does the placement ofthe Third
FCR-Call establish that SABRA had knowledge that his assistance would further the crime
prior to the commission of the attack.
2. No Evidence that SABRA had Intended the Attack
868.

The Prosecution has failed to prove that SABRA was aware of the conspiracy or its

purpose and therefore cannot establish that SABRA had the unequivocal and conclusive
intent to join or participate within it.
869.

Nor can the Prosecution establish that SABRA had the necessary specific intent to

commit a terrorist attack, given that it has not been proven he had the requisite knowledge of
1579

Part-5,lll-A.3.d.
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it, including of the means or target, and cannot therefore be said to have understood that his
alleged acts of assistance would essentially or substantially facilitate such a crime or be
directed towards facilitating the crime.
870.

Similarly, the Prosecution cannot prove that SABRA had intended HARIRI's death

by means of an explosive device, or that he was aware of the risk of death to others, given
that it has not been established that he was aware of the intention to kill HARIRI by an
explosive device in public. SABRA is not alleged to have had any involvement in, inter alia,
HARIRI's surveillance, the purchase of the explosive; or the execution of the attack.
871.

Intent also cannot be inferred based on SABRA's alleged role after the assassination,

given that under both Lebanese law and international criminal law, the agreement to facilitate
the commission of the crime must be entered into before it occurs.
D. Failure to Prove Specific Counts Against SABRA Beyond Reasonable Doubt
872.

Even taken at its highest, and as a whole, the Prosecution's case is unable to establish

beyond a reasonable doubt, that SABRA's guilt is the only reasonable inference available
from the evidence
873.

In relation to Count 1, the Prosecution has failed to prove beyond a reasonable doubt

that SABRA positively and unequivocally intended to join and participate in, with full
awareness of the intended purpose, the conspiracy to commit a terrorist attack targeting
HARIRI in public on 14 February 2005 by use of an explosives device within the meaning of
Article 314 LCC.
874.

In relation to Count 6, the Prosecution has failed to prove beyond a reasonable doubt,

that SABRA:
a) entered into an agreement to undertake preparatory steps and assist in
shielding the co-perpetrators from justice in their commission of a
terrorist attack and that this agreement had been entered into prior to the
commission ofthe crime;
b) participated in the identification and use of ABU AD ASS to appear in
the FCR-Tape or that he participated in ensuring the dissemination of
the FCR following the attack; and,
c) had the requisite knowledge of the intent of the perpetrators to commit a
terrorist attack which targeted HARIRI by use of an explosive device in
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public on 14 February 2005 and that he intended his assistance to
directly further this specific crime.
875.

In relation to Counts 7-9, the Prosecution has failed to establish beyond a reasonable

doubt that SABRA:
a) entered into an agreement to undertake preparatory steps and assist in
shielding the co-perpetrators from justice in the commission of the
intentional homicide of HARIRI or the intentional homicide of 21 other
persons and the attempted intentional homicide of 226 persons all with
premeditation by using explosive materials and this agreement was
entered into prior to the commission of the crime;
b) participated in the identification and use of ABU AD ASS to appear in
the FCR-Video or that he participated in ensuring the dissemination of
the FCR following the attack; and,
c) had the requisite knowledge of the intent of the perpetrators to
intentional kill HARIRI by use of explosive device in public on 14
February 2005 and that he intended his assistance to directly further this
specific crime.
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CONCLUSION AND RELIEF
876.

The self-described "mosaic of evidence" relied upon by the Prosecution can reveal

nothing with sufficient clarity, either individual or collectively, when the images depicted are
murky and untrue. 1580
877.

The Prosecution's failure to illuminate such "murky" images with diligent

investigations, and rigorous testing of its own case means that the entire picture is so distorted
and opaque that no reasonable trier of fact can enter a guilty conviction.
878.

For the foregoing reasons, the Sabra Defence, 1581 respectfully requests the Trial

Chamber to find Assad Hassan SABRA not guilty of all counts in the Indictment.

Respectfully submitted on 7 September 2018,

DAVID YOUNG
Lead Counsel for Assad Sabra

SARAH BAF ADHEL

GEOFFREY ROBERTS
Co-counsel for Assad Sabra
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